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3rricE or .wr CHANCEL -OR

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

CS 542

TRENTON. NEW JERSEY 08625

MEMORANDUM

TO: Members, Board of Higher Education

FROM: T. Edward Hollander, Chancellor

SUBJECT: Basic Skills Council's Report on the Effectiveness of Remedial Programs

DATE: March 8, 1989

I am pleased to present to you the Basic Skills Council:s report on the
"Effectiveness of Remedial Programs in Public Colleges and Universities, Fall
1984-Spring 1986." As you will recall. the college Basic Skills Council was created in1977 for two main purposes: first, to assess the skills preparedness (i.e., in reading,
writing and mathematics) of students entering New Jersey public colleges and to assistthe colleges in identifying those students whose skills need improvement; and second, toassess the effectiveness of our public colleges' remedial programs. The present report
from the Council and its Assessment Advisory Committee addresses the latter purpose.The report delineates strengths and areas of concern for each of 115 remedial programs,based on data provided from 32 campuses. The institutional profiles which make up thebulk of this report raise each program to a new level of public accountability.

While the report focuses primarily on institutional programs, it also makes three
major contributions to our understanding and monitoring of the collegiate remedial effort:

First, reports in this series have been concerned with the general question of
whether collegiate remedial education is worthwhile. Clearly, the answer is
"yes," As you saw in last month's report on placement test results, between 33
percent (in verbal ,kills) and 60 percent (in elementary algebra) of the freshmen
entering our public colleges and universities statewide lack the skills needed to
begin college-level work in one or more areas. The Council's systemwide
overview demonstrates that underprepared students who complete their college's
remedial course sequence(s) have two to three times greater chance of being
retained within and hence profiting from higher education than students who need
but do not complete remediation, At many colleges, the retention of remediated
students even exceeds that of the non-remedial students. These patterns
reported here confirm the positive findings in the two previous effectiveness
studies,

Second. the report introduces "provisional standards" on numerical outcome
indicators that will be further refined and used for subsequent program reviews.

8
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Third. the report points out some administrative shortcomings in student testing.
remedial enrollment and reporting which the institutions in question must address
immediately.

Background

This is the third in a series of reports that analyzes data from the outcomes of
remedial programs over a two-year period (Fall 1984-Spring 1986). No other state
prOvides such an extensive public analysis of the outcomes of all remedial programs in
every public college and university. The purpose of the Council's effort this year was
twofold: 1) to help the colleges to improve their remedial programs and 2) to develop a
set of reasonable outcome standards that future remedial effectiveness reviews would use
for institutional accountability.

We recognize that achieving the twin goals of access and excellence in' our colleges
is highly dependent on maintaining successful remedial reading, writing, computation and
elementary algebra programs. Students admitted with low levels of skill in these crucial
disciplines cannot be retained and be successful in college without the skills improvement
provided by these programs. Typically one third of our entering freshmen statewide have
skills levels that would result in assignment to remedial reading and writing classes: and
in the county colleges, approximately one-half of the entering crass have skills levels that
suggest the need for remediation in computation. Successful upgrading of these students'
skills is the only way in which the foundation for academic excellence can be laid. The
colleges' efforts over this period (1984-86) have been substantial (11.699 students
enrolled in remedial reading, 10,331 in remedial writing, 11,473 in computation and 8.527
in elementary algebra), and I have asked the Basic S?.ills Council to be rigorous in its
reviews. The Council and its Assessment Advisory Committee have responded with the
detailed analyses in the present report.

Program Evaluation Design

The report breaks new ground for us in program evaluation. Previous reports gave
you information primarily at the systemwide level whereas this report presents an
in-depth analysis--program by program.

This approach has resulted in two important improvements over previous reports.
First, the Council's Assessment Advisory Committee has set "provisional standards" on
each of the main numerical outcome indicators used to judge the effectiveness of
programs. These standards extend the Board's current requirements for program
administration (i.e., testing and enrollment percentages) and set expectations for a
pattern of student outcomes marking a successful program. For example, standards were
set for passing rates in final-level remedial courses and for first college-level courses,
for the percentage of the cohort of students expected to be at or above a ''C" average,
for retention and so forth. In all, 11 numerical standards were used in the program
evaluation process. (Attachment A provides you with an excerpt from the Council's
report which discusses the indicators and the standards set on each.) In addition. patterns
among indicators were discussed and a standardized format and language ware agreed
upon for all reviews.

9
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The second improvement :s the critic ;I analysis of each of 115 programs that was
developed through a standardized jury revit w process. Using data and a narrative report
provided by the colleges in conformity with the Council's guidelines, an Assessment
Committee member drafted a detailed anal} is and critique of the programs within a
given college. This analysis was then subjected to a jury review in committee. much like
a dissertation defense. with the author of the analysis charged with both advocating on
behalf of the institution and with revising the document when the committee found flaws
or omissions. This process was repeated as many times as necessary until the -ommittee
reached consensus. Finally, the resultant draft was shared with the college prior to its
publication here.

The program review design uses multiple indicators to assess the scholastic
outcomes of three groups of students relative to each other. The three groups reported
on in each institution were: 1) students' who did not need remediation: 2) students who
needed and successfully completed remediation (as defined by the respective' college); and
3) students who needed remediation but either did not start or did not successfully
complete it. The performance of non-remedial students in the system serves as the
standard against which the performance of remediation-completed students is measured.
Moreover, the addition of the provisional standards now provides an objective means for
making these relative comparisons. The "multiple indicators" concept of assessment
employed by the Basic Skills Council provides the Board with a sophisticated model with
which to judge the effectiveness of our remedial programs.

The indicators used in analyzing program performance can be divided into
administrative indicators and student outcome indicators. Selected results from each
group are summarized below.

Administrative Indicators

Standards Set By Previous Board Action. In your 1983 "Resolution Concerning Basic
Skills Testing and Enrollment In Remedial Courses.' you effectively set standards
requiring placement testing of at least 90% of entering, full- and part-time students, as
well as the enrollment in remedial courses within two semesters of at least 90% of the
full-time students identified as needing remediation.

Placement Testing. In the early years of the program many colleges struggled to
meet the 90% target for the testing of full-time students. In 1984, all colleges met this
standard. The testing of part-time students, however, was incomplete in several
institutions: the Basic Skills Council eports that 13 of 32 colleges did not test at least
90% of their part-timers in the fall of 1984.

I asked my staff to check recent available data on the placement testing of entering
freshmen; according to the most recent reports from the colleges (1987 unless otherwise
specified below), the following 13 colleges had not tested at least 90% of their part-time
students:

Atlantic (73%, 1986) Glassboro (80%)
Brookdale (88%) Kean (84%, 1986)
Camden (66%) Ramapo (74%)
Cumberland (89%) Rutgers-Newark (76%)
Ocean (74%) Rutgers-New Brunswick (84%)
Passaic (32%) Thomas Edison (50%)
Union (74%)

10
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Furthermore. two of the above institutions also missed the testing standard for
full-time students in 1987: Passaic (82%) and Rutgers-Newark (88%).

Remedial Enrollment Within Two Semelters. The Council's report indicates that in1984-86. 13 institutions fell short of the requirement to enroll at least 90% of their
identified. full-time students in needed remedial courses in at least one skill area
(reading, writing and/or math computation). Again. I asked my staff to review the mcstrecently available remedial enrollment data from each of the colleges (1987 unless
otherwise indicated below). Based on this, the following 14 colleges had remedial
enrollment rates below the Board's 90% expectation for one or more programs:

Bergen
Brookdale
Burlington
Camden
Cumberland
Essex
Hudson
Ocean
Warren

Montclair (1986)
Ramapo
Rutgers-Camden
Rutgers-Newark
Rutgers-New Brunswick

writing (89%). computation (84%)
computation (63%)

`readingreading (890/0), computation (69%)
reading (85%. computation (88%)
reading (88%)
reading (81%), writing (87%)
reading (86%), computation (84%)
writing (89%), computation (75%)
reading (25%), computation (54%)

reading (83%), computation (74%)
reading (88%), computation (68%)
reading (89%)
computation (32%)
computation (54%)

Reporting Deficiencies. Three institutions-- Atlantic, Kean and Montclair--have
not yet submitted their 1987 report ("Annual Basic Skills Questionnaire') from which the
above administrative data were drawn: these were due June 17, 1988. Moreover. the
quality and completeness of 1984-86 institutional reports on remedial program
effectiveness varied widely from institution to institution: although most reports were
prepared in accordance with Council guidelines. some were incomplete and others
contained contradictions and anomalies. All such instances are pointed out in the
individual program reviews contained in the Council's report (see "Areas of Concern").

I will write to the presidents of the institutions that are under-testing students,
that are under-enrolling students who need remediation, and whose reports are not
prepared in accordance with Board and Basic Skills Council requirements. I will ask that
they develop corrective actions for these administrative and reporting deficiencies.

Student Outcomes

The Basic Skills Council has set provisional standards on a variety of student
outcome indicators. These standards have been applied retrospectively in the Council's
report to the data for the 1984-86 cohort. These are summarized below:

1i
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Student Outcomes Indicators Bv Skill Areal

I) Percentages of full- and part-time students
passing final-level remedial course

2) Percentage passing first (subsequent)
college-level course in skill area, expressed
as percentage-point difference between
remedial completers/non-remedial students

3) Percentage attaining a GP A at or above
'C" (of the students retained in the fourth

semester). expressed as percentage point
difference between remedial completers/
non-remedial students

4) Retention rate, expressed as percentage
point difference between remedial completers/
non-remedial students

5) Successful survival rate (SSR), a composite -

GPA and fourth-semester retention measure
(i.e., percentage attaining a CPA at or above
"C" out of the original group of students,
whether or not they were retained), expressed as
percentage point difference between remedial
completers/non-remedial students

Provisional Standaru

80% State/Rutgers/N1IT
70% County Colleges

5 points

15 points State /Riitg /NJIT
20 points County Colleges

0 points

7 points State/Rutgr:411T
10 points County Colleges

Tables 1 through 4 (in Attachment B) display the distribution of college programs in
each of the four remedial skill areas with respect to the number of student outcome
standards met (retrospectively) in 1984-86. This is necessarily a crude analysis. for it
leaves out much information on the skills levels of the entering students: on the criteria
used to place students into remediation; on the relationships among indicators; on the
extent by which programs "missed" reaching a given provisional standard; and on the
numbers of students 'affected at a given institution. Further, data on retesting, without
which it is difficult to complete the interpretation of these outcomes, wa.; incomplete in
1984-86 and thus could not be used (see below). These arrays do make clear that many
programs met the majority of these standards. Nonetheless, at this stage there is
considerable room for improvement. I believe that the Council's provisional standards
represent attainable goals for all remedial programs--targets that can be reached for the
benefit of future cohorts of students.

I recommend that you pass the attached resolution which accepts the Council's
provisional standards as the Board's interim goals for remedial programs. and sets in
motion a Jne-le ar period of dialogue on the standards before they are adopted
permanently in 1990. The permanent standards would then be used to assess remedial
program performance beginning with the 1988-90 cohort of students.
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Retesting (Post-testing). The percentage of remedial completers who reach acollege's placement minimums on a standardized retest (post-test) is one of theindicators needed in making conclusive judgments about the effectiveness of remedialprograms. You passed a resolution on February 20. 1987 that required colleges. beginningin the fall of 1987. ''to employ students' performance on an appropriate standardizedpost-test as one of the multiple criteria required for all students to exit a remedialcourse sequence." Although the Counrq s reporting guidelines asked colleges to reporton post-testing, note that the data trf aced in this report were compiled prior to theBoard's directive. (The first group of entering students under the mandate is the Fall 87cohort.) Because of this and due to the incompleteness of available data. the Council hasnot as yet set a provisional standard on this indicator.

Four Semester Cohort Summary

The primary value of this report to the colleges is the outside critique provided toeach individual program. For every college the Council's review delineates strengths.areas of concarn, and suggestions for further research or inquiry where appropriate.

The multiple patterns delineated within these critiques do not lend themselveseasily to summary analyses. The Council's report, nevertheless, paints the broaderpicture of the large number of students who are tested, placed and enrolled in neededremedial courses. Follow up of such students after four semesters has indicated retentionrates equal to or greater than non-remedial students. The Council's report summarizesthis overview information for each of the skill areas. A summary of results for theremedial writing programs statewide (1984-86) is included here to help illustrate thegeneral picture:

Of the 10,331 students statewide who were enrolled in remedial writing courses.9,424 reached the final level at their respective colleges and 7.251 passed.

Students who passed their remedial writing courses were retained at theircolleges in the fourth semester at a slightly higher rate (64% vs. 63%) thannon-remedial students. Students who did not complete needed writing
remediation. on the other hand. had only a 19% retention rate in the fourthsemester.

In the subsequent college-level English composition courses. the passing rate ofstudents who had completed remediation was within seven percentage points ofthat of the non-remedial students (80% vs. 87%).

After four semesters, remedial completers averaged 10 fewer credits earned than
non-remedial students (40 vs. 50).

The mean GPA for remedial writing completers was above a "C" (2.20), only
four-tenths of a point below that of the non-remedial comparison group (2.62).The percentage of remedial writing completers whose GPA' s were at or above a"C" as 19 percentage points below that of the non-remedial students.

13
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Similarly, the successful survival rates (i.e.. a composite indicator that represents
the proportions of students in the original cohort who both were retained and hadat least a "*C" GPA) o: _he two groups differed by 11 percentage points.

In every college sector, differences between the two comparison groups af
students had improved slightly over the 1983-85 cohort rates.

Slight improvements were also noted in the reading programs' outcomes compared
.o 1983-1985. Slight decrements were noted. however. in the outcome data for
computation programs:

In general. the students who complete algebra remediation have higher retention
rates and GPA's than students who complete reading, writing or computation remediation
alone. These encouraging results may be attributable to factors unique to the algebracohort alone (i.e.. many programs enroll only the more **motivated" students--those who'need" the algebra for their major--and a relatively small proportion of remedial algebra
enrollees require remediation in other skill areas as well).

Concluding Comments

Remediation is not an easy enterprise, for either the colleges or the students.
Remedial educators are rarely organized into their own remedial departments; they areoften untenured and have limited visibility on their campuses; many are part-time. The
Basic Skills Council's report documents great effort and success in some college
programs and administrative in-attention and academic shortfalls in others. The report
reveals that our colleges are enrolling some 10.000 students in each remedial skill area
and are successfully moving large proportions of these underprepared students to the
point where they can attain at least a "C" average in their college-level work. Without
these remedial programs. I believe that the majority of these students would either leave
college or be academically dismissed. Effective remedial education must remain a
keystone in our policy of access and excellence.

Evaluating educational programs is also a difficult and complex process. Statewide
reporting on the outcomes of college remedial programs with as much precision as is
required by the Basic Skills Council is an effort currently unique to New Jersey. The
refined and collaborative model of public reporting on our remedial programs stands as an
example both for other states and for other programs at our colleges to emulate. I thankmembers of the Basic Skills Council and its Assessment Advisory Committee for the
extensive volunteer commitment of professional time and attention to detail that is
evident in their work.

Attachments

4r-



STATE OF NEW JERSEY
STATE BOARD OF atOHER EDT:C %ZION:

A RESOLUTION ADOPTING AS "PROVISIONAL" THE STANDARDS ON REMEDIAL
PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS SET BY THE BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL AND

REQUIRING COLLEGES TO RESPOND TO CONCERNS RAISED
IN THEIR RESPECTIVE PROGRAM REVIEWS

WHEREAS: The New Jersey Basic Skills Council is charged by the Board both to
assess the Basic Skills preparation of incoming students in New Jersey
public institutions of higher education and to evaluate the effectiveness
of college remedial programs that address the needs of underprepared
students: and

WHEREAS: The Basic Skills Council has reported regularly on the Effectiveness of
remedial programs in New Jersey public colleges and universities and
has found in general that the programs raise the skills levels of students
who complete remediation to the point where they are retained within
and can profit from higher education; and .

WHEREAS: The Board's resolution of February 1987 directs the Council to "further
specify how the multiple outcome indicators can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of remedial programs..."; and

WHEREAS: The Basic Skills Council, in its "Report on the Effectiveness of
Remedial Programs in Public Colleges and Universities, Fall 1984-Spring
,386," has responded by developing a thorough and fair "jury"
methodology for assessing remedial program outcomes which includes a
set of "provisional standards" on the numerical outcome indicators
collected for evaluation; now therefore be it

RESOLVED: That the Board adopts the Basic Skills Council's remedial program
effectiveness standards as provisional for the 1989-90 academic year:
and be it further

RESOLVED: That the Basic Skills Council and the Department of Higher Education
will disseminate these provisional standards and seek comment on them
from the institutions; and be it further

RESOLVED: That in the 1989-30 academic year a set of refined standards will be
presented to the Board for permanent adoption as both review criteria
and as stated goals for remedial programs to meet: and be it further

RESOLVED: That the Board directs the Chancellor to call on each of the colleges to
respond to the concerns raised in the Basic Skills Council's individual
remedial program reviews and to bring into compliance any
administrative or programmatic deficiencies that might exist with
respect to Board policy.

15
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Attachment A

PROVISIONAL STANDARDS FOR EVALUATING
REMEDIAL PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

Assessment Advisory Committee. New Jersey Basic Kills CouncilReview Cycle: Fall 1984 Cohort (Followed Through Spring 86)

Policy Administration

Students tested (percent of those required to be tested. all sectors). Full-time (FT) &Part-time (PT): 90%. in accordance with Board of Higher Education policy.

Students enrolled in remediation within two semesters (percent of those identified asneeding remediation, all sectors). FT: 90%, in accordance with Board of HigherEducation policy. PT: no standard set.
- .Note: The Assessment Committee has chosen not ro apply this two-semester enrollmentstandard in the case of elementary algebra. Algebra students at most colleges must firstsatisfy a computation requirement: thus. the two mathematics skill areas can be linked ina way that postpones enrollment in algebra remediation. Holding colleges to thetwo-semester requirement in algebra would seem unreasonable if large numbers of thestudents must first take one or more computation courses. The committee is currentlystudying the extent to which such "linkages" exist.

Students present fourth semester who had not yet begun remediation (of those identifiedas needing remediation. all sectors). FT: head count of- 10 students. PT: no standard set.

Placement Criteria

NJCBSPT scaled scores below which students were placed into remediation (among themultiple criteria used to ascertain skills preparedness). All sectors: ReadingComprehension (NJCBSPT-RC), 161: Sentence Sense (-SS), 161: Essay, 8: MathComputation (-MC), 165: Elementary Algebra (-EA), 167.

The above provisional standards for -RC. -SS. -MC and -EA are identical to the minimauniformly adopted (in 1982) by the county college presidents: thus. they represent somemeasure of consensus among colleges in the largest sector. Further. each of these scaledscores. corresponds to the "lack proficiency" cutoff established by the Basic SkillsCouncil. It should be kept in mind. therefore, that these cutoffs represent minimal (notoptimal) placement criteria.

Cut-scores on the NJCBSPT and the mix of criteria that can be used for placementdecisions are not dictated by Board mandate: rather, these choices are left to theindividual colleges to make, in keeping with the local missions and goals of the respectiveinstitutions and the nature of the populations of students to be served. The committee'spurpose here was to establish a common frame of reference for commenting on theappropriateness of whatever standards were used. In its view, no institution should setplacement criteria below the "floor" levels set by the Council.

Other review considerations: Were the same standards used for all students? Were theexit criteria at least as rigorous as the college's original placement criteria?

16'



Attachment A. cont.

Remedial Course Outcomes

Passing rate for final level of remediation (percent of those enrolled in final-level course.FT & PT). County Colleges: 70%. State Colleges. Rutgers & NJIT: 80%.

Retesting (post-testing) of students who successfully completed their final-level remedialcours4 work (percent of those passing the final-level course who attained the minimumlevel on the retest/post-test, FT & PT combined). The committee has not as yet set aprr.nistonal standard on this indicator. Nonetheless. comment was made, where.appropriate. along the following lines: Was retesting/post-testing conducted and reportedfor all areas? Were retests/post-tests administered to all students completing final-levelremedial courses? Did the institition report data for the specified cohort or for somemixture of cohorts? Is the proportion of students reported to have reached the minimumlevel especially high? Especially low?

Note that these data for the Fall 1934 cohort were submitted prior to the Board of HigherEducation's specific resolution on post-testing. The first group of entering studentsunder the mandate is the Fall "87 cohort. Nevertheless. the 1984-86 reporting guidelinescalled for the submission of data on post-testing.

Data on post-testing for these reporting purposes has little to do with the documenting ofindividual student gains. The central question being asked is the same as that askedduring the original placement testing.. did the students have the skills to succeed incollege-level courses? Since it makea more sPncP to think of these data as the aggregateresults of a second sitting of a placement test. the Basic Skills Council prefers the term-retesting."

Subsequent Academic Performance

Passing rate for first (subsequent) college-level course in skill area, students who neededand completed remediation vs. non-remedial students (percent of those enrolled for eachstudy group, FT only). The standard takes the form of the expected difference inpercentage points of remediated groups's performance below that of the non-remedialgroup. All sectors: 5.

Cumulative GPA (fourth semester) greater than or equal to 2.0, students who needed andcompleted remediation vs. non-remedial students (percent of each study group. FT only).The standard takes the form of the expected difference in percentage points of theremediated groups performance below that of the non-remedial group. CountyColleges: 20. State Colleges. Rutgers & NJIT: 15.

Retention rate, students who needed and completed remediation vs. non-remedialstudents (percent of each study group present in the fourth semester. FT only). Allsectors: value for remediated group equal to that for non-remedial group.

The Basic Skills Council recognizes that this is a high standard. Moreover, absolute valuecomparisons among institutions are especially misleading and should be avoided.

Successful survival rate (based on cumulative GPA. fourth semester), students whoneeded and completed remediation vs. non-remedial students (percent of each studygroup. FT only). The standard is in the form of the expected difference in percentagepoints of remediated group's performance below that of the non-remedial group. CountyColleges: 10. State Colleges. Rutgers & NJIT: 7.

1.7



Additional Considerations

Attachment A. cont.

Relationship among the indicators. Was the picture painted by each indicator consistentwith the story told by the other indicators?

Discrepancies among skill areas within an institution. Were there sizable differencesamong the skill areas in the outcomes depicted by each of the indicators?
Longitudinal trends. In comparing these data to those submitted for the previous reviewcycle (i.e., Fall, 1983 entering cohort followed through Spring, 1985), were there readilyapparent directional trends?

Overall complete, thorough and accurate data collection and reporting, in accordancewith the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.
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TALIMA31

READING

DISTRIBUTION OF REMEDIAL PROGRAMS BY NUMBER OF PROVISIONAL STANDARDS MET*

Student Outcome indicators, Full-Time Students

1984 86

Brookdale"
Cumberland
Hudson
Passaic
RU-Newark
RU-New Brunswick
Trenton**

Salem Wm. Paterson

Atlantic
Bur:ington
Camden
Essex
Gloucester
Jersey City
Metter
Montclair
Morris

Raritan Valley
Union

Bergen
Glassboro
Kean
Middlesex
Ocean
Ramapo
Stockton
RU-Camden

0 1 2 3

Number of Provisional Standards Met

'Retest results are not included. In addition, this analysis does
"starling" skills levels (f the entering students, criteria used
relationships among various indicators, extent by which programs
provisional standard, and numbers of students affected at a given

"Data available for only three of the five indicators.
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4 5

not take into consideration the
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"met" or "missed" reaching a given
institution.
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TABLE 2

WRITING

DISTRIBUTION OF REMEDIAL PROGRAMS BY NUMBER OF PROVISIONAL STANDARDS MET'

Student Outcome Indicators, Full-Time Students

1984-86

Jersey City
Mercer
Montclair
Morris
Salem
Union

Passaic Wm. Paterson

Brookdale**
Cumberland
Essex
Hudson
Kean
NIIT
Ramapo
Raritan Valley
RU-New Brunswick
Trenton**

Atlantic
Burlington
Camden
Glassboro
Ocean

Bergen
Gloucester
Middlesex
Stockton
RU- Camden

0 1 2 3

Number of Provisional Standards Met

*Retest results are not included. In addition, this analysis does
"starting" skills levels of the entering students, criteria used
relationships among various indicators, extent by which programs
provisional standard, and numbers of students affected at a given

"Data available for only three of the five indicators.
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4 5

not take into consideration the
to place students into remediation,
"met" or "missed" reaching a given

Institution.



TABLE 3

COMPUTATION

DISTRIBUTION OF REMEDIAL PROGRAMS BY NUMBER OF PROVISIONAL STANDARDS MET'

Student Outcome Indicators, Full-Time Students

1984-86

Burlington
Essex
Glassboro

Atlantic Hudson
Brookdale" Montclair
Gloucester Ocean
Jersey City Passaic
Morris Raritan Valley Camden

Cumberland Stockton Union Mercer
Salem Ramapo Trenton*" Wm. Paterson Middlesex Bergen

0 1 2 3 4 5

Number of Provisional Standards Met

"Retest results are not included. In addition, this analysis does not take into consideration the
"starting" skills levels of the entering students, criteria used to place students into remediation,
relationships among various indicators, extent by which programs "met" or "missed" reaching a given
provisional standard, and numbers of students affected at a given'institution.

Data available for only three of the five indicators.
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TABLE 4

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

DISTRIBUTION OF REMEDIAL PROGRAMS BY NUMBER OF PROVISIONAL STANDARDS mi.-ra

Student Outcome Indicators, Full-Time Students

1984-86

Bergen
Essex
Jersey City Burlington
Kean Camden
Mercer Glassboro

Brookdale" Morris Middlesex
Cumberland RU-New Brunswick Rdritan Valley
Hudson Passaic Salem RU-Camden Montclair
Trenton** Ramapo Union RU-Newark Wm. Paterson

0 1 2 3 4 5

Number of Provisional Standards Met

*Retest results are not included. In addition, this analysis does not take into consideration the
"starting" skills levels of the entering students, criteria used to place students into remediation,
relationships among various indicators, extent by which programs "met" or "missed" reaching a given
provisional standard, and numbers of students affected at a given institution.

"Data available for only three of the five indicators.

I
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Dear Chancellor Hollander:
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the New Jersey College Basic Skills Council's Report on the

Effectiveness of Remedial Programs, 1984-86. This year's report

creates a new format for gathering and analyzing information on

the basic skills testing, placement, and subsequent performance

of students in New Jersey's public colleges and universities.

The report documents the efforts of the colleges to comply

with previous Board resolutions regarding the testing and

placement of entering students. In addition, it breaks new

ground in that it establishes provisional standards for each of

the criteria by which remedial programs are evaluated and shows

the extent to which individual colleges meet those high

standards. This innovative format will be followed in subsequent

Effectiveness Reports.

I would like to express my thanks to the Council's

Assessment Committee for its long and careful work on this

report. Assessing the effectiveness of educational programs is a

difficult and complex process, and I think this report will serve

as a model for accurate and fair evaluation in future assessments

in New Jersey and in other states as well.
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Robert E. Lynch
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The New Jersey College Basic Skills Council reports to the Board of Higher
Education on the status of the reading, writing, and mathematical skills of incoming
freshmen and on the effectiveness of remedial programs in the public colleges and
universities. Statewide test results on the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement
Test (NJCBSPT) have consistently shown that from 31 percent (in verbal skills) to 60
percent (in algebra) of entering college students lack proficiency in at least one skill
area. In order to monitor the effectiveness of remedial programs, extensive follow-up
data on these students are collected from each of the public colleges and universities.
This report contains an evaluation of each college's remedial programs and represents
the work of the Council's Assessment Advisory Committee.

This report tracks the academic outcome of full-time students who entered our
public colleges in the fall of 1984 (over four semesters). The analysis combines measures
of the colleges' administrative efficiency in testing and enrolling students in needed
remedial courses, reviews of placement criteria, and multiple statistical indicators of
remedial program effectiveness.

While a four-semester overview of each of the collegiate sectors is presented to
provide a sense of the broader picture, the primary purpose of this report is to delineate
strengths and areas of concern found during the review of each remedial program in each
of the thirty-two public colleges and universities. While many of the findings of the
four-semester overview are common to most programs, the individual program reviews
are the core of this report.

The present analysis differs from the previous reports in this series first in this focus
on the details of individual programs, and second, in the fact that uniform standards were
developed and used by the Basic Skills Council's Assessment Committee to guide its
standardized treatment of all remedial programs.

Assessment Design Choices and Caveats

Most data reported and policy issues raised in this report reflect conditions in the
colleges as of the spring of 1986 and consequently may not reflect the impact of any
programmatic changes made by the colleges in the interim. The next report in this series
will combine data reported for two successive cohorts of students, i.e., for the 1985-87
and 1986-88 periods, to provide a longitudinal analysis across two cohorts. In this report
on individual colleges, the committee commented on known changes between the 1983-85
and the 1984-86 cohorts where appropriate.

The remedial skill areas within each college, i.e., reading, writing, computation and
elementary algebra, were reported on and analyzed separately by a lengthy process of
committee discussion and consensus. Within each skill area this review presents a
comparison, using multiple measures, of three groups: students who did not need
remediation; students who needed and completed remediation; and students who needed
but did not complete remediation. The individual college profiles stress the comparison
between the first two groups of students whereas the four-semester overview treats all

three.
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The evaluation design chosen is not one of a "controlled" experiment, i.e., one thatwithholds remediation from a randomly chosen needy group of students and comparestheir result to a "remediated" group. Such an "experiment" which would deny remedialhelp to a substantial number of students who need it would present obvious ethical, publicpolicy, and governance problems. Rather, our strategy is to gather meaningful data onmultiple indicators relating to most of the aspects relevant to a successful program. Forexample, regarding those students placed by a college in a remedial course sequence, theassessment is designed to produce answers to the following questions: What percentagepass the remedial course? If retests are given, what percentage attain the placementcriteria for the first college-level course? What percentage are retained in college forfour semesters? What are the grade point averages (GPA s) of retained students? Whatpercentage of these students have a "C" average (or better)? What percentage of thesestudents pass their first (subsequent) college-level course that requires the remediatedskill?

Judging the effectiveness of a program on only one or two of these indicators wouldnot produce an accurate assessment of the college program. A pattern analysis ofindividual programs, much like a "personality profile," is required. Within such ananalysis, based solely on statisti'al indicators, a potential exists both for unwarrantedcriticism and for unfounded praise. For example, do high remedial course passing rates,among other possibilities, indicate effective instruction or lax grading standards? Anintegrated analysis of retest competence and subsequent college-level courseperformance can help answer such a question.

The percentage of remediated students reaching the colleges' placement minimumson the retest is one of the indicators needed in making judgments about the college
programs. Not all colleges provided such data on their students for this report. The
requirement to provide retest data has been a part of the Council's reporting guidelines
for over six years.

The last report in this series (on the 1983-85 cohort of students) recommended thatall public colleges employ exit-testing for their remedial programs. It was further
recommended that appropriate standardized tests such as the NJCBSPT be used. If testsother than the NJCBSPT were to be used, equating studies comparing the nominated testto the NJCBSPT were to be done by the college according to guidelines issued by the
Council. Lastly, the Council's recommendation left open to colleges the option oftesting all exiting remedial students or a random, representative sample. After receivingwritten feedback on the issue from the college presidents, the Board of Higher Education
passed a resolution (February 20, 1987) that required colleges, beginning in the fall of1987, "...to employ students' performance on an appropriate standardized post-test asone of the multiple criteria required for all students to exit a remedial course sequence."
The resolution stipulated that "the preferred post-testing instrument is the appropriate
sections of the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Test." The resolution also
called upon the colleges to report what percentage of students exiting remediation
achieve the NJCBSPT score(s) which the college itself had determined as appropriate forplacement into the regular, college-level course.

Note that the data treated in this report (for the Fall 1984 cohort) were submittedprior to the Board's specific resolution on post-testing. The first group of entering
students under the mandate is the Fall '87 cohort. Because of this, the AssessmentCommittee has not as yet set a provisional standard on this indicator.



Four-Semester Outcomes

Reading. Of the 11,699 students across all sectors who enrolled in needed reading
remedial courses, 10,139 reached the final level of their college's remedial sequence and
7,922 passed. Students who passed were retained in the fourth semester at the same rate
(64%) as their non-remedial peers. This finding is encouraging, since many would expect
that underprepared readers would leave college in greater proportion than non-remedial
students. In contrast, students ,tot completing needed remediation in reading had only a
28% retention rate in the fourfa semester. In the subsequent college-level English
course, completers passed at an average rate of 83% compared to 87% of the
non-remedial students. After four semesters, remediation completers averaged ten
fewer credits eamed (40 vs. 50) than non-remedial students. Their mean GPA in the
fourth semester was above a "C" (2.23) but approximately four tenths of a point less than
that of the non-remedial students (2.61). In both their percentage of GPA's at or above a
"C" and in their Successful Survival Rate (SSR) in college, the remediation completers
were behind the non-remedial group. However, these differences in relative performance
between the two groups were smaller than those reported for 1983-85.

Writing. Of the 10,331 students statewide who were enrolled in remedial writing
courses, 9,424 reached the final level at their respective colleges and 7,251 passed.
Students who passed were retained at their colleges in the fourth semester at a slightly
higher rate (64% vs. 63%) than non-remedial students. Students who did not complete
needed writing remediation, on the other hand, had only a 19% retention rate in the
fourth semester. In the subsequent college-level English composition courses, the passing
rate of students who had completed remediation was within seven percentage points of
that of the non-remedial students (80% vs. 87%). After foilr semesters, remediation
completers averaged ten fewer credits earned (40 vs. 50) than non-remedial students. As
with students completing reading remediation, the grade point averages of the writing
completers were above a "C" (2.20) but fell four tenths of a point below that of their
non-remedial peers (2.62). The percentage of writing remediation completers whose
CPA's were at or above a "C" was 19 percentage points below that of the non-remedial
students. Similarly, the SSR's of the two groups differed by 11 percentage points.
However, it was noted that in every college sector the differences between the two
groups of students had improved over the 1983-85 cohort rates.

Computation. Of the 11,473 students who enrolled in needed computation
remediation, 9,691 reached the final level of their college's computation offerings and
6,880 passed. The passing percentages were lower in computation than in reading or
writing. Students who passed were retained at a slightly higher rate (60%) in their fourth
semester than their non-remedial counterparts (58%). While encouraging as a pattern,
the fact that the retention rate for computation completers was four percentage points
lower than that of reading or writing completers suggests that more could be done to help
such students stay in college.

In a variety of subsequent college-level courses requiring some quantitative skill, the
students who completed computation remediation passed the courses at rates that
averaged within ten percentage points (72% vs. 82%) of non-remedial students in the
same courses. The analysis of the cohort completing computation was complicated by the
fact that at some institutions a portion of computation completers may also have taken
elementary algebra before taking the follow-up college math course, thus "mixing" the
cohort in unknown ways.



After four semesters, students who completed computation remediation were, onaverage, ten credits (38 vs. 48) behind their non-remedial peers. In addition, studentscompleting computation as a group maintained cumulative CPA's above a "C" (2.22) butnot as high as non-remedial students (2.56). It was noted that in both the percentage ofGPA's at or above a "C" and in SSR the present cohort of students was farther behindtheir non-remedial peers than was the case with the 1983-85 cohort.

Elementary Algebra. Of the 8,527 students who enrolled in elementary algebraremediation, 8,195 reached the final level of their colleges' course sequence and 5,964passed. In every sector, the students who completed remediation were retained at thefourth semester at a higher rate (72%) than students who never needed algebraremediation (68%). The four-point advantage in retention rate of remediation-completedover non-remedial students was the highest recorded among the four remedial areas.

The size of the cohort enrolled in elementary algebra (8,527) was much smaller thanthe groups enrolled in the other skill areas because (1) many students must complete
computation r'quirements before enrolling in needed algebra remediation and (2) somecolleges exempt low-scoring students from algebra remediation based on students' choiceof major (see Elementary Algebra as a Basic Skill section on the following page).

In their firs (subsequent) college-level mathematics courses, algebra remediationcompleters who were followed up averaged a 74% passing rate statewide, compared to81% for non-remedial students in the same courses. The seven percentage point
difference was the same as that noted for writing remediated students in subsequentEnglish composition courses but a wider gap than the four percentage point differenceobserved in reading. In addition, algebra completers averaged seven fewer credits earned(44 vs. 51) than non-remedial students.

Students completing algebra remediation posted the highest four semestercumulative GPA (2.43) observed for any of the skill areas and closest to that of thenon-remedial comparison group (2.61). Similarly, the percentage of algebra completersposting CPA's at or above a "C" was the highest of the skill areas (76%) and cameclosest (within six percentage points) to the non-remedial group (82%).

At both the county and state colleges, the SSR of the algebra completers exceededthat of the non-remedial students. The favorable combination of higher retention ratesand strong GPA's for remediation completers made algebra the only skill area where thisreversal of the usual pattern occurred.

Recommendations

1. This repot lists "areas of concern" for each college's remedial programs. These
judgments were produced after thorough analysis and consensus by the Council's
Assessment Advisory Committee. It is recommended that the Department of Higher
Education (DHE) call on each of the colleges to respond in writing to the concernsraised in the profiles, especially in light of any changes that may have been
implemented on the campuses since the data in this report were submitted.
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2. The standards set for acceptable performance by remedial programs on each of the
outcome indicators referenced in this report were labeled "provisional" by the
Assessment Committee. The Basic Skills Council recommends that the DHE seek
further input from the colleges to aid in reining the standards. The Council invites
the colleges both to contribute more fully to definitions of program performance
standards and to interpret more productively the significance of their own program
statistics. The Council invites a statewide discussion of standards and methods of
assessment.

3. Improvement in the areas of concern identified in the college profiles will more
likely be forthcoming if faculty and remedial program directors can express their
initiative in seeking funding targeted for program improvement. The DHE's grant
programs have succeeded in providing such a vehicle for course improvement,
equipment acquisition, pre-college articulation, and the like but have, to date,
specifically excluded remedial programs and courses. The Council recommends that
the Department identify grant funding sources for which remedial programs will be
eligible. These sources should be separately earmarked for reading/writing and for
mathematics.

4. The Council's guidelines for the preparation oi institutional effectiveness reports
should be viewed as minimum evaluation requirements. The Council once again urges
colleges to conduct local research efforts that focus on areas needing improvement,
that serve to advance the effectiveness of student learning in established programs,
and that evaluate patterns over time to reveal more about the strengths and
weaknesses of individual programs. Such local studies should be formally presented
to the institution's Board of Trustees. The Council would welcome the receipt of
such reports from institutions for the purpose of sharing information among colleges.

5. Local institutional research focusing on the impact of remedial programs should be a
funding priority for campus administrators. However, in the course of preparing
individual college profiles for this report it often became clear that there are
research questions which transcend the individual campus. Examples of such
questions might include investigations of the optimum match between student
placement test score distributions and the number of course levels of remediation
required; the match between student learning styles and faculty-chosen modes of
instruction; or, the relation between "concurrent enrollment" and chance of
graduation. To study such issues on a large-scale basis, the Council recommends
that the DHE create a commissioned research fund on which the Basic Skills Council
could draw to hire consultants capable of conducting research of this type.

6. Faculty teaching basic reading, writing and mat.lematics courses should have access
to the latest research on effective teaching methods. The Council recommends that
the Board of Higher Education continue to foster statewide networks designed to
collect and exchange information on pedagogical methods.
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A. INTRODUCTION

Purpose

All full-time and most part-time students entering New Jersey public colleges and
universities are required to take the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Test
(NJCBSPT). Students whose scores fall below their college's placement criteria in
reading, writing, and/or computation must enroll in the appropriate remedial course.
Students needing remediation in algebra have the same requirement in most colleges,
although some colleges exempt students from algebra remediation if their major is not
math-intensive. All public institutions of higher education have remedial programs in at
least three of these four skill areas.

The purpose of this report, the third such four-semester analysis by the Basic Skills
Council for the Board of Higher Education, is to evaluate the effectiveness of these
remedial programs in New Jersey's public colleges and universities. The report is based
primarily on data submitted by each of the colleges; it evaluates individual programs at
individual colleges, not any college as a whole or the state-wide system of remedial
education.

This report tracks the progress of full-time students who entered our colleges in the
fall of 1984 over four semesters (through spring, 1986). Its completion was delayed by a
number of interrelated factors: (1) the colleges, due to changes in the reporting
guidelines, tended to submit their data later than usual; (2) the February, 1987 resolution
of the Board of Higher Education directed the Basic Skills Council to ''further specify
how the multiple outcome indicators can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
remedial programs and to develop a review process which will identify the programs that
are effective and those that need to be improved"; (3) the revised methodology and the
provisional standards for the indicators were a product of lengthy discussion in
committee; and (4) the introduction of the standards and a new reporting format required
that each of the profiles undergo substantial rewriting. Data for the next two cohorts of
students, i.e., Fall 1985 and Fall 1986 entrants, have already been submitted by the
colleges to the Basic Skills Assessment Program. As reporting formats and methodology
will not change substantially, it is anticipated that the report to the Board on the
effectiveness of remedial programs for these two groups will be forthcoming in the next
academic year.

The data in this report reveal conditions as they were in 1984-86. Many colleges
indicated either in the descriptive narratives that accompanied these data (as part of the
institutional reports) or in their "pre-publication" review of the profiles that many of the
problems identified in this report (i.e., for the Fall 1984 cohort) have been addressed.
The institutional profiles in this report record the known changes and modifications where
appropriate.

For the first time, this report incorporates data on administration of the New
Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Test (NJCBSPT) and on the placement of students
into remedial courses. This information had previously been summarized in the report,
"Character of Remedial Programs in New Jersey's Public Colleges." These indicators of
the efficiency with which an institution tests and successfully enrolls students in remedial
courses are treated along with the several indicators of program effectiveness (e.g.,

success rates in subsequent college-level courses) to produce an overall profile of each
program's performance.
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In addition to including efficiency measures, this report differs from previous
effectiveness reports in two other significant ways. First, it uses these various indicators
to create a profile of a program's performance. By analyzing indicators both separatelyand in concert, the Council portrays both the strengths of these remedial programs andaspects of each pogram in need of improvement. Second, standards are associated witheach of the indicators. That is, for each indicator, a level below which a college's
program should not fall has been established, in some cases by the Board of Higher
Education (e.g., the 90% standard for testing of eligible students). Standards set by theCouncil and its Assessment Advisory Committee are as yet provisional; they are to bereviewed by all the colleges and the committee before they are made permanent
standards by the Council.

This report also includes graphs which capture a college's remedial programperformance across most indicators. They accompany the profiles which describe each
college's programmatic effort in the four skill areas.

Diversity and Accountability

Each of the thirty-two institutions whose programs are evaluated has a distinctmission and a heterogeneous student body with a wide range of basic skills preparation.By carefully examining each college's programs using multiple indicators, the Basic Skills
Council recognizes that diversity of mission and program. It seeks to strengthen
individual programs through a collegial process of both citing strengths and
recommending areas for improvement, based upon an interpretation of the data made bythe Assessment Committee through a process of consensus.

At the same time, the Council recognizes demands for accountability. The
percentage of students in need of remediation has not diminished since the initiation ofbasic skills testing ten years ago. Because of the magnitude of the effort by the collegesand the investment of the state in remedial education, it is essential that each of the
thirty-two institutions be publicly accountable for its programs' performance. This
report performs the complex task of painting a fair and accurate picture of each
college's remedial programs; by doing so. the Council hopes to fulfill one of its important
missions, i.e., both to hold institutions accountable for the effectiveness of their remedial
programs and to advocate for the enhancement of remedial education in New Jersey.

Organization of this Report

This introduction is followed by: (1) a detailed description of the assessment designused it evaluating remedial program effectiveness; and (2) the major portion of the
report, the individual college profiles. The latter section begins with an explanation of
the review methodology used in committee, a list of provisional standards and a brief
description of how to read the graphs that accompany each of the remedial program
profiles.

Following the individual profiles is an overview of remedial program effectiveness
within sectors and statewide. Comprehensive data tables used in the evaluation of each
remedial program and in the compilation of sector and statewide results appear in
Appendix B. The report concludes with recommendations based on the analyses of
remedial program effectiveness.
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B. ASSESSMENT DESIGN

Evaluating any educational program is a difficult and complex process. The Basic
Skills Council's goal of evaluating remedial programs in a consistent manner depends
upon formulation -if a common set of questions and definitions which yield useful data yet
permit recogm.itio.i of institutional idiosyncrasies and preserve institutional autonomy.
NeNertheless. when ou many diverse programs at very different kinds of institutions have
to be assessed on the basis of uniform procedures, program evaluation becomes a
formidable undertaking.

The Assessment Advisory Committee

Recognizing the complexity of the data collection and analysis involved in an
adequate and fair evaluation of the state's post-secondary remedial programs, the Basic
Skills Council created the Assessment Advisory Committee to devise and conduct a
review of the effectiveness of the remedial programs at New Jersey public colleges. The
committee, composed of basic skills program coordinators and faculty, institutional
researchers and other administrative staff representing each sector of New Jersey public
higher education, refines and extends the assessment design each year.

Institutional Reports and Follow-Up

An annual report on remedial program effectiveness, which includes both a set of
tabular data and descriptive text, is required of each college. Successive institutional
reports in this series are prepared in accordance with detailed "Guidelines For
Preparation of Institutional Reports on Remedial Program Effectiveness" which are
issued by the Council each spring (see Appendix A). Each set of guidelines directs the
colleges to report on a defined entering cohort of students and to provide data on the
students' performance over four semesters. Further, the guidelines ask colleges to
analyze and report data separately for each of four basic skills areas: reading, writing,
computation and elementary algebra.

In addition, colleges are required to complete an "Annual Basic Skills
Questionnaire." The questionnaire further probes institutional policies and the efficiency
of the testing, identification and enrollment of skills-deficient students in remedial
courses, primarit within the first academic year.

By design, the Council's report predominantly reflects group statistics submitted by
the institutions. However, most of the colleges' reports also included detailed narreive
sections containing information such as the following: history of the program, placement
policies and procedures, remedial course descriptions, support services, staffing patterns,
college policies, unusual problems and difficulties, and a "self-analysis" of student
performance results. This additional information provided a valuable context for
interpreting the numerical data and for resolving discrepancies. The Assessment
Advisory Committee would like to stress the importance of the individual college
narrative descriptions in helping to understand the meaning behind the numbers.
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The Research Cohort

The fundamental study group treated in this report is the "Fall 1984" entering cohortof students. Thus, students whose data are included in this report began college in thesummer or fall of 1984; these students were then followed through spring serrteste- of1986.

The cohort definition is based on the Department of Higher Ethication's definitions
of the students required to be tested with the NJCBSPT. Degree-seeking students,part-time students who register for a course that would result in the accumulation of 12or more credits, regular, special and EOF admits, and transfer students who have notreceived transfer credit for freshman composition, and mathematics are among thosestudents required to be tested by each institution. However, all ESL/bilingual studentsand students who have completed ESUbiling,,ial programs are excluded from the
"effectiveness" cohort. Thus, the basic skills programs in some institutions may serve asizable population of students whose data are not treated here.

It is important to keep in mind that the crucial unit of analysis here is programs, notinstitutions and not individual students. A basic dilemma is whether each program' sfunctioning is adequately reflected in its reported data. A longitudinal analysis--that
an analysis of more than one cohort of students--is the fairest and in 3t accurate way to
assess programs and the only way to spot possible trends. For this reason, the Assessment
Committee viewed data for the 1984 cohort alongside of comparable outcomes for theprevious (1983) cohort. Data for the earlier cohort have ,:,t4,,ady been reported to theBoard (November 21, 1986 report on the "Effectiveness of Remedial Programs in New
Jersey Public Colleges and Univeisities, Fall 1983-Spring 1985").

Use of Multiple Indicators

Because no single measure could provide sufficient information on the effectiveness
of remedial programs, it was decided to identify multiple outcome measures which would
9rovide evidence in context, even if it could only be interpreted cumulatively. If multipie
measures for a program or programs form a consistent pattern, then adequate conclusions
on the effectiveness of remediation at the institution can be drawn.

Our strategy, then, is to gather data on multiple indicators which relate to aspects
that are relevant to a successful program. For example, regarding those students placed
by a college in a particular remedial course sequence, the assessment is designed toproduce answers to the following kinds of questions: What percentage pass the remedial
course? Of students passing the remedial course, what percentage actually attain the
college-level placement criterion on the retest? What percentage of these students passtheir first (subsequent) college-level course that requires the remediated skill? What
percentage are retained in college for four semesters? What percentage of retained
students have a "C" or better average?

Judging the effectiveness of a program on only one or two of these indicators would
not produce an accurate assessment of the college program. A pattern analysis of
individual programs, much like a "personalit:: profile," is required. Within such an
analysis, especially if based solely on statistical indicators, a potential exists both for
unwarranted criticism and for unfounded praise. For example, do high remedial course
passing rates indicate, among other possibilities, effective instruction or lax grading
standards? Only integrated analyses of retest competence and subsequent college-level
course performance can help answer such questions.
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Outcome Indicators: An Overview

The principal indicators to ascertain remedial program effectiveness can be divided
for convenience into four discrete sets:

1) policy administration (i.e., student, tested, two-semester remedial enzollments,
students present fourth semester and not yet enrolled in needed remediation);

2) placement criteria;

3) remedial course outcomes (i.e., passing rates in final-level remedial courses,
retest results); and

4) subsequent academic performance (i.e., passing rates in first or subsequent
college-level course in skill area, percents of students with cumulative GPA's
of "C" or above, retention and successful survival rates).

In addition to the indicators listed above, the committee reviewed other valuable
data (e.g., remedial course enrollments within four semesters, credits attempted and
earned for the fourth semester alone and also cumulatively, mean CPA's for tIie fourth
semester along and cumulatively) which, although not expressly treated in each of the
remedial program profiles, nonetheless aided in interpreting the results and in recognizing
patterns (comprehensive data tables for each of the remedial programs appear in
Appendix B).

Each of the sets of indicators is described below.

Policy Administration

Students tested. The New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Test (NJCBSPT) is
administered to students after they are admitted to public college but before they
register for courses. Colleges use the test scores for placement purposes, not for
admissions decisions. The indicator in this case is the percentage of students tested (of
those required to be tested). The Board of Higher Education requires that at least 90% of
the "required" students be tested.

Remedial enrollments within two semesters. To serve students well, colleges must
ensure that those who are identified as needing remediation enroll promptly in
appropriate courses. Institutions provide data on the number and percentage of students
who were identified as needing remediation and were enrolled in the appropriate remedial
course(s) within their first two semesters. The Board requires that at least 9G% of the
full-time students who were identified as needing remediation begin the needed
remediation within two semesters.

The Assessment Committee has chosen not to apply this two-semester enrollment
standard in the case of elementary algebra. Algebra students at most colleges must first
satisfy a computation requirement; thus, the wo mathematics skill areas can be linked in
a way that postpones enrollment in algebra remediation. Holding colleges to the
two-semester requirement in algebra would seem unreasonable if large numbers of the
students must first take one or more computation courses. The committee is currently
studying the extent to which such "linkages" exist.
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Students present in the fourth semester who had not yet begun remediation. Onetelling indication of the degree to which timely help is given to students who need thehelp is the number of identified, full-time students in a skill area who were presentin thefourth semester without having enrolled in appropriate remedial courses. These would beskills-deficient students on campus who had yet to begin the necessary remedial coursework four semesters after admission. An obvious goal would be to have no such students.

Placement Criteria

The colleges identify students in need of remediation in each skill area. Cut-scoreson the NJCBSPT and the mix of criteria that can be used for these decisions are notdictated by Board mandate; rather, these choices are left to the individual colleges tomake, in keeping with the local missions and goals of the respective institutions and thenature of the populations of students to be served. However, no institution should setplacement criteria below the "floor" levels set by the Council in its annual report on NewJersey College Basic Skills Placement Test results.

Based upon its understanding of the content and difficulty level of the NJCBSPT, andupon recommendations of its two test-development advisory committees. the Council haspublished general guidelines to assist in interpreting scores on each of its subtests(" Interpreting Scores on the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Test,""Interpreting Mathematics Scores on the New Jersey College Basic Skills PlacementTest," "Scoring the Essays"). Over the years. the Council has suggested minimumproficiency standards on its test. As part of the "effectiveness" review, the AssessmentCommittee comments on the appropriateness of NJCBSPT placement criteria that wereused, in keeping with the recommendations of the Council.

If colleges use placement criteria that are set too low, some skills-deficient studentswill be placed erroneously into college-level courses. Such overplacement is likely tolead to either a high dropout/failure rate or to a subsequent lowering of college academicstandards, as instructors reduce their requirements to meet the lower skills level of thestudents they encounter. Conversely, placement criteria that are set too high will resultin too many students being placed into remedial courses which they may not need. ManyNew Jersey public colleges now have two or more levels of remedial courses in a skillarea and use the NJCBSPT rot only to establish minima, but also for placement into theseremedial levels.

Remedial Course Outcomes

Remedial course passing rate. Colleges report on the passing rates in the final-levelremedial course in a skills sequence. In general, a low passing rate indicates a problemwhich should be investigated. It may be a warning about the quality of instruction, or itmay mean that the level of the course taught is too high for a large majority of thestudents. (In this latter case, more class hours or a lower-level course may beappropriate.) It may also signal the need to reexamine placement criteria and procedures(i.e., some students may have been placed at a level higher than they could handle). Onthe other hand, a high passing rate .- ny or may not be a good sign. It may indicate goodteaching at an appropriate level for .he students. However, it could also be a clue thatthe course is too easy for a large number of students. Analysis of other indicators isneeded to resolve such issues. Colleges should aim for the highest possible passing ratesin these remedial courses consistent with students attaining proficiency in the skill areabeing addressed.
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Retesting (post-testing). Retest results on remediated students provide one of many
indicators of program effectiveness. In the absence of similar data for a comparable
control group, conclusions from such test results must still be open to several
interpretations. Moreover, if assessment were to be based solely on signific Int
differences between pre-test and post-test scores (i.e., student "gains"), almost all
remedial programs would appear to be effective.

Recognizing the problems inherent in interpreting pre- and post-test data, the
Assessment Committee has de-emphasized the use of "gain" scores. Instead, the focus
has been on the percentage of those completing remediation who reach the minimum
score level on the retest--that is, the percentage of "passing" students who attain the
scaled/standardized score (or algorithm of scores) on the NJCBSPT which was used among
other criteria to differentiate remedial vs. non-remedial students at the time of the
original placement testing. Thus, the central question being asked is the same as that
asked during the original placement testing: did the students have the skills to succeed in
college-level courses? Since it makes more sense to think of these data as the aggregate
results of a second sitting of a placement test, the Basic Skills Council prefers the term
"retesting."

Since 1982, the Basic Skills Council has prepared reports for the Board of Higher
Education to document the success of remedial programs within the colleges. These
annual reports urge the Board to continue its support of remedial efforts in the colleges.
Because "post-test" data submitted by the colleges for previous reports were so sporadic
and varied, they did not present convincing arguments for program effectiveness.
Therefore, the Council recommended that a standardized test, such as NJCBSPT, be used
on a statewide basis. After consulting with the colleges, Chancellor Hollander prepared
the resolution requiring retesting which the Board passed in February, 1987. That
resolution reaffirms the responsibility of the colleges to provide effective remedial
programs for students identified as deficient in basic skills. It emphasizes the importance
of multiple criteria in evaluating students and calls upon the colleges to retest students,
as they move from remedial to regular courses, with the NJCBSPT (or an equated
substitute test). Specifically, it calls upon the colleges to report what percentage of its
remedial students achieve the NJCBSPT score which the college itself has determined as
appropriate for placement in the regular, college-level course.

The 1984-86 reporting guidelines called for the submission of data on retesting (see
Appendix A). Institutions were to report the test(s) used, the minimum score needed to
determine proficiency, the pre- and post-test means and standard deviations, as well as
the percentage of students who passed the final remedial level and reached the college's
minimum score on the retest. Not all colleges provided such data on their students.
Keep in mind, however, that the institutional reports reviewed here (for the Fall 1984
cohort) were submitted prior to the Board of Higher Education's specific resolution on
post-testing. (The first group of entering students under the mandate is the Fall '87
cohort.) For this reason, the Assessment Committee has not as yet established a
provisional standard for the retest indicator.

Subsequent Academic Performance

Our approach to the evaluation of follow-up academic performance uses multiple
measures to compare each of three full-time student groups within the colleges.
Students who need and complete remediation are, on the one hand, compared with
students who did not need remediation. On the other hand, remediation-completed
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students are compared with students who did not complete needed remediation. This is a"relative" form of comparison in that it judges the performance of a college's remedial
program relative to the college's own standard--its non-remedial student outcomes. The
individual college profiles stress the comparison between the first two groups of studentswhereas the four-semester overview treats comparisons among all three groups.

Passing rates for first (subsequent) college-level course in skill area. Colleges
reported the passing rates for both remediation-completed and non-remedial students
who took first college-level courses in English composition and mathematics from Fall
1984 through Spring 1986. Colleges were asked to accumulate data over several coursesand sections.

Grade Point Averages (GPA's). Another indicator used to assess remedial programsis GPA. The use of GPA as a measure of performance is based upon the notion that
students who have completed needed remediation should be able to earn satisfactory
grades in college-level courses in the semesters following remediation. The collegeswere asked to report GPA's for each of the three groups being st ned, and both
cumulatively (i.e., for first through fourth semesters) &id for the Spring 1986 term alone.
For the students who were present in the spring semester, the colleges also reported the
percentage of students in each group whose CPA's were greater than or equal to 2.0 (the
equivalent of a "C" average, which is generally the minimum average required for
graduation from college).

Mean credits attempted and earnea. ine mean numbers of credits attempted and
earned for each of the three study groups were reported by the colleges for both Spring
1986 alone and also cumulatively. Colleges were instructed to exclude credits earned by
examination, previous transfer credits and any credits for remedial/developmental
courses.

Retention rate. For each of tha thre study groups, colleges reported the percentage
of students who returned in the fourth semester, based on the original cohort.

The rate of retention of an entering group of students is a traditional measure of the
health of -_,ri istituti in of higher education, but it must always be interpreted in light of
the mission and sector of the institution as well as in light of the objectives of the
students.

interpretation of retention rates for two-year colleges must take into consideration
their more varied missions and their more "open-door" admission policies relative to
four-year schools. Whiie many students seek associate-level degrees in New jersey' s
county colleges, a substantial number seek early transfer to a four-year school or desire
to complete only a few career-oriented courses. Early transfer of such students (i.e., at
the second or third semester) may be seen as a mark of the institution's success in
preparing t'-ese students, but at the same time this success lowers the institution's
reported retention rates. On the other hand, a 'very low retention rate may indicate that
an institution is not meeting its students' needs and that its policies and/or services
should be reviewed.

Students leave college for a variety of reasons; for example, poor grades, transfer to
other institutions, poor health, financial hardship and changes in career goals. Therefore,
in inspecting these data reported here, it is important to examine the retentit rates of
the stuhnts who completed remediation relative to those of the students 1,vh.. did not
need remediation at the =tme college.
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Successful survival rate (SSR). The successful survival rate (SSR) is a composite
measure designed to assess the relative success of an academic program by combining the
GPA variable and the retention rate. The rational for this indicator is that mere
retention is not sufficient. The successful survival rate for the four-semester cohort can
be illustrated as follows: if 100 freshmen enrolled in the fall and 80 remained four
semesters later; and of those 80, 65 had a cumulative GPA above 2.0, then the SSR would
be 65/100 or 65 percent. Note that this rate is lower than the retention rate (i.e., 80%)
because it asks the question: "How many students, as a percentage cf the original cohort,
both remained and had a "C" or better average?"

Full- and Part-time Status

For purposes of this study, definitions of full- and part-time status are based on the
students' initial enrollment s atus in the,ir entering fall semester (i.e., Fall 1984 status as
recorded at the end of the institution's drop/add period). This initial status is °frozen,"
irrespective of any changes in that -status that may have occurred later. Hence, some of
the students here defined as either full-time or part-time may, in fact, have switched
their status by the end of the four-semester study period.

The policy of the Board of Higher Education concerning part-time students with
remedial needs is that such students should be enrolled in remediation within four
semesters. Since this report covers only a four-semester time span, subsequent academic
performance outcomes for part-time students were not required from the colleges.
Because of irregular enrollment patterns and lower course loads, part-time students who
have severe skills deficiencies may not complete remediation within two academic years.

The Council has previously reported (October 18, 1985 report to the Board of Higher
Education on the "Character of Remedial Programs in New Jersey Public Colleges and
Universities, Fall 1984") the results of a special follow-up study of skills-deficient,
part-time students. One finding in that study was that very few part-time students in
need of remediation actually attend college for four consecutive semesters.

,...
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C. THE COLLEGES

Preface to Reviews of Individual College Remedial Programs

In preparing this report for the 1984 cohort, the Council and its Assessment
Committee have used the following groups or comparison: (1) students identified as
needing and completing remediation, (2) students identified as ieeding but not completing
remediation, and (3) students identified as not needing remediation. A number of
indicators were then examined in concert to arrive at a complete and fair assessment of
each remedial program. An indicator may be a simple measurement, such as the
percentage of students identified as needing remediation who were subsequently enrolled
in remedial course work. Alternately, the term may refer to a more complex
measurement, such as the difference between the performance of remediated students
and that of non-remedial students in their first (subsequent) college-level course. No one
indicator can say much about a program's success, but taken together and over time,
multiple indicators can reveal a great deal about its effectiveness.

In the past. the Assessment Committee has used such indicators, along with program
narratives, to provide descriptions--especially aggregate, sector-wide descriptions--of
the remedial programs across the state. However, in its resolution of February 20. 1987,
the Board of Highei Education called for a more rigorous evaluation of the programs on
an individual basis. The resolution reads in part:

RESOLVED: That the Chancellor direct the Basic Skills Council to further
specify how the multiple outcome indicators can be used to
evaluate the effectivent,os of remedial programs and to develop a
review process which will identify the programs that are
effective and those that need to be improved.

In response to the Board's call, the Committee endeavored to formulate specific
judgments about individual programs in each skill area at each institution rather than
simply to tabulate outcome measurements.

To arrive at these judgments, standards and interpretive principles had to be
established. One way to set numerical standards would have been to use the averages for
the state or for a sector. The Council iind its Committee rejected this descriptive
approach since it fails to define success in any absolute terms. Moreover, such a relative
standard vvould he based upon the status quo. On the other hand, any other approach to
setting standards means adopting criteria that are sub;ective and therefore open to
attack as arbitrary. Yet when subjective criteria express genuine consensus, they are not
arbitrary: they define the true goals of a community or institution, and they allow a
meaningful measureiient of progress towards those goals.

The key word in all this is consensus. and it was with consensus in mind that the
Council asked institutions last year to suggest aopropriate performance standards as part
of their effectiveness submissions. This report, covering the 1984 cohort, employs
provisional standards devised within the Committee. These standards have already
undergone much debate and revision by the Assessment Committee and are employed
here as reasonable starting points. We believe they are not much different from the
performance goals any institution might get for itself. A list of the provisional standards
follows this preface.
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Listed in this fashion, these provisional standards might seem little more than a
numerical checklist against which individual program statistics could be simply tabulated
as passing or failing. But such an approach is overly simplistic and would fail to draw the
integrated conclusions that the multiple indicator approach can provide. It would alsofail to place the outcome statistics within their crucial contexts--within the specialcircumstances and missions that are described only in an institution's companion text. Itis for just this reason that the Committee has interrelated multiple outcomes and has
formatted the program profiles under headings that address not statistics per se but the
implicit effectiveness questions the statistics are meant to answer. The common formatwas used for each of the institutional program profiles.

Perhaps more important than either the provisional standards or the profile format,
however, is the review process itself by which the Committee drew conclusions aboutprogram effectiveness. Above al, the process has been collaborative and
self-corrective. Each review began with a close examination of the program's data and
narrative by a single Committee member, who then prepared a first draft for the full
Committee's consideration. Assuming a role similar to a dissertation defense
committee, the full Committee in turn vigorously challenged the accuracy, thoroughness,
and fairness of the draft writer's conclusions. After substantial debate, consensus would
finally emerge, and the draft writer would be charged with making specific revisions tothe review document before returning it to the group again for debate and ultimate
approval. Several rounds of revision were frequently required for many program reviews.
In fact, in a typical full-day meeting, the committee managed to review only two orthree institutional reports.

This process was time-consuming, so much so that the conclusions of this report maybe somewhat dated, referring as they do to features that might have been improved since
the period covered by the cohort under study (1984-1986). Nevertheless, the development
of the review methodology stands as an important contribution for the future. The
process has yielded extraordinary benefits. The distribution of reviews allowed for
diligent attention to the details of the program under study. It precluded the dominance
of any one person's particular biases. Furthermore, it led to the Committee's
re-examination of the indicators and standards used to evaluate programs. Indeed, the
multiple revisions to this year's "Annual Basic Skills Questionnaire" (for the Fall 1987
entering cohort) and "Guidelines for Preparation of the 1986-88 Institutional Report on
Remedial Program Effectiveness" resulted from the debates over particular program
reviews. With these improvements and with the basic development of the review process
now accomplished, it is likely that future reports will be both more timely and more
useful.

The Council and the Committee wish to stress to the Boerd that though this farm of
evaluation, which employs subjective assessment of objective data, is the best mode
available, it is certainly not infallible. While most reports from the colleges are thorough
and accurate, some are incomplete and still others possess internal contradictions which
cannot always be resolved. The conclusions that follow must be understood as reflecting
the honest attempt by diligent minds to interpret the institutional reports as received and
to recognize in each the signs of programmatic strength as well as the areas that might
be improved.

With the issuing of this report, so newly evaluative in its emphasis, the Committee
invites the colleges both to contribute more fully to statewide definitions of program
performance standards and to interpret more productively the significance of their own
program statistics. We invite a statewide discussion of standards and methods of
assessment.
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PROVISIONAL STANDARDS FOR EVALUATING
REMEDIAL PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

Assessment Advisory Committee, New Jersey Basic Skills Council
Review Cycle: Fall 1984 Cohort (Followed Through Spring '86)

Policy Administration

Students tested (percent of those required to be tested, all sectors). Full-time (FT) &
Part-time (PT): 90%, in accordance with Board of Higher Education policy.

Students enrolled in remediation within two semesters (percent of those identified as
needing remediation, all sectors). FT: 90%, in accordance with Board of Higher
Education policy. PT: no standard set.

Note: The Assessment Committee has chosen not to apply this two-semester enrollment
standard in the case of elementary algebra. Algebra students at most colleges must first
satisfy a computation requirement; thus, the two mathematics skill areas can be linked in
a way that postpones enrollment in algebra remediation. Holding colleges to the
two-semester requirement in algebra would seem unreasonable if large numbers of the
students must first take one or more computation courses. The committee is currently
studying the extent to which such "linkages" exist.

Students present fourth semester who had not yet begun remediation (of those identified
as needing remediation, all sectors). FT: head count of 10 students. PT: no standard set.

Placement Criteria

NJCBSPT scaled scores below which students were placed into remediation (among the
multiple criteria used to ascertain skills preparedness). All sectors: Reading
Comprehension (NJCBSPT-RC), 161; Sentence Sense (-SS), 161; Essay, 8; Math
Computation (-MC), 165; Elementary Algebra (-EA), 167.

The above provisional standards for -RC, -SS, -MC and -EA are identical to the minima
uniformly adopted (in 1982) by the county college presidents; thus, they represent some
measure of consensus among college- in the largest sector. Further, each of these scaled
scores corresponds to the "lack proficiency" cutoff established by the Basic Skills
Council. It should be kept in mind, therefo:e, that these cutoffs represent minimal (not
op:imal) placement criteria.

Cut-scores on the NJCBSPT and the mix of criteria that can be used for placement
decisions are riot dictated by Board mandate; rather, these choices are left to the
individual colleges to make, in keeping with the local missions and goals of the respective
institutions and the nature of the populations of students to be served. The committee' s
purpose here was to establish a common frame of reference for commentirg on the
appropriateness of whatever standards were used. In its view, no institution should set
placement criteria below the "floor" levels set by the Council.

Other review considerations: Were the same standards used for all students? Were the
exit criteria at least as rigorous as the college's original placement criteria?
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Remedial Course Outcomes

Passing rate for final level of remediation (percent of those enrolled in final-level course,FT & PT). County Colleges: 70%. State Colleges, Rutgers & NJIT: 80%.

Retesting (post-testing) of students who successfully completed their final-level remedialcourse work (percent of those passing the final-level course who attained the minimumlevel on the retest/post-test, FT & PT combined). The committee has not as yet set aprovisional standard on this indicator. Nonetheless, comment was made, where
appropriate, along the following lines: Was retesting/post-testing conducted and reportedfor all areas? Were retests/post-tests administered to all students completing final-levelremedial courses? Did the institution report data for the specified cohort or for somemixture of cohorts? Is the proportion of students reported to have reached the minimumlevel especially high? Especially low?

Note that these data for the Fall 1984 cohort were submitted prior to the Board of HigherEducation's specific resolution on post-testing. The first group of entering students
under the mandate is the Fall '87 cohort. Nevertheless, the 1984-86 reporting guidelinescalled for the submission of data on post-testing.

Data on post-testing for these reporting purposes has little to do wiih the documenting of
individual student gains. The central question being asked is the same as that askedduring the original placement testing: did the students have the skills to succeed in
college-level courses? Since it makes more sense to think of these data as the aggregate
results of a second sitting of a placement test, the Basic Skills Council prefers the term"retesting."

Subsequent Academic Performance

Passing 'ate for first (subsequent) college-level course in skill area, students who neededand completed remediation vs. non-remedial students (percent of those enrolled for eachstudy group, FT only). The standard takes the form of the expected difference inpercentage points of remediated groups's performance below that of the non-remedial
group. All sectors: 5.

Cumulative CPA (fourth semester) greater than or equal to 2.0, students who needed andcompleted remediation vs. non-remedial students (percent of each study group, FT only).The standard takes the form of the expected difference in percentage points of the
remediated group's performance below that of the non-remedial group. CountyColleges: 20. State Colleges, Rutgers & NJIT: 15.

Retention rate, students who needed and completed remediation vs. non-remedial
students (percent of each study group present in the fourth semester, FT only). All
sectors: value for remediated group equal to that for non-remedial group.

The Basic Skills Council recognizes that this is a high standard. Moreover, absolute valuecomparisons among institutions are especially misleading and should be avoided.

Successful survival rate (based on cumulative CPA, fourth semester), students who
needed and completed remediation vs. non-remedial students (percent of each study
group, FT only). The standard is in the form of the expected difference in percentage
points of remediated group's performance below that of the non-remedial group. CountyColleges: 10. State Colleges, Rutgers & NJIT: 7.

43
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Additional Considerations

Relationship among the indicators. Was the picture painted by each indicator consistent
with the story told by the other indicators?

Discrepancies among skill areas within an institution. Were there sizable differences
among the skill areas in the outcomes depicted by each of the indicators?

Longitudinal trends. In comparing these data to those submitted for the previous review
cycle (i.e., Fall, 1983 entering cohort followed through Spring, 1985), were there readily
apparent directional trends?

Overall complete, thorough and accurate data collection and reporting, in accordance
with the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.
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HOW TO READ THE GRAPHS

The narrative profile of the remedial programs at each college is accompanied by agraph that depicts program performance (principally for full-time students) on eightoutcome indicators (see sample graph with annotations on next page). The graph showsperformance on each indicator relative to a (provisional) standard. These standards areindicated by horizontal bars.

Standards for the first three indicators depicted (i.e., testing, two-semesterenrollment and final-level remedial course passing rate) are each fixed at a specificpercentage value. In contrast, standards for the last four indicators displayed (i.e., firstcollege-level course passing rate, retention, CPA and SSR) are defined relative to theperformance of the non-remedial student comparison group at a given institution (andthus placement of the horizontal bar in these instances varies from program to program).(Refer to the preceding section on provisional standards.)

In reading a graph, recall that the two-semester enrollment standard does not applyin the case of elementary algebra. Further, a provisional standard for retesting ("retestmin") has not yet been set.

A key to the symbols used appears at the bottom of each page of graphs. A sample
graph with annotations follows.

51
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1984-86

ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Atlantic Community College tested 90% of its full-time and 70% of part-time students.
These testing percentages for both full- and part-time students were lower than for the
1983 cohort (98% and 87% respectively), and in the case of part-t...te students fell short
of the requirement to test 90%.

Of the students needing remediation in reading, writing and math computation, the
college enrolled 96%, 94%, and 90% 1:espectively in appropriate remedial courses within
two semesters. These rates were higher than similar rates for the 1983 cohort and met
the Board's minimum standard of 90%.

No data were reported on the number of students who were present in the fourth
semester but not yet enrolled in required remedial courses; thus, the cePege did not
fulfill the reporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council. Further, the college
apparently did not offer remediation in elementary algebra.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. In 1984, a score of 166 on the NJCBSPT-RC was used as the
placement criterion, which met and was five points higher than the provisional standard.
Forty-nine percent of full-time and 51% of part-time students were identified for
reading remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-four percent (as coi..pared to 80% for the previous
cohort) of students who enrolled in the final level of remediation in reading
passed the course. This met the provisional standard, as did the passing .ate of 71% for
part-time students. No retest data .ere previth 'lust the college did not fulfill the
reporting guidelines of the Basic Skips Council.

Subsequent Academic Perf ranee. iIniety-three percent of remediated students,
compared to 78 °/o of non-remedial students, passed the subsequent college -level course,
which met the provisional standard. This was the reverse of the typical pattern and a
positive indicator of the program's effectiveness.

Seventy-eight percent of remediated students and 86% of the non remedial students had
a cumulative GPA of "C" or above; the performance differential of eight percentage
points met the provisional standard. -..iterestingly, however, 63% of the students who did
not complete remediation and were present in the fourth semester also had a cumuletie
GPA of "C" or above.

The retention rate at lour semester:. for the remediated group (46%) was lower than the
retention rate for the non-remedial group (51 %); thus, the difference did not meet the
provisional standard. It is worth noting that a large percentage (35%) of students who had
not completed remediation returned it the fourth semester. The SSR for the remediated
group was eight percentage points lower than the SSR for tne non-remedial studc..ts (36%
vs. 44%). This difference met the provisional standard.
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In summary, the use of a comparatively high placement criterion in reading, the high
passing rated in the remedial reading course, and the high passing rate for the remediated
students in the subsecuent college-level course were positive indicators of remedial
program effectiveness. However, the lack of retest and other key data made the
interpretation of these outcomes inconclusive:

writing

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion of 163 on the NJCBSPT-SS met the
provisional standard and was two points above it. That only 23% of the cohort (full-time
as well as part-time students) were identified by this placement criterion, however, was
surprising and seemingly inconsistent with the high percentage from the same student
body identified for remediation in reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-three percent of full-time students who enrolled in
the writing remediation course passed it. Of the part-time group, 73% passed. Both
rates met the provisional standard. No retest data were provided; thus, the college did
not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-two percent of the remediated students and
86% of non-remedial students passed the subsequent college course in writing. The
passing rate difference of 14 percentage points did not meet the provisional standard.
Sixty-five percent of the remediated students had a four-semester cumulative GPA of
"C" or above compared to 82% of the non-remedial students; the difference met the
provisional standard.

The retention rate (47%) for remediated students was slightly higher than the rate for the
non-remedial students (46%), and therefore met the provisional standard. Remediated
students as a group had a cumulative SSR of 31% versus 38% for the non-remedial
students; the performance gap met the provisional standard.

A positive result in the area of writing appeared to be the high passing rate in the
remedial course. On the other hand, the lack of retest results and the low passing rate
for remediated students in the subsequent college-level course raised questions about the
effectiveness of the remedial program in general and the passing standards in the
remedial course in particular.

Computation .

Placement Criteria. The college's placement criterion of 165 on the NJCBSPT-MC met
the provisional standard. It resulted in 53% of the full-time cohort and 61% of the
part-time cohort being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-nine percent of the full-time students who were
enrolled in the remedial course in computation passed it. Seventy-two percent of the
part-time students also passed. Both rates met the provisional standard. No retest
results were provided; thus, the institution did not fulfill the Council's reporting
guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-seven percent of remediated and 81° /o of
non-remedial students passed the first (subsequent) college-level course. This difference
in passing rates met the provisional ^tandard.

Seventy-four percent of remediated students had a cumulative GPA of "C" or above,
compared to 91% of non-remedial students. The difference met the provisional standard.
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Remediated students were retained in greater proportion (56%) than were the
non-remadial students (47%), which met the provisional standard. The remediated group
exhibited a cumulative SSR of 42%, compared to 43% for the non-remedial group; the
difference met the provisional standard.

In sum, the high passing rate in the remedial course and favorable passing rate of
remediated students in the first college-level course were positive signs of
effectiveness. Unfortunately, the lack of retest data made it difficult to fully interpret
these outcomes.

Elementary Algebra

The college provided no data on elementary algebra.

Overview

Strengths

Atlantic Community College was able to test and enroll at least 90% of its full-time
students and had good passing rates in all of its remedial courses.

For writing and computation, remediated students were retained in greater percentages
than their non-remedial counterparts.

Students completing remediation in reading performed well in the first (subsequent)
college-level course.

Areas of Concern

Testing of part-time students lagged behind the Board's minimum requirement;
appropriate administrative procedures should be del, eloped by the college to address this
problem.

The apparent lack of a remedial program in elementary algebra is of great concern.

The college did not furnish key data, and did not organize data that were submitted in
accordance with the standardized table layouts.

The lack of retest data in all skill areas made interpretation of the data that were
provided inconclusive.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The college might assess the reasons for the relatively good retention and performance
rates among students not completing remediation, pt icularly in reading.

Atlantic might consider whether the frequent programmatic changes referenced in the
institutional report were made with sufficient reference to and feedback from the
effectiveness assessment data.

The college might examine tile passing standards in the remed..al writing course, in light
of the weak performance of remediated students in the subsequent college-level writing
course.
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ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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BERGEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Bergen Community College tested 99% of the full-time and 93% of the
part-time students required to be tested, and thus satisfied the Board's minimum testing
requirement. The full-time testing rate was commendable. Moreover, similar high rates
were reported for the previous (1983) cohort.

Of the full-time students identified for reniedration in English skills (a coon.: sequence
which integrated reading and writing instruction) and/or computation, 87% and 88%
respectively had enrolled in the remedial courses within two semesters. Neither rate met
the Board's minimum enrollment standard. In algebra, 45% of the identified, full-time
students had enrolled in remedial courses within two semesters (a two-semester
enrollment standard for elementary algebra has not been set).

Only three full-time students identified for Bergen's supplemental writing course (see
des,:ription under Writing) persisted in the fourth semester without haN,ing enrolled in ti'e
course, which met the provisional standard. In the three other skill areas, howeN,er, the
numbers of such students who had yet to begin the 1.ecessary remediation in the fourth
semester were higher: 14 for the integrated reawng/writing area, 19 for computation aid
225 for elementary algebra. Each of these latter N,alues did not meet the provisional
standard. The exceedingly high number in the case of algebra, although worrisome, was
largely an artifact of the record keeping system at Bergen.1

Remedial Areas

Reading/Writing (English Skills I & II)

Placement Criteria. Bergen offered a two-semester course sequence in N,erbal skills,
with integrated reading and writing instruction. Upon successful completion of the
final-level course in the sequence, students then went on to college-level English
composition classes. The placement criterion used (for the upper -level remedial course)
was an average of 151 on the NJCBSPT-RC and -SS. This cutoff was consonant with the
provisional standards. Forty-five percent of the full-time and 33% of the part-time
students were identified for this skill area.

1Due to a change in the general education requirements for degrees and certificates at
the college, not all of the students who were init;.11y identified for elementary algebra
(for purposes of reporting in accordance with the guidelines of the Basic Sias Council)
were required to take remedial courses in algebra. Whether a student actually "needed"
algebra was confirmed only in retrospect it the point of graduation; algebra was required
only if the; student had elected college-lc% el math or certain sciences courses as the

means for satisfying the general education requirement. Since most students in the
cohort were not ready to graduate until after she four-semester reporting period, the
reported 'number not yet enrolled in remediation by the fourth semester' did not
accurately reflect those students who were in need of satisfying tl,e remedial
requirement.
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final-level course, 82% ofthe full-time and 89% of the part-thne students passed. Both rates met the provisionalstandard. No retest data were provided; thus, the college did not fulfill the repertingguidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) coll-;ge-level English
composition course, the passing rate f_ the remediation-completed students (76%)exceeded that of non-remedial students (72%); the difference met the provisional
standard. Sixty-five percent of the remediated students had cumulative GPA's of C" orabove, compared to 83% of the non-remcdiated students; this 18 percentage-point
difference also met the provisional standard.

Remediation-completed students returned in the fourth semester at a higher rate than
the non-remedial students (56% vs. 46%), whit h met the provisional standard. Moreover,
the S'1's of both groups were the same (37%), which met the provisional standard.

In summary, the available remedial course and follow-up outcomes for Bergen's
reading/writing program were uniformly positive. Unfortunately, the absence of retest
data made it difficult to fully interpret these positive signs.

Writing (Directed Studies in Writing)

Placement Criteria. "Directed Studies in Writing" was a one-credit, computer-assisted
and managed supplement to Bergen's college-level English Composition course, for those
students at the lower end of the college-level placement range. Students whose scores on
the NI CBSPT-RC and -SS averaged to between 161 and 164 took this supplemental
course concurrently with English Composition I. Fourteen percent of the full-time and
11% of the part-time students in the 1984 cohort were identified for this extra help.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in Directed Studies in Writing, 73%
of the full-time students and 66% of the part-time students passed the course. Thefull-time rate met the provisional standard (and reflected a 13 percentage-point
improvement over results for the 1983 coh3r0 but the part-time rate did not. No retest
data were provided; thus, the institution did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The students who successfully completed this
supplemental course passed their next (subsequent) college-leldel course at a higher ratethan did the non-remedial comparison group (92% vs. 84%), which met the provisional
standard and was a reversal of the typical pattern. These passing rates were high. The
college-level course used for this analysis was English Composition II, since this was the
course taken subsequent to completion of Directed Studies in Writing. Seventy-seven
percent of the remediated stucents had CPA's at or above "C," compared to 8 5 % of the
non-remedial students. The difference in GPA performance (eight percentage points)
met the provisional standard.

Tile retention rate for completers (61%) exceeded that for the non-remedial comparison
group (45%), which met the provisional standard. In addition, the SSR for completers
(46%) was higher than that of the non-remedial students (38%), which met the provisional
standard and was a reversal oc the typical pattern.

In short, the follow-up results for Directed Studies in Writing were positive.

-23-
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Computation

Placement Criteria. Bergen used i score of 168 on the NJCBSPT-MC to place its
students. This met the provisional standard and was three scaled-score points above it.
The criterion resulted in the identification of 63% of the full-time and 59% of the
part-time students in the 1984 cohort.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-one percent of both the full-time and part-time
students ossed the remedial compuiativa course; the rates met the provisional standard.
No retest data were supplied, thus, the institution did not fulfill the Council's reporting
guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Of the remediated students who were followed in
the first (subsequent) college-level math course, 67% passed. This passing rate exceeded
that for the non-remedial students (62%); the difference met the provisional standard and
was a reversal of the typical pattern. Further, 73% of the completers had cumulative
CPA's at or above "C," compared to 80% of the non-remedial students; this seven-point
difference also met the provisional standard.

-...

Both the retention comparison (57% for remedial completers vs. 49% for non-remedial
students) and the SSR comparison (41% v3. 39% respectively) yielded positive results in
favor of the remediated students. Both sets cf outcomes met the provisional standards
and argued for a successful program. The absence of retest data, however, made it
difficult to interpret these positive signs.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Bergen used for placement a score of 184 on the NJCBSPT-EA,
which met the provisional standard and was 17 scaled-score points above it. This high
standard matched the boundary between the Basic Skills Council's "appear proficient"
and "appear proficient in some areas" categories on the test. In 1984, the college
identified 89% of its full-time and 90% of its part-time students for remedial algebra.
However, not all identified students were, in fact, required to take the algebra course
(see footnote).

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students who enrolled in remedial algebra. 66% of
the full - timers and 73% of the par timers passed the course. The part-time rate met
the provisional standa, but i full-ti-ne rate did not. No retest data weie provided;
hence the college did not full the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The performance of the algebra-remediated group
of students in their first (subsequent) college-level math course did not compare
favorably to the non-remedial students (65% 'es. 83% respectively passed the course).
The 18 percentage-point difference did not meet the provisi. nal standard. The small
sample (N=12) of non-remedial students chosen for tais follow up, however, raised
questions about the meaningfulness of the comparisor The cumulative CPA's of the
remedial completers (82% at or above a "C") compare. il to those of the non-remedial
students (88%); the difference between the two groups 1, .t the i anisional standard.

Both the retention rate and SSR for the remedial completers exceeded the comparable
rates for the non-remedial students (64% vs. 46%, and 52% vs. 41%). Thus. outcomes on
both indicators met the provisional standards (and the SSR results were a reversal of the
typical pattern).
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Overview

Strengths

Bergen should be commended for its high testing rate for full-time students. Thecollege's testing rate for part-time students also satisfied the Board's minimum testingrequirement.

Retention of remediated students (all areas) exceeded that of the non-remedial students.

The available remedial course and follow-up outcomes for Bergen's reading/writing,Directed Studies in Writing and computation programs were positive, almost without
exception. Indeed, the remedial completers outperformed the non-remedial students infirst (subsequent) college-level course passing rates (all three areas) and SSR's (two ofthe areas). Although results for algebra were mixed, here too the GPA and SSR
comparisons were highly favorable. The preponderance of positive outcomes would
suggest a successful remedial effort across all areas. Unfortunately, the absence of key
data (and problems with certain data that were submitted in the case of algebra) made itdifficult to fully interpret these positive signs.

Areas of Concern

The two-semester enrollment rates for identified, lull-time students in thereading/writing and compution areas dipped below the Board's ii .nimum enrollment
standard. Moreover, too many students in three of the remedial men-, persisted in thefourth semester without having begun the necessary remedial instruction. The institutionshould address these shortcomings.

No retest data were submitted by the college. In addition, data submitted for the
subseq "ent college-level course follow up in algebra afforded a .meaningless comparison.Because of these limitations, the picture painted by the other indicators, although
favorable, was inconclusive.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

Data on the placement of students in the remedial algebra course were problematic (see
footnote). The institution's report indicated that "...not all of the students shown as
deficient are required to remove this deficiency." In this regard, the format requested bythe Basic Skills Council may hive placed Bergen at a disadvantage since the .submitted
figures likely were not reflec:ive of the college's remedial efforts in algebra. The
institution might conduct a retrospective study to ascertain whether the students who
were required to take elementary algebra received timely remedial assistance.

The institutional report listed other areas that might be improved, including: 'There is aneed for more careful record keeping for students who are given waivers and/or pass
challenge exams. There appear to be false counts in the didn' t need rernediation
group..." Hopefully the college is striving to remedy this deficiency.

In addition, Bergen r ht reexamine the appropriateness of its placement criterion inalgebra, as suggestr the author of the institutional report: "The huge numbers of
students placed in a4, ora remediation continue to raise a question about the cut-off
score. It is still the highest of any college, two-year or four-year, in New Jersey.
Further study is necessary..."
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BERGEN COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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BROOKDALE COMMUNITY COLLEGE*

Policy Administration

The percentage of full-time students tested (96%) met the 90% minimum requirement of
the Board. However, only 89% of the part- time students were tested, and this just
missed the minimum requirement. Of the students in the Fall 1984 cohort who were in
need of remediation, the college enrolled withiii two semesters 95% in reading, 96% in
writing, and 74% in computation. 1 3 figures for reading and writing met the Board's
minimum requirement but that for computation did net and was 16 percentage points
below the standard. In addition. 41% of the full-time students identified for elementary
algebra were enrolled in remedial algebra courses within two semesters (no two-semester
enrollment standard has been set for algebra).

'fen identified students who had not begun remediation in reading, four in writing, 32 in
computation and 47 in algebra were present in the fourth semester. Thus, in reading and
writing, the college met the provisional standard. However, in the mathematics areas,
Brookdale missed the provisional standard by a significant margin. The institution
reported that elementary algebra remediation was recommended but not required of
students with low NJCBSPT scores. This policy may have been the reason for the low

enrollments in the algebra skill area.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Students were placed in remedial reading courses on the basis of
NJCBSPT-RC scores below 164 (which met the provisional standard) and additional
testing using the Nelson-Denny Reading Test which was done on the first day of class.
For the 1984 cohort, 42% of full-time and 38% of part-time students were identified kr
reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of tile 394 students who enrolled in reading, 74% passed the
final-level course. Of the 177 part-time enrollees, 66% passed. The full-time passing
rate met the provisional standard but the part-time rate did not. Retesting using the
Nelson-Denny Test has been done since 1974. However, the college was unable to report
the data in aggregate form; thus, Brookdale did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of the
Basic Skills Council.

*Brookdale uses a unique "non- punitive" grading system (2.0 to 4.0) which is reflective of
its college-wide educational philosophy. A "D" (or 1.0) is not considered a passing grade
and is not assigned. To pass a course a student must earn a grade of at least a "C."
Non-passing grades are not numerically reflected (as 1.0's or 0.0's) in the student's CPA
as they would be at other institutions. Therefore, the GPA-based indicators (e.g. percent
ut or above "C" and SSR) are not interpretable within the Committee's frame of
reference. Thus, while the college fulfilled the reporting guidelines calling for data,
these data could not be used in this evaluation.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Eighty-one percent of the students who completedremediation in reading passed the first (subsequent) college-level course as compared to82% for the non-remedial students, which met the provisional sta.idard. Brookdale'sGPA data could not be used in this evaluation (see footnote).

Of the students who completed remediation in reading, 53% returned in Spring 1986 ascompared to 49% of the students who did not need remediation, which met the provisionalstandard. The college's SSR data could not be used in this evaluation (see footnote).

Writing

Placement Criteria. The placement criteria for writing, an NJCBSPT-SS score of 162(which met the provisional standard) and a locally developed and scored writing sample,
resulted in the identification for remediation of 35% of full-time students and 30% ofpart-time students.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final level of remeuiation in writing was passed by 75%of the full-time students and 71% of the part-time students. Both rates met theprovisional standard. Although retesting was conducted using a locally developed,
holistically scored essay, the data were not provided; thus, the college did not fulfill theCouncil's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Of the students who completed remediation inwriting, 77% passed the first college-level course, as compared to 82% for the
non-remedial students; the difference met the provisional standard. Brookdale 's GPA
data could not be used in this analysis (see footnote).

Students who completed remediation in writing returned in Spring 1986 at a rate of 53%,
which was slightly higher than the rate for students who did not need remediation (50%).The difference in retention rates met the provisional standard. The college 's SSR datacould not be used in this analysis (see footnote).

Computation

Placement Criteria. The college's placement criterion for computation, a score of 166
Jn the NJCBSPT-MC, met the provisional standard. Use of the criterion resulted in 46%
of the full-time and 51% of the part-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course OutcomeF. Of the 338 full-time enrollees in the final-level remedial
course, 70% passed. Among part-time enrollees, 85% passed. Both rates met the
provisional standard. No retest data were provided; thus, the college did not fulfill the
Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only 21 °/o of the students who completed
remediation in computation passed the college-level math course as compared to 54% for
the non-remedial students (which did not meet the provisional standard). This
comparison, inwever was difficult to interpret because the rate for remedial completers
was based on follow-up results for only 28 of the 238 full-time students who passed the
computation course. The college's GPA data could not be used in this analysis (see
footnote).

Fifty-eight percent of the students who completed remediation in computation returned
in the fourth semester as compared to 51% of the students who did not need remediation
(which met the provisional strAeard). The institution's SSR data could not be treated in
this analysis (see footnote).
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Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. An NJCBSPT-EA algebra score of 171 was used as the criterion for
placement, which met the provisional standard and was four points above it. Sixty-six
percent of the full-time and 65% of the part-time students were identified for
remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Sixty-four percent of the full-time students who were
identified for elementary algebra passed the final level of remediation. Of the 123
part-time enrollees, 63% passed. Neither percentage met the provisional standard. No
retest data were provided; thus, the college did not fulfill the reporting _aidelines of the
Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only 40% of the students who completed
remediation in algebra passed the first (subsequent) college-level course, compared to
65% of the non-remedial comparison group. The difference in the passing rates did not
meet the provisional standard. Further, the fact that substantially less than half the
remediated students were able to pass the college-level math course should be of concern
to the college. Brookdale's GPA data could not be used in this evaluation (see footnote).

Seventy-five percent of the students who completed remediation returned for the fourth
semester compared to 53% of the students who did not need remediation. The high
retention rate for the completers met the provisional standard and exceeded it by 22
percentage points. As in the other skill areas, the institution's SSR data could not be
used in this analysis (see footnote).

Overview

Strengths

The college has been effective in testing its studei,... ,,id in enrolling high percentages in
remedial reading and writing courses.

Pass. g rates in remedial reading, writing and computation courses all met the provisional
standard.

The retention rates for remediation-completed students in all four areas excec led those
for the non-remedial students, and by a wide margin in the case of elementary algebra.

Areas of Concern

No data were furnished on retesting in any skill area, despite mention throughout the
institution's report that such testing was conducted in reading and writing. The absence
of these data added to the difficulty of assessing the effectiveness of the remedial
programs.

The percentage of identified students who enrolled within two semesters in computation
did not meet the Board' s minimum standard. Also, too many identified students were
present after four semesters without having enrolled in needed computation or algebra
courses. The institution should address these administrative weaknesses.

The enrollment rates in the remedial algebra area were low, apparently due to the
"recommended" nature of the remediation. Further, passing rates in remedial algebra for
those who did enroll were low. Perhaps of even greater concern, the passing rates in first
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(subsequent) college-level courses for the students who successfully completed theirremedial math requirements (albeit based on only 28 students) missed the provisionalstandard by a wide margin. The entire set of college policies and practices regardingelementary algebra should be reviewed by the college.

Addf tional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

Brookdale's unique grading system made it impossible to assess adequately two critical
indicators of effectiveness, namely GPA and SSR. Because the college's GPA and SSRdata were not meaningful to the committee (i.e., they could not be related to theprovisional standards), the effectiveness of Brookdale's programs could not be
ascertained. For purposes of reporting to the state, inoicators of student progress thatare built in accordance with the institution's own frames of reference must be developed
so that Brookdale's outcomes can be understood and evaluated. Brookdale's Academic
Progress regulation provides for a measurement of student progress based uponcomparisons of credits attempted versus credits earned, on a semester and emulative
basis. Perhaps this measurement might serve as the basis for developing these important
indicators.

t;
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BURLINGTON COUNTY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Burlington County College tested 97% of its full-time students and 95% of its
part-time students. Both rates met the Board of Higher Education's minimum standard
of 90%.

Of the full-time students identified for remediation in reading, writing and computation,
the college enrolled 87%. 99% and 82% respectively in appropriate remedial courses
within two semesters. The enrollment rate for writing met the Board's two-semester
enrollment standard of 90)/o whereas the rates fox reading and computation did not. In
addition, 41% of the full-time students who needed remedial algebra were enrolled in
algebra courses within two semesters (no standard has been set for two-semester algebra
enrollment).

Ninety-one full-time students (20%) who were identified for remediation in reading and
were present in the fourth semester had not yet begun the necessary course work. This
represented an increase from the previous cycle (i.e., 25 students, 7% reported for
1983-85) and did not meet the provisional standare. For writing, only two such students
had not yet enrolled in the required course, which met the provisional standard; for
computation, the r 'tuber was 16 (4%), and for elementary algebra the number was 68
(15%). Although the present but not enrolled' figures for both area... of mathematics
represented an improvement over the previous cycle (i.e., 42 students, 11% id 75
students, 19% respectively were reported for 1983-85), nevertheless they did not meet
the provisional standard of 10 or fewer such students.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. A score of 167 on the NJCBSPT-RC was used as a cutoff for
placement in remedial reading, which met th,; provisional standard and exceeded it by six
points. This criterion resulted in 62% of the full-time cohort and 54% of the part-time
cohort being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-two percent of the full-time and 80% of the
part-time cohorts who took remediation in reading passed the final-level course. These
passing rates met the provisional standard of 70% or this indicator.

Alth, ' he college conducted retesting in reading, data were not provided on the
percer, )f students who reached the minimum level; thus, the college did not fulfill
the gtliar;anes of the Basic Skills Council. (However, refer to the explanation given under
Overview-Areas of Concern.)

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seven:y percent of the remediated students passed
the first (subsequent) college-level course, compared to 68% for the nwi- remedial group;
the difference in performance between the two study groups met thc provisional
standard. Fifty-five percent of the remedial completers GPA's of "C or
better, compared to 78% of the non-remedial students; the gap of 23 percer ige points in
relative performance did not meet the provisional standard.
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Remedial completers returned in the fourth semester at a greater rate than did thenon-remedial students (60% vs. 39%). The difference in retention met the provisional
standard and exceeded it by 21 percentage points. As a result, and despite the weak
CPA's, remedial completers outperformed the non-remedial students o. SR (33% vs.
30%), which met the provisionai standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. The college used as its placement criterion a cutoff score of 162 on
the NJCBSPT-SS, which met the provisional standard. This resulted in 53% of the
full-time and 47% of the part-time students being identified for remediation in writing.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-seven percent of the full-time students and 65% of
the part-timers who had enrolled in the. final-level course passed it; the full-time passing
rate met the provisional standard but the rate for pert -time students did not. Data werenot furnished for retesting, even though the institution's report indicated that suchtesting was conducted; thus, the institution did not fulfill the guidelines of the BasicSkills Council. (However, see explanation given under Overview-Areas of Concern.)

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-two percent of the remediated students
passed the first (subsequent) college-level course, and a like percentage of the
non-remedial students also passed; the difference between the groups met the provisional
standard. On the GPA indicator, however, the remedial completers as a group fell 24
percentage points in performance below the non-remedial group (49% vs. 73%), which did
not meet the provisional standard. This relative performance, nonetheless, represented
an improvement of eight percentage points over that reported for the previous cohort.

A higher percentage of remediation-completed students (53%) than non-remedial
students (50%) returned in the fourth semester, which met the provisional standard. The
remediated group exhibited an SSR of 26% compared to 36% for the non-remedial
students; the difference met the provisional standard, chiefly o4 ig to the high retention
rate of the remedial completers.

Computation

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion used for computation, NJCBSPT-MC 169,
met the provisional standard and exceeded it by four scaled-score points. In 1984, as aresult, 60% of the full-time test-takers and 61% of the part-time If-f,Z-takers wereidentified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of tf . students who were enrolled in the final level of
remediation, 72% of the full-timers and 79% of the part-timers passed the course, andboth rates met the provisional standard. The college conducted retesting using a locallydeveloped test, and all completers met the minimu.n level on the test. To the college' scredit, a regression equation was used to link scores G^ the local test with those on the
NJCBSPT-MC; the minimum retest level reportedly translated to an NJCBSPT-MC
scaled score of 174, which was higher than the placement criterion used. However,
information sufficient to determine the appropriateness of the regression equation wasnot provided.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Full-time students who hau completed the remedial
course passed the first (subsequent) college-level math course at the rate of 63°/o. In
contrast, seventy-nine percent of the non-remedial comparison group passed the
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college-level cctirse. The 16 percentage-point difference in pas '^g rates between the
two student groups did not meet the provisional standard. Remedial completers also fell
behind the non - remedial group in GPA at or above "C" (52% vs. 73%), which missed the
provisional standard by one percentage point.

A higher percentage of the remediated students were present in the fourth semester as
compared with the non-remedial students (59% vs. 47%), which met the provisional
standard. Thirty-one percent of the remedial completers "survived successfully"
compared to 35% of the ton-remedial students; this four percentage point difference met
the provisional standard.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. An NJCBSPT -EA score of 168 (which met the provisional standard)
with NICBSPT-MC greater than 168 served as tne criteria foc placement into elementary
algebra. Using these criteria, 60% of full-time students and 67% of part-time students
were identified for algebra remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The percentages of enrolled students passing the final-level
course were 72% for full-time students and 87% for pal_-timers; both percentages met
the provisional standard of 70% for this indicator. Only thirty -five percent of the
completers. however. met the minimum level on the retest, an in-houseinstrument
derived from the NJCBSPT-EA.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent college-level course chosen for
analysis, 69% of the remediated students passed, compared to 80% of the non-remedial
students: the 11 percentage-point difference did not meet the provisional standard. Of
the students completing remediation, 61% attained a GPA of C" or above, compared to

0/0 of the non - remedial student,,, the difference of 10 percentage points met the
provisional standatd.

Sixty-seven percent of remediation-completed students were present in the fourth
semester; the retention of these students exceeded that of the non-remedial comparisrin
group (49%) and thus met the provisional standard. The SSR of the completers (41%) also
exceeded that of the non-remedial students (34%) and met the provisional standard.

Overview

Strengths

The college succeeded in testing over 97% of its entering, fu 1-time students. It also
enrolled in appropriate courses within two semesters nearly all of those who needed
remediatior in writing. Burlington's high testing rate for part-time students (95%) was
especially noteworthy.

Passing rates in final-level remedial courses were relatively high in all areas.

Across all skill areas, remediated students as a group were retained in greater
percentages than were the non-remedial students. Accordingly, SSR's compared
favorably as well.

Passing rates in first (subsequent) college-level courses, for completers of remedial
reading and writing programs, compared favorably to the passing rates for non-remedial
students.
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Areas of Concern

Fewer than 90% of the full-time students who were identified for remediation in readingand computation had enrolled in appropriate remedial courses within two semesters.Further, large numbers of identified students (in reading, computation and elementaryalgebra) were present in the fourth semester without having begun the necessary remedial
course work. The college needs to address this administrative shortcoming.

No retest data were furnished for reading and writing, despite the availability of suchdata in the previous review cycle. Note that the college had a major chemical fire inAugust 1985; the institution reported that these records were among the izaterialsdestroyed or lost as a direct result of the fire. The absence of these data made
interpretation of the ether indicators difficult and inconclusive.

Passing rates in subsequent college-level courses for remediated mathematics students
did not compare favorably with the rates for non-remedial students.
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CAMDEN COUNTY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Camden County College met the Board's minimum requirement for basic skills
testing: 94% of its full-time students and 92% of its part-time students were tested.
Moreover, similar testing rates mere reported for the 1983 cohort.

Two-semester enrollment rates ranging from 90 to 95 percent across the four skill areas
(for identified, full-time students in the 1984 cohort) were given on the Basic Skills
Council s "Annual Questionnaire." Yet these rates were contradicted by data in the
institution's effectiveness report: only 42 to 79 percent of full-time students in the
cohort reportedly had eve enrolled in remedial curses within four semqers (in reading,
75%; writing, 79%; computation, 42%; and elementary algebra. 64%). Moreover. the
college provided the following counts of full-time, identified students per skill area who
were present in the fourth semester and had not yet begun the required remediation: in
reading, 105; writing, 124, computation. 300; and in elementary algebra, 284. These
excessively high numbers did not meet the provisional standard and should be of great
concern to the college.

Regarding the enrollment patterns in mathematic., the institutional report stated That]
relatively few students are reported as having attempted computation. This is because
our data at the time did not show students who tested out. The fact remains [however]
that many students attempt to delay math."

The above ;untradiction was part of a larger problem Camden had in adequately reporting
data in accordance with the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council. In r ach of the four
skill areas, fot instance, the college provided data on only an unspecified fraction of its
part-time students. These and other anomalies (mentioned below) were known to the
author of the institutional report: 'Camden has always had a problem in a discrepancy
between the Ns in the Questionn, re and the Effectiveness reports. The problem is that
we are not recording all scores, and not all students are tested. Further. we do not have
faith in the data base's ability to identify full-time versus part-time students."

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placem. A Criteria. The criterion used for placement in reading was an NJCBSPT RC
score of 166. which met the provisional standard and was five scaled-score points above
it. The college identified for reading 54% of its full-time students and 33% of an
unspecified fraction of its part-time student .

RemelaI Course Outcomes. Sevet,,y-one percent of the full-time students and 69% of
the part-time students passed the final-level remedial cour-e, the full time rate met the
provisional standard but the part-time rate missed it by one percentage point. (In cases
where students repeated the remedial course, final-attempt grades were ust,t1 in
determining these passing rates.)

Camden's retest results. rather t` an being restricted to the specific cohort of interest,
included data for all students who happened to be taking the remedial course along with
students from the 1984 cohort (thus the college did nut fulfill the Council's reporting
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guidelines). This aside, only 66% of the students who passel the final-level coursereached the college's minimum on the retest. Whether this result might have been due inpart to the use of a high retest cutoff score could not be ascertained: the collegereported its minimum as a raw score and did not identify particular NJCBSPT formused.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The remediated students passed their first(subsequent) college-level course at a rate which was 7 percentage points tower than thatof the non-remedial students (63% vs. 70% respectively); the difference did not meet theprovisional standard. On the other hand, 78% of the remedia,ed students had cumulativeCPA's of "C" or above, compared to 90% of the non-remedial students; this 12
percentage -point difference met the provisional standard.

Completers of remediatinn returned in the fourth semester at a rate of 52 %- -two points
higher than that for the non-remedial students (50%). This met the provisional standard.On SSR, the remediated students fell just four points behind the non-remedial comparisongroup (41% vs. 45%), and the difference met the provisional standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria Camden used an NJCBSPT-Composition (composite) score of 166 forplacement in writing (which was consonant with the provisional standards). Note,however, that the college's composite scores were generated using local rather than
ETS-standard'-ed Essay scores. In 1984, 53% of the full-time students and 40% of (anunspecified fraction of) part-time students were identified for remedial writing.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy percent of full-time and 72% of part-timeenrollees passed the final-level remedial writing course; both rates met the provisionalstandard. (In cases where students repeated the remedial course, final-attempt grades
were used in determining these passing rates.) However, only 53% of the passing studentsattained the -^l'ege s minimum score on the retest. These results were difficult tointerpret on nt of the problematic minimum score that was given: a 29 on the
"Writing" portion of the NJCBSPT (presumed to be a raw score on the NJCBSPT-SS).
Further, the retest data were not properly restricted to t_ specific cohort of interest
(thus, the college did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines).

Subsequent Academic Performance. Sixty-four percent of the remediated students
passed the first (subsequent) college-leN,e1 course, compared to 70% of the non-remedial
students; the difference missed the provisional standard by one percer tage point. Theremedial completers fell only 8 percentage points behind the non-remedial group in the-
percent attaining cumulative CPA's at or above "C" (81% vs. 89%), which met the
provisional standard.

Completers of writing remediation returned in the fourth semester at a_ rate which was 7
percentage points higher than that for the non-remedial group (57 °/o vs. 30%, which met
the provisional standard). Further, both groups performed comparably on the SSR
indicator (46% vs. 45%), which met the provisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Camden used an NJCBSPT-MC score of 165 (whic:i met the
provisional standard) as its placement criterion for computation. In 195 t, 46% of the
full-time and 38% of the (unspecified fraction of) part-time students e idt;iitified for
remediation. Students who tested in at the level of computation were also required totake elerm. ary algebra.
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Students performed poorly in the final-level remedial
course: only 29% of full-time and 33% of part-time enrollees passed. These passing
rates did not meet the provisional standard. (In cases wnere students repeated the
remedial course, final-attempt grades were used in determining these passing rates.) The
remedial-course passing rates, assuming they were accurate, represented a serious
decline from the 59% (full-time) and 61% (part-time) reported for the 1983 cohort.
Not 3, however, that the 1984-cohort rates were inconsistent with other data (noted
below). These results, nonetheless, warrant examination by Camden's faculty.

The college's retest results were also both worrisome and problematic. As in the other
areas, these data for computation were not properly restricted to the specified research
cohort (hence the college did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines). Still, the
available data suggested that only half (50%) of the students who passed computation
reached the college's minimum score on the retest. In contrast, the result reported for
the 1983 cohort was 100%. (The college's minimum score in both instan es, an
NJCBSPT-MC raw score of 19, likely corresponded to a scaled score of 165-166, since
the raw-to-scaled score conversion for this test has remained stable over the years.) The
college acknowledged this discrepancy in its own report: "There is something
wrong...since all students earning a passing grade in basic math must by definition earn
passing grades on the post-test..."

Subsequent Academic Performance. All of Camden's follow-up outcomes for
computation-remediat d students must be viewed with caution, since the number
reported in this category (256) greatly exceeded the number reported as having passed the
remedial course (57), and since the college reported no students al having satisfied
remedial course requirements through other means.

"Rena ited students" reportedly passed their f rst (subsequent) college-level course at
the rat, of 66%, 3 percentage points higher than the rate the non-remedial students
(63%); this met the provisional standard and was a revers the typical pattern. In

view of the large number of remediated students who did not attain the college's retest
minimum, this result was surprising and unexplained. Eighty-one percent of the former
group had cumulative CPA's at or above "C," compared to 88% for the non-remedial
group; the seven percentage-point difference met the provisional standard.

The remediated students returned in tne fourth semester at a higher rate (55%) than the
non - remedial students (51%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR's for both
student groups were equal (45%), which met the provisional standard.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. For algebra, Camden used an NJCBSPT-EA score of 175, which met
the provisieial standard and was eight scaled-score points above it. In 1984, 77% of the
full-time students and 40% of (an unspecified fraction of) the part-time students were
identified for elementary algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students who enrolled in the remedial cour , 66% of
both the full-time and part-time students passed (which did not meet the provisional
standard). (In cases where students repeated the remedial course, final-attempt grades
were used in determining these passing rates.) As in the other skill areas, retest results
were not properly restricted to the cohort of interest (hence the college did not fulfill the
guidelines of the BaE Skills Council). Only fifty-one percent of the students :rho passed
the remedial course attained the college's minimum on the retest.



Subsequent Academic Performance. Surprisingly, remedial completers passed the first
(subsequent) college-level course at a higher rate than did the non-remedial students
(66% vs. 63%), which met the provisional standard and was a reversal of the typical
pattern. Fighty-four percent of the remediated students had CPA's at or above "C,"
compared to 93% of the non-remedial students, the nine percentage -poir difference metthe previsional standard.

Students who completed algebra remediation returned in the fourth semester at a higher
rate than the non-remedi I students (67% vs. 57%), ,vhich met the provisional standard.
The former group had a higher SSR than did the latter (56% vs. 53%), which met the
provisional standard and was a reversal of the typical pattern.

Overview

Strprigths

The college was successful in testing over 90% of its full- and part-time stuients.

Remediated students in all four areas returned in the fourth semester in higher
percentages than non-remedial students.

The "subsequent" academic performance of remedial completers in all areas, assuming
these data were accurate, compared favorably with the non-remedial students. The many
data anomalies, however, made it difficult to interpret these positive signs.

Areas of Concern

This college h'd a problem in accurately gathering and reporting data in accordance with
the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council. Serious omissions, contradictions and
anomalies contained in Camden's reports hampered the assessment of remedial programs
at this institution. For example, there was little agreement between data reported on the
Annual Questionnaire and those brought forward in the institution's effectiveness report.
The college fu'ni ned data on only an unspecified fraction of its part- tune students.
Data on retesting (all areas) were not restricted to the single cohort of interest. The
college's NJCBSPT retest minima were reported in terms of raw scores. The number of
students followed in Camden's "completed remediation" group for computation greatly
exceeded the total number of students who satisfied remedial course requirements in thisarea.

It should be pointed out that these and other reporting deficiencies were known to the
author of Camden's effectiveness report and are being aridressed by the college. "We
now have a ...new Institutional Researcher nd a staff of programmers. [The college's]
President...has made these basic skills repui ,s a priority, this means that beginning in
Spring 1988 we will have a data base that will enable us to produce reports that are full
and consistent."

E. -ssively high numbers of students who were identified for remediation (all areas) had
no. enrolled in appropriate remedial courses by the fourth semester, even though they
still persisted at the college.

The remedial course passing rates in computation were very 1,11A. This warrants
examination by Camden's faculty.

iV
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Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

In each of the four areas, the college-level course performances ald CPA's of the
remediated students differed little from those of the non-remedial comparison groups
(and in some instances the remediated groups outperformed the non-re, _dial groups on
these indicators). These outcomes were especially surprising in light of the low
percentages of remedial completers who reached the college's minimum sores on
retests. The college may wish to explore this paradox.
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CUMBERLAND COUNTY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Cumberland County College tested 100% of its full and part-time students in 1984, a
commendable achievement. Moreover, similar testing rates were reported in 1983.

The college enrolled within two semesters 94% and 90% of its identified full-time
students in appropriate remedial courses in writing and in computation respectively.
These rates met the Board's minimum enrollment standard. In reading, on the other
hand, only 86% of the full-time students who were identified for remediation had enrolled
within two semesters (which did not meet the Board's minimum enrollment standard). In

addition, 82% of the students identified for remedial algebra were enrolled in remedial
courses within two semesters (a two-semester enrollment standard has not been set for
algebra). By the fourth semester, few full-time studer's who needed remedial courses
had not yet enrolled in them (reading. 6; writing, 0, coniotation, 2; and ,:g -bra, 2), which
met the provisional standard in all areas.

Remedial Arees

Reading

Placement Criteria. An NJCBSPT-RC score of 165 was used as the criterion for
placement, both in 1983 and in 1984. Curiously, higher percentages of the entering class
(58% of full-time and 62% of part-time .students) were identified for remedial reading in
1984 than in 1983 (46% of full-time and 34% of part-time students), dospit, a decline in
the number of students tested.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of students enrolled in the final-level remedial course, 79%
of the full-time students and 75% of the part-time students passed the course (which met
the provisional standard).

The collee,e reported aggregate retesting data for more students (101) than had enrolled
in and passed the final level of reading remediation (approximately 76 students); hence
the college did not report its retest data in accordance with the guidelines of the Basic
Skills Council. Nevertheless, the institution's report stated that 59% of the retested
students attained the college's minimum score on the retest. In contrast, 91% of the
comparable students in the 1983 cohort met the minimum score. Both the discrepancy in
the enrolled in (and passed?) vs. retested numbers in 1984 and the dramatic d-cline in
retest results from 1983 to 1984 are reasons for concern and need to be addressed.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Follow-up academic cm. :comes for the
remediation-completed group were mixed. While the remediation-completed group
passed the first (subsequent) college-leNdel course at a rate comparable to that of the
non-remedial students (81% vs. 82% respectively, which met the provisional standard),
the GPA comparison yielded quite different results. Just over half of the remedial
completers (52%) had GPA's at or above a "C" compared with 88% of the non-remedial
group; the 36 percentage point difference missed the provisional ,Aandard by a wide
margin. Further, the gals ;n GPA performance between the two groups had widened
compared to that reported for the 1983 cohort (91% vs. 70% respectively for the two
study groups in 1983-85, a difference of 21 percentage points).



Cumberland's remediation-completed group was retained in the fourth semester at ahigher rate than that of the non-remedial group (61% vs. 51%), which met the pr.visiona:standard. The remedial completers as a group attained an SSR of 32%, compared to 45%for the non-remedial students; the difference did not meet the r ,;ional standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. An NJCBSPT-SS score of 165 (which met the provisional standard
and was four points above it) was used as the criterion for placement. TheNJCBSPT-Essay was not used for remedial placement. Forty -three percent of thefull-time and 49% of the part-time students were identified for remedial writing courses.

Remedial Cows( Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final level of remedialwriting, 79% of the full-time students and 81% of the part-time students passed thecourse. These passing rates met the provisional standard. As in the readii.g area, thecollege reported aggregate retesting data for more students (112) than had enrolled in andpassed the final-level remedial writing course (94 students); hence the college did notreport its retest data in accordance with the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.Nevertheless, 58% of the students reported on reached the college's minimum score onthe retest. This result was markedly lower than the 71% reported for the 1983 cohort.These data and the reporting discrepancy merit attention by the college.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-three percent of the remedial completerspassed the first (subsequent) college-level writing course. compared to 80% of thenon-remedial students; ft"ts difference did not meet the provisional standard. On themore general indicator of academic success, only 49% of the remediation-completed
students had GPA's at or above "C." as compared to 87% of the non-remedial students;
the 38 percentage point difference in performance between the two study groups missedthe provisional standard by a wide margin. Further, this CPA gap represented a declineiron. he 18-point gap (75% and 93% respectively for the two groups) seen in 1983.

Remediation-completed students returned in the fourth semester at a higher rate thannon-remedial students (66% vs. 47%), which met the provisional standard. The remedialcompleters as a group .....hibited an SSR of 32% compared to 41% for Cie non-remedial
students; the difference met the provisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. The criterion used for placement at Cumberland was an
NJCBSPT-MC score of 165, which met the provisional standard. Forty-six percent of thefull-time and 53% of the part-time students were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final level of computation atCumberland, 71% of full-time and 75% of part-time students passed the course. Thesepassing rates met the provisional sta.idard. No data on retestir.g were reported for the1984 cohort, despite the availability of retest data fcr the previous cohort; thus, thecollege did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only 42% of the students who completedcomputation passed the first (subsequent) college-level course, compared to 72% of thenon-remedial students; the 30 percentage point d;" ,..rence missed the provisional
standard by a wide margin and represented a decline in performance from the 18
percentage point gap reported for the 1983 cohort. In keeping with this firming, just overhalf (52%? of the computation completers ha I cu dative GPA's at or above "C,"
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compared to 84% of the non-remedial students; the 32 percentage point difference in
CPA's did not meet the provisional standard. Further, this gap had more than doubled
from the 14 percentage point difference reported for the previous cohort.

Unlike the pattern seen in the reading and writing areas at the college, in computation
the retention rate for the remediation - completed group fell short of that for the
non-remedial comparison group (48% vs. 51% respectively), which did not meet the
provisional standard. Not surprisingly, the SSR of the remedial completers as a group was
only 25%--18 percentage points lower than the SSR of the non-remedial group (13%); the
daft. ..nce did not meet the provisional standard.

This consistent pattern of unfavorable results across the indicators -and especially given
the low passing rate in the first (subsequent) college -level math course and the lack of
retest data--suggested that the college should review seriously the efficacy of its
computation program.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. In 1984, an NJCBSPT-EA score of 168 (down from 174 in 1983), for
students whose NJCBSPT-MC was greater than 165, was used at Cumberland (which met
the provisional standard). Seventy percent of the full-time and 93% of the part-time
students were identified for algebra remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Sixty-one percent of the full-time students in the
final-level remedial algebra course passed it, which did not meet the provisional
standard. Part-time students passed the remedial course at a rate of 70%, which met the
provisional standard. The percentage of students who reached the college's minimum
score on the retest was low (51%). As in the other skill areas where retesting was
reported, however, the retest data included an unspecified number of students who earned
a grade of "D," even though such students were required to repeat the remedial course.
This made it difficult to interpret the low percentage.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only 53% of the students who completed algebra
remediation passed their first (subsequent) college-level math course, a rate that was t3
percentage points below that of the non-remedial comparison group (66%) and which
therefore did not meet the provisional standard. It should be noted that the college
reported on only 17 of the approximately 77 full-time students who passed the final level
of algebra remediation. Sixty-eight percent of the remediationcompleted group had
cumulative CPA 's at or above "C." compared to 72% of the non-remedial students: the
difference met the provisional standard.

As for retention, a pattern emerged that was similar to the one seen in the computation
area. Completers of remediation returned in the fou. th semester at a low rate (35%)
compared to the non-remedial students (58%), the differs nce between the groups missed
the provisional standard by a wide margin. Not surprishgly, the SSR for the
algebra-remediated group was also low (:..4%) relative to that for the non-remedial
students (41%) and did not meet the provisional standard, were rates should be of concern
to the institution, especially since the SSR's had declined uonsiderably from the 1983 to
the 1984 cohorts (41% and 56% respectively in 1983).

These data suggested that the remedial mathematics courses were not sering students
well. The college might examine why higher percentages of its completers of remedial
math courses left the institution than similar completers of remedial reading and
writing.
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Overview

Strengths

Cumberland County College is to be commended for its coasistently high testing rate for
both full- and part-time students.

Similarly, of the full-time students who were identir!ed for remedial assistance in writing
and in computation, the college su;ceeded in enrolling over 90% in appropriate remedial
courses within two semesters. By 'le 7,, urth semester, nearly all students in all four skill
areas who were identified for remediation had begun the necessary remedial courses.

Passing rates in remedial reading, writing and computation courses all met the provisional
standard.

Students who completed remediation in reading and in writing returned in the fourth
semester in greater percentages than the non-remedial comparison groups. Further,
these retention .ates foe remedial completers represented an improvement over those
reported for the previous (1983) cohort.

Areas of Concern

A number of concerns surfaced during review of Cumberland's data for the 1984 cohort.
Perhaps foremost was the apparent general decline in the academic performance of
remedial completers in all skill areas and across most indicators, as viewed with
comparable outcomes reported for the previous (1983) cohnt `. The overall picture was
that of a set of remedial programs whose outcomes were declining rather than improving
over time. This is cause for immediate attention. The institution should assess how much
of this picture was real and how much was attributable to data inconsistencies and
reporting changes.

In the reading area, the two semester enrollment percentage dropped below the Board sminimum requirement for full-time students. The college should address this
administrative shortcoming.

No data on retesting were reported for computation, despite the fact that those data had
been provided for the previous cohort. Retest data that were submitted (other areas)
were not strictly compiled in accordance with tile guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.
This made all available outcomes and especially the apparent large decline in retest
performance from the 1983 to the 1984 cohortail the more difficult to assess.

Nonetheless, the fact that other academic outcomes (e.g., passinp rates in firE'
college-level courses and CPA data) for the 1984 cohort showed a 1 -..allel decline from
the rates reported the year before suggested that at least the downward trend of the
retest data, if not their magnitude was accurate. This requires attention by the college.

In the mathematics areas especially, the consistent pattern of unfavorable results across
the indicators--and given the low passing rates in the first (subsequent) college-level
courses -- suggested that the remedial mathematics courses at Cumberland were not
serving students wn11.
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CUMBERLAND COUNTY COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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ESSEX COUNTY COLLEGE*

Policy Administration

In 1984, Essex County College tested 97% of its full-time students (and 99% in 1983),
which met the Board's 90010 minimum testing criterion. However, the testing rate for
part-timers was only 67% (which did not meet the Board's minimum criterion), down

fre (14% in 1983. Tip-. college reported that many more part-timers were, in fact,
. in 1984, but a computer error kept these results from being captured appropriately.

Essex enrolled in r ledial courses within two semesters 93% of the full-time students
identified for writing and 91% of those identified for computation, but only 72% of those
identified for reading. The first two rates met the Board's minimum enrollment standard
but the latter did not. Sixty-eight percent of the full-time students identified for
remedial algebra were enrolled in remedial courses within two semesters (no .,tanclard has

been set for algebra).

By the fourth semester. all but nine or fewer students each in three skill areas (writing, 0;
computation, 9; and elementary algebra, 0) who needed remediation and were still at the
college had begun the necessary remedial courses (which met the provisional standard).
Despite these favorable results, however, 40 fuE-time students identified for reading
returned in the fourth semester without having enrolled in a remedial reading course: this
did not meet the provisional standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Essex County College used an NJCBSPT-RC cutoff score of 168 (up
from 161 in 1983), which met the provisional standard and was seven scaled-score points
above it. At his level, 83% of the full-time and 79% of the part-time students were
identified fol reading remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Over 72% of fuii-time and 77% of part-time enrollees
passed the final-level of remediation. These rates met the provisional standard.
Sixty-seven percent of the students who passed the course and were retested met the
college's .minimum score on the retest (Test of Adult Basic Education). Unfortunately,
retest results were from the Fall 1:,d4 semester only; hence the college did not fulfill the
guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

*In order to appreciate the scope of remediation at Essex County College, the following
supplementary information regarding the skill levels of the incoming (fall 1984) class is
provided. Of the over 1400 i34ti students enrolled in the fall of 1934, 20% were classified
as English -As -A- Second - Language (ESL) students on the basis of the Bilingual/Foreign
sturlent placement test and were placed in an appropriate ESL course. Of the students
tested with the NJCBSPT, over 90% needed one or more remedial courses in English,
reading, or mathematics. Over two-thi Vs of those tested required multiple levels of
remediation in all subject areas, which would constitute at least one full y ear of
remediation, These figures, consistent over the last five years, underscore the

tremendous challenge of remediation at Essex County College.
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Subsequent Academic Performanc- Students who completed their remediation passedthe first (subsequent) college-level course at a higher rate (83%) than those who did notneed remediation (67%). This met the provisional standard and exceeded it by 21
percentage points. The percentage of students with a GPA at or above "C" was lower forthe remedial students than for the non-remedial students (65% vs. 91% respectively),
which did not meet the provisional standard.

Thirty-seven percent of the remediated students returned in the fourth sc.. _ester,
compared to only 8% of the non-remedial students, which met the provisional standard.It should be noted, however, that tl-e non-remedial group comprised only 11 returnin_,
students. This accounted for the large difference ietwee the two groups in SSR: 23%
for the remediated students versus 7% for the non-remeo....1 gift-1p (which ch not meetthe p ,.visional standard).

Writing

Placement Criteria. The placement cutoff uset, in writing was a score of 9 on the (locally
scored) NICBSPT-Essay, which met the provisional standard and was one pr-nt above it.
Sixty percent of the full-time and 57% of the part-time students in the cohort wereplaced in remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final level of [mediation was passed by 69% of the
full-time enrollees and 73% of the pan-time enrollees. The latter rate met the
provisional standard but the former missed it by one percentage point. Eighty-one
percent of those who completed remediation and were tested achieved the college's
minimum score or the retest (a departmental sentence structure test). However, these
retest results were for the Fall 1984 semester n :3f; hence the college did not fulfill Lie
guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only 49% .)f the remediated students passed the
first (suizcquont) colleg, level writing course while 70% of the non-remedial students
passed the same course; the difference did not meet the provisional standard (cf. both
groups passed at a rate of 64% in 1983-85). HolAever, the percentages of students with aGPA at or above "C" were comparable for both study groups (70% for remedial
completers and 73% for non-i emedial students), which met the provisional standard.

Students who completed remediation were retained for four semesters at a much higher
rate (45%) than those who did not need remediation (16%), which met the provisional
standard. However, only 41 non-remedial students nude u, the returning cohort. Chiefly
due to the large difference in retcation between the group- )e SSR for the remediated
stooents exceeded that for the non-remedial students by 2u , centage points (31% vs.
11%), which met the provisional st-tndard and was a reversal of the typical pattern.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Essex County College used a cutoff score of 169 on the
1\11CBSPT-MC, This met the provisional standard and was four scaled-some points aboveit. Use of the criterion resulted in 81% of the fo!!- time students and 81% of the
part-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. In 1984-86, only 18% r f fulI-time enrolloes and 56% of
part-time enrollees passed the final-level courz-,e. These rates did not neet the 7(1%
provisional standard. ;zowever, of the students who passed and were re.ested, 86 %



reached the college's minimum score on the retest. a departmental 30-item test.
Unfortunate) ", these retest results were for the Fall 1984 semester only, hence the
college did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Remediated students passed the first k Js elven t)
college-level ( at the rate of 63% while the non-remedial students passed the
course at the rate of 80%. The difference did not meet the provisional standard.
Seventy-eight percent of remel:iation completers had CPA's at or aboe "C" compared
to 910/0 of the non remedial students; the difference in percent between the two groups
met the provisional standard.

As in reading and tvriting areas, four- -emester retention rates in cor_putatiun were
higher for the remediated group (37% of completers returned in the fourth semester) than
for the non-remedial students (26% returned) and met the provisional standard.
Similarly, the SSR of the remediated students (28%) exceeded that of the non-remedial
students (z.3%), which met the provisional standard and was a reversal of the typical
pattern

Elementary Algebra

Placement C....eria. A score of 168 on the NJCBSPT-EA (which met the provisional
standard) was used as the remedial algcira cutoff for students whose NJCBSPT-MC score
was above 168. The NJCBSPT-EA cutoff subsequently was raised to 176 for the Fall 1985
cohort. All students who were identified for computation were required to complete
remediation in algebra. Thus in 1984. 86% of the full ..me and 88% of the part-time
students were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The passing rate in remedial algebra was 56% for the
full-time and 63% f,,r the par ..-time students. These rates did not meet the provisional
standard. Howeier, 83% of the students who both passed and were tested (N=25) reached
the college's minimum score on the retest, a 30-item departmental test. As in the other
skill areas, the retest results were f.om the Fall 1984 semester only; hence the college
did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only 42% of the remediated gruup passed the first
(subsequent) college-level course in mathematics while 91% of the rrri-remedial group
(N=11) passed. The difference did not meet the provisional star.dard. Seventy -three
percent of the remediation- ,ompleted students had CPP 's at or above "C" comr,ared to
91% of the (21) students in the non-remedial group. The ..aifference in CPA's met the
provisional standard.

Retention rates favored the remediated students, 59% of whom returned for the fourth
semester compared to only 20% of the non-remedial students (which wet the provisional
standard). The SSR was 43 °,o for the remediated group and only 17 for the non-remedial
students; this difference met the provisional starr' rd and was a reversal of the typical
pattern.

Overview

Strengths

Essex County College tested 97-99% of its full-time students over twu consecutive
cycles of reporting.
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The college has been effective in enr311ing high percentages of its identified students inwriting and computation courses within two semesters. Further, no students who neededremediation in writing or elementary algebra and few who needed computation remainedin the fourth semester without having begun remediation.

In writing, computation and algebra, the percent GPA's at or above "C" for the
remediated groups compared favorably to those of the non-remedial students.

Students who completed remediation (all skill areas) outperformed the non-remedialstudents in retention and SSR, and by a wide margin in most cases.

Completers of remediation in reading passed the first (sub 3quent) college-level course ata higher rate than the non-remedial students.

Areas of Concern

The testing rate for part-time students may have dropped below the Board's minimum
requirement. The college should ascertain whether this was so.

The low passing rates for the final-level remedial courses in computation and algebrawarrant attention by `lie college. Only about half of the students passed these remedialcourses.

The furnished i __testing data (all skill areas), instead of being accumulated over thefour-semerzter period, were from a single semester only. This made interpretation ofthese results difficult.

While remediated students in writing, computation and alpbra had GPA levels that metthe provisional standard relative to non-remedial students, the passing rates for remedialcompleters in the first (subsequent) college-level courses in these areas were low.

The wIlege fell below the Board's minimum i vo-semester enrollment standard inReading. Of even greater icern was the large number of identified, full-time studentswho were present at the cortege in the fourth semester but had not yet enrolled in the
necessary reading courses. The college should address this administrative shortcoming.

Additional Suggestio; Jr Further Inquiry

The low retention rates of non-remedial students at Essex raised the possibility of "falsepositive" interpretation of the retention-based results for this institution (i.e.,
fourth- semester return rates and SSP.' s for the remedial completers, relative to the
perfc ance of the non-remedial students). Moreover, the smell size of the
non-i .nedial student comparison groups (fourth- semester returnees) relative to the
larger numLar of remedial completers made comparisons bi, tween the two groups
problematic. The college may wish to explore these points further.

The colleg" might look carefuily at the placement records of those students who neededbut did not complete remediation in feeding and writing. Paradoxically, such studentsoutperformed the remediated students on nearly all academic measures.
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GLOUCESTER COUNTY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Gloucester tested nearly all (99.8%) of its full-time students and 95% (up from b6% in
1983) of its pail-time students, a commendable result which met the Board mandate for
testing. In reading (90/0), writing (97%) and computation (91%), the college enrolled
within two semesters more than the required minimum of 90% full-time student; in the
necessary remedial courses. In the fourth semester, zero to five identified students pPr
skill area were present without having begun the necessary remediation; hence, the
college met the provisional standard in the three skill areas for which data were
reported. Data were not provided for elementary algebra; thus, the institution did not
fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Gloucester used an NJCBSPT-RC score of 161 as its criterion for
placement. It identified 26% of thefull-time students and 14% of the part-time students
for reading ::mediation. The criterion met the provisional standard but the percentages
of students identified were low.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final level of remedial reading was passed by 64% of
the full-time and e9% (n=9) of the part-time enrollees. Although the part-qme rate met
the p.6.. sional standard, the percentage fcr full-timers did not. Just over half (51%) of
those who passed the course reached the minimum on the retest. The college reportedly
followed a questionable policy of permitting faculty ,o add four points to each retest
score "to account for the standard error of measurement" of the test. This non standard
practice, while not reflected in the retest percentages reported here. did inflat 3 thr,
passing rates since the retest was used as an exit instrument at the college.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent college -level English course 89%
of the reading completers passed, exceeding the 79% passing rate of the non-remedial
students. This met the provisional standard and was a reversal of the usual pattern. The
subsequent GPA percentage at or above "C" was not as high for the completers (56%) as
for the non-remedial students (74%), but the difference met the provisional standard.

Retention at four semesters, on the other hand, was higher for completers (67%) than for
non-remedial students (49%) andthus met th i provisional standard. Owing to this high
retention rate, the completers also had an SSR (38%) which exceeded that of the
non-remedial students (36%) and therefore met the provisional standard. These reversals
of the typical patterns were positive indicators of effectiveness.

In summary, even with the low passing rates in the remedial courses and the problematic
retesting, other indicators -- retention, SSR, GPA, and passing rate in the subsequent
college-level coursepointed in a positive direction.

8,:i
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Writing

Placement Criteria. Gloucester used an NJCBSPT-English Composition (composite) scoreof 165, by which it identified for writing remediation 55% of its full-time and 29% of itspart-time students. The criterion was consonant with the provisional standard.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-two percent of the full-time and 85% of the
part-time students passed the final level of remedial writing, and both rates met theprovisional standard. Sixty-seven percent of the students who passed the course met thecollege's minimum on the retest. A- in reading (see above), faculty were permitted toadd four points to each retest score.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The same percentage (81%) of remedial writingcompleters as non-remedial students passed the subsequent English composition course,which met the provisional standard. Further, the GPA percentage at or above "C" forthe comDleters (65%) relative to the performance of the non-remedial students (77%) alsomet the provisional standard.

Retention at four semesters was higher for completers (59%) than for the nqn-remedial
students (52%) and thus SSR's for the two groups were also comparable (38% vs. 40%).
Data for both indicators met the applicable provisional standards. In short, the academicindicators were uniformly positive for Gloucester's writing prom -am.

Computation

Placement Criteria. The college used an NJCBSPT-MC score of 165, which met the
provisional standard, along with ACT/SAT scores and high school transcript information
to identify students for remediation. Fifty -four percent of its full -time. and 45% of itspart-time students were identified for computation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 269 full-time enrollees, 68% passed the computationcourse. Seventy-eight percent of the part-timers passed. The percentage ,'or part-timestudents met the provisional standard but the percentage for full-time students did not.On the retest, 94% of the completers reached the college's minimum. Note that the
faculty were permitted to add four points to each of the retest scores (see "Reading"
section).

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent coilege-level math course, 63% of
the completers passed compared with 75% of non- remedial students. The difference didnot meet the provisional standard. Further, the subsequen GPA percentage at or above"C" was love- for completers (59%) than for non-remedial students (82%) and this
difference did not meet the provisional standard.

Fourth-semester retention Lni,vever, strongly favored the completers over the
non-remedial students (63% ,s. 50% respectively) and thus met the provisional standard.
As a result, the difference in SSR between completers (37%) and non-remedial students
(41%) was small (and it nel the provisional standard).

The indicators for computation presented a mixed picture. The high percentage Leaching
the minimum level on the retest was neither complemented by a strong percentage
passing the subsequent college-level math course nor by GPA's that approached those of
the non-remedial students.

90
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Elementary Algebra

Gloucester offered courses 1., e. amen ary algebra but apparently did not require
remediation in that skill area (algebra placement was at the option of the student or upon
recommendation of the first college -level math instructors). No data were furnished;
thus, the institution did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council for this skill
area.

Overview

Strengths

The college is to be commended for i,.., efficient testing and enrolling of students in
remedial reading, writing and computation, and especially for the dramatic improvement
in part-time testing rate in a single year. Further, the ongoing changes and
improvements documented in the institution's report serve as evidence of the college's
commitment to provide remediation for both its full-time and part-time students.

Retention rates for remediation-completed students were higher across all reported skill
areas than the rates for non-remedial students.

The remedial writing area presented a uniformly positive set of outcome measures, thus
making a compelling argument fot the effectiveness of this program.

Areas of Concern

"tha college did not use the NJCBSPT for algebra placement, despite the longstanding
policy of the Board of Higher Education. Further, data were not provided on elementary
algebra, contrary to the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council. The self-selected nature
of the algebra courses that were offered at the college likely resulted in fewer students
being served. The mixed picture of indicators for the computation completers might have
been more positive had the student., gone on to complete algeofa remediation prior to
enrolling in college-level math ^.ourses. The entire set of college policies on elementary
algebra should be reviewed and trought into compliance with Board requirements.

The low percentages of students identified for reading should be examined by the college.

The. college should reconsider its policy of permitting faculty to add four points to each
student's retest score.
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HUDSON COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Policy Adminis',-ation

Hudson County Community College testo:I. 100% of its students who were required to be
tested, both full- and part-time, in 1983 and in 1984, which satisfied the Board's
minimum standaii of 90%. This performance is commendable. Moreover, the college
enrolled in necessary remedial courses within two semesters all full-thue students who
needed remediation in reading (100%) and virtually all ir. :Ring (99%); these percentages
met the Board's minimum enrollment standard for full-time students. Only 86% of the
full-time students identified for computation were enrolled in appropriate remedik math
courses within two semesters; this rate, an improvement over the 1983-84 enrollment
rate of 82%, nevertheless did not meet the Board's minimum standard. Fifty-two
percent of the students identified for elementary algebra enrolled in the required
remedial course within two semesters, an improvement from the 36% reported for the
1983 cohort (a two-semester enrollment standard for algebra has not been Let).

Of the full-time students identified for remedial reading and!or writing instruction, zero
were present in the fourth semester without having taken the required remedial courses
(which met the provisional standard). However, 47 full-time students needing
computation and 10 needing, elementary algebra were present fourth semester and yet had
not begun the necessary remedial work; the latter value met the provisional standard but
the former did not.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. In 1984, Hudson raised its placement cutoff score in reading from
161 to 16d on the NJCBSPT-RC. The latter criterion met the provisional standard and
was five scaled-score points above it. Fifty-five percent of both the full-time and
part-time students were identified for remedial instruction in reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final-level remedial reading
course, 54% of the full-time and 67% of the part-time students passed the course.
Nether rate met the Provisional standard. Moreover, both rates reflected a decline from
the 1983-cohort results (cf., 67% of full-time and 73% of part-time enrollees An
1:383-85). Forty-nine percent of the students who passed the final-level course attained
the college's minimum score on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Remediated students in the 1984 cohort passed the
First (subsequent) college-level course at a higher rate than the non-remedial students
(78% and 74 °/o respectively), which met t: - provisional standard and was a reversal of the
typical pattern. Further, this passing rate . remediated students was an improvement
ov,er the 59% reported for the 1983 cohort. The 1. -^entage of remediated students with
a cumulative CPA of 41C" or above was 28 percentage 1._' sower than the rat. P
non-remedial students (51% vs. 79%); the difference did not meet rile provisional
standard.

CI -
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A markedly highe- percentage cf remediz ted than of non-remedial students returned in
the fourth semester (69% vs. '0%), which met the provisional standard. It should be
noted that the non -rent dial retention rate was quite low. The SSR for the remediated
students was three percentage points higher than the rate for the non-remedial student
comparison group (35% vs. '32"o respectively), which met the provisional standard and was
a reversal of the typical pattern. This reversal was due at least in part to the low
retention of the non-remedial comparison group.

Writing

Placement Criteria. In writing, as in reading, the placement criterion vas raised for the
1984 cohort: from 161 to 164 on the NJCBSPT-SS. The revised cu score met the
provisional standard and was three scaled-score points above it. In 1984, 55% of the
full-time and 54% of the part-time students were identified for remedial writing.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of enrollees in the final level remedial writing course, 510/0
of the full-time students (down from 68% for the 1983 cohort) and 67 °/o of the part-time
students (same rate as the 1983 cohort) passed the course. Neither rate met the
provisional standard. Fifty-three percent of the students who passed the final-level
course attained the college's minimum score on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The writing-remediated students as a group
performed nearly as wel! as the non-remedial students in their rate of passing the first
(subsequent) c )llege -level writing course (70% and 72% respectively), which met the
provisional standard. This passing rate for remediated students reflected improvement
over the 1983-cohort results (i.e., only 60% in 1983-85). However, the cumulative
academic performances of the two groups, as measured by the percentages attaining at

1st a "C" average, were dissimilar: 53% for remediated students vs. '9% for the
remedial comparison group. The difference between the groups in GPA attainment

.ki not meet the provisional standard.

Remediated students returned in the fourth semester at a higher percentage than the
non-remedial students (58% vs. 19%), which met the provisional standard. SSR 's for the
two groups (31% and 30% respectively) were comparable (which met the provisional
standard), chiefly because of the low retention of the non-remedial students at the
college.

Computation

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion of 169 on the NJCBSPT-MC (raised from
the 168 used for the previous cohort) met the provisional standard and was four
scaled-score points above it. Sixty-nine percent of the full-time and 62% of the
part-time students were identified for computation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final level remedial course passing rates, 55% for
full-time students and 52% for part-time students, did not meet the provisional
standard. Moreover, the part- time rate reflected a drop from the 67% reported for the
1983 cohort. Forty-nine percent of the students who passed the final-level course
attained the college's minimum score on the retest.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Remediated students passed the first (subsequent)
college-level math course at the :ate of 70%, compared to 75% for the non-remedial
students; the difference met the provisional standard. The performance of remediated
students on this indicato was an improvement over the 55% rate reported for the 1983
cohort. A,.; to the relative GPA's, 60% of the remedial-mmpleters had GPA's at or
above a "C," compared to 85% of the non - remedial, students, the difference did not meet
the provisional standard.

Students who completed remediation had a higher late of retention than the non-remedial
students (58% vs. 35%), which met the provisional standard. It should be noted that the
non-remedial retention rate was quite low; nevertheless, the retention rate of the
remediated students had improved from the 47% reported for the previous cohort. The
SSR for remediated students was six percentage points higher than that for the
non-remedial students (35% ids. 29%); this met the provisional standard and was a reversal
of the typical pattern. This reversal was due at least in part to the low retention of the
non-remedial comparison group.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Students whose NJCBSPT-EA scores fell below 168 (which met the
provisional standard and was one scaled-score point above it) were identified for
elementary algebra if they wore in curricula that required algebra. This z;utoff was one
point higher than that used in 1983. Only 19% of full-time and 17% of part-time students
were identified for elementary algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The remedial course passing rates for the 1984 cohort, 64%
for full-time students and 61% for part-timers, did not meet the provisional standard.
However, 88% of the students who passed the remedial course reached the college's
minimum level on the retest, an improvement from the 58% reported from the 1983
cohort.

Subsequent Academic Performance. All results should be viewed with caution because of
the small sizes of the study groups. The passing rate in the first (subsequent)
college-level math course for the remediated students (71%, n=7) was 12 percentage
points lower than the rate for non-remedial students (83%, n=12); this difference, an
improvement over the 29 percentage-point difference reported for the 1983 cohort,
nonetheless did not meet the provisional standard. Only 42% (n=12) of the
algebra-remediated students had a cumulative GPA at or above a "C" as compared to
9U% (n=10) or Liie non-remedial students; this difference of 48 percentage points did not
meet the provisional standard.

The retention of remedial compl ters (71%, n=17) exceeded that of the non-remedial
student:: (48/0, n=21), which met the provisional standard. The SSR for the remediated
group (2 ) %) was 14 percentage points lover than the rate for non-remedial students
(43%); the difference did not meet the provisional standard.

Overview

Strengths

For several consecutive years, Hudson County Community College succeeded in testing
100% of the students required to be tested, boa. full- and part-time. This performance is
commendable.
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The college enrolled in appropriate remedial courses within two semesters all full-timestudents who needed remedial assistance in reading, and virtually al' who needed
remediation in writing.

In all four skill areas, students who completed remediation were retained in rm,..,a higherpercentages than the non-remedial comparison groups.

In reading, the passing rate in the first (subsequent) college-level course was higher for
the remediated students than for the non-remedial students, a reversal of the typical
pattern and a positive sign of strength. In writing and in computation, the college-level
course passing rates for the remediated groups near!y matched the comparable rates for
the non-remedial comparison groups.

A comparison of results from the 1983 and 1984 coke ts revealed improvements on at
least some key indicators in each of the skill areas. In addition, placement cutoffs had
been raised in each area.

A high percentage of students who passed the final-level remedial algebra course met thecollege's minimum score on the retest.

Areas of Concern

In computation, the college fell short of the Board of Higher Education's requ.......xnt to
enroll with1-1 two semesters at least 9P' of identified, part-time students in appropriateremedial courses. Moreover, -. full-, ie students who needed computation persisted in
the fourth semester without having begun the necessary remedial course work. These
shortcomings shouli be addressed by the college.

Passing rates for the final-level remedial course in each of the skill areas were low.
Further, these had declined from the rates of the previous cohort.

In all four areas, the performances of remediated and non-remedial students on the CPA
indicator did not compare favorably. This was especially true in algebra.

Additional Su3gestions for Further Inquiry

In each of the areas (and for au, remediated students), the apparent disparity among
college-le 71 course passing rate, CPA and retesting results might be investigated by the
college.
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MERCER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Mercer County Community College tested 100% of both its full-time and part-time
students requiring testing in 1984, thus satisfying the Board's minimum testing
requirement of 90%. This performance is commendable.

In reading, writing and computation, the percentages of full-time, identified students (of
those tested) who were enrolled in needed remedial courses within two semesters met the
Board's minimum enrollment standard (reading, 98%; writing, 96%; and computation,
95%). Seventy-seven percent of the students identified for elementary algebra enrolled in
remedial algebra courses within two semesters (a two-semester enrollment standard for
algebra has not been set).

Of the full-time students identified for remedial writing and/or computation, only eight
and three respectively were present in the fourth semester without having enrolled in
appropriate remedial courses; these numbers met the provisional standard. On the other
:and, 12 full-time students identified for reading and 27 identified for algebra had not
yet begun their necessary remediation in the fours" semester. These latter values did not
meet the provisional standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. In 1984. a cutoff score of 163 or the NJCBSPT-RC was used for
placement. This criterion met the provisional standard and was two scaled-score points
above it. In addition, the Degrees of Reading Power test was used to adjust remedial
placements into one of two levels. Forty-five percent of both full-time and part-time
students were identified for reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-six percent of the full-time and 74% of the
part-time students passed the final - level remedial course; these passing rates met the
provisional standard. Passing the retest, a locally developed "College Reading
Assessment Test," was a condition for passing the course. Hence 100% of the students
who passed the course reached the college's minimum on the retest. Note that Mercer's
retest results, rather than being restricted to the cohort of interest, included data for all
students who happened to be taking the remedial course along with students from the
1984 cohort (thus, the college did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council).
Nevertheless, on account of the college's "100% passing" policy, this technical
shortcoming did not affect interpretation of these results.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Sixty-eight percent of the remediated students
passed the first (subsequent) college-level course, as compared to 88% of the
non-remedial g..uup. Thi,. 20 percentage-point difference did not meet the provisional
standard. The percentage of remediated students with GPA's greater than or equal to
"C" (54%) was 18 percentage points below that of the non-remedial comparison group
(72%), which met the provisional standard. Note that Mercer included "incomplete" and
"withdrawal" grades in its calculations of passing rates and GPA's.
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A higher percentage of remediated than non-remedial students returned in the fourth
semester (57% vs. 53%), which met the provisional standard. SSR's were 31% for the
remediated group and 38% for the non-remedial group; the difference met the provisional
standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. In 1984, the college's primary criterion for placement into remedial
writing was a scaled score of 165 on the NJCBSPT-SS (which met the provisional standard
and was four scaled-score points above it). For students whose -SS scores fell within the
range of 156-164 (inclusive), an NJCBSPT-Essay score of 8 was also used (which met the
provisional standard). Two levels of remedial writing were offered. Remedial instruction
in w'-iting was required of 38% of the full-time students and 39% of the part-time
students.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The passing rates in the el remedial course were
74% for full-time and 75% for part-time students. These fates met the provisional
standard. Mercer administered a locally developed "Sentence Skills Test" on a pre-and
post-test basis. Exit testing also included a local writing sample which was scored
holistically. Passing the retest was a condition for passing ,ne course. Hence 100% of
the students who passed the course reached the college's minimum on the retest. Note
that Mercer's retest results, rather than being restricted to the cohort of interest,
included data for all students who happened to be taking the remedial course along with
students from the 1984 cohort (thus, the college did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic
Skills Council) Nevertheless, on account of the college' s "100% passing" policy, this
technical shortcoming did not affect interpretation of these results.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The nine percentage-point gap between the
remediated and non-remedial student groups in percent passing first (subsequent)
college-level courses (71% vs. 80%) did not meet the provisional standard. Similarly, the
27 percentage-point difference between the two groups in percent GPA s at or above
"C" (46% vs. 73%) did not meet the provisional standard. Note. however, that Mercer
included "incomplete" and "withdrawal" grades in its calculations of passing rates and
GPA's.

The college's retention rate for rernediation-completed students compared favorably
with the non-remedial group (54% vs. 51%), which met the provisional standard. The
remediated group had an SSR of 24%, compared to 38% for the non-remedial group; the
difference did not meet the provisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Students were placed into computation if they scored less than 165
on the NJCBSPT-MC (which met the provisional standard). Beginning in 1985, students
who also had an NJCBSPT-EA score between 156 and 167 were placed into a special
remedial course that integrated computation and algebra. Forty-six percent of the
full-time students and 52% of the part-time students were identified for computation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. In 1984, 70% of full-time and 80% of part-time students
passed the remedial curse; both rates met the provisional standard. One hundred
percent of the students who passed the course reached the college's minimum score on
the retest. As in the other disciplines, passing the retest was a condition for exiting the
course. Note that Mercer's retest results, rather than being restricted to the cohort of
interest, included data for all students who happened to be taking the remedial course
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along with students from the 1984 cohort (thus, the college did not fulfill the guidelines
of the Basic Skills Council). Nevertheless, on account of the college's "100% passing"
policy, this technical shortcoming did not affect interpretation of these results.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Mercer's remedial completers passed the first
(subsequent) college-leve_ mathematics course at a rate of 59%, as compared to 73% for
the non-remedial group. This 14 percentage-point difference did not meet the
provisional standard. Fifty-six percent of the remediated students had CPA's at or
above "C," as compared to 72% of the non-remedial group. This 16 percentage-point
difference met the provisional standard. Note that Mercer used "incomplete" and
"withdrawal" grades in its calculations of passing rates and GPA's.

Both retention and SSR results met the provisional standards. The remediated students
returned at a higher rate than the non-remedial students (56% vs. 53%). The remediated
students as a group had an SSR of 30% whereas the rate for non-remedial students was
38%.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Students scoring below 167 on the NJCBSPT-EA werr. identified for
remedial algebra. Beginning in 1985. students whose NJCBSPT scores fell below 165 on
the NJCBSPT-MC and between 156 and 167 on the -EA section were placed into a course
that integrated computation and algebra. Of the tested students, 60% of full-time and
74% of part-time students were identified for remedial instruction in algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Passing rates for the final-level remedial course were 64!'0
for full-time students and 70% for part-time students; the part-time rate met the
provisional standard but the rate for full-time students did not. Passing the retest was a
condition for passing the course. Hence 100% of the students who passed the course
reached the college's minimum on the retest. Note that Mercer's retest results, rather
than being restricted to the cohort of interest, included data for all students who
happened to be taking the remedial course along with students from the 1984 cohort
(thus, the college did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council). Nevertheless,
on account of the college's "100% passing" policy, this technical shortcoming did not
affect interpretation of these results.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The algebra-remediated students passed the first
(subsequent) college-!ovel math course at the rate of 66%, compared to 80% for the
non-remedial students. ills 14 percentage-point difference did not meet the provisional
standard. On the GPA indicator. 61% of remedial completers had CPA's at or above
"C," compared to 72% of non-remedial students; the 11 percentage point difference met
the provisional standard. Note that Mercer used "incomplete" and "withdrawal" grades
in its calculations of passing rates and CPA's.

The retention rate was higher for the remediated group (63%) than for the non-remedial
group (58%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR for remediated students fell
only three percentage points below that of the non-remedial comparison group (39% vs.
42% respectively), which met the provisional standard.

Overview

Strengths

The college should be commended for its consiste 'ly high testing rates for both full and

part-time students.



Further, of the full-time students who were identified for remedial assistance in reading,
writing and/or computation, the college suc .eeded in enrolling over 90% in appropriate
remedial courses within two semesters. By the fourth semester, few students who had
been identified for remedial writing and/or computation had not begun the necessaryremedial courses.

Remediated students in all four areas returned in the fourth semester in higher
percentages than non-remedial students.

Results for the reading, computation and elementary algebra programs were mixed.
Nevertheless, the favorable retention, GPA and SSR patterns in these areas were positivesigns of effectiveness.

The level of detail provided in Mercc: County Community College 's research report is
evidence of a strong commitment to remedial program evaluation and research.

Areas of Concern

Too many full-time students identified for reading and/or elementary algebra were
present in the fourth semester and had not yet begun the necessary remedial courses.

Data on retesting (all areas) were not restricted to the single cohort of interest, contrary
to the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council. Although this technical shortcoming did not
adversely affect interpretation of the data discussed here, the college should seek to
remedy this reporting deficiency.

The performance differentials between remediated and non-remedial students in first
(subsequent) college-level course passing rates (all disciplines) was an area of concern
which emerged from the data reviewed here. These results would argue that a sizable
proportion of students who passed Mercer's remedial courses did not have the skills
necessary to succeed at the college level. This is an area that the institution should
explore.

In writing, three of the four "subsequent academic performance" indicators (i.e., first
college-level course passing rtes, GPA's and SSR's) gave performance differentials that
did not meet the provisional standards. This was especially surprising in light of the 100%
retest data. The institution should reexamine the extent to which the writing program
was serving the needs of underprepared students.

Additional Suggestions for Further inquiry

In each of the four areas, passing the retest reportedly was a condition for passing the
course (i.e., 100% of the students who passed the final-lei,e1 remedial courses attained
the college's minimum scores on the retests). Yet in no area were the high retest data
supported by favorable passing rates in first (subsequent) college-level courses. This
pattern raised questions about exit criteria generally and about the appropriateness of the
locally developed retest instruments (at least the designated minimum scores)
specifically. The college may wish to explore this paradox.
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MERCER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Middlesex County College tested 99% of its full-lime students, a commendable
performance which met the Board's minimum testing standard. However, the college
tested only 74% of its part-time students, which fell short of the Board's minimum
expectation of 90%.

The college succeeded in enrolling in remediation within two semesters 98% of the
full-time students identified for reading, 99% of those identified for writing, and 97% of
those identified for computation; these percentages all met the Board's minimum
enrollment standard. In addition, the college enrolled within two semester, 31^,0 of its
full-time students who were identified for algebra remediation (no two-semester
enrollment standard has been set for algebra). By the fourth semester, zero identified,
full-time students in the reading aad writing areas and only one in computation and two
in algebra were present without having begun the necessary remedial courses; these
four-semester values all met the provisional standard.

Reading

Placement Criteria. Middlesex used an NJCBSPT-RC score of 162 as its placement
criterion, which met the provisional standard. At this score level, 44% of the full- time
cohort and 28% of the part-time cohort were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-eight percent of the full-time and 87% of the
part-time students passed the final level of remediation; both rates met the provisional
standard. Fifty-eight percent of the 325 students who passed the final-lel, el course that
was taken by most students (RDG 011) met the college's minimum level on the retest.
An additional, final-level reading course (RDG 007) was also reported on. In this course,
only 19% of the 105 exiting students reached the college's retest minimum. The latter
results were recognized as "...a matter of concern to the college" in the institution's
report.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level course in the
skill area, 74% of the remediation-completed students passed, compared to 77% of the
non-remedial students; the difference met the provisional standard. Of the students
completing remediation, 63% had cumulative CPA's at "C" or above, compared to 82%
of the non-remedial group; the difference met the provisional standard but represented a
decline from the previous cohort (69% vs. 82% respectively in 1983-85).

Fifty-six percent of remediation-completed students returned in the fourth semester,
compared to 53% of non-remedial students, this performance met the provisional
standard. The SSR of the completecs (35%) was nine percentage points below that of the
non-remedial students (44%), which met the provisional standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. Middlesex used an NJCBSPT-SS score of 162 (which met the
provisional standard) in combination with a review of the NJCBSPT-Essays of the
students with borderline multiple-choice scores. Use of these criteria resulted in
identifying for remediation 34% of the full-time and 23% of the part-time students.



Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the full-time students enrolled in the final-level
remedial writing course, 72% passed and 86% of part-timers passed the same course.
Both percentages met the provisional standard and represented improvement over the
previous (1983-85) cohort. On the retest, 55% of the exiting students reached the
college's minimum score level.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level English
Composition course, remediation completed students passed the course at a rate
comparable to that of the non-remedial students (74% vs. 76% respectively), which met
the provisional standard. Sixty-two percent of the remedial completers attained a
cumulative CPA of "C" or better compared to 80% of the non-remedial students. The
18-percentage-point difference met the provisional standard.

The remediation-completed students had a 60% retention rate in the fourth semester,
eight percentage points higher than the non-remedial students (52%), which met the
provisional standard. The difference in SSR's between the two study groups was small
(38% vs. 41% respectively) and met the provisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Middlesex used a score of 166 on the NJCBSPT-MC as its placement
criterion. which met the provisional standard. Forty-six percent of the full-time and
41% of the part-time students were identified for remediation. Of concern, however,
was the fact that students enrolled in certificate or diploma programs were not required
to take remedial courses in computation. Thus, a sizeable number of skills-deficient
students likely were exempted from remediation at the college.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The full- time enrollees passed the computation course at a
rate of 70%, and 83% of the part-time students passed. Both rates met the provisional
standard. Fifty-five percent of the computation completers met the college s minimum
score level on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level course, 67% of
the remediation-completed students passed compared to 7 3 % of the non-remedial
students. The difference in performance between the two study groups missed the
provisional standard by one p,rcentage point. Sixty-four percent of the remedial
completers had CPA's at or above "C" compared to 82% for the non-remedial students;
the difference met the provisional standard,

At Middlesex, students who completed the computation course returned in the fourth
semester at a slightly higher rate (58%) than the non-remedial students (55%), which met
the provisional standard. The SSR's of the two groups differed by eight percentage
points (37% for completers %,s. 45% for non-remedial students), which net the provisional
standard.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Middlesex' s algebra criterion was an NJCBSPT-EA score of 167,
which met the provisional standard. However, a mere 10% of the full-time students were
identified for algebra remediation, because the college's algebra requirement pertained
only to students in math-related majors. Moreover, the college did not identify
part-time students for algebra remediation (i.e., no data for part-time students were
furnished), reportedly because no part-time students enrolled in curricula that required
algebra. The college should reexamine its placement policies in remedial mathematics.

104
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the identified, full-time students who enrolled in the
algebra course, 80% passed (which met the provisional standard). Ninety-four percent of
the remedial completers reached the college's minimum score on the retest--a much
higher percentage than those reported in reading, writing and computation programs.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level math course,
70% of the algebra completers passed, compared to 76% of the non-remedial students;
the six-point difference missed the provisional standard by one percentage point. The
percentages of students whose cumulative GPA was "C" or above "C" were 67% for the
remediation-completed students and 81% for the non-remedial students; the
14-percentage-point difference in performance between the two groups met the
provisional standard.

Retention of remediation-completed students at four semesters exceeded that of the
non-remedial students (69% vs. 59% respectively), which met the provisional standard.
The SSR's of the two groups were comparable (46% for completers, 47% for
non-remedial students) and thus met the provisional standard.

Overview

Strengths

The college tested 99% of the full-time students required to be tested, a commendable
performance. Further, students who were identified by the college as needing
remediation (all areas) enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in a timely fashion.

Retention rates were higher for the remediation-completed groups than for the
non-remedial students in all skill areas.

In all four remedial areas, passing rates in remedial courses and the GPA and SSR
outcomes were uniformly positive.

Retest results in algebra were high, 94% of the students who passed the remedial course
reached the college's minimum score on the retest.

Areas of Concern

The testing rate for part-time students fell short of the Board's minimum requirement by
a wide margin. This administrative shortcoming should be addressed by the institution.

Students enrolled in certificate or diploma programs were not required to take remedial
courses in computation. Further, just 10% of the full-time cohort was identified as
needing algebra remediationa low figure attributable not to the placement test scores
of entering students but to the institution's policy on requiring algebra only of students in
math-related majors. In addition, no part-time students were identified for remedial
algebra. The entire set of placement and enrollment policies in remedial mathematics
should be reviewed by the college.

A general area of concern was the low percentage of students who achim,ed the college's
minimum scores on the retests in the areas of reading, writing and computation. For
example, approximately 81% of the 105 students who passed one of the final level
remedial reading courses (RDG007) did not attain the college's minimum score on the

-69-
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retest. These data raised questions concerning the effectiveness of the remedial courses
in the three areas, despite other positive outcomes. As was noted by the writer of the
Middlesex County College Effectiveness Report, "...the results on the retest also show
that there is still room for improvement in making the remedial courses more effective."
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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COUNTY COLLEGP OF MORRIS

Policy Administration

In 1984, County College of Morris tested 91% of its full-time and 97% of its part-time
students. Both rates satisfied the Board of Higher Education's minimum testing
requirement. Moreover, the part-time testing rate had iinprol.ed cunsiderably otter the
79% reported for the previous (1983) cohort.

In each of the applicable skill areas, the college enrolled in apnropriatz remedial courses
within two semesters over 90% of the full-time students who were identified for
remediation (in reading. 97%, in writing, 98%, and in computation. 95%). which met the
Board's minimum enrollment requirement. In addition. 93% of the full- time students
identified for remedial algebra had enrolled in the remedial course within two semes'.ers
(a two-semester enrollment standard for algebra has not been set). By the fourth
semester, 8 identified, full-time students for reading, 12 for writing. 22 for computation
and 35 for algebra had not enrolled in the necessary remedial instruction, the %alue for
reading met the provisional standard but the three others did not.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. The college used as its placement criteria for reading a score of 165
on NJCBSPT-RC (which met the provisional standard and was four scaled score points
above it) and an Essay score of 7. The criteria resulted in 22% of the full time and 8% of
the part-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students who took the final letiel remedial course,
660/0 of the full-time and 68% of the part-time enrollees passed. Neither rate met the
provisional standard. Despite statements in the institution's report that retests were
administered by the faculty, no data on retesting were provided. Key term data also

were missing from the institution's report. Thus, the college did not fulfill the reporting
guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Remediated students passed the first (subsequent)
college-level course at a rate comparable to that of the non- remedial students (87% and

86% respectively), which met the provisional standard. These passing rates were high. In
addition, 64% of the remedial completers had cumulative CPA's at or above "C."
compared to 77% for non-remedial students, the 13 percentage-point difference met the
provisional standard.

Remediation-completed students were retained at a higher rate (63%) than the
non-remedial students (58%), which met the provisional standard. Nforemer. the five
percentage-point difference in SSR' s between the two groups (40% and respectively)
also met the provisional Standard.

In summary, favorable results were obtained on each of the "subsequent" academic
indicators, arguing for a successful remedial effort in reading. The absence of retest and
other data, however, made it difficult to interpret these positive signs.



Writing

Placement Criteria. Students with an NJCBSPT-English Composition (composite) score
below 165, and with either an SAT-V score below 350 or grades in high school English
courses below "C," were identified for remedial writing. These criteria resulted in only
26% of the full-time and 9% of the part-time students being identified for writing
remediation. These percentages were low. The college should reconsider its use of high
school grades in this manner as a determinant of skills preparedness.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Sixty-two percent of the full-time students enrolled in the
final-level remedial course and 58% of the part-time enrollees passed; these rates did not
meet the provisional standard. Aleiough retests were administered at the end of the
remedial program, results of this testing were not reported. Moreover, key term data
also were not provided by the institution. Hence the college did not fulfill the guidelines
of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Eighty-seven percent of the writing-remediated
students passed the first (subsequent) college-level writing course, as compared to 86% of
the non-remedial students; the difference met the provisional standard. Ho,,vever,
completers of remediation did not fare as well on the GPA indicator: 58% of the
remediated students had cumulative GPA's at or above "C," compared to 79% of the
non-remedial students; the difference (21 percentage points) missed the provisional
standard by one percentage point.

The retention rate for remedial completers (62%) was higher than that for non-remedial
students (60%) and thus met the provisional standard. Due to the relatively weak CPA's
of the remedial completers, the SSR for this group (36%) did not compare favorably to
chat for the non-remedial students (47%). The difference in SSR's (11 percentage points)
missed the provisional standard by one percentage point.

Results for the writing program were mixed. Outcomes were favorable on two of the
four "subsequent" academic indicators (i.e., passing rates in the first college-level course
and retention). The missing term and retest data made it especially difficult to inteipret
these positive signs.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Students with an NJCBSPT-MC score below 165, and with either an
SAT-M below 350 or grades in high school math courses below "C," were identified for
remediation in computation. The NJCBSPT-MC criterion (in isolation) met the
provisional standard; nevertheless the college identified only 21% of its full-time
students and 12% of the part-time students. These identification rates were low, perhaps
stemming from the college's questionable practice of exempting from remediation
students whose grades in high school math courses were "C" or above. (The institution's
report confirmed that "the arithmetic component of CCM' s remedial /developmental
program...is mandated for some students on the basis of their performances un the
NJCBSPT.") Placement policies for remedial mathematics were in need of
reexamination. The college indicated that its placement criteria were modified for the
1985-87 cohort.

Remedial Course Outcomec. The passing rates in the final-level remedial computation
course, 64% for full-timE tudents and 63% for part-time students, did not meet the
provisional standard. The college's report stated that "formal post-testing was



instituted, commencing with theFall 1984 semester, for all the students who pass MAT
011." Nevertheless, no retest data were provided by the institution. Key term data also
were not furnished. Hence the college did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The first (subsequent) college level course passing
rate for computation completers (25%) was impossible to interpret, on a ,count of the
extremely small sample size (4 full-time students, out of a possible 210 who passed the
final -level remedial course) on which this follow up was based. Fifty-six percent of
computation completers (compared to 78% for the non-remedial group) had CPA's at or
above a "C"; the 22 percentage-point difference in CPA performance between the two
student groups did not meet the provisional standard.

The retentio% rate for completers of computation (62%) was higher than that for the
non-remedial group (58%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR for the
remediated group was 35%, compared to 45% for the non-remedial group; the difference
met the provisional standard.

In summary, results for the computation program were mixed. Of principal concern,
aside from the low identification rates, was the absence (or adequacy) of key follow-up
data, which made it impossible to meaningfully assess the program's effectiveness.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. On face value, Morris's NJCBSPT-EA placement score of 172 met
the provisional standard and was five scaled-score points above it. However, placement
decisions were also based on high school grades (i.e., "C" in high school math cot: sec),
SAT-M scores (of 400) and students' choice of major. Consequently, the percentages of
students identified for remediation in algebra were low: only 1C ) of full-time and 5% (or
23) part-time students. Thus placement policies for remedial mathematics were in need
of reexamination. The college indicated that its placement criteria were revised for the
1985-87 cohort.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The percentages of students who passed the final-level
remedial course, 67% full-time and 20% (n=5) part-time enrollees, did not meet the
provisional standard. Despite the fact that retesting was "conducted for all students who
pass the particular Basic Algebra course," no data on retesting were reported. Moreover,
key term data also were missing from the institution's report. Hence the college did not
fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. For the passing rate in first (subsequent)
college-level course follow up, Morris reported data on only 2 remediation-completed,
full-time students (out of a possible 86 who passed the final-level remedial course).
Therefore, these data were not sufficiently representative to yield a meaningful
comparison. Eighty-one percent of the algebra completers present in the fourth semester
(n=53) had cumulative CPA's at or above a "C," compared to 73% of the non-remedial
students. The difference in percent CPA's met the provisional standard and was a
reversal of the typical pattern.

Completers of algebra remediation were retained at a rate comparable to the
non-remedial students (62% and 61% respectively), which met the provisional standard.
Similarly. the SSR comparison yielded positive results (50% and 41% respectively); the
difference in performance on this indicator met the provisional standard and was a
reversal of the typical pattern.
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The available outcomes for the remedial algebra program were positive. However, theabsence of critical data and the problematic placement criteria made it difficult tointerpret these positive signs.

Overview

Strengths

In 1984, County College of Morris succeeded in testing over 90% of the students requiring
testing. Moreover, the part-time testing rate reflected considerable improvement overthe previous (1983) cohort's results.

Further, of the students identified for remediation (all areas), high percentages wereenrolled in the appropriate remedial courses within two semesters. Few students who
were identified for reading had not yet taken the appropriate remedial courses by the
fourth semester.

Students who completed remediation (all areas) returned in the fourth semester at higher
rates than the non-remedial students.

Completers of remedial reading and writing programs passed their first (subsequent)
college-level courses at high rates.

In reading, each "subsequent" academic indicator argued for a successful remedial
effort. Unfortunately, the absence of key data made it difficult to fully interpret these
positive signs.

Results for the algebra program were mixed. That the remediated group's performances
exceeded those of the non-remedial. students on both the GPA and SSR indicators
(reversals of the typical patterns) were strong indications of effectiveness. Critical data
omissions, however, made this interpretation inconclusive.

Areas of Concern

Serious data omissions (and problems with key data that were submitted) hampered the
assessment of all remedial programs at this institution. The college did not furnish fourth
term GPA and SSR data. The institutional report stated that retesting was conducted by
the faculty in all remedial areas. but no such data were submitted for review. In the
computation and algebra areas, follow-up data for the first (subsequent) college-level
courses were furnished on only a very few students who passed the final-level remedial
courses (4 students and 2 students respectively). These reporting difficulties should be
addressed by the college.

The college should investigate policies and practices which yielded low percentages of
identified students in writing, computation and algebra. These lo%%. rates ...ay have
stemmed, at least in part, from the college's iuestionable practice of eerr.pting from
remediation students whose grades in high school courses were "C.* or above.
Consequently, a large proportion of the student body was under-identified for and thus
under-served by the remedial programs. The college should reconsider its use of high
school grades as a determinant of skills preparedness.

It was unclear from the college's report whether computation was strictly required of all
students. (The college indicated that its placement procedures for mathematics were
revised for the 1985-87 cohort.)

-1-1 1
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Too many full-time students ;dentified foe iemediai writing, computation and/or
elementary algebra had not enrolled in the necetsary remedial courses by the fourth
semester, even though they still persisted at the college.

The passing rates in the remedial courses in all skill areas did not meet the previsional
standard.
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Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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OCEAN COUI"TY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Ocean County College tested nearly all of its full-time entering students in both 1983
(99%) and 1984 (97%), which met the Board' s minimum testing requirement. However,
the college's testing rate for part-time students dropped from 98% (of 627 students) in
1983 to only 57u,0 (of 226 students) in 1984; the latter percentage did not meet the
Board's minimum requirement. Such a dramatic drop should be of concern to the
college.

In writing, 97% of identified, full-time students were enrolled in remediation within two
semesters (which met the Board's minimum standard). However, less than the
Board-mandated 90% of identified, full-time students were enrolled within two semesters
in reading (85m) and computation (86%). Eleven full-time students each in both reading
and computation areas remained in the college for four semesters without having begun
their required remedial courses (which missed the provisional standard by 1 student in
each case). In writing, on the other hand, the college reported zero such students (which
met the provisional standard).

No data on elementary algebra were submitted by the college for the 1984-86 review
cycle, despite the availability of algebra data for the previous (1983-85) cohort. the
college did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Ocean used an NJCBSPT-RC score of 161 (which met the
provisional standard) plus an in -class diagnostic test for placing students in remedial
reading courses. This resulted in the identification for remediation of 46% of the
full-time and 53% of the part-time students.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final-level remedial reading course was passed by 78%
of the 373 full-time, and 75% of the 71 part-time, students who were enrolled. Both
rates met the provisional standard. Ocean did not report any retest data; thus, the
college did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college -level course. 78% of
the reading-remediated students passed, compared to 82% of non-remedial students; the
difference met the provisional standard. Ninety-three percent of the remedial
completes had GPA 's at or above "C---a remarkable improvement compared to the 67%
level reported for the 1983 cohort. In 1984, the comparable rate for the non-remedial
students was 97%; the difference in CPA rates for the two study groups met the
provisional standard.

Remediated students were retained in the fourth semester in greater proportion (61%)
than the non-remedial students (56%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR of
remediated students (57%) exceeded that of non-remedial students (54%), which met the
provisional standard and was a reversal of the typical pattern. Moreover, the SSR for
remediated students represented a 14-point increase over the 1983 rate.
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Writing

Placement Criteria. The college used the following combinations of criteria forplacement in remedial writing: NJCBSPT-Essay 9 (which met the provisional standard)with NJCBSPT-SS 145 (which did not meet the provisional standard and was 16scaled-score points below it); or NJCBSPT-SS 150 (which did not meet the provisional
standard and was 11 points below it) with NJCBSPT-Essay in the range 7-8 (which metthe provisional standard); or NJCBSPT-Essay 6 (which did not meet the provisionalstandard and was two points below it). With these cutoffs, Ocean identified forremediation only 20% of its 935 tested, full-time students and 30% of its 67 part-timestudents. These identification rates were low. The placement criteria employed byOcean seemingly under-identified the need for writing remediation at the college. A
sizeable percentage of students (perhaps 20-30% of the freshmen) who performed belowthe provisional standards on the NJCBSPT were, in effect, exempted from remediation atthis college.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students who were identified for writingremediation, 76% of full-time enrollees and 67% of part-time enrollees passed thefinal-level course; the rate for full-time students met the provisional standard but therate for part-time students did not. No retest data were reported; thus, the college didnot fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level course, only
72% of writing-remediated students passed compared to 79% of non-remedial students;
the difference did not meet the provisional standard. Moreover, given the observed laxityof placement standards in writing, the latter group's passing rate likely did not afford as
useful a comparison as at other institutions.

In 1984-86, a high percentage (88%) of remediated students had CI=A's at or above "C."
The comparable figure for the 1983 cohort, however, was 55%. Such a large jump in only
a year's time raised questions about grading practices and about the consistency of data
calculations and reporting from year to year.

Ninety-six percent of the non-remedial group (1984 cohort) had CPA's at or above "C";
the difference between the two comparison groups met the provisional standard. To the
program's credit, remediation-completed students were retained in greater proportion
(60%) than their non-remedial counterparts (53%), which met the provisional standard.
As seen in the reading area, the SSR for remediation-completed students (53%) slightly
exceeded that of the non-remedial students (51%), which met the provisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Ocean used an NJCBSPT-MC score of 161 as its criterion for
remedial placement; the cutoff did not meet the provisional standard and was four
scaled-score points below it. As a consequence, only 32% of full-time and 46% of
part-time students were identified for computation. The rate for full-time students
especially was low; the college under-identified students in need of computation
assistance.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 263 full-time students who enrolled in computation,
73% passed, which met the provisional standard. In contrast, 81% of the part-time
enrollees passed, which met the provisional standard and was 11 percentage points aboveit. As in the other skill areas, data on retesting were not provided; hence the college did
not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level mathematics
course, just over half (54%) of the remediated students passed compared to 78% of the
non-remedial students; the difference did not meet the provisional standard and was
percentage points below it. Even in the absence of retest data, this low subsequent
college-level course passing rate suggested difficulty with the computation area in
1984-86. Paradoxically, the college reported that 94% of these computation-remediated
students had GPA's at or above "C." Yet for the fourth semester only (i.e., term data),
this percentage was reportedly 78%inconsistent with the cumulative figure. Further,
the college reported only one year earlier (i.e., for 1983-85) that only 69% of remedial
completers had cumulative GPA's at or above "C." The anomalies called into question
the accuracy of these data.

Only 52% of remedial completers were present at the fourth semester, compared to 564'0
of the non-remedial students, which did not meet the provisional standard. The SSR for
remediated students was 49% and for non-remedial students it was 54%; the difference
met the provisional standard.

Elementary Algebra

The College did not report data for this skill area, despite the availability of such data
for the previous (1983-85) cohort. No explanation for the omission was given by the
college.

Overview

Strengths

The college tested 97% of its entering, full-time cohort.

Of the three skill areas for which data were furnished, the reading program appeared co
be the most successful. Most of the outcomes for reading were positive. However, the
absence of retest data made it difficult to interpret these positive signs.

Completers of remediation in reading and in writing were retained in higher percentages
than the non-remedial students.

The improvement from 1983-85 to 1984-86 in SSR for reading-remediated students is
noteworthy.

Areas of Concern

The testing rate for part-time students was especially poor. The college should raise its
part-time testing rate in accordance with Board policy.

The placement criteria in writing and computation areas were set too low, giving rise to
an under-identification of students who needed remediation at the college.

Too many students identified for remediation in reading and computation were not
enrolled in appropriate remedial courses, especially within the first two semesters.

No data were reported for elementary algebra, despite the existence of courses in this
skill area and the availability of these data for the previous cohort. Further, no
explanation was given for this omission.



No retest data were reported for any skill area, which made interpretation of the otheroutcomes difficult.

The retention rate and the passing rate in the first (subsequent) college-level course forcompleters of the computation program did not compare favorably to the rates for thenon-remedial students. These outcomes warrant attention by the college.

Ocean repeatedly has had difficulty in adequately reporting its basic skills data. Further,sharp (and unexplained) inconsistencies were readily apparent in the data submitted yearto year.

"Developmental" courses may have been college-credit bearing at this institution, inopposition to Board of Higher Education policy.
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1984-86

PASSAIC COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE*

Policy Administration

Passaic tested 91% of its full-time students but only 54% of its part-time students. In
1984, the full-time rate met the Board's requirement (and it did so in 1983 as well);
however, the part-time rate did not, and it represented a decline from the 92% part-time
rate that the college reported for the 1983 cohort. It is noteworthy that the part-time
students requiring testing increased at Passaic from 182 in 1983 to 353 in 1984. The
college succeeded in enrolling in required remediation within two semesters aver 90% of
its full-time students in reading (92%), writing (67%), and computation (90%), all of which
met the Board's minimum standard. Sixty percent of the full-time students vv ho needed
remedial algebra enrolled in appropriate algebra courses within two semesters (no
two-semester enrollment standard has been set for elementary algebra). By the fourth
semester, only two or fewer students in each skill area (including elementary algebra)
were still present without having begun the necessary remediation; the numbers met the
provisional standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Passaic used an N JCBSPT-RC score of 165 (which met the
provisional standard and exceeded it by four points) to identify 85% of its full-time and
73% of its part-time students for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 160 full-time students enrolled in the final level of
reading, just half (50%) passed. Part-timers passed at a similar rate (53%). Although
neither rate met the 70% provisional standard, it bears mentioning that the college
defined passing as a grade of "C" or better. Of the students who passed the course, only
52% reached the college's minimum on the retest (Stanford Diagnostic-Reading
Comprehension test).

Subsequent Academic Performance. Sixty-two students who completed reading
remediation were reported on for their first (subsequent) college -level English course and
just over half (56%) passed, compared to 81% (n=47) of the non-remedial students. The
difference did not meet the provisional standard. However, in the more general indicator

*It is important to note two special circumstances regarding Passaic County Community
College. First, Passaic in general suffered from such a severe attrition problem during
the years of this study that the sizes of the various comparison groups frequently were so
small as to make any interpretation of the results unreliable. The majority of the
students identified for remediation left the I;ollege Nithout having finished remedial
work. For example, of the 218 students who needed reading remediation and who had not
completed it by the end of the third semester, only 8 (4%) returned in the fourth
semester. Second, the basic skills cohort reported on here constitutes only approximately
half of the actual class; the balance were ESL/bilingual students, and it would be
impossible to get a balanced view of Passaic's special challenge and effort without
studying that sizable component as well.



of academic performance- -the percentages having a GPA at or above "C"--the gap inperformance between the remedial completers (59%) and the non-remedial students (69%)
met the provisional standard.

It should be noted that while the completers who returned in the fourth semester
comprised a relatively small group (n=46), the non-remedial students (n=29) were an evensmaller group. The completers had a slightly higher retention rate (58%) than the
non-remedial students (55%); thus, the difference met the provisional standard. The SS{
of the completers (34%) was similar to the non-remedial students (38%) and thedifference met the provisional standard.

The high attrition among students who did not complete remediation at the college (96%
were no longer present by the fourth semester), and the large size of this group relative
to the total cohort (218 of the starting 351), affected the interpretation of data for this
college. For those students who completed remediation, there was a mixed pattern of
results across the indicators. Low passing rates in the remedial course, low percentages
reaching minimum on the retest, followed by marginal success for the group as a whole in
the subsequent college-level English course, were tempered by the relatively favorable
GPA's for those who persisted four semesters.

Writing

Placement Criteria. Passaic used an NJCBSPT-SS score of 165, (which met the
provisional standard and was four points above it) and a local score of 9 on the
NJCBSPT-Essay (which was one point above the provisional standard) to identify 92% of
its full-time students and 77% of the part-timers for writing remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 211 full-time students in the final level of writing,
only 50% passed (however, it should be kept in mind that passing was defined by the
college as a grade of "C" or better). The part-timers had a 41% passing rate. Neither
rate met the provisional standard. Two-thirds (66%) of those who passed the course
reached the college's minimum cn the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. As in the other skill areas, all results should be
viewed with caution because of the small size of the study groups by the fourth
semester. In the first (subsequent) college -level English composition course, only 390/o
(n=97) of the remediation-completed students passed, compared with 100% (n =19) of the
non-remedial students. The difference did not meet the provisional standard. Yet on the
GPA measure, the completers were closer (63% at or above "C") to their non-remedial
counterparts (79% at or above "C") and the difference met the provisional standard.

The fourth semester retention rate for completers (53%) fell below that of non-remedial
students (58%) and thus did not meet the provisional standard (however, the non-remedial
comparison group here numbered only 14 students). The SSR for the completers (33%)
also fell below that of the non-remedial students (46%) and the difference did not meet
the provisional standard.

Despite difficulties with interpreting these data due to the small sizes of the study
groups, there was reason to be concerned about various outcomes: the passing rates in
remedial writing courses, the low passing rate for remedial completers in the subsequent
English composition course, and the low retention rates of the remediated students
relative to the non-remedial students.

121)
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Computation

Placement Criteria. Passaic placed students into computation remediation if their
NJCBSPT-MC score fell below 165; this criterion met the provisional standard. The
coll e identified 93% of its full-time students and 83% of its part-time students for
remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The passing rate for full-time students was 62% and for
part - timers it was 63% (though passing was defined by the college as a grade of "C" or
better). Neither rate met the provisional standard. Those who passed, however, showed a
75% rate of reaching the college's minimum on the retest. The retest minimum (on the
NJCBSPT-MC) was set five scaled score points above the placement criterion.

Subsequent Academic Performance. in the first (subsequent) college-level math course,
the remedial completers passed at a higher rate (69%) than the non-remedial stud nts
(600/o) and the differential met the provisional standard. Again, one must be cautious
because the non-remedial group numbered only 10 students. These passing rates, albeit
based on small groups, were a reversal of the typical pattern. The same pattern reversal
was evident in the percentages of CPA's at or above "C": the completers (62%)
outperformed the non-remedial students (57%) and thus the relative pi,rformances met
the provisional standard.

The completers' retention rate (60%) fell short of the rate for non-remedial students
(70%) and did not meet the provisional standard. However, keep in mind that the
non-remedial group numbered only seven students. On SSR, the two groups performed
comparably (37% vs. 40%) and the difference met the provisional standard.

The relatively high minimum exit standard (and low remedial course passing rate) yielded
students as a group whose CPA's and whose passing rates in the college- level math
course surpassed those of the non-remedial students. These positive outcomes were
offset by the small group size, lower retention rate and SSR's of the
remediation-completed group.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Passaic used a combination of an NJCBSPT- MC score of at least
165 and an NJCBSPT-EA score of 176 (which was nine points above the provisional
standard) to place students. While this is a relatively high cut-score on the algebra
portion of the NJCBSPT, only 4% of the full-time students (n=15) and 2% of part- timers
(n=5) were ideni.ried as needing elementary algebra. Note that 93% of the full- time
cohort was placed in computation, thus, of 351 full-time students tested only 10 students
in the entire cohort did not need any mathematics remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The previous cautions on small group size apply especially
to the algebra group. Of 12 full -time students who enrolled. 83"/0 passed the final-level
course (and all of the 4 part-timers passed)(and passing was defined by the college as a
grade of "C" or better). These passing rates met the provisional standard. No retest
data were reported; thus, the college did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines for
this skill area.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Only three remediation completed students (and 10
non-remedial students) were tracked into the college-level math courses. With so few
students passing through the elementary algebra course and even fewer remaining at the
college for four semesters (n=2), analysis of these data was pointless.
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Overview

Strengths

The college's testing rate for full-time students met the Board's requirement of 90% forat least two consecutive review cycles. Further, it goes to the credit of Passaic CountyCommunity College that despite the fact that an overwhelming majority of studentsentering the college were found to be skills-deficient in one or more areas. the collegesucceeded in enrolling over 90% of its students in appropriate remedial courses within thefirst two semesters.

Retention rates for completers of reading remediation exceeded those of thenon-remedial students.

Completers of remedial computation surpassed the non-remedial students in passing ratesfor the subsequent college-level math courses and in percentage of CPA's at or above a"C." These are positive signs of effectiveness.

The college's narrative report was thorough and it posed many recommendations forinternal improvements. This suggests that the institution is keenly aware of the concernspointed out here.

Areas of Concern

Retest data were not reported for elementary algebra. which made the assessment of theprogram, particularly in view of the extremely small sizes of the follow-up studentgroups, next to impossible.

The general attrition at Passaic was so severe as to reduce the follow-up study groups tosample sizes that afforded meaningless comparisons.

The college needs to improve its testing rate for part-time students.

Passing rates in the final remedial courses in reading, writing and computation did notmeet the provisional standard.

Completers of remediation in reading and writir ,sed their subsequent college-level
courses at rates far below those of the non-rem, 'at students.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

According to the institution's report. program administrators and faculty at Passaic haveproposed a number of initiatives to ade ss such things tis compliance with the Board'stesting rate for part -time students. remedial course passing rates, follow-up
college-level course perform-ince. data base improvements and research. The collegeshould consider following through on these recommendations.

The institution should continue to explore ways to ketr students at the college longenough to complete remediation.

-36-
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RARITAN VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Raritan Valley Community College (fori..erly Somerset County College) tested nearly
100% e full-time students and 97% of its part-time students in 1984, a commendable
performance. The college enrolled in remediation within two semesters 95% of the
full-time students who needed reading, 91% of those who needed writing, 84% of those
who needed computation and 90% of those who needed elementary algebra. Among these
enrollment rates, only that for computation did not meet the Board's expectation of 90%
(note, however, that no two-semester enrollment standard has been set for algebra). No
students (in any of th, areas) were resent in the fourth semester without having begun
the needed remediation.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion used, 162 on the NJCBSPT-RC, met the
provisional standard. Thirty-seven percent of the full-time group and 38% of the
part-time group were identified for reading remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-seven percent of the full-time students passed the
final level of remediation in reading (met the provisional standard) but only 60% of the
103 part-time students passed. The latter passing rate did not meet the provisional
standard. Eighty-five percent of those who passed the course met the college's minimum
on tne retest, even though the retest scores did not affect the students' final grade.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Ninety-two percent of the students who completed
remediation in reading passed the first college -level course as compared to 97 °/a of the
non-remedial students. The difference met the provisional standard. Of the
remee.ation-completed students, 34% attained GPA s of "C" or better as compared to
90% for the non-remedial group. A substantial increase over the previous year in the
percent above "C" was noted for both study groups. These GPA figures are high for both
groups and the difference in performance between the two groups met the provisional
standard.

Only 36% of the students who completed remediation in reading returned in the fourth
semester as compared to 39% of the students who did not need remediation. This
difference in retention rates did not meet the provisional standard. The low retention
rates depressed the SSR's for both completers (30%) and non-remedial students (36%),
but the differential met the provisional standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion for writing was an NJCBSPT-SS score of
162, which met the provisional standard. It resulted in the identification for remediation
of 34% of the full-time and 29% of the part-time students.

-88-



Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-one percent of full-time students and 79% of
part-timers passed the final level of writing remediation. Both rates met the provisional
standard. Fifty-one percent of the remediated students met the college's minimum
score on the retest, even though the retest results were not used in the students finalgrade determination.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Of the students who completed remediation in
writing, 87% passed the first college-level course as compared to 96% for the
non-remedial students. While both rates are high, the difference fell short of the
provisional standard by four percentage points. Seventy-eight percent of the
remediation-completed students attained CPA's of a "C" or better as compared to 86%
for the non-remedial group. The percent above "C" for completers represented anincrease of 12 percentage points over 1983 and the difference in performance of the two
groups met the provisional standard.

Thirty-four percent of the remediated students returned in the fourth semester as
compared to 39% of the students who did not need remediation. This difference in favor
of the non-remedial students did not meet the provisional standard. Remedial completers
as a group exhibited an SSR of 27% compared to 33% for the non-remedial students. The
SSR differential met the provisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion used for computation was a score of 165 on
the NJCBSPT-MC, which met the provisional standard. As a result, thirty-four percent
of full-time students and 55% of part-time students were identified for computation
remediation. The college began offering computation courses in the fall of 1985;
therefore, this cohort likely represented only a fraction of the students who otherwise
would have been identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Only 63% of full-time enrollees and 57% of the part-time
enrollees passed the final level of computation remediation. These rates did not meet the
provisional standard. Of the students who passed, however, 86% met the college's
minimum level on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The students who completed remediation in
computation passed the first college-level course at a higher rate than the nen-remedial
students (95% vs. 85% respectively, met the provisional standard). This follow-up was
based on only 22 (of a possible 123) students; thus, caution is in order. Sixty-one percent
of the remediation-completed students attained GPAs of "C" or better as compared to
86% for the non-remedial group. This difference did not meet the provisional standard.

Of the students who completed remediation in computation. 41% returned in Spring 1986,
compared to 32% of the students who did not need remediation. The retention rates,
which favored completers over the non-remedial students, met the provisional standard.
The SSR's for both groups were low (25% and 29% respectively), but the difference
between them met the provisional standard.

The favorable retest results combined with the high passing rate in the subsequent math
course were two compelling indications of program effectiveness. The lower subsequent
GPA's of the completers, however, suggested that carry-over effects into the general
curriculum were slight.

1 e)
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Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. The criteria for placement were an NJCBSPT-EA score of 167
(which met the provisional standard) with an NJCBSPT-MC score greater than 165.
Application of these criteria, however, resulted in relatively low percentages of students
identified for remediation: 23% of full-time students and 28% of part-time students.
The college should investigate the circumstances that produced the low percentages.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Only 62% of the full -Lime and 70% of the part-time
enrollees passed the final level of remediation in elementary algebra. The full-time rate
did not meet the provisional standard but the part-time rate did. Eighty-four percent of
the students who passed the course reached the college's minimum on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Ninety-six percent of the students who completed
remediation in algebra passed the first college-level course as compared to 86% for the
non-remedial group. The high passing rate of the completers is noteworthy. The
performance differential met the provisional standard and exceeded it by 15 percentage
points. Eighty-one percent of the remediation-completed students attained GPA's of
"C" or better as compared to 88% for the non-remedial students (met the provisional
standard and exceeded it by 13 percentage points).

Of the students who completed remediation. 83% returned in the fourth semester as
compared to only 24% of the students who did not need remediation (met the provisional
standard and exceeded it by 59 percentage points). This represented a significant
increase for the completers over the 1983 cohort data (and a decrease for the
non-remedial group). In SSR, the performance of the completers (59%) also exceeded
that of the non-remedial students (23%)(which met the provisional standard), an unusual
pattern attributable to the dramatic gap in retention between the two groups and
favorable GPA's of the remediated students.

In summary, the outcome indicators almost uniformly presented a compelling argument
for a successful algebra program for those in the cohort who were identified as needing
remediation.

Overview

Strengths

The college was effective in testing and enrolling students in appropriate courses.

The passing rates for students in remedial reading and writing courses were high.

The passing rates were high in first (subsequent) college -level courses for those who
successfully completed their remedial math requirements.

The GPA gap between the remediated and non-remedial student study groups was small in
the areas of reading, writing and algebra.

The retention rates for remediation-completed students in the two mathematics areas
exceeded the rates of the non-remedial students. The same was true for successful
survival rates.

Outcome indicators in the algebra area were nearly all positive, thus arguing convincingly
for a successful remedial effort.

./c)
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Areas of Concern

In reading and writing, remediated students were retained in smaller percentages thantheir non-remedial counterparts. The college might lock into the factors whichcontributed to this.

The percentage of students identified for algebra remediation appeared low consideringthe criteria used for placement. The college might look into whether additional criteriawere employed (e.g., were the math-related majors the only students who were requiredto enroll?).

The passing rates in the remedial ccmputation and algebra areas did not meet the
provisional standard. The students who passed, however, performed well subsequently.
This pattern suggests apprcpriately high standards in the remedial courses. The college
might address ways to raise the passing rates while maintaining the standards.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The percentages reaching the college's minimum on the retest were uneven across theskill areas, with writing being significantly below the others in this regard. The college
may wish to examine whether counting the writing retest as part of the final grade might
have a favorable effect, since such a practice would encourage maximum motivation
among test-takers.

-91-
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SALEM COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Salem tested all of its full-time students and 94% of its part-time students (and
also 99% and 93% respectively in 1983), a commendable effort that exceeded the 90%
minimum requirement of the Board. Of students who needed remediation, the college
succeeded in enrolling over 90% in appropriate remedial courses within two semesters in
writing (97%) and computation (91%) but not in reading (86%). The latter percentage did
not meet the Board's minimum requirement of 90%. In addition, 100% of the students
who needed remediation in algebra were enrolled in remedial algebra courses within two
semesters (no two-semester enrollment standard has been set for elementary algebra).
By the fourth semester, only five or fewer full-time students per skill area who had not
yet enrolled in required remediation were present. These numbers met the provisional
standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Salem used an NJCBSPT-RC score of 163, below which students
were identified for remediation. The criterion met the provisional standard (and was two
points above it) and resulted in the identifiGation of 46% of full-time and 25% of
part-time test-takers.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Sixty-five percent of full-time and 67% of part-time
enrollees passed the final level of remediation in reading. Neither passing rate met the
provisional standard. The college did not furnish data on retesting; hence it did not fulfill
the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent college-les.el course, 82% of the
reading completers passed compared to 78% of the non-remedial students. The superior
performance of the completers over the non-remedial students met the provisional
standard. However, the cumulative GPA's of the completers did not to match those of
non-remedial students. Only 52% of the completers had GPA's at or above "C"
compared to 84% of the non-remedial students; the 32 percentage point difference did
not meet the provisional standard.

The retention rate at the fourth semester for the completers (48%) exceeded that of the
non-remedial students (44° /o), which met the provisional standard. Because of the great
difference in CPA' J, however, the completers did not perform well on the SSR indicator
relative to the non-remedial students (25% vs. 37%) and the difference did not meet the
provisional standard.

The outcomes were mixed for the reading program. Favorable passing rates in first
(subsequent) college-level courses and fourth-semester retention rates for remediated
students were not accompanied by GPA's that were comparable to those of the
non-remedial students.

Writing

Placement Criteria. Salem used an NJCBSPT-SS score of 163 (which met the provisional
standard and was two points above it) to identify 47% of its full-time and 30% of its
part-time students for remediation.
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students in the final writing level, 65% of full-timersand 69% of part-timers passed. Therp rates did not meet the provisional standard andwere lower than those reported fa_ 1983 cohort (72% and 83% respectively). Noretest data were provided; thus, the college did not fulfill the Council's reportingguidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-five percent of the students who completedremediation in writing passed the first (subsequent) college-level course as compared to77% for the non-remedial students; the difference met the provisional standard.However, it also represented a considerable drop from the passing rates of 96% forcompleters and 80% for non-remedial students reported for the 1983 cohort. Forty-sevenpercent of the remediation-completed students attained CPA's at or above "C"compared to 90% for the non-remedial group. The difference between these two groups(43 percentage points) did not meet the provisional standard. Moreover, this differencewas greater than the 13 percentage point gap reported for the previous year.

Fifty-seven percent of 1-isi students who completed remediation in writing returned inSpring 1986 as compared to 48% of the students who did not need remediation, which metthe provisional standard. Owing to the wide gap in CPA's. the SSR for the completers(26%) was not comparable to that for the non-remedial group (43%); the difference didnot meet the provisional standard.

The mixed pattern of results for writing was similar to that for reading: favorableretention and success in the first (subsequent) college-level course for completers ascompared to non-remedial students, but a correspondingly poor relative performance onthe GPA indicator.

Computation

Placement Criteria. The college used an NJCBSPT-MC score of 161 (which did not meetthe provisional standard) plus an in-house test to identify for remediation 39% of itsfull-time and 25% of its part-time students. These identification rates were low.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Only 61% of full-time enrollees passed the final level ofremediation in computation, which did not meet the provisional standard. Eighty-threepercent of the 18 part-time enrollees passed, which met the provisional standard andrepresented an improvement from the previous (1983) cycle's part-time passing rate of64%. No retest data were provided; thus, the college did not fulfill the Council'sreporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Sixty-seven percent of the students who completedremediation in computation passed the first college-level course as compared to 84% forthe non-remedial students; the difference did not meet the provisional standard. Further,the drop from the 90% rate for remedial completers (vs. 89% for non-remedial students)reported for the previous (1983) cohort is an area which merits attention. Forty-fivepercent of the remediation-completed students attained GPA's of "C or better ascompared to 84% for the non-remedial group. The gap of 39 percentage points did notmeet the provisional standard. Such wide gaps in the performances of the two groupsshould be investigated.

Forty-two percent of the students who completed remediation in computation returned inSpring 1986 as compared to 48% of the students who did not need remediation. Thedifference did not meet the provisional standard. In addition, the rate for remedial
completers represented a decline of 15 percentage points from the previous cohort;
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reasons for the drop should be of interest to the college. On the SSR indicator, the
remediated group (19%) did not perform well compared to the non-remedial students
(40%); the difference did not meet the provisional standard.

In summary, use of a low NJCBSPT-MC placement criterion, and follow-up outcomes
which all fell short of the provisional standards, point to a program that was in need of
improvement.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. The college's NJCBSPT-EA cutoff of 168 (which met the
provisional standard and was one point above it) plus an in-house test were used to
identify for remediation 53% of full-time and 66% of part-time students. Included in
these percentages were 46 full-time and 32 part-time students who were not strictly
required by their programs to take elementary algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final-level course, 66% of
full-time and 65% of part-time students passed. Neither rate met the provisional
standard and the full-time rate represented a drop of 11 percentage points from the level
reported for the 1983 cohort. No retest data were supplied; thus, the college did nut
fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Eighty-six percent of the students who completed
remediation in algebra passed the first college-le el course as compared to 96% for the
non-remedial group. Although these passing rates were high, the different.. between
them did not meet the provisional standard. It should be kept in mind, however, that
non-remedial students performed so well in this course (96% passed) that the comparison
with remediation-completed students may not have yielded a fruitful criticism.
Seventy-two percent of the remediation-completed students attained GPA's of "C" or
above as compared to 77% for the non-remedial students. This GPA performance met
the provisional standard (and was 15 percentage points above it).

Fifty-one percent of the students who completed remediation returned in Spring 1986 as
compared to 39% of the students who did not need remediation. This large difference in
favor of the completers met the provisional standard. Not surprisingly, the SSR of the
completers as a group (37%) exceeded that of the non-remedial students (30%), which not
only met the provisional standard but was also a reversal of the typical pattern.

The majority of indicators suggested that the program was effective. However, the
absence of retest data made it difficult to interpret these positive signs.

Overview

Strengths

The college is to be commended for its consistently high rates of testing both full- and
pari- time students. Further, the college succeeded in enrolling most of its students in
appropriate writing and mathematics remedial courses within two semesters.

Passing rates for remedial completers in first (subsequent) college -level courses were
high in all areas except computation.

Retention rates for completers of all skill areas except computation exceeded these of
non-remedial students.
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Most outcomes for the algebra program, especially the SSR of completers (whichexceeded that for the non-remedial students), were positive. The absence of retest data,however, made it difficult to interpret these positive signs.

Areas of Concern

The college should raise its two-semester enrrIlment rate ft reading to at least the 90%minimum requirement of the Board.

The computation program at Salem employed low placement criteria. Further, each ofthe follow-up indicators of academic performance for students who completedcomputation did not meet the applicable provisional standard. The college has reason tobe concerned about the effectiveness of this program.

No data were provided on retesting, despite the implicit suggestion in the institution'sreport that at least some retesting was conducted (e.g., "...Faculty are not uniformlyusing a standardized pre- and post-test procedure for remedial courses...we will reportthat data on next year's report."). The absence of these data made it difficult tointerpret outcomes on the other indicators.

The college needs to take a close look at the outcomes for the 1984 cohort compared tothe performance of the 1983 cohort in all skill areas. Low passing rates in both remedialand subsequent college-level courses which were getting even lower are a cause forconcern. Favorable retention rates for the remediation-completed students relative tothe non-remedial students did not look as favorable when viewed next to the rates for theremediation-completed group of one year earlier. SSR's especially were not only low butlower than those reported for the previous year, and in three of the remedial areas, (i.e.,reading, writing and computation) the remediated students performed much below thenon-remedial students on this indicator. These downward trends raised questionsconcerning the attention being devoted to the programs.

The treatment of placement criteria and standard-setting in Salem's report highlightedareas of confusion that may have given rise to unnecessary year-to-year fluctuations.The college should re-examine how its placement criteria are set and the extent to whichfaculty are permitted to adjudicate the placement decisions.

1 3
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1984-86

SUSSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE COMMISSION*

Policy Administration

In Fall 1984, Sussex County Community College Commission was responsible for testing
and tracking only part-time students, full-time students were tested and reported on by
other institutions (see footnote). Sussex tested 165 part-time students, which
represented 100% of the students required to be testeu. This commendable performance
met the Board's minimum testing requirement.

The college enrolled in remedial courses within two semesters 37% of the part-time
students who were identified for reading/writing, 55% of those identified for computation
and 54% of those identified for remedial algebra (no provisional standard has been set for
part-time students). One hundred percent of the (part-time) students who needed
remediation in reading/writing (N=35) began the necessary remedial courses within four
semesters, which met the provisional standard set for full-time students (again, no
provisional standard has been set for part-time students). After four semesters, 12
students identified for computation and 20 students identified for remedial algebra
remained at the college without having enrolled in the necessary remedial courses.
Considering that all students were part- time. t.ve college was successful in providing
timely remedial courses to the students who needed them.

Remedial Areas

Reading/Writing

Placement Criteria. In 1984, Sussex offered a combined reading: writing course for
students scoring below 165 on the NJCBSPT-RC (which met the provisional standard) and
below 7 on the NJCBSPT-Essay (which fell short of the provisional standard by one
point). Of those tested, 21% were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The passing rate for the course W d5 high: of the 35 students
who took the course, 88% passed (which met the provisional standard). Further, 98'.'o of
those who passed the course achieved the college's minimum score on the retest.

*In 1984, Sussex County Community College Commission was responsible for the testing,
remediating, and tracking of only its part-time students. Full-time students enrolled in
the County College of Morris and were reported with that institution's data. Moreover,
data on uc idernic ("follow-up") indicators for part-time students were not called for in

degrees in business and liberal arts, the college began testing and remediating the

population. In addition, through a contract with Upsula College (Wirth Campus), Sussex

policy administration, placement and remedial course outcomes for the «lege'F
part-time cohort. Beginning in Fall 1986, when Sussex was given authority to grant

full-time students in the new degree programs, along with serving its part-time

now provides testing and remediation for 1,"psula's full- and part- time students. It is
anticipated that follow -up data on full-time students will be provided in future reports.

the Basic Skills Council's reporting guidelines. Hence this assessment was limited to
A
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Results for part-time students v6re not called for inthe Council's reporting guidelines. Moreover, data for Sussex students were included inthe statistics reported by other institutions (see footnote).

Writing

The institution did not offer a separate remedial course in writing (see Reading/Writing
above).

Computation

Placement Criteria. Using a score of 165 on the NJCBSPT-MC as the cut off (which met
the provisional standard), 44% of the students were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-eight percent of the 48 enrollees passed the
computation course, which met the provisional standard. Of those who passed, 96%
attained the college's minimum score on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Results for part-time students were not called for inthe Council's reporting guidelines. Moreover, data for Sussex students were included inthe statistics reported by other institutions (see footnote).

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. In algebra, the placement criterion used was an NJCBSPT-EA score
of 167 (which met the provisional standard) for students whose NJCBSPT-MC score was
above 165. Thirty-five percent of the cohort (57 students) were identified for remedial
algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-eight percent of the 36 enrollees passed the course,which met the provisional standard. Ninety-nine percent of the students who passed
attained the college's minimum score on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Results for part-time students were not called for in
the Council's reporting guidelines. Moreover, data for Sussex students were included in
the statistics reported by other institutions (see footnote).

Overview

Strengths

Sussex succeeded in testing 100% of the students required to be tested. This performance
was commendable. Further. all students identified for reinediation in reading/writing
began the necessary remedial courses within four semesters.

Remedial course passing rates were high in all skill areas.

Retesting results in the three skill areas were high: Artually every student who passed
the remedial courses attained the college's minimum scores on the reter is.
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Areas of Concern/Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

For reasons explained above, a comparison of the academic performance and retention of
students completing remediation with students not needing remediation could not be
made (and thus the effectiveness of the commission s remedial programs could not be
ascertained). The college anticipates that it will be testing and tracking larger numbers
of full- and part-time students in the future. This will prokide the indicators necessary
in order to measure the effectiveness of the basic skills programs at Susse%
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SUSSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE COMMISSION
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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UNION COUNTY COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Union County College tested 95% of the full-time and 73% of the part-time
students requiring testing. The full-time testing rate met the Boards minimum testing
requirement but the part-time rate did not.

Of the full-time students identified for remediation, Union succeeded in enrolling within
two semesters 93% in reading, 90% in writing and 94% in computation; these rates
satisfied the Board's minimum enrollment standard. In addition, 86% of the students
identified for elementary algebra had enrolled in a remedial algebra course within two
semesters (a two-semester enrollment standard has not been set for algebra). Moreover.
only seven identified, full-time students present in the fourth semester had not yet begun
the necessary remediation, which met the provisional standard.

Despite these favorable enrollment values. however, too many full-time students
identified for reading (18), writing (24) and/or computation (14) had not yet begun their
necessary remediation by the fourth seme.ter; each of these latter values did not meet
the provisional standard

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. The college used a score of 164 on the NJCBSPT-RC as its criterion
for placement, which met the previsional standard and was three scaled score points
above it. This resulted in 59% of the full-time and 51% of the part-time students being
identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the full-time students enrolled in the final-le-,,e1 reading
course. 72% passed the course. Only 64% of the part-time enrollees passed. The passing
rate for full-time students met the provisional standard but the part-time rate did not.
In addition, the full-time rate represented an improvement of ten percentage points over
the 1983-cohort results. Curiously, Union .e.d a locally developed essay as its retest in
reading (no rationale was given for thi., dliar practice). Seventy percent of the
students who passed the final-level course ,,, tamed the college's minimum score on the
retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Students who completed reading remediation at
Union performed nearly as well as the non-remedial students in the first (subsequent)
college-level courses (91% and 94% respectively). the three percentage-point difference
met the provisional standard. These passing rates were high. On the broader academic
indicator, however, 55% of the remedial completers had cumulative CPA's at or above
"C, compared to 78% of the non-remedial students; this 23 percentage-point gap in GPA
performance did not meet the provisional standard.

Remediated students returned in the fourth semester at a higher rate (61%) than their
non-remedial counterparts (57%), which met the provisional standard. The remedial
completers posted a cumulative SSR of 34%. compared to 44% for the non remedial
students; the difference met the provisional standard.
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Writing

Placement Criteria. Placement in remedial writing at Union was accomplished using acut-score of 166 on the NJCBSPT-SS. This criterion met the provisional standard andwas five scaled-score points above it. In 1984, 44% of the full-time and 37% of thepart-time test-takers were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final-level remedial course,72% of the full-time and 57% of the part-time students passed the course. The passingrate for full-time students met the provisional standard but the part-time rate did not.Of the small sample (n=62) of remedial students who passed the course and were retestedusing a holistically scored, in-house essay, 64% of these students attained the college'sminimum score. The defined minimum score was a "five," seemingly well below the"seven" and "eight" that are standardly used on similar essays (or at least the
N JCBSPT-Essay).

Subsequent Academic Performance. Remediated students passed their first (subsequent)college-level course at the rate of 89%, compared to 95% for the non-remedial students;the difference missed the provisional standard by one percentage point. Both passingrates were high. It should be kept in mind that non-remedial students performed so wellin the first college-level course (95% passed) that the comparison with
remediation- completed students may not have yielded a fruitful criticism. On the otherhand, completers of remediation fell 25 percentage points behind their non-remedialcounterparts in the percent cumulative CPA's at or above "C" (51% and 76%
respectively); this difference also did not meet the provisional standard.

Completers of remediation returned in the fourth semester at a higher rate than thenon-remedial students (58% vs. 56%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR forthe remediation-completed students was 29%, compared to 43% for the non-remedial
students. The 14 percentage-point difference in SSR's did not meet the provisional
standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Union placed students in computation using a cut-score of 165 onthe NJCBSPT-MC, which met the provisional standard. Fifty-six percent of thefull-time and 55% of the part-time students were identified for remediation in
computation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Remedial course passing rates were as follows: 700/o forfull-time and 68% for part-time enrollees. The rate for full-time students met theprovisional standard but the part-time rate did not. Of the students who passed thefinal-level remedial course and were retested, 92% attained the college's minimum scoreon the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In light of the high retest results, it was paradoxicalthat the performance of remedial completers in the first (subsequent) college-level
course was weak relative to that of the non-remedial students. Only 73°/o of the
remediated students passed the college-level math course, compared to 92% of the
non-remedial students; the 19 percentage-point difference did not meet the provisional
standard. Whether this result was due in part to the small sample site (n=45 remediated
full-time students who vere followed, out of approximately 340 who passed

13j.-
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the final-level remedial course) remained unknown. Nevertheless, only 54% of the
remediated students had cumulative GPAs at or above "C," compered tc 77% of the
non-remedial students; the 23 percentage-point difference in the two percentages did not
meet the provisional standard.

The retention rate for completers of computation (59%) was higher than that for the
non-remedial students (55%), which met the provisional standard. Remediated students
collectively had an SSR of 32%, compared to 42% for the non-remedial students. The
difference in SSRs met the provisional standard.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. In 1984, an NJCBSPT-EA score of 167 (which met the provisional
standard) was used for remedial algebra placement at Union. Howe%er, a mere 11% of
the full-time students and 16% of the part-time students were identified for remedial
algebra--low percentages attributable not to the placement test scores of entering
students but to the institution's policy on requiring algebra only of students in
math-related curricula.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final-level remedial course passing rates were 65% for
the full-time students and 61% for the part-timers. Neither passing rate met the
provisional standard. MOICEO% er, the rate for part-time students reflected a decline of 11
percentage points from the previous (1983) cohort's results. Fu.ly 100% of the students
who passed the course and were retesteu attained the college' minimum score on the
retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The passing rate in the first (subsequent)
college-level math course for remediated students was 90%, four percentage p..;nts below
the passing rate for non-remedial students in the same -:.curse (94%), the d:ffcrence met
the provisional standard. These passing iate6 .vere high. Note that the passing rate for
remediated students was based on a sample of only 10 fuil-time students (out of
approximately 60 who passed the final-level remedial course). As to the broader
academic indicator, 80% of the remediated students attained a cumulative GPA at or
above "C", j'Ast two per rntage points beiow the performance of the non-remedial
comparison group. 'flea difference in percentages met the provisional standard. Further,
the percent :umulative GPA for remedial completers represented an improvement of 19
percentage points over the 1./83-cohort results.

Surprising.," students whc completed algebra remediation returned in the fourth semester
at a rate of 50%, compared to 59% for non-remedial students; the difference did not
meet the provisional standard. Largely due to the relatively strong academic
performance of the reme,:iated group, however, the SSRs of the two study groups
differed by only eight percentage points (which met the provisional stardard), as follows:
40% for remediated students and 48% for non-remedial students.

Overview

Strengths

Union was successful in testing its full time students and enrolling over 90% in needed
remediation within two semesters.

In reading, writing and computation, retention of remediated students exceeded that of
the non-remedial students.

1 -.;!' u
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Passing rates in first (subsequent) college-level courses for completers of remediation inreading, writing and algebra were high and nearly matched those of the non-remedialstudents.

Outcomes for the algebra program were mixed. Nevertheless, the percentage of
algebra-remediated students with GPA's at or above "C" was comparable to that for thenon-remedial students. This result, along with the favorable retest, SSP. andcollege-level course performance data, argued for the effectiveness of reroedialinstruction in algebra.

Areas of Concern

The testing rate for part-time students did not meet the Board's minimum testingrequirement. Moreover, too many identified, full-time students who returned in thefourth semester had not yet begun their necessary remediation in reading, writing and
computation. The college should address these shortcomings.

In reading, writing and computation, the passing rate in the final-level remedial coursefor part-time students did not meet the provisional standard whereas in each case therate for the full-time students did. The part-time passing rate in algebra not only fellshort of the provisional standard but reflei.t-A a decline from the 1983-cohort results.The college should examine why its part-time students in particular experienceddifficulty passing the remedial courses.

Retesting practices in reading and writing warrant attention. The use of an essay as a
retest for reading needs to be reevaluated, as does the seemingly low minimum score usedin writing.

Despite other favorable outcomes, students who completed remediation in algebra did notpersist at a rate comparable to the non-remedial students. This should be of concern tothe college.

The percentages of students identified for algebra remediation were low. The college
should reexamine its remedial placement policies in mathematics.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

Remedial completers in reading and in writing had high passing rates in the first
(subsequent) college-level courses (i.e., in English composition) but their GPA and SSRoutcomes relative to the non-remedial students were less favorable. The paradox of
demonstrating strong subsequent performance in a particular college-level course on theone hand and an apparent lack of carry-over to college-level courses generally on theother is an area that the college may wish to explore.

Similarly, it might be instructive to examine why completers of computation as a grouphad strong retest results on the one hand but only a weak passing rate in the first
(subsequent) college-level course (relative to the non-remedial students) on the other,
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1984-86

WARREN COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE COMMISSION*

Policy Administration

In 1984, Warren County Community College Commission tested 100% of the full-time and
79% of the part-time students required to be tested. The full-time testing rate, a
commendable achievement, met the Board's minimum testing requirement but the
part-time rate did not. The students required to be tested included in-county and
out-of-state attendees only (i.e., the in-state but out -of- county attendees were tracked
by the respective institutions in which the students enrolled) and thus the cohort reported
on was small (a total of 98 full-time and 75 part-time students).

Of the full-time students who were identified for remediation in reading/writing and in
computation, 100% reportedly were enrolled in appropriate remedial courses within two
semesters. (Two-semester enrollment data for elementary algebra, as called for in the
Basic Skills Council's Annual Questionnaire, were not provided by the institution). Yet
these data were inconsistent with the four-semester enrollment data furnished for the
same skill areas (reading/writing: 43%, n=23; computation: 21%, n=28). Moreover, the
Commission reported that one student identified for remedial reading/writing, two
identified for computation and 10 identified for remedial algebra returned in the fourth
semester without having begun the necessary remedial courses, each of the three 'values
met the provisional standard.

No narrative report to accompany the data tables was submitted for the 1984 cohort;
thus, the commission did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines. 'he lack of
descriptive statements was an especially serious shortcoming because review of the
submitted data raised several key questions which could not be resolved. For example,
some question remained about whether the Commission offered its own remedial courses
in 1984-86. Where the actual teaching occurred bears on whether follow-up data was at
all meaningful and on which institution--the Commission or the contracted
colleges--should have reported it.

*Warren County College Commission was chartered in 1981 us an agency to provide
higher education to the citizens of Warren County. It offers remedial, non-credit and
some college credit instruction, but contracts for the delivery of most credit-bearing
courses with neighboring colleges (i.e., County College of Morris, Ramal., College of New
Jersey, Raritan Valley Community College and Union County College). While partial
outcome data on Warren's remedial students were prof ided for this report, the parallel
(comparison) outcomes for the non-remedial students, who were by definition at other
colleges, were not available. Moreover, in the absence of a descripti' e text, questions
remained about the meaningfulness of follow-up data. Therefore, the overall
effectiveness of the remedial programs could not be ascertained. This rev iew
concentrates instead on the Commission's testing, placement, enrollment and remedial
course outcomes for 1984-86.
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Remedial Areas

Reading & Writing

Placement Criteria. The college offered combined reading and writing remediation andused an NJCBSPT Total English score of 161 and an Essay score of below 7 to placestudents into remediation. These criteria were consonant with the provisional standards.Twenty-three percent of full-time and 36% of part-time students were identified forremediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 10 full-time students enrolled in the final-levelremedial course, 80% passed. Seventy-five percent of the 8 part-time students passed.These passing rates met the provisional standard. No retest data were provided; hencethe commission did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.Subsequent Academic Performance. The partial outcome data submitted by theCommission could not be reviewed (see footnote).

Writing

Separate remedial writing courses were not offered in 1984-86 (see Reading).

Computation

Placement Criteria. Warren used an NJCBSPT-MC score of 165 to identify for
remediation 29% of its full-time and 34% of its part-time students. The criterion metthe provisional standard.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Half (50%) of th,. 6 full-time students who were enrolled inthe remedial course and all three of the part-time enrollees passed the course. Data onretesting were not submitted; thus, the Commission did not fulfill the Council's reportingguidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The partial outcome data submitted by theCommission could not be reviewed (see footnote).

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. The commission used an NJCBSPT-EA score of 166 (which missed
the pr:...;_sional standard by one scaled-score point) below which to place students intoremediation. Of the students tested, 68% of the full-time and 63% of the part-timestudents were identified for remedial instruction in algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Few students who were identified for remediation enrolledin the remedial course (i.e., only 12 full-time and 3 part-time enrollees). Of these, only25% of the full-time and 33% of the part-time students passed the course. These rates,albeit based on exceedingly small numbers of students, did not meet the provisionalstandard. No retest data were submitted; thus, the commission did not fulfill theCouncil' s reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The partial outcome d_ ta submitted by theCommission could not be reviewed (see footnote).

1 4 4
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Overview

Strengths

The commission tested 100% of the full-time students who were required to be tested, a
commendable achievement.

Areas of Concern

Warren, a three-year old institution at the beginning of the 1984 reporting period, did not
meet the Board of Higher Education's minimum requirement for the testing of part-time
students. Further, remedial course enrollment data were inconsistent and, in the case of
elementary algebra, incomplete.

Neither retesting results nor data on the academic status of the bulk of Warren's
students--i.e., those non-remedial students who were enrolled at contracted
colleges--were provided by the Commission. In addition, the descriptive text to
accompany the data tables (as per the Council's reporting guidelines) was not furnished.
These were serious shortcomings which made it impossible to understand and to evaluate
the remedial programs.

Despite the small size of the remedial groups (a maximum of 12 students), passing rates
in the remedial math courses were low.

1 4
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1984-1986

WARREN COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE COMMISSION
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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1984-86

GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Glassboro State College tested over 99% of its full-time students and 97% of its
part-time students in both 1983 and 1984, which satisfied the Board's minimum standard
of 90%. This performance is commendable. Similarly, for at least two consecutive years
Glassboro has done well enrolling full-time students within two semesters in required
remedial courses in reading, writing, and computation (94-97% of those identified for
remediation in each skill area were enrolled within two semesters, and these sates met
the Board's minimum standard for full-time students). Eighty-seven percent of the
full-time students who needed remedial algebra were enrolled within two semesters in
appropriate algebra courses (no two-semester enrollment standard for algebra has been
set).

Only three students each for reading and for writing had not yet begun their required
remedial course work in the fourth semester, which met the provisional standard in the
two areas; for computation, the number was eight, which also met the provisional
standard. For algebra, 11 students (one student more than the provisional standard) had
not yet enrolled in required remediation by the fourth semester.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Glassboro used 168 as its NJCBSPT-RC placement score; this met
the provisional standard and was seven points above it. This criterion resulted in 46% of
the full-time cohort and 33% of the part-time cohort being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-four percent of the full- time students and 73% of
the part-time students passed the final level of remediation. The rate for the full-time
students met the provisional standard but the part-time rate did not. Of 375 students
who passed the final-level remedial course, 87% attained the minimum level on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. For the 1984 cohort, 90% of the
remediation-completed students passed the first college-level course, compared to 92^1,

of the non-remedial students, the difference met the provisional standard. The passing
rates for both groups w :re high. The two study groups differed by 10 percentage points
on percent GPA at or above "C" (77% for completers vs. 87% for non-remedial s'kodents)
and the difference met the rovisional standard.

Seventy-two percent of remediation-completed students were present after four
semesters, compared to 68% of the non-remedial students, which met the provisional
standard. And on SSR, not surprisingly, the two study groups differed by only four
percentage points (55% for completers vs. 59% for the non-remedial group) which net
the provisional standard.

In sum, the reading program at Glassboro gave several indications of effectiveness. (,)

placement criteria were s.t at a relatively high level, and students not only were enrolled
in the required courses but they performed successfully upon exit from remediation.
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Writing

Placement Criteria. In writing, Glassboro set its placement criteria at 165 on
NJCBSPT-Total English with Essay greater than or equal to 7; or NJCBSPT-Total English168 with Essay 6; or Essay 6. The "Essay 6" criterion, if used in isolation, would not havemet the provisional standard. Otherwise, these criteria were consonant with the
provisional standard. They resulted in 28% of the full-time and 30% of the part-timetest-takers being identified for writing remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-four percent of the full-time, and 71% of the
part-time, students in the 1984 cohort passed the final level of remediation. The rate forthe full-time students met the provisional standard but the part-time rate did not. Of
212 students in the 1984 cohort who passed the final-level remedial writing course, 86%reached the minimum score on the locally developed essay retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. For the 1984 cohort, 79% of the remediated students
passed the first college-level course in writing; however, 94% of the non-remedial
students passed the same course. The 15 percentage point differential between the twogroups did not meet the provisional standard. On the GPA indicator, 73 °/o of remediated
students had a GPA at or above a "C" compared to 85% for the non-remedial students;
the difference of 12 percentage points met the provisional standard.

Seventy-five percent of the remediation-completed students were present at four
semesters, compared to 69% of the non-remedial students, which met the provisional
standard The SSR of writing-remediated students as a group was 54%, and of the
non-remedial students, 58%; the four percentage point difference met the provisional
standard.

Outcomes for the writing program at Glassboro presented mixed signs of program
effectiveness. A cause for concern was the rate at which the remediated students passed
the first college-level course, compared to the rate for the non-remedial students.

Computation

Placement Criteria. In computation, Glassboro set its placement criteria at a combined
score of 335 on the NJCBSPT-MC and -EA, with a score of 170 on the NJCBSPT-MC
alone. The NJCBSPT-MC criterion met the provisional standard (and was five points
above it). In 1984, the college identified for remediation 33% of its full-time cohort and
40% of its part-time cohort.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-nine percent of the full-time students and 72 °/o of
the part-time students passed the final level of remediation. The rate for the full-time
students met the provisional standard but that for the part-time students did not.
Eighty-three percent Gf the students who passed the computation course reached the
minimum score on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. For the 1984 cohort, only 80% of the remediated
students passed the first college-level course compared to 95% of the non-remedial
students. This 15% differential between the two groups did not meet the provisional
standard. Seventy-eight percent of the remediated students exhibited a GPA at or above
"C" compared to 84% for the non remedial students, which met the proNdisienal standard.

14S
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Sixty-nine percent of the remediated students had returned in the fourth semester, nearly
matching the retention of the non-remedial students (70%), the difference fell short of
the provisional standard by one percentage point. Fifty-four percent of the remediated
students "successfully survived" compared to 58% for the non-remedial group, this
differential also met the provisional standard.

On most indicators, therefore, the computation program at Glassboro provided positive
outcomes. The lower relative performance of remediated students in first college lel, el
"quantitative" courses, however, is an area which the college might investigate.

Elementary Algebra

Placement (.;teria. Glassboro used an NjCBSPT-EA score of 174 as its placement
criterion in elementary algebra. This criterion met the provisional standard and was
seven points higher than it. The criterion resulted in the identification of 59% of the
full-time and 58% of the part- time cohorts.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-four percent of the full- time students and 86% of
the part-time students in the 1984 cohort passed the final level of remediation. The
passing rates for both groups met the provisional standard. Of the 374 students who
passed remedial course and were retested, 96% attained the college's minimum score.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Eighty-se\,en percent of the remediated students
passed the first college-level course compared to 97% of the non- remedial students.
Although both passing rates were relati' ely high, the 10% diffnrential did not meet the
provisional standard. Eighty-two per,ent of the remediated students achieved a
cumulative GPA of "C" or better compared to 86% of the non- remedial students, which
met the provisional standard.

For the 1984 cohort, 75% of the remedial completers returned in the 4th semester
compared to 73% for the non-remedial students, which met the provisional standard. The
SSR of the remedial completers (62%) nearly matched that for the non remedial students
(63%) and the difference met the provisional standard.

Based on the above, the algebra program at Glassboro, like each of the other progr ms in

turn, provided evidence of its effectiveness. One area which the college might look into
was the relative performance of students in the first (subsequent) college level course
requiring algebra. It should be kept in mind, however, that non- remedial students
performed so well in this course (97% passed) that the comparison with
remediation-completed students may not have yielded a fruitful criticism.

Overview

Strengths

Glassboro State College did a commendable job of testing and placing its students in the
required remedial courses. The figures for both the 1983 and the 1984 cohorts were
consistently high.

The institution' s retest results were high in all four remedial areas, as were the passing
levels in the remedial courses.

The fact that comparable proportions of algebra-remediated and non remedial students
achieved grade point averages at or above "C" was an especially positive indicator for
mathematics remediation,
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It is noteworthy that remediated students in all areas "successfully cu,vived" at ratesthat compared favorably with those of the non-remedial students; Glassborn's foulremedial programs measured well on this and other indicators.

Areas of Concern

The performance differential between remediated and non-remedial students in firstcollege-level courses was an area of concern which emerged from the data reviewedhere. This differential would indicate that a proportion of students who passed remedialcourses in writing, computation and algebra remediation did not have the skills necessaryto succeed in the respective college-level courses. This is an area that the college shouldexplore.
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JERSEY CITY STATE COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Jersey City State College tested 99% of its entering, full-time students and 98-99°/o of
its entering, part-time students over at least two consecutive reporting cycles. This
performance is commendable.

In 1984, the number of full-time students who enrolled in the required remedial courses
within two semesters was not consistently high across programs. Wh.le virtually all (98%)
students identified as needing assistance in writing enrolled in remedial writing classes
(which met the Board s minimura standard of 90%), just 79% of identified students in
reading enrolled within the RT.) semesters, which did not meet the standard. Identified
students who enrolled in algebra remediation within two semesters increased from the
1983 cohort to the 1984 cohort (87% and 95% respectively) but those enrolled in
computation decreased by the same amount (90% in 1983 to 82% in 1984). The
two-semester enrollment percentage in computation for the 1984 cohort did not meet the
Board's requirement (no two-semester enrollment standard has been set for algebra).

Twenty full-time students who were identified for remediation in reading were present in
the fourth semester without having enrolled in the necessary remedial courses, this value
did not meet the provisional standard. It should be noted that the "present but not
enrolled" students in reading comprised 5% of the identified, full-time cohort in 1984, an
improvement from the 12% reported for the previous (1983) cohort. In the other three
skill areas (writing, computation and elementary algebra), the college met the provisional
standard on this indicator.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. The reading program at Jersey City State College offered, in
essence, two levels of reading remediation for students who scored below 161 on the
NJCBSPT-RC; the criterion met the provisional standard. An additional, in house test
was used to confirm placement decisions. The first level, "Reading For College," was a
two-semester course from which students could exit after one semester if they met the
program's exit criteria. Such exiting students, however, were required to enroll in the
second-leve' course. "Reading and Study Skills." Additional, integrated support courses
in reading were offered to students on an elective basis. In 1984, 63% of the full-time
and 66% of the part-time students were identified for remediation in r^adim,.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Students passed their final-level remedial courses at rates
of 85% for full-time students and 87% for part-time students; bot. gassing rates met the
provisional standard. Sixty-four percent of the retested students attained the minimum
level on the "departmental assessment" instrument used.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-nine percent of reading- ieniediated
students and 85% of the non-remedial student:, passed their first (subsequent)
college-!cvel English course. Although performance gap fell short of t't provisional
standard by one percentage point, it reuresented an improvement from the 18-point gap
reported for the 1983 cohort. Further, although the remediated students w'nose data were



used for this comparison had completed remediation prior to enrolling in the subsequentcourse (as per the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council), college policy did not requirecompletion of "Reading and Study Skills" prior to enrolling in college-level courses.

Eighty-one percent of the students who completed remediation in reading had CPA's ator above "C," compared with 88% for the non-remedial students; the sevenpercentage-point gap met the provisional standard.

As is typical across the state, the remediated students were retained at a higher ratethan non-remedial students (68% vs. 59%), which met the provisional standard. Similarly,the remediated students as a group exhibited a Higher SSR than the ma -remedial group(55% vs. 52%), which met the provisional standaI.

Writing

Placement Criteria. The writing program at Jersey City State College used an in-houseevaluation of the NJCBSPT-Essay (a cut off score of 8 out of 10 points, which met theprovisional standard) along ;,:th a one-hour, in-house writing sample for placement in thewriting course. This resulted in 31% of the full-time and 41% cf the part-time studentsbeing identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The percer. ages of students who passed the final level ofwriting remediation, 62% for full-time and 60% for part-time students. did not meet theprovisional standard of 80%. However, correspondence from the college casts doubt onthe accuracy of these passing rates. Retest data were reported for all students whopassed the course, and 100% of these students reached the college's minimum level onthe "departmental assessment" essay test. This retesti..g percentage for the 1984 cohortreflected a sizable increase over that reported for the 1983 cohort (43%).

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent college-level course, 76% ofremediated students and 87% of non-remedial students passed; the 11-point performancedifferential did not meet the provisional standard. On CPA at or above "C." a gap of 17percentage points in performance between the -tidy groups was found (68% vs. 85%),which did not meet the provisional standard.

As in reading, the students who completed the necessary remediation were retained at ahigher rate than non-remedial students (65'"0 vs. 58%), which met the provisionalstandard. The remediated students "successfully survived' at a rate of 44%, compared to49% for the non-remedial students; the performance gap between the groups met theprovisional standard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Students who scored below 168 on the NJCBSPT-MC were placedinto the remedial mathematics program, which met the provisional standard. Thisresulted in 51% of full-time and 77% of part-time test takers being identified forremediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty percent of the enrolled, full-time students passedthe final-level course, which met the provisional standard. However, only 61% ofpart- time students passed. The part-time passing rate did not meet the provisionalstandard and also represented a decline of 9% from the 1983 cohort. The college retestedall students who passed the course (using a "departmental assessment" test) and 100% ofthe students attained the minimum level on the instrument. This retest level represented
a sizable improvement from the 68% reported for the 1983 cohort.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-le,,e1 mathematics
course, 59% of computation-remediated students passed the course compared with 7
non-remedial students, the performance differential of 18 percentage points did not meet
the provisional standard. However, 73% of the remediated students and 85% of the
non-remedial students had CPA's at or above "C"; the gap of 12 percentage points met
the provisional standard for this indicator.

Retezlion of computation-remediated students dipped below that of the non-remedial
students k:,1% vs. 62%), which fell short of the provisional standard by one percentage
point. On SSR, the performance of the remediated students was eight percentage points
below that of the non-remedial stude, ts (44% vs. 52%), which also fell short of the
provisional standard by one percentage point.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. A score of 177 on the NJCBSPT-EA (with the NJCBSPT-MC score
between 168 and 180) was used as a cut off below which students were placed into
elementary algebra at Jersey City State College. This cut off not only met the
provisional standard but was 10 scaled-score points higher than it. In 1984, 86% of the
full-time and 96% of the part-time students were identified for algebra remediation.
Further, all students who were identifies, as needing remediation in computation were
required to complete remediation in elementary algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The percentages of students passing remedial algebra
increased over the two reporting cycles for both full-time (from 80% to 93%) and
part-time kirom 60% to 85%) students, and both outcomes for the 1984 cohort met the
provisional standard. However, these passing rates did not reflect students who came to
the algebra course by way of completing computation. No retesting data were submitted
for .intary algebra; thus. the college did no,. fulfill the reporting requirements of the
Basic Skills Council.

Subse,...ient Academic Performance. Follow-up academic indicators revealed a widening
in the gap between non-remedial and remediated students in first (subsequent)
college-level course performance over two cycles. Non-remedial students passed the
college-level course at the rate of 90% (up from 72% in 1983), while remediated students
passed at only 62% (down from 67% in 1983), the performance differential for the 1984
cohort did riot meet the piovisionai standard. The cumulative GPA at or above "C"
figures for the 1984 cohort, on the other hand, indicated that remediated students fared
nearly as well as the non-remedial tudents (84% v^. 89%), and the difference in
performance met the provisional standard.

Remediated students returned in the fourth semester at a level just beneath that of the
non-remedial students (62% vs. 66%), which did not meet the provisional standard.
Fifty-two percent of the remediated students 'survived successfully" as compared with
59% of the non-remedial students, the difference between the ,A t e s met the provisional
standard.

Overview

Strengths

Jersey City State College is to be commended for its consistently high testing rate for
both full- and part-time students.

5



Similarly, of the full-time students who were identified as needing assistance in writing,the college succeeded in enrolling 98% in appropriate remedial courses within twosemesters.

The number and diversity of remedial and supplemental courses in reading offered byJersey City suggests that the reading preparation issue has been given considerableattention.

Students who needed and completed remediation in reading and in writing were retainedin greater proportions than the non-remedial students.

The college furnished retesting data for 100% of the students who completed the writingand computation sequences, and students who passed the writing and computation coursesall reached the minimum level on the retest.

Areas of Concern

Studei, enrollment in appropriate remedial courses in reading and computation was aproblem which the institution should address.

The low remedial course passing rates in writing (assuming they are accurate.) and passingrate for part-time students in computation warrant investigation.

No data were furnished on retesting in algebra, thus making interpretation of the otheralgebra data difficult.

En both areas of mathematics, remediated students were not retained at a rate at leastqual to that for the non-remedial students.

The low passing rates in first (subsequent) college-level courses in all areas, despite highpercentages of writing and computation students who reached the minimum score on therespective retests, is another area that merits attention.

Students were receiving two elective degree credits for completion of the upper-levelremedial writing course, it opposition to Board of Higher Education policy which does notallow the awarding of degree credits for remedial courses. The institution shouldascertain whether a fraction of this course dealt with material at the college level.

15',5
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KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

Policy Administration

Kean College tested 97% of its full-time and 80% of its part-time students in 1984, and
similar testing rates were reported for the previous cohort. The testing rate for
full-time students satisfied the Board of Higher Education's minimum testing
requirement whereas the part-time rate did not.

Of the full-time students who wer identified db needing remedial instruction in reading
and in writing, 96% and 99% respectively had enrolled in the appropriate remedial courses
within two semesters; both rates met the Board's minimum enrollment standard for
full-time students. The college did not offer separate remedial courses in computation.
Ninety-five percent of the full-time students who were identifed for remedial algebra
enrolled in elementary algebra courses within two semesters (a two-semester enrollment
standard for algebra has not been seZ).

In writing, there were no remedial students present in the fourth semester who had not
enrolled in a remedial writing course. Five full-time students still needing remediation in
reading and eight still needing remediation in elementary algebra were present in the
fourth semester. Each of these fourth-semester figures met the provisional standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. Kean College used the Nelson- Denny test for placement in reading
and the NJCBSPT-RC only for confirmation. Thus the institution did not use the
NJCBSPT-RC as its primary placement instrument in reading and was alone among
colleges in the state in this practice. The criterionused was a 12.5 grade equivalent
score on the Nelson-Denny test. It would halie been useful to know the NJCBSPT-RC
equivalents of this placement criteri,...., but these were not provided. Twrmty-seven
percent of the full-time and 40% of the part-time students were identified for reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the final-level remedial course,
85% of the full-time and 90% of the part-time students passed; both rags met the
provisional standard. Ninety-seven percent of the students who passed the final-level
remedial course in reading attained the , °liege's minimum score on the Nelson-Denny
retest. However, retest results, rather than being restricted to the cohort of interest,
included data for students from additional cohorts who happened to be taking the
remedial course concurrently with students from the 1984 cohort. Hence the college did
not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The passing rate in the first (subsequent)
college-level course for remediated students was similar to that for the students who did
not need remediation (85% vs. 87%), which met the provisional standard. The percentage
of remediated students with a cumulative GPA of "C" or above (65%) was 15 percentage
points lower than the rate for I. ,. who did not need remediation (80%); the difference,
though it met the provisional Bard, reflected a decline in relative performance from
the six percentage-point difference reported for the previous cohort.



Remediated students returned in the fourth semester at a higher rate (74%) than
non-remedial students (65%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR forremediated students (48 %) was four percentage points lower than that for thenon-remedial students (52%), which met the provisional standard. Note, however, thatremediated students in the 1983 cohort had a higher relative SSR than non-remedialstudents (58% vs. 54% respectively).

In summary, Kean's remedial reading program exhibited signs of effectiveness: the high
remedial course passing rate, the high percentage of students (aloeit of mixed cohorts)
who reached the college's minimum level on the retest, and the comparable performance
of non-remedial and remediated students in the first (subsequent) college-level course.Nevertheless, in the absence of a fully interpretable placement criterion, these positivesigns were also difficult to interpret. Further, results on the GPA and SSR indicators haddeclined relative to the previous cohort.

Writing

Placemont Criteria. The college used as its placement criteria an NJCBSPT-Essay scoreof 8, or an Essay score of 7 with a score of 166 on the NJCBSPT-SS. These criteria metthe provisional standard (and the NJCBSPT-SS criterion was five points above it).
Thirty-four percent of full-time and 38% of part-time students were ia.9ntified forremedial instruction in writing.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The passin,5 rate for full-time students in the final-level
remedial course was 88%, an improvei.nt over the 75% reported for the previous 01983)cohort. Part-time students passed at a rate of 84% (80% in 1983). 3oth passing ratesmet the provisional standard. The retest data were not limited to the 1984 cohort; hence
the college did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Cour -;i1. In addition, retestresults were repoted for two different minimum scor.:s on a locally developed essay.Whey a score of "8" was emp:nyed, 67% of the students who passed the course reachedthe minimum. Similarly, a score of "7" yielded 88% reaching the minimum. Neither
score can be related clearly to the NJCBSPT-Essay placement criterion.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The passing rate for remedial students in the first
(subseqiunitl college-level writing course was 13 percentage points lower than the ratefor the non-remedial students (76% vs. 89% respectively). The difference lid not meetthe provisional standard and represented a decline in performance from the previouscohort.

The percentage of remediated students with a cumulative CPA of "C" or above was 20
percentage points lower than that of the non-remedial students (64% vs. 84%), which did
not meet the provisional standard. Moreover, the performance of remediated students inthis respect had dropped considerably from the previous cohort (64% in 1984 vs, 720/o in
1983). Performance declines of this magnitude within such a short period of time warrantinvestigation by the college.

Remediated students as a group returned in the fourth semester al a higher rate than
non-remedial students (76% vs. 64% respectively), which net the provisional standard.
The remediated students had an SSR that was six percentage points below that of the
non-remedial students (48% vs, 54% ,.3spectively), which met the provisiondi standard.

.1. 5 '(,;
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The writing program exhibited mixed signs of effectiveness. The poor relative
performance of remediated students in the first (subsequent) college -level writing course
and the decline in GPA results for this group may stem from the number of students who
completed the remedial writing course without demonstrating minimum proficiency on
the institution's retest.

Computation

Kean, College did not offer remedial courses in computation. The college might
reexamine how it meets the needs of students who arrive underprepared in basic
mathematics.

Werner tary Algebra

Placement Criteria. For non-math majors, the college used as its remedial Placement
criterion an NJCBSPT-EA score of 168, which met the provisional standard. A lower
score, 164, was used as the criterion for students in math-related curricula; however, all
such students who scored below 175 on the NJCBSPT-EA were required in addition to
take intermediate algebra. These criteria resulted in the remedial identification of 381u
of the full-time and 67% of the part-time students. The two sets of criteria and the fact
that some students took an additional algebra course but were not followed separatull,
made interpretation of the outcomes for this cotiort problematic.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The remedial course passing rate for the full-time students
was 79%, an improvement over the passing rate of 70% reported for the previous (1983)
cohort. Similarly, part-time students passed at a rate of 73% (vs. 64% in 1983).
Nonetheless, both rates missed the provisional standard of 80% The college used a local
test for retesting, and in the absence of any information on its equivalency with the
NJCBSPT-EA, it was difficult to interpret the fact the 84% of the remediated students
reached the college's minimum score. Moreover, these retest results were not restricted
to the Fall 1984 cohort; hence the college did not fulfill the Council's reporting
guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. The passing rate for the remediated students in the
first (subsequent) college-level oath courses (60%) was 21 percentage points lower than
the rate for the non-remedial students (81%). This difference did not meet the
provisional standard and also reflected a decline in remediated student performance of 11
percentage points in one year's time. This sharp drop in performance between two
successive cohorts is cause for concern. Seventy-one percent of the remediated students
had a cumulative CPA of 'C' or above as compared to 80% of the non-remedial students.
the nine percentage point difference between the two groups met the provisional
standard.

Remediated students as a group had a higher fourth-semester retention ratc than the
non-remedial students (72% vs. 67% respectively), which met the provisiona: standa. J.
Largely due to this higher rate of retention, remediated and non-remedial student groups
also had comparable SSR's (51% and 54% respectively), which met the provisional
standard.

The two sets of placement criteria (with course requirements depending on major) and the
uncertainty surrounding interpretation of the retesting results made interpretation of the
algebra outcomes difficult. Thu low passing rate for remediated students in first
(subsequent) college-level courses might signal the need for a distinct remedial effort in
computation.
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Overview

Strengths

Tne college was successful in testing a high percentage of its full-time students and inpromptly placing the students needing remediation into appropriate remedial courses.
In all three areas, remediated students were retained in higher percentages and hadhigher SSR's than their non-remedial counterparts.

The college had high passing rates in its remedial reading and writing courses. Further, inthe case of reading, retest results and the follow-up data on remediated students gavepositive signs of the effectiveness of this program.

Areas of Concern

The testing rate for part-time students at Kean College fell she rt of the Board of HigherEducation's requirement. The college should address this shortcoming.

Data on retesting were not restricted to the single cohort of interest, contrary toreporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council. This made interpretation of these dataless precise.

Abrupt downward shifts in remediated student performance between 1983 and 1984cohorts were uncovered in the course of this review (i.e. GPA & SSR results in the caseof reading, CPA results in writing, first college-level course passing rates in writing andin elementary algebra). Reasons for these apparent declines should be investigated by thecollege.

In writing, the weak performance of remediated students in college-level writing courses(and as measured by the more general CPA indicator) suggests the need to reexamine thewriting program at the college.

In algebra, the dual sets of placement criteria, tne fact that some students were requiredto take intermediate algebra but were not followed up separately, and the uncertaintysurrounding the retest results all made interpretation of the program outcomes difficult.The weak subsequent performance of remediated students in first college -leve' mathcourses would suggest that the local retest instrument (or at least the minimum scoreused) was inappropriate.

Moreover, the follow-up results in mathematics might signal the need for a distinctremedial effort in computation. The college should reexamine the extant to which itsremedial programs are serving the needs of underprepared students in mathematics.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The college might reexamine its use of the Nelson-Denny test for primary placement inreading.

Given that an NJCBSPT-Essay score of 8 was used for writing placement (i.e., in caseswhere placement was based on the Essay score alone), use of 7 as the minimum score onthe retest essay appeared problematical. The college might look into whether this couldaccount for the poor relative performance of writing-remediated students in subsequentcollege-level courses. In addition, the colinge might reexamine its use of an essay alonefcr retesting in writing.
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MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Montclair State College tested over 98% of its full- and part-time students in both 1983
and 1984, which satisfied the Board's minimum standard of 90%. In 1984 the testing
levels reached 100%. This performance is commendable. Further, Monte lot: enrolled
within two semesters over 90% of full-time students needing remediation in reading
(99%), writing (93%) and computation (94%), which met the provisional standard in the
three areas. Eighty-three percent of the full-time students who needed remedial algebra
were enrolled in appropriate remedial conrses within two semesters (no two-semester
enrollment standard has been set for algebra). By the fourth semester, only seen
identified students in reading, two in writing, three in computation and six in algebra had
not yet enrolled in the necessary remedial courses. These numbers all net the prtAisional
standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. In 1981, Montclair State College's cutoff score on the
NJCBSPT -RC was 166. This criterion met the provisional standard and was five points
above it. At this level, 35% of the full- time cohort and 47% of the part- time group were
identified for reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in reading remediation, 89°,r0 of the
full-time and 78% of the part-time students passed. The full-time rate met the
provisional standard but the part-time rate missed it by two percentage points. No data
were presented on retesting, thus, the institution did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of
the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Stuck-Its who completed remediation in reading
passed their subsequent college- level course at the sante rate (99%) as those who did not
need remediation, which met the provisional standard. These passing rates were
unusually high. The college-level course used for this comparison was Introduction to
Literature. The percentage of remediated students with CPA's of "C" or above was
lower (77%) than that for non nedial student , (92%) but met the provisional standard.

Seventy-five percent of the students who needed and completed remediation returned for
the fourth semester, compared to 73% of the non-remediated students (which met the
provisional standard). The remediated students as a group exhibited an SSR of 58%,
compared to 67% for the non-remedial students. the difference did not meet the
provisional standard. The difference between the two student groups in CPA's at or
above "C" (noted above) accounted for the difference in the SSR's.

Writing

Placement Criteria. The cutoff score used in writing, an NJCBSPT-Total English score
of 160, was inconsonant with the pnAish,.ial standard and below the level recommended
by the Basic Skills Council. Ac this level, only 15% of the full- time students and 23% of
the part-timers were identified for remediation.
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 204 full-time students enrolled in the final level of
remediation, 95% passed the course. Eighty-six percent of the part-time students passedit as well. Both passing rates met the provisional standard. No retest data werepreided; therefore, the institution did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Pee' mance. The difference in the first (subsequent, 'lege-levelwriting course passing r es between students who completed remediation ant hose whodid not need it was negligible (98% vs. 99.5%), which met the provisional standard. These
passing rates were unusually high, and similar results were reported for the 1983 cohort
as well. However, the difference in GPA percentage at or above "C" (66% for
remediated vs. 90% for non-remedial students) did not meet the provisional standard.

In contrast to the pattern in the other skill areas, students who completed writing
remediation were retained at a lower rate (66%) than those who did not need remediation(72%); hence the difference did not meet the provisional standard. Similarly, the
remediated students "survived successfully" at a rate 21 percentage point:: below that if
the non-remedial students (44% vs. 65%), which did not meet the provisional stbnd:ard.

Computation

Placement Criteria. In 1984, Montclair State College used two different cutoff s ores on
NJCi)SPT -MC for placement in computation: a score of 161 for students in math-related
majors (which did not meet the provisional standard) and 165 for all others (which met tneprovisional standard). As a result, r% of the full-time students and 40% of part-timerswere identified for remediation in computation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Ninety-one percent of the full-time and 85°/o of the
part-time students who enrolled in computation passed the final-level course; both
passing rates met the provisional standard. Although the college apparently administered
retests, no data were provided on this testing effort. Thus, the college did not fulfill the
Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Remediated students passed subsequent
college-level courses zt the same rate (99%) as non-remediated st ;dents, which met the
provisional standaid. These passing rates ere unusually high. Although 70 °/o of the
remediated students received a GPA of "C" or better, this was 20 percentage points
below the rate for the non-remedial group (90%) and thus did not meet the provisional
standard.

Retention rates were favorable for the remediated group (74%) as compared to the
non-remedial students (72%) and met the provisional standard. However, the remediated
group had an SSR of 52% compared to 65% for the non-remedial group, the difference didnit meet the provisional cta-

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Montclair used two different cutoffs on the NJCBSPT-EA to
determine remedial placement in algebra: a score of 172 was used for math and
math-related majors and a score of 176 was used as the cutoff for all other majors. Both
scores met the provisional standard (and were five to nine points above it). Fifty-seven
percent of the full-time students and 88% of the part-timers %%ere identified for
remediation in elementary algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The passing rate in remedial -igebra was 85% for the 1984
cohort, which represented a decline of 13 percentage point. from the 1983 rate.
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Part-time students passed at a rate of 8a;:, (85% for the 1983 cohort). Both full and
part-time passing rates met the provisional standard. Although the institution ararently
conducted retesting in its algebra classes, no data wer( provided 'aence, the college did
not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Over 99% of both the remediated group and the
non-remedial group passed a subsequent course in mathematics, which met the
provisional standard. These passing rates were unusually high, and similar :esults were
reported for the 1983 cohort. The percentage of students with GPA 's at or above "C"
was lower for the remediated group (82%) than for the non-remedial group (93%), but the
difference met the provisional standard.

Fourth-semester retention rates were higher for the remediated group (80%) than for the
non-remedial group (74 °/o) and th-s met the provisional standard. The SSR 's for the two
groups differed only slightly (65% for the remediated group vs. 69% for the non-remedial
students) and met the provisional standard.

Overview

Strengths

Montclair State College is to be commended for its consistently high testing rates for
both full- and part-time students.

Similarly, the college succeee d in f trolling almost all of its full- time students in
appropriate remedial courses within the first two semesters.

Retention rates at the college were high for both the remediated students and those who
did not need remediation. In all areas except writing, remediated students were retained
in higher percentages than non-rentedial students.

Areas of Concern

No data were furnished on retesting in any skill area, despite the availability of such data
for the previous (1983) cohort. The absence of retest data made it difficult to interpret
the unusually high passing rates in all remedial and first ;subsequent) college-level
courses.

The college used a placement criterion for writing that was below the level recommended
by the Basic Skills Council.

Results for the writing program at Montclair State College we.e mixed; nevertheless, t is

program appeared to warrant attention. For example, the college should investigate why
students who et ad the remedial program were not retained at a rate at least
comparable to the. remedial students.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The college might explore the records of those students who were reta;aerl without
completing remediation in reading. Although the number was small (21 in 1984), 0-lese
students showed outcomes similar to the lernediated students on many of the
effectiveness indicators. The college might investigate the circumstance. which helped
such reading-deficient students pass college-level courses.

The college might examine the passing rates of non-remedial and remediation completed
students in courses other than English composition that rely heavily on writing.
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RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

Policy Administration

Ramapo increased its testing rate of full-time students from 91% in 1983 to 100% in
1984. This performance is commendable. Testing of part-time students. however,
slipped from 90% (N=46) in 1983 to only 46% (N=49) in 1984. The 1984 testing rate for
part-time students did not meet tt.- Board's minimum requirement of 90%.

The college enrolled within two semesters 87% of the full-lime students who needed
reading, 82% of those needing writing, and 78% of those necding computation. The
Board's two-semester minimum enrollment expectation of 90% was not met in any of
these skill areas. Fifty-seven percent of the full-time students who needed remedial
algebra were enrolled in .emedial courses 1...ithin two semesters (no two-semester
enrollment standard has been set for elementary algebra). 3y the fourth semester. all but
four or fewer students per skill area who needed remediation and were still at the college
had begun the necessary remedial courses. Therefore. the college met the provisional
standard for numbers of students present in the four( semester 1--t not yet enrolled in
remediation.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. In 1984. Ramapo used a score of 168 on NJCEISPT -RC. This
criterion met the provisional standard and was seven points above it. This resutted in
54% of full -time and 47% of part-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Ot the 116 full-tune students enrolled in the final level of
reading. 82% passed the course. in addition. 70% of the part-time students (N=10) passed
the final level. The full-time rate met the provisional standard but the part-time rate
did not. However, the latter was based on a 1.efy small number of students Of the
students who passed the course, 73% achieved the college's minimum score on the
retest. The retest percentage was an improvement from the 45% reported for the 1983
cohort.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college -level course. 91% of
the remediation-completed students passed compared to 96% of the non-remedial
students. The passing rates for both groups were high and the diffence between then.
met the provisional standard. Seventy -one percent of the remedial co.npleters had
CPA's at or above "C," compared tc, 81% for the non-remedial students, which met the
provisional standard.

The retention of completers (88%) greatly exceeded that of the nin-iciliedial students
(42%) and thus met the provisional standard. It should be noted that this non-remedial
retention rate is quite low. In a reversal of the typical pattern, the SSR of the
completers (62%) exceeded that of the non-remedial students (34%), which met the
provisional standard. This reversal was due at least in pan to the low retention of the
non-remedial comparison group. Nevertheless, the reading program displayed positive
results on several of the "non-retention based" indicators.
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Writing

Placement Criteria. Ramapo used an N;CBSPT-Essay scores of 8, below which studentswere placed into remedial writing, which met the provisional standard. This resulted in50% of full-time and 47% (N=23) of part-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-seven percent of the full-time student.: and 78% ofthe part-time students passed the final level of writing remediation. Both rates did notmeet the provisional standard. No retest data were provided; thus, the college did notfulfill the Council's reporting guidelines for this skill area.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level writingcourse, remedial completers and non-remedial students passed at nearly the same rates(91% and 96% respectively), which met the provisional standard. The passing rates forboth groups were high. As to the percentages of students with CPA's at or above a "C,"however, the completers (68%) did not perform as well as the non -remedial students(84%). and the difference missed 'he provisional standard by one percentage point.
AI in the reading area, the fourth-semester retention rate of tve completers k75%)exceeded that of the non-remedial students (48%) by a wide margin (and met theprovisional standard). Similarly, the typical SSR pattern was reversed: the SSR forcompleters (51%) exceeded that for the non-remedial students (41%), which met theprovisional standard. Note that the interpretation of the retention and SSR indicatorswas c'ouded by the low retention rate of the non-remedial comparison group. Thiscombined with the' absence of retest data made analysis of this program's effectivenessproblematic.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Ramapo's placement criterion was an NJCBSPT-MC score of 169.which met the provisional standard and was four points above it. It resulted in 20% rffull-time and 33% (N =i6) of part-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 59 full-time students er rolled in the course, 66%passed, and both part-time students (N=2) passed. The full-time rate did not meet the80% provisional standard. On the retest, 100% of the students who passed the coursereached the college' s minimum score.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level math course,71% of the computation completers passed, compared to 92% of the non-remedialstudents. The difference did not meet the provisional standard. Only seven remedialcompleters, however, comprised the follow-up group; consequentli , the sample may nothave been representative of the computatioa-completers as a whole. In terms of CPA'sat or above a "C," the performance of the completers (63%) was only 14 percentagepoints below that of the non- remedial students (77%), which met the provisional stanr'ird.

The retention rates fit neither the pattern of other skill areas at Ramapo nor that oftypical programs throughout the state. Remediated students retino.d in the fourthsemester at a rate of 33% compared to 64% for the non-remedial students. This did notmeet the provisional standard. Moreover, the large difference in retention rates should
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be of great concern to the college. Not surprisingly, _herefore, the SSR for completers
(21%) was not even half that for the non-remedial students (50%), which did not meet the
provisional standard.

In conclusion, all indicators of academic performance except the CPA indicator did not
meet the applicable provisional standard. despite the high retest results. These results
warrant attention by the college.

Elementary Algebra

Placemeut Criteria. Ramapo placed students into remedial algebra if they had
NJCBSPT-EA scores below 178; this met the provisional standard and was 11 points above
it. Fifty-seven pe. gent of full -tim' ,tudents and 47% of part-time students were
identified for remediation. Note. however, that the college identified 94% or its
full-time students for remedidtion in 1983, and with a lower placement criterion in effect
(i.e., NJCBSPT-EA 175). This anomaly was not explained.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The remedial algebra course was passed by 7,-)`-;,) of full-time
students and 43% (N=7) of part-time students. Neither rate met the provisional
standard. However, of those who passed the course, 1 1% attained the college's
minimum score on the retest.

.2.!bsequent Academic Performance. Algebra completers pas- i their subsequent
conGoe-level math course at a rate (894,o) below that of non-remedial students (96%),
which missed the provisional standard by two percentage points. Nevertheless. these
passing rates were high. In the percent CPA at or ahoe "C," the remediated students
(71%) did not fare as well as the non- remerhil students (90%), and the difference; did not
meet the provisional standard.

The retention rate for algebra-remediated students (88%) was strikingly higher than that
of no :- remedial students (22%), which met the provisional standard. Thus. the SSR of the
remedial completers (53%) exceeded that of the non-remedial studen's (20 `.). whnit met
the provisional standard and was 37 percentage points above it.

The algebra program presented mixed results. Retest results aril fourth-semester
retention were high but the percent CPA at or a' we "C" for the completers did not fall
sithin the provisional standard. Although the passing rates in the subsequent

college-le. -1 math course did not meet ti ..: provisional standard. it should be kept in mind
that non-remedial students perforp.ed so well in this course (06% passed) that the
comparison with remediation-comple cd students may not have yielded a fruitful
criticism.

Overview

Strengths

The testing rate for full-time students was at 100%. This performance is commendable.
Further, the college succeeded in enrolling in remedial courses (ali areas) within four
semesters almost all identified students who were present.

The retention rates and SSR's of remediated students in reading, writing and algebra
exceedee those of the non-remedial students. l't should be kept in mind, however, that
retention rates for the non-remedial comparison groups were quite low.

1 s7 -..'
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One hundred percent of the students who passed the final-level computation andelementary algebra courses reached the college's minimum on the retest.

Over 90% of the students who completed remediation in reading and in writing passedtheir first (subsequent) college-!evel course.

Areas of Concern

Testing of part-time students lagged behind the Board's minimum requirement; less thanhalf (46%) of the 49 part-time students were tested. The college should address thisadministrative shortcoming.

While only a few students were present at the fourth semester who had not yet beguntheir needed remedial work, too many students had not enrolled by the two-semesterpoint. Ramapo should develop appropriate administrative procedures to ensure the timelyenrollment of students in the necessary remedial courses.

The percentage of students identified for algebra remediation dropped inexplicably from94% in 1983 to 59% in 1984, despite upward movement in the placement cutoff score used.

The computation skill area appeared to warrant attention by the college. Moreover. therelatively poor retention of remeaial completers in computation should be of greatconcern to the college.

While retest data were submitted for the reading and mathematics areas, none were givenfor writing. The absence of these data made it difficult to assess the effectiveness of thewriting program.
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RAMAPO COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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1984-86

RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE

Policy Administration

Richard Stockton State College tested all but one of its 721 full-time students (99.8%)
and 100% o. its 17 part-time students in 1984, which satisfied the Board's minimum
testing standard of 90%. Testing rates of 100% were reported in 1983 as well. This
performance is commendable. Similarly, for at least two consecutive years, all students
(100%) who were identified for basic skills courses at Stockton were enrolled in the
necessary crurses within two semesters, and these rates met the Board's minimum
enrollment standard for full-time students. Note that the col age's policy was that
students "must demonstrate [basic skills] competency by the end of their first academic
year at Stockton or face dismissal from the college." Consequently, no identified,
full-time students who had not yet taken the necessary developmental courses remained
in the fourth semester (which met the provisional standard).

Stockton's basic skills (BASK) curriculum was structured differentl j than at other
colleges. Apart from the "College Writing" (BASK 1101) course, each of the two other
courses, both in title and in content. fit only loosely into one of the Council's named skill
areas. A "Study Skills are Critical Thinking" course (BASK 1102--see Reading, below)
combined instruction in argument and logic, time organization, preparation of
assignments, note taking, study skills and critical reading. "Quantitative Reasoning"
(BASK 1103--see Computation, below) concentrated on computational skills, basic
geometry, some algebra and statistics, and quantitative applications drawn from various
content areas. A separate remedial algebra course was not offered.

Students who I I any BASK course were required "to demonstrate competency by the
end of their second semester by receiving satisfactory scores o, appropriate
section(s) of the NJCBSPT." To prepare for this final competency t .n, such students
were "strongly encouraged to use the tutorial services available at the Skills Center." A
centi,.1 assumption underlying Stockton's BASK curriculum was that "success depends
upon how the program is perceived by students, faculty, and administrators" and
therefore "it must be embedded as deeply as possiole into the college everience." As a
logical consequence, the college awarded "full academic credit" for each of the BASK
courses.1

11n 1986, Chancellor Hollander appointed u panel of consultants to examine whether the
awarding of graduation credits for BASK co.irses was :n keeping with Board of Higher
Education policy. Based on a review of extensive course rr erial, the consultants
concluded that "the content of Bt-1,K 1101 (College Writing) and BASK 1102 (Critical
Thinking) justifies the graduation credits each of those courses curries; bowel, er, BASK
1103 (Quantitative Reasoning)...should not carry graduation credit." The college
accepted these and other recommendations and has since re ised its mathematics
curriculum.



Remedial Areas

Reading (Study Skills and Critical Thinking)

Placement Criteria. A combined raw score (sum) of 64 (out of 85 possible) on theNJCBSPT-RC and -SS was the criterion used for placement into BASK 1102. Theinstitution's use of raw scores in its placement algorithm was problematic, since onlyscaled scores are interpretable from year to year (i.e., raw scores may shift w,.th eachnew form of the test). In 1984, 42% of the full-time and 12% cf the part-time students
were identified for this course.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of those who took throurse, 93% of the full-time studentsand both part-time students (100%) passed; the rates met the provisional standard. Thesedata included students who failed the actual course but then passed the second-semestercompetency exam. Students were retested with the Nelson-ft-lily test. AlthoughStockton fur-ished partial retest data, the percentage of passing students who att-iinedthe college's minimum score on the retest was not given; hence the college did not fulfillthe guieelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Ninety-five percent of the remedial c-impleters whoenrolled in the first (subsequent) college-level course passed it, as compared to 92% forthe non-remedial students; the difference met the provisional standard and was a reversalof the typical pattern. These passing rates were high. Further, the college-level :.oursepassing rate for remediated students was an improvement over that reported for toe 1983cohort (86%). Seventy-four percent of the remediated students ha -I cumulative GPA 's ator above "C" compared to 86% for the non-remedial students; the difference of 12perct ntage points met the provisional standard. These GPA percentages (both groups)surpassed the 1983-cohort levels (69% and 84% respectively).

The retention rate at four semesters for remediation-completed students (78%) exceededthat of the non-remedial students (69%), which met the provisional standard. Remedialcompleters as a group had an SSR of 57%, compared to 59% for the non-remedialstudents; the difference met the provisional standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. All students whose NJCBSPT-Essay scores fell below 7 were placedinto the BASK writing course. In addition, those students whose Essay scores equaled 7were placed in if their combined raw scores on the NJCBSPT-RC and -SS totaled 64 orgreater (out of a possible 85). Fence the primary criterion for most students was anEssay snore of 8 (which met the provisional standard) Note, however, that students withEssay scores equal to 7 and combined raw scores of 63 or less on -RC and -SS wereplaced into a writing-intensive section of "Study 'Is and Critical Thinking" and werenot required to take the BASK writing course. In the absence of any descrii-ive
information and separate follow-up data, it was impossible to ascertain the degree towhich students who enrolled in this special section were given the writing help theyneeded.

The college s use of raw scores was problematic, since only scaled scores areinterpretable from year to year (i.e., raw scores may shift with each new form of thetest). Fifty-five percent of the full-time students and 41% o he part-t;...,.. students(n=17) were ioentified for the BASK writing course.
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Niaety-three percent of the full-time enrollees and all
(I00%) of the seven part-time enrollees passed the reme-liai writing course, both rates
met the provisional standard. These data included student; who failed the aco.lal course
but then passed the second-semester competency exam. Retesting was conducted using a
locally developed essay test but only partial data were provided (missing was he
percentage of passing students who attained the college's minimum score on the oete.-t).
Thus, the college did not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Remedial completers passed the first (sub.,Lquent)
college-level course at a rate of C2%, almost identical to the rate for the no!. IL,Inedial
students (93%1; the difference met the provisional standard. These passing rates were
high. Seventy-seven percent of the remediated students had CPA's at or above "C,"
compared to 85% for the )n-remedial students; the difference of eight percentage
points met the provisional s (lard.

Rates of retention through the fourth semester were essentially the same for the two
study groups (which met the provisional standard): 74% for completers of the BASK
writing course and 73% for non-remedial students. The differe:,re of five percentage
points in SSR between the remedial completers (57°0) and the non remedial comparison
group (62%) met the provisional standard.

Computation (Quantitative Reasoning)

Placement Criteria. The placement criterion used, a raw score of 22 on the
NJCBSPT-MC (approximately equivalent to a scaled score of 169) met the provisional
standard and was four scaled-score points above it. However, the college's use of raw
scores was problematic, since only scaled scores are interpretable from year to year (i.e.,
raw scores may shift with each new form of the test). Of the students who were tested,
37% of the full-time and 24% (n=17) of the part-time students were identified for
"Quantitative Reasoning."

Remedial Count, Jutcomes. Ninety percent of the full-time enrollees and all (100%) of
the four part-Lime enrollees passed the remedial course. Both rates met ti,e provisional
standard. These data included students who failed the actual course but then passed the
second-semester competency exam. A variety of "retest" instruinents were used,
including the California Achievement Test, the NICBSPT-EA and -MC. Sixty-four
percent of the students who passed the course attained the college's minimum score on
the NJCBSPT-MC.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Of the remedial completers who went on to the first
(subsequent) college level course, 89% passed. This passing rate was seven pe,,,entage
points lower than the rate for the non-remedial students who took the same course (96°0),
the difference did not meet the provisional standard. It sho-ld be kept in mind, however,
that t'ae non-remedial students performed so well in this course that the comparison with
remediation-completed students may not have yielded a fruitful criticism. In addition,
the course used in this follow-up analysis was "Information Systems and Programming",
passing rates likely were not as reflective of the need for quantitative skills as those in a
bona fide mathematics course would have been.

Seventy percent of the remedial completers had cumulative CPA's at or above a "C,"
compared to 87% of the non-remedial students. The 17 percentage point differential
between the two groups did not meet the provisional standard.
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Among the students who completed reinediation in computation, 77% returned in thefourth semester. Seventy-one percent of the non-remedial students returned, and thedifference met the provisional standard. The SSR for remedial cornpleters was 54%,compared to 62% for the non-remedial compariso1 group; the difference of eight
percentage points missed the provisional standard by one percentage point.

Elementary Algebra

The college did not offer a separate ,emedial course in elementary algebra (see
"Quantitative Reasoning"). Of interest, however, students who passed the "QuantitativeReasoning" course were retested with the NJCBSPT-EA (anu other instruments used).The raw mean score reported on this retest, a 12 (n.203) was equivalent to a scaled scoreof 162-165 (depending on the test form used). This means both that the mean retest
score for successrul completers of the course was 2-5 scaled-score points below the
NJCBSPT-EA placement criterion provisional standard and that it corresponded to the"lack proficiency" category of the Basic Skills Council. This result, albeit based on only
a single indicator, would argue that the "Quantitative Reasoning" course was not givingthe students an in-depth grounding in elementary algebra. Stockton has since revised its
remedial mathematics curriculum (see footnote).

Overview

Strengths

Richard Stockton State College did a commendable job of testing and placing its students
in the required remedial courses. The, figures for both the 1983 and the 1984 cohorts
were consistently high.

In each of the three areas, remediated students returned in the fourth semester in higher
percentages then the non-remedial comparison groups.

The "Study Skills and CriticalThinking" rnd "College Writing" courses showed positive
signs of effectiveness. For inst, ice, on each of the four indicators of subsequent
academic performance, the remediated students compared favorably with the
non-remedial students. However, the partial retest data made it difficult to interpret
these positive signs.

Areas of Concern

The institution should reconsider its non-standard use of NJCBSPT raw scores rather than
scaled scores in its placement criteria (all areas).

In two of the areas ("Study Skills and Critic,' Thinkir.g" and writing), only partial data
were submitted on retesting. The lack of !, , data made it difficult to interpret the
unusually high passing rates in the BASK and first (subsequent) college-level courses.

Questions were raised concerning the i,dequacy of the first (subsequent) college-level
course rata ibmitted by the institution. In all three skill areas, data were reported foronly a small fraction of the remedial completers. For example, of the 370 full-time
stude who passed the remedial writing course, results were available for only 128
(35%). Not knowing the fate of the other 212 students and the degree to which the giN
data were representative complicated interpretation of the unusually high passing rates.
In addition, the college should relonsider its choice of college-level follow-up course inmathematics.
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The lack of a rem-dial effort focused on reading skills is of great concern. The college
should reexamine how it meets the needs of underprepared students in reading.

Various concerns surfaced about the nature of mathematics remediation at Stockton.
The gap in GPA's between non-remedial and remediation-completed students and the
suggestive NJCBSPT-EA retesting data pointed to the need for the college to reexamine
hcw well its approach t) math remediation was serving its underprepared students. The
college has since addressed this problem and has revised its mathematics curriculum.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The "one semester only" model of remedial course work followed by (for those who fail
on first attempt) one additional semester of independelii tutoring would seem to place a
heavy burden on student tutors. A follow- up investigation of the students who do not
pass the competency exam in the second semester may be instructive for the college.

Stockton might examine the extent to which the "writing- intensi' e" section of "Study
Skills and Critical Thinking" served the writir6 needs of the sn...a number of stu2eris
who were placed into it.

1 .I
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RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Time* Cohort
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1984-86

THOMAS A. EDISON STATE COLLEGE*

Policy Administration

All students in the 1984 cohort were defined by the college as part-time (see footnote).
Of the 77 part-time students required to be tested, 90% were tested, which met the
Board's minimum requirement. While no provisional standard has been established for
the enrollment f part -time students, Thomas Edison enrolled within four semesters 70%
(7 of 10) in required reading, 67% (4 of 6) in writing, 71% (10 of 14) in computation, and,
55% (21 of 38) in elementary algebra . Enrollment of these students, by the nature of
Thomas Edison college, occurred at other institutions around the state. Only four or
fewer part-time students per area who IA ere identified for remediation had not begun the
necessary course work by the fourth semester (which met the provisional standard for
full-time students; no standard has been set for part-time students). elementary
algebra 17 put-time students were present in the fourth semester without hinik,
enrolled in the necessary remedial work ;which did not meet the provisional stand 'rd for
full-time students; no standard has been set for part-time students).

Remedial Areas

All Areas

Placement Criteria. The college set its F,lacement scores at the median of the scores
used by the other eight state colleges. This resulted in the following placement criteria:
an NJCBSPT-RC score of 165 for reading (which met the provisional standard and was
four points above it), an NJCBSPT-SS score of 164 (which met the provisional standard
and was three points above it) and an NJ CBSPT-Essay score of 7 (which did not meet the
provisional standard) for writing, an NJCBE:PT-MC score of 166 for computation (which
met the provisional standard) and an NJCI3SPT-EA score of 1'6 for elementary algebra
(which met the provisional standard and wce, nine points above it). Application of these
criteria resulted in 14% of the students being identified for reading, 9% for writing, 20%
for computation and 55% for elementary algebra.

Remedial C0111 ;:e Outcomes. In all four remedial areas, 100% of the students who
enrolled in the final level of remediation (N=7, 4, 10 & 21 respectively) passed. No retest
results were supplied by the college, course:, were taugnt elsewhere and Edison students
were included in the data reported by other colleges.

no

A. Edison State College offers external degrees to mid-ca-eer adults. Then is

portfolio evaluation and testing) are also used. Students are Js part- time only.
Most students enter the ceege with at least 30 credit hours from uther colleges.

In addition, data on academic ("follow-up") indicators for part time students WCfc not

no instruction given at the college. Students enroll in classes at other ;olleges to satisfy
remedial and degree requirements. Other procedures for awarding academic credits (e.g.,

called for in the Basic Skills Council's reporting guidelines. The college't, primary
responsibilities regarding skills-deficient students are to test, place, and certify
completion of necessary remedial courses.

Consequently, the majority of the entering students an- not, by Board policy, required to
take the NJCBSI-T. Edison students are included in the data reported by other colleges.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Results for part-time students were not called for inthe Council's reporting guidelines. Further, data for Edison students were included in the
statistics reported by other institutions.

Overview

Strengths

Given that the testing of students was cordacted on site in Trenton, at many other
colleges throughout the state, and also at everal out-of-state institutions (there was no
residency requirement), the fact that Thomas Edison met the Board's minimum
requirement for testing part-time students is especially noteworthy.

No more than four part-time students each in reading, writing, and computation who
needed remedial work remained for four semesters without enrolling in the necessaryremedial courses.

Areas of Concern

Although the numbers of students were, small, timely enrollment in needed rei.!Aial
courses (even though offered "at a distance") should be a priority for this institution.
Four-semester remedial enrollments for its part-time adults who needed remediation
hovered around 70% in each area except elementary algebra. where it was only 55%.
While ro provisional standard for part-time students has beea set, the college should
encourage its algebra deficient students to enroll in remedial courses as early as possible.

142
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TRENTON STATE COLLEGE

Policy Administration

In 1984, Trenton State tested 100% of both it full-time and part-time students, a
commendable achievement. The college met the board mandate of enrolling within two
semesters at least 90% of full-time students needing remediation in each of the
applicable skill :cos (reading, 9 .%; writing, 95%; computation, 97%). Further, 98% of
the students idec.ified for remedial algebra were enrolled in algebra courses within two
semesters (no two-semester enrollment standard has been set for algebra). Despite these
strong two-semester enrollmer.. , howeer, 14 full-time students identified for reading
and 13 full-time students identified for elementary algebra were present in the fourth
semester without having begun the required remediation; these numbers did not meet the
provisional standard. The college met the fourth-semester provisional standard in writing
and computation.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. The NJCBSPT-RC score below which students at Trenton State
were placed into remediation was 166. This met the provisional standard and exceeded it
by five mints. The criterion resulted in 30% of full-time students and 6% of f:_he five)
p:irt.-time students being identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Ninety-three percent of the full-time students and all (of
the three) part-time students who enrolled in the final level of remedial reading passed
the course, which met the provisional standard of 80%. The retest results showed that
b7% of the students who passed the course reached the college's minimum level on the
retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent college -level composition course,
the performance of the remediation-completed students (95% passed) was nearly
identical to that of the non-remedial students (96% passed) and thus met the provisional
standard. The high passing rate for the remediated student in the college-level course
was outstanding. Remedial completers returned for the fourth semester at a rate (78%)
above that of non-remedial students (76%), which :net the provisional standard.

Both the percentages of students with CPA's at or above "C" and the cumulative SSR's,
although submitted by the institution, were calculated incorrectly (thus the college did
not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council). These two indicators, therefore,
could not be used in this analysis. Without these data the assessment of the program was
incomplete. Nevertheless, passing rates on bcth remedial and college-level courses as
well as retention rates were positive signs.

Writing

Placement Criteria. In 1984, Trenton State used an mjCBSPT-Essay score of seven below
which students were placed into writing remediation, this cut off score met the
provisional standard. The result was 25% of the full-time students and 6% of the five
part-time students were identified for remediation. The criterion had been lowered from
a score of eight in 1983.
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Remedial Coarse Outcomes. The final level of writing remediation was passed by 950/0 of
the full-time students and all (of the three) part-timers, which met the 80% provisional
standard. In the retest, 67% of the students who passed the course met the college's
minimum sr.ore.

Jubsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent college-level composition course,
97% of the remedial completers passed, comp,..ked to 95% of the non-reiuedial students,
an outstanding performance which met the provisional standard. A higher percents of
remediation completers (77%) returned in the fourth semester than did non- remeatal
students (74%), which met the provisional standard.

Both the percentages of students with GPA's at or above and 3 cumulative SE s,
although submitted by the institution, were calculated incorrectly (tnus me college
not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council). These two indicators, thei:efore,
could not be used in this analysis. As in the reading program, however, the data that
were available on passing rates and retention were positive.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Trenton used an NJCBSPT-MC score of 171 (six scaled score points
above the provisional standard) as its criterion for placement. As a result, 32% of its
full-time students (N=331) and 12% of its part-time students (N=10) were ideatified for
computation remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 321 full-time and eight part-time students in the
final level, 81% and 75% respectively passed the course. The rate for the full-time
students met the provisional standard but the part-time rate did not (however, the sample
size 'nr the latter was low). On the retest, 85% of the ',lc:dents who passed the course
reached the college's minimum level.

Subsequent Academic Performanc Students completing computation remediation
passed their subsequent college-1 vel mathematics course at a lower :ate (85%) than
non-remedial students (92%); the difference did not meet the provisional stanc:_rd. The
retention rate of the completers (81%), however, was above that of non-remedial
students (75%) and therefore met the provisional standard.

Both the percentages of students with GPA' s at or above "C" aild the cumulative SSR' s,
although submitted by the institution, were calculated incorrectli (thus the college did
not fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council). These two indicators, therefore,
could not be used in this analysis. Without these data, the asspssinen. f the program was
inconclusive.

Elementary Algebra

of the students who passed the coarse attained the .ullege's minimum score.

Placement Criteria. An NJCBSPT-EA cut off score of 176 (nine scaled score points

part-1'..mers, N=10) were identified for remediation.

above the provisional standard) was used lo place students into elementary algebra
remediation at Trenton State. Forty-eight percent of the full-time students (and 12% of

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 481 full-title students enrolled in the ,inal -level
remedial course '9% passed, while 75% of the part-time si, dents passed (of enrolled).
Both percentages did not meet the 80% pa visional stem" ad. On the algebra retest, 83%
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Subsequent Academic Performance. As in the computation area, the completers had high
passing rates in the subsequent college-level math course (87%) but not as high as the
non-remedial students ( 4%); the difference did not meet the provisional standard. The
fourth-semester retention rate of the completers (83%) was higher than the non-remedial
students (75%) and therefore met the provisional standard.

Both the percentages of E .idents with GPA's at or above "C" and the cumulative SSR s,
although submitted by the institut:on, were calculate. incorrectly (thus the college did
not fulfill the guidelines of the BPc;r" Skits Council). These two indicators, therefore,
could not be used in this analysis. As in the computation area, the data al,ailablefirst
college-level course passing rates and retention--were positive.

Overvievi

Strengths

The 100% testing rate reported for both full- and part- time students was commendable.

The college succeeded in enrolling within two semesters over 90% of its full-time
students in the required remedial courses in all skill areas.

Passing rites in the reined:al reading and writing courses wrifv, high and were
accompanied by equally high passing rates for the completers iii their first (subsequent)
college-level composition courses.

Fourth-semester retention rates for completers exceeded those ut non-remedial students
in every skill area.

Areas of Concern

Too many full-time students who had been identified for remediation :n reading and
algebra were present in the fourth semester withuut ha'ing enrolled in remedial courses.

Data fror. the college on percent GPA at or greater than "C" and cumulative SSR were
incorrectly calculated and consequently had to be omitted from these analyses. Without
these date, interpretations of the other indicators for each of the programs were
inconclusive.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The drop in the NJCBSPT-Essay placement criterion from i983 to 1984 might be
reviewed by the college.
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TRENTON STATE COLLEGE
Remedial Program Profiles, 1984 Full-Timefr Cohort
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_
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LEVEL MN LEV1L
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N/A N/A

0
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SEM) FINAL TEST tST COL (4 SEM)
LEVEL MN LEVEL

COURSE

PROVIQNAL STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE
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REMEDIAL. STUDENTS

0 NONRE MEDIAL STUDENTS

NIA NOT AVAILABLE

RETESTINS ('RETEST MIN.") MAY INCLUDE PART-TIME STUDENTS
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t, A N/A

TEST ENROLL PA": RE PASS RETURN GPA 2 2 SSR
(2 EEM) FINAL TEST 1ST COL (4SEM)

LEVEL 1.1 14 LEVEL
COURSE

NUMBER PRESENT (4 -SEMI BUT NOT ENROLLED

PROVISIONAL STANDARD 5 10 STUDENTS

READING 14

WRITING 6

COMPUTATION 10

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA 13
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1984-86

WILLIAM PATERSON COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

Policy Administration

William Paterson rested all of its 1,041 full-time and 104 part-time students who o.'ere
required to be tested. This performance is commendable. Further, the college succeeded
in enrolling within two semesters over 30% of its identified, full-time students in the
appropriate remedial courses ii. all areas (reading, 93%, writing, 97%; computation, 90%;
and elementary algebra, 92%); the rates in reading, writing and computation satisfied the
Board's minimum requirement (no two-semester enrollment standard has been set for
algebra). By the fourth semester, zero full-time students in writing and only seven in
elementary algebra were present without having enrolled in the necessary remedial
courses (which met the provisional standard). Howell er, 19 students identified as needing
reading and 16 students who needed Computation had not yet begun remedial course work
by the fourth semester. The numbers for the latter two areas did not meet the
provisional standard.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria. In 1984, William Paterson used multiple criteria to determine
reading placement: an NJCBSPT-RC score of 166 (whicl- met the provisional standard
and was five scaled-score points above it), or an SAT-V sc of 400 with NJCBSP'I'-RC
166-168, or a Nelson-Denny raw score of 87. The procc .s resulted in 31% of the
full-time and 25% of the part-time students being placed into reading remediation.

Re..tediaI Course Outcomes. Eighty-two percent of both full- and part-time students
passed the final remedial level of reading. Both passing rates met the provisional
standard. Of the students who passed, 92% met the college's minimum score on the

retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the suusequent English composition course,
remediation - completed students passed at a rate (83%) comparable to that for the
nun-remedial students (37%), the difference met the provisional standard. Fifty-five
percent of the completers had cumulative CPA's at or above "C" compared to 79% for
the non-remedial students; this difference did not meet the previsional standard.

Retention of the remediation-completed students (73%) was higher than that of
non-remedial students (67%) and met the provisional standard. On the SSR measure. the
performance of cornpleters (40%) did not compare favorably to that of the non remedial
students (52 %), and the difference did not meet the provisional standard.

Writing

Placement Criteria. The college empioyed an NJCBSPT-Essay score of 6 or less or an
NJCBSPT-Essay score equal to 7 with an NJCBSPT-SS score of 168 (which met he
provisional standard). Of the full-time, tested students, 33% were identified for .siting
remediation, and 34% of the part-time students were similarly identified.

1 84
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Remedial Course Outcomes. The final-level remedial writing course was passed by 88%of the enrolled, full-time students and 78% of the part-time students. The former rate
met the provisional standard but the latter did not. Ninety-sev i percent of the exitingstudents met the college's criterion on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the subsequent English composition course, 77%of the remediation completers passed, compared to 88% of the non-remedial students.The difference did not meet the provisional standard. Further, the remediation-
completed students did not achieve CPA's at or above "C" at a level comparable to that
of the non-remedial students (55% vs. 79% respectively); the difference did not meet thy;provisional standard.

On the other hand, remediation completers were retained in the fourth semester at ahigher level (72%) than the non-remedial students (67%), which met the provisional
standard. As in the reading area, the lower relative CPA's of the completers meant that
the group's SSR was also lower than that of the non-remedial students (40% vs. 53%); andthe difference in performance between the groups did not meet the provisional standard.

In summary, results for the writing program at William Paterson were mixed. Despite thefavorable remedial course passing rates, the high percentagk-, of students who attained thecollege's minimum on the locally scored retest and the relatively strong retention ratefor remedial completers, other academic indicators (e.g., passing rates in college-level
courses and GPA's) point to a need for the college to review its program.

Computation

Placement Criteria. Students were placed into computation at the college if the.r
NJCBSPT-MC rlre fell below 167. This criterion met the provisional standard and wastwo points above it. As a result, 29% of the full-time students and 31% of part-timers
were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Eighty-seven percent of the enrolled, full-time students and85% of the part-time students passed the computation course. Both rates met the
provisional standard. Ninety-seven percent of the exiting students met the college 'sminimum score on the retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level math course,
76% of the remedial completers passed, compared with 89% of the non-remedial
students. This difference did not meet the provisional standard. Moreover, the percent
GPA's at or above "C" for the completers (58%) was not comparable to that for the
non-remedial students (76%) and did not meet the provisional standard.

Despite these negative results, completers of remediation were retained at a higher level
(75%) than the non-remedial students (66%). which met the standard. Largely owing to
the high retention, the SSR of the completers (44%) met the provisional standard with
respect to that of the non-remedial students (50%).

The computation program presented a mixed pattern of results. While remedial course
passing rates, retention and retest competency were high, remediated studentE successin the subsequent college-level math courses and the relative GPA at or above "C"
performance for this grow,. raised quest' s about the effectiveness of this program.

183
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Elementary Algebra

racement Criteria. William Paterson used an NJCBSPT-EA score of 175 (which met the
provisional standard and was eight points above it) for placement of those students in
math-related major programs. Twenty-three percent of the full-time and 32 of the
part-time test-takers were identified for remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the full-time students who were enrolled in remedial
algebra, 81% passed the course, and 7 3 % of the part-time students also passed. The
full-time rate met the provisional standard but the part-time rate (N=29) did not.
Eighty-five percent of the exiting students a% nies,ed the college's minimum score nn the
retest.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level math course.
the passing rate for the algebra completers (81%) was comparable to that for the
non-remedial stud-mts (84%) and met the provisional standard. Even more telling (and a
reversal of the typical pattern), the completers as a group displayed a higher percentage
of CPA's at or above "C" (76%) than did tae non-remedial students (71%). Not only did
this GPA compa-ison meet the provisional standard, but such a pattern reversal is a
compelling indicator of programmatic effectiveness.

Similarly, remedial cornpleters outperformed non-remedial students on the retention
(76% vs. 68%) and SSR (58% vs. 48%) ind'cators. In both cases, the p. _ rmance of the
remedial completers as a group met the pros.isicnal standard and excen%., it by a sizable
margin.

The follow-up results argue for a successful elementary algebra program at William
Paterson College.

Overview

Streng ths

William Paterson College is to be commended for its high testing rates for full- and
part-time students. Further, the college enrolled within two semesters user 90% of its
identified, full-time students in the necessary remedial course: in all areas.

Remedial courses passing rates and retest results were high in all four areas.

Retention rates for the remediat.an-completed groups exceeded the non-remedial
comparison groups in every skill area.

Outcomes in the elementary algebra area were uniformly posithe, thus arguing
convincingly for a successful realer.. al effort for those students placed in the proL, -m.

Areas of Concern

In the reading and computation areas, too many of the identified students were present in
the fourth semester without having begun the necessary remedial course work.

In writing and in computation, the performances of the remediated students in the first
(subsequent) college-level courses, on GPA and on SSR did no. compare favorably to
those of the non-remedial students.
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Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The college might explore the reasons for the large difference in GPA between
remediation-completed and non-ramrdial .students in reading, writing, and computation.hi so doing, the institution might loox at the algebra program as a potential source ofideas for success.

1 8 7
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ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
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1984-86

RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITYCAMDzN

Policy Administration

In 1984, Rutgers University's Camden campus tested 97% of its full-time students
required to be tested, which satisfied Lie Board of Higher Education's minimum testing
requirement. Of concern, however, only 54% of the part-time students were tested,
which did not meet the Board's requirement.

At the two-semester point, 65% of the full-time students identific 1 for reading and 57%
of those identified for writing were enrolled in the appropriate reniedial court es. Neither
rate met the Board's minimum enrollment standard. Seventy-five percent of the
full-time students identified for algebra had enrolled in a remedial algebra course within
two-semesters (a two-semester enrollment standard for algebra has not been set). Few
students persisted in the fourth semester without having begun the necessary remedial
courses: in reading, 7; in writing, 4; and in elementary algebra, 9. Each of these
four-semester values m..t the provisional standard.

Note that for the "subsequent" follow-up indicators in reading and writing (discussed
below), the definition used by Rutgers for completion of remediation was enrollment in
college-level English 101, even though a student may not Lave actually taken a remedial
course. Thus, the follow-up results for "completers" apparently reflected a mined
population of students, only rime of whom passed the required skills courses and some of
whom perhaps circumvented remedial instruction. This definition raised questions about
the meaningfulness of all verbal skills follow-up data reported by the University.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Placement Criteria All students scoring below 171 on the NJCBSPT-RC (which met the
provisional standard and was 10 scaled-score points abovt: it) and below the 50th
percentile on the McGraw-Hill Reading Test were identified for remediation.
Descriptive information on the latter instrument would have been helpful to the
committee, since students who met either criteron were exempted from reinediation.
Unfortunately, these details were not reported. In 1984, 24% of the full-time and 19% of
the part-time students were identified for reading.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Ninety-eight percent of the identified, full-time enrollees
(and both part-time enrollees) passed the final-level remedial coursc, which met the
provisional standard. Data on retesting were not provided, thus, Rutgers- Camden did not
fulfill the reporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequ..i Academic Performance. Students who completed remediation passed their
,rat (subsequent) college-level course at a rate of 86%, compared to 89% for

non-remedial students. the differenf,e met the provisional standard. The percentages of
remediated a-td non-remedial students with CPA's at or above "C" were equal (87%),
which met the provisional standard. ( riously, 100% of the 10 students who did not
complete remediation in reading also had CPA's at or above "C.")

18
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Remediated students returned in the fourth semester at the same rate as the
non-remedial comparison group (68%), which met the provisional standard. Further, the
SSR of remedioted students wp.s 60%, while that of the non-remedial students was 59%;the difference met the provisional standard. (Note, however, that the 17 students
reported in the "remediation not completed" category also had an SSR of 59%).

Writing

Placement Criteria. Students with a score below 168 on either the NJCBSPT -RG or -SS
were placed into a remedial writing course. The NJCBSPT-SS cutoff met the provisional
standard and was 7 percentage points above it. In addition, it was reported th At "if the
class work [in the first week] does not confirm the results of the NJGBST [sic students
can be re-assigned..." In 1984, 27% of full-time and 37% (n=27) of part-time students
were identified for writing remediation.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the students enrolled in the f;nal-level remedial course,
84% of full-timers and 71% (n=7) of part-timers passed. The passing rate for full-time
students met the provisional standard but the part-time rate (albeit based on a small
sample size) did not. No retesting data were provided; thus, the University did not fulfill
the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Students who completed remediation passed their
first (subsequent) college-level murse at the rate of 92%, compared to 89% of the
non-remedial students. the difference met the provisional standard. The percentage of
remediation-completed students with CPA's at or above C" was 80%, compared to 91%
for non-remedial students; this gap of 11 percentage points in performance between the
two g vs also met the provisional standard.

Rem, students returned in the fourth semester at a higher rate than the
non -rep ial students (75% vs. 67%), which met the provisional standard. The SSR of
remediated students nearly matched that of the non-remedial students (60% vs. 61%),
which met the provisional standard.

Computation

Rutgers-Camden did not cffer a separate corr.putation course. Whether any computation
instruction was embedded within the remedial algebra sequence (see Elementary Algebra,
below) could not be ascertained from the scant documentatic submitted for review.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Scores below 168 on the NjCBSPT-EA (which met the provisional
standard) and 165 on the NJCBSPT-MC were used to place students into remedial
algebra. How these criteria worked :n combination and whether computation topics were
covered in the remedial algebra sequence were ,..stated in the University s brief report.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The percentage of full-time students who passed the
final-level remedial course was 69% (n=39), which did not meet the provisional standard.
Further, this passing rate reflected a decline from the 1983-cohort level (82%, n =38).
The three part-time enrollees (100%) passed. No retesting data were provided; thus, the
University did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

stj
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Students who completed the remedial algebra
sequence passed their first (subsequent) college-level course at the rate of 75% (n=12),
which nearly matched the rate for the non-remedial comparison group (76%, n=37) and
thus met the provisional standai,... The percentage of GPA's at or above a "C" for
reinediation-completed students (87%, n=23) compared favorably to that for
non-remedial students (90%), and the difference met the provisional standard.

Students who completed remediation were retained at a rate of 85%, compered to 70%
for the non-remedial students (which met the provisional standard). The SSR for
remediated students was 74% (n=27), compared to a non-remedial rate of 62%, this
difference met the provisional standard and was a reversal of the typical pattern.

Overview

Strengths

Rutgers-Camden MEA the Board's minimum testing reqairement for full- time students.

In algebra, results oa the available follow-up indicators suggested that the remedial
program was successful. The CPA, SSR and retention comparisons were especially
compelling. Unfortunately, in the absence of retest data this interpretation was
inconclusive.

Outcomes in the reading and writing areas appeared favorable, "remediated" students
seemingly perfoil..ed comparably to the non-remedial students on oach of the follow up
indicators. However, the University's non-standard definition of remedial cc 'ipletion
and the absence of retest data made it impossible to fully interpret these results.

Areas of Concern

Only 54% of the part-time s .idents were tested in 1984. The University should raisc its
rate to at least 90%. in keeping with Board of Higher Education policy.

In reading and writing areas, the two-semester enrollment rates for full- time students
fell short of the Board's minimum enrollment standard by a wide margin. The campus
needs to monitor more closely the enrollment of identified students into appropriate
remedial courses.

No retest data were r..vorted for any skin area. The absence of these results made it
especially difficult to interpret: 1) the ui isually high remedial-course passing rates for
full-time students in reading and writing, and 2) in the case of algebra, the decline in the
remedial-course passing rate from 1983- t i 1984-cohort reports.

The apparent University practice of defining remedial completion in English retroactively
by searching the data base for students who took college -level writing courses, even
though such students may never have enrolled in or passed the remedial courses, is of
great concern. This definition raised questions about the meaningfulness of all reading
and writing follow-up data reported by the University.

The text which accompanied this institution's data tables (as per the Council's reporting
guidelines) was too brief. The lack of descriptive detail was an especially serious
shortcoming because review of the submitted data raised several key questions which
could not be resolved (e.g., how reported placement criteria actually were used, whether
or not computation was included in the remedial algebra courses).
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Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

In reading, the SSR's for the three student groups (i.e., students who completed:emediation those who did not complete remediation, and non-remedial students) all fetewithin a point of one another. Further, the small number of students who did notcomplete reading all had CPA's at or above "C." The University may wish to explorethese curi,,us findings.

1°ti Z
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1984-86

RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY--NEWARK

Policy Administration

The 1984 cohort reported on here was 113 full-time and approximately 43 part-time
students larger than in 1983, reflecting the institution's reorganization which combined
the day and evening colleges into one unit. Rutgers-Newark tested 93% of its full-time
freshmen required to be tested. which met the Board of Higher Education's minimum
testing requirement. Of its 104 part-time students, however, less than half (47%) were
tested. This latter rate did not meet the Board's minimum testing requirement and was
reason for concern.

Of the full-time students identified for the institution's integrated reading and writing
course, 98% had enrolled in this remedial course v ithin two semesters; this met the
Board's minimum enrollment standard. Further, 92% of the students identified for
elementary algebra had enrolled in the institution's remedial math course within two
semesters (a two-semester enrollment standard for algebra has not been set). Only one
full-time student identified for remedial English and six identified for elementary algebra
persisted in the fourth semester without having enrolled in the appropriate remedial
courses; each of these values met the provisional standard.

Note that for the "subsequent" follow-up indicators in verbal skills (see below), the
definition used by Rutgers for completion of remediation was enrollment in college-level
English 101, even though a student may not have actually taken a remedial course. Thus,
the follow-up results for "completers" apparently a mixed population of
students, only some of whom passed the inquired skills courses and some of whom perhaps
circumvented remedial instruction. This definition raised questions about the

meaningfulness of all verbal skills follow-up data reported by the University.

Remedial Areas

Reading/Writing

Placement Criteria. Rutgers-Newark offered a two-semester remedial sequence in

verbal skills (reading and writing instruction combined). Placement was conducted using
a combination of six criteria: NJCBSPT-Essay (local) score of 8 (which met the
provisional standard), NJCBSPT -SS raw score of 24 (translated to a scaled score of 166,
which met the provisional standard and ',vas five scaled-score points above it), TSWE 49.
SAT-V 400, and high school rank in upper half. The institution stated that it was -aware
of the problem of using the (NJCBSPT) raw rather than the scaled score, and will correct

In 1984, those identified as needing remedial English comprised only 9% of the full-time
and 22% of the part-time entering students. In contrast, 18% of full-time and 25% of
part-time stu'..nts in tI 1983 cohort were similarly identified, using the same criteria.
This shift in identification rates was unexplained.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 47 full-time students enrolled in the final-level
remedial reading/writing course, 83% passed (which met the provisional standard). Three
of the se: Jul part-time enrollees (43%) passed. No data on retesting were furnished by
the institution; thus, Rutgt.rs-Newark did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of le Basic

Skills Council.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-two percent of the remedial completers(n=43) passed the first (subsequent) college-level English composition course, compared to89% of the non-remedial students. This 17 percentage-point gap in performance betweenthe two groups did not meet the provisional standard (cf. the 1983 cohort, where 93% and95% respectively passed the English composition course). The percentage of remedialcompleters with CPA's at or above "C" was 66%--17 percentage-points below that ofnon-remedial students (83%). This difference in GPA's, though it did not meet the
provisional standard, nevertheless reflected improvement over the 34 percentage-pointGPA gap reported for the 1983 cohort

Ninety-five percent (n=43) of the remediated students returned in the fourth semester,compared to 81% of the non-remedial students (which met the provisional standard). The
former group exhibited an SSR of 63%, compared to 67% for the latter; the difference
met the provisional standard.

Writing

Rutgers-Newark did not offer a separate remedial course in writing (see Reading/Writing,
above).

Computation

The institution offered a two-semester mathematics sequence which integrated
arithmetic and algebra (see Elementary Algebra, below).

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. Scores of 167 on the NJCBSPT-EA (which met the provisional
standard) and 168 on the NJCBSPT- MC (which met the provisional standard and was threescaled-score point above it) were used to determine mathematics placement at
Rutgers-Newark. Thirteen percent of the full-time and 56% (n=39) of the part-tiinci
students were identified for remedial mathematics.

Remedial Course Outcomes. The final-level remedial course passing rate for full-time
students was high (94%) and met the provisional standard. The rate for part-time
students (64%, n=11), however, did not. No retest data were reported; thus, the
institution did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. In the first (subsequent) college-level mathematics
course, 92% of the remedial completers passed, compared to only 64% of the
non-remedial students; this 28 percentage-point difference met the provisional standard
and was a reversal of the typical pattern. Further, the percentage of remedial
completers with GPA's at or above "C" was 83%, compared to 82% for the non-remedial
students (which met the provisional standard).

Surprisingly, however, only 78% of the remedial completers were retained in the fourth
semester, compared to 82% of the non-remedial students; this difference did not meet
the provisional standard. The SSR for the remediation-completed group (64%) nearly
matched that for the non-remedial group (67%), which met the provisional standard.

Apart from the retention data, these outcomes seemed indicative of a strong algebra
program. The absence of retest data, however, made it difficult to fully interpret these
positive signs.
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Overview

Strengths

Rutgers-Newark met the Board's minimum testing rate for full-time students. Further,
the institution succeeded in enrolling nearly all of the identified, full-time students in
appropriate remedial courses (both areas) within two semesters.

In mathematics, results on all available indicators (perhaps with the exception of
retention) suggested that the remedial program was successful. The college -level course
passing rate and GPA comparisons were especially compelling. Unfortunately, in the
absence of retest data this interpretation was inconclusive.

Areas of Concern

In 1984, less than half of the part-time students required to be tested were tested. The
institution should increase its testing of part-time students, at least to the 90% minimum
level established by the Board of Higher Education.

No retest data were reported for either skill area. The absence of these results made it
especially difficult to interpret the unusually high remedial-course passing rates for
full-time students.

The apparent University practice of defining remedial completion in English retroactively
by searching the data base for students who took college-level writing courses, even
though such students may never have enrolled in or passed the remedial courses, is of
great concern. This definition raised questions about the meaningfulness of all verbal
skills follow-up data reported by the University.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

Rutgers-Newark might investigate why its remedial identification rates: 1) shifted
abruptly from 1983 to 1984, and 2) were lower than comparable percentages reported for
the New Brunswick campuses.

The institution may osh to examine chy completers of remediation in mathematics
returned in the fourth semester at a low,er rate than the non-remedial comparison group.
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1984-86

RUTGERS, THE STATE UNIVERSITY- -NEW BRUNSWICK

Policy Administration

In 1984, Rutgers-New Brunswick tested 95% of its 4,486 full-time students required to be
tested, which satisfied the Board of Higher Education's minimum testing requirement. In
contrast, a mere 138 part-time students were required to be tested, yet only 21% were
tested. The part-time testing rate missed the Board's minimum expectation by a wide
margin and reflected a sharp decline from the 87% reported for the 1983 cohort.

At two semesters, 55% of the full-time students identified for reading and 92% of those
identified for writing had enrolled in remedial courses; the rate for writing met the
Board's minimum enrollment standard but that for reading did not. In addition, 62% of
the full-time students identified for remedial algebra had enrolled in the remedial math
sequence within two semesters (a two-semester enrollment standard for algebra has not
been set).

Excessively high numbers of full-time students who were identified for remediation in
each skill area had not enrolled in appropriate remedial courses by the fourth semester,
even though they still persisted at Rutgers-New Brunswick. In the reading area, there
were 296 such students; in writing, 38; and in algebra, 276. These counts of full-time,
identified students who had not received the needed remedial instruction by the fourth
semester missed the provisional standard by a wide margin. Moreover, similar high
counts were reported for the 1983 cohort.

According to the institution's effectiveness report, the number of students who actually
completed remediation in reading is under-represented [in these results], because data on
summer '84 enrollment is not available." Further, the advisory nature of placements into
reading (see Reading, below) might have been a contributing factor to the low reading
enrollments. (Note that in 1985, placement into a revised reading program became
mandatory for skills-deficient students ) For algebra, the enrollment data likely
reflected the fact that Douglass and Rutgers Colleges then had no mandatory math
requirement. (The institution's report projected that such a requirement would be in
place for the 1986 cohort.) Note that for the "subsequent" follow-up indicators in
reading and writing (discussed below), the definition used by Rutgers for completicyl of
remediation was enrollment in college-level English 101, even though a student may not
have actually taken a remedial course. Thus, the follow-up results for "completers"
apparently reflected a mixed population of :,tudents, only some of whom passed the
required skills courses and some of whom perhaps circumvented remedial instruction.
This definition raised questions about the meaningfulness of all verbal skills follow-up
data reported by the University.

Remedial Areas

Reading (Reading Workshop)

Placement Criteria. Remediation in reading was treated as a support a ervice for the
remedial writing courses. "Support services for students in the developmental program
included classes in reading skills as well as individual tutorials as supplements to the
writing courses. For all students who received a score of 165 or less on the
NJCBSPT-RC, enrollment [concurrently] in a Reading Workshop (...graded P/F) was
strongly recommended." Note that the placement criteria reported in the institution's
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effectiveness report were not consistent with those reported in the corresponding
"Annual Questionnaire." In contrast to the NJCBSPT-RC 166 ("below which") criterion
given above (which met the provisional standard and was five scaled-scoie points above
it), the following combinations also were reportedly used for remedial plE.cement in
reading; -RC 167 with an SAT-V of 460, or -RC 170 with an SAT-V of 41G, In 1984,
18% of the full-time and 38% (n=29) of the part-time students were ithintiied for the
Reading Workshop.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Ninety-two percent of the full-time students and both
part-time students enrolled in the Reading Workshop passed it, which met the provisional
standard. These passing rates were high. No data on retesting were reported; Urns, the
institution did not fulfill the reporting guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Ninety-three percent of both the remediated and
the non-remedial students passed the first (subsequent) college-level English composition
course, which met the provisional standard. These passing rates were high. Seventy-two
percent of the remediated students and 86% of non-remedial students had cumulative
CPA's at or above "C;" the 14 percentage-point difference met the provisional
standard. (Surprisingly, however, 65% of the 318 students in the third study groupthose
who needed but did not complete remediation in reading--also nad GPA's at or aboveif

Eighty-two percent of remediated students returned in the fourth semester, compared to
86% of the non-remedial comparison group; the difference did not meet the provisional
standard. (Note that 81% of the students who needed but did not complete remediation
also persisted in the fourth semester.) The SSR for remediated students was 59%,
compared to 74% for non-remedial students; thF difference did not meet the provisional
standard.

Since the "Reading Workshop" was a supplemental course taken concurrently with the
institution's remedial English courses (hence the reading component in essence was
embedded in a sequence whose final level for all identified students was a remedial
writing course), these follow-up results were not directly attributable to the reading
component. Nevertheless, the fact that the outcomes for "remedial completers" and
"non-completers" were strikingly similar raised questions about the impact of the
Reading Workshop. The institution has since restructured its remedial reading curriculum.

Writing (English)

Placement Criteria. Rutgers-New Brunswick used for placement in its English skills
sequence a highly complex set of criteria which was both difficult to understand and to
describe succinctly. The criteria included various combinations of NJCBSPT-RC, -SS and
SAT-V scores, and the criteria described in the institution's effectiveness report did not
agree with those listed on the corresponding "Annual Questionnaire," Due to the
conflicting accounts and inherent ccrnplexity, the committee was unable to assess these
criteria. In future reports, Rutgers-New Brunswick should carefully explicate the
criteria and indicate exactly how they were used.

The institution's effectiveness report indicated that the placement criteria in writing
"have been adjusted to preserve a uniform failure rate of 10-15%, Whenever the failure
rate for remediated students has exceeded this percentage, the necessary adjustments
were made in the placement standards." This statement raised additional questions about
placement standards and the extent to which they may have fluctuated ox er time.
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Remedial Course Outcomes. Ninety-seven percent of the full-time students enrolled in
the final-level remedial English course passed, a high passint, rate which met the
provisional standard. All (3) part-time enrollees passed. No retest data were furnished,
thus, the University did not fulfill the Council's reporting guidelines.

Subsequent Academic Performance. Ninety-two percent of remediated students passed
their first (subsequent) college -level course in English, compared to 93 J of the
non-remedial comparison group; this difference met the provisional standard. Further,
both passing rates were high. Sixty-eight percent of remediated students and 86% of
non-remedial students had cumulative CPA's at or above "C." This 18 percentage-point
gap in GPA performance between the two groups did not meet the provisional standard.

Comparable percentages of remediated and non-remedial students returned in the fourth
semester (87°/o and 86°/o respectively), which met the provisional standard. The SSR for
remediated students was 59°/o, compared to 74% for the non-remedial students; the 15
percentage point gap between remediated and non-remedial students did not meet the
provisional standard.

In summary, the outcomes for the remedial English sequence were mixed. The remedial
course passing r. ,es were high, and the first (subsequent) college -level course passing
rate and retention comparisons were favorable. Flowet:r, the absence of retest data and
the University's non-standard definition of remedial completion made it difficult to
interpret these positive signs.

Computation

Rutgers-New Brunswick did not offer a separate computation course. The course
descriptions given in the institution's report implied that students with low
NJCBSPT-MC scores (see Elementary Algebra, below) were placed in special
arithmetic - intensive sections of the remedial algebra course. This would suggest that the
students with greatest needs, ironically, were presented with both computation and
elementary algebra content within a single course; students who needed only the
elementary algebra instruction, on the other hand, apparently' received the equivalent
algebra content but in a less hurried fashion.

Elementary Algebra

Placement Criteria. The remedial algebra sequence at Rutgers-New Brunswick included
courses in both elementary and intermediate algebra. The placement criteria used were
as follows: NJCBSPT-EA scores of 161 (which did not meet the provisional standard)
with 167 on the NJCBSPT-MC; or N JCBSPT-EA 171 (which met the provisional standard
and was lour scaled-score points above it) and acceptable performance on an in-house
test. In 1984, 17% of the full-time students and 88% of the part-time students were
identified for remediation in algebra.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Seventy-five percent of full-time and 83% (n.6) part-time
enrollees passed the final-level remedial algebra course; the passing rate for full-time
students did not meet the provisional standard but the part-time rate did. No data on
retesting were provided; thus, the college did not fulfill the Council's reporting
guidelines.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Fifty-six percent of remediated students and 70% ofthe non-remedial students passed the first (subsequent) college-level course inmathematics; the gap of 14 percentage points did not meet the provisional standard.Seventy-five percent of remediated students had cumulative CPA's at or above "C,"compared to 85% of the non-remedial students; the difference met the provisionalstandard. (Note, however, that 77% of students who needed but did not complete
remediation also had CPA's at or above "C.")

Eighty-eight percent of the remediated students returned in the fourth semester,compared to 86% of the non-remedial students (which met the provisional standard).
(Surprisingly, seventy-five percent of the 331 students who needed but did not complete
remediation also persisted in the fourth semester.) The SSR for remediated students was66%, compared to 73% for the non-remedial students; the seven percentage-point
difference met the provisional standard.

Results for the algebra program at Rutgers-New Brunswick were mixed. The retention,GPA and SSR comparisons were favorable. However, the relatively weak performance ofremediated students in first (subsequent) college-level mathematics courses, and the
surprisingly similar performances of remedial "completer" and "non-completer" groupson some indicators, were cause for concern.

Overview

Strengths

Rutgers-New Brunswick met the Board's minimum testing rate for full-tirde students.

The institution succeeded in enrolling in remediation within two semesters over 90% of
the students identified for remedial English.

The remedial course passing rates in writing (English) wPre high. Further, the first
(subsequent) college-level course passing rate and retention comparisons for this skill
area were favorable. Unfortunately, the absence of retest data and the University's
non-standard definition of remedial completion made it difficult to interpret these
positive signs.

The retention, GPA and SSR results for completers of the algebra sequence were positive.

Areas of Concern

In 1984, only 21% of the part-time students who were required to be tested were tested,and this rate reflected a sharp decline from the previous year's result. The University
should raise this testing rate to at least 90%, in keeping with Board of Higher Education
policy.

In reading, the two-semester enrollment rate for full-time students missed the Board's
minimum enrollment standard by a wide margin. Moreover, excessively high numbers of
full-time students who were identified for remediation (all skill areas) had not enrolled in
appropriate remedial courses by the fourth semester, even though they still persisted at
the University. Rutgers-New Brunswick needs to monitor more closely the enrollment of
identified students in each of its remedial areas.
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The apparent University practice of defining remedial completion in English retroactively
by searching the data base for students who too': college-level writing courses, even
though such students may never have enrolled in or passed the remedial courses, is of
great concern. This definition raised questions about the meaningfulness of all reading
and writing follow-up data reported by the University.

The text which accompanied this :as itution's data tab, is (as per the Council's reporting
guidelines) was insufficiently dztailed and/or ambiguous in cent in critical areas. For
example, both the complex placement criteria used for the English skills sequence and the
relationship of reading to writing components were especially difficult to comprehend.
Adding to the problem was the fact that the criteria described in the institution's
effectiveness report did not match those reported on the "Annual Questionnaire." In
future reports, Rutgers-New Brunswick should carefully delineate its criteria and explain
both how they were used and the extent to which they shifted over time.

No retest data were reported for any skill area. The absence of these results made it
especially difficult to interpret the unusually high remedial and first (subsequent)
college-level course passing rates in reading and writing.

The fact that the outcomes for remedial "completers" and "non-completers" were
strikingly similar raised questions about the impact of the Reading Workshop. The
institution has since restructured its remedial reading curriculum.

In the writing area, the gap in performance between remediated and non remedial
students on the CPA indicator, despite other favorable outcomes, needs to be looked at
by the institution.

In algebra, the relatively weak performance of remediated students in first (subsequent)
college-level mathematics courses, and the surprisingly similar performances of remedial
"completers" and "non-completers" on some follow-up indicators, should be of concern
to the University. In addition, the college should reexamine how it meets the needs of its
students who are underprepared in computation.

Additional Suggestions for Further Inquiry

The University might conduct a follow-up study on the students who needed but did not
complete remediation in reading and algebra.

It might be instructive to examine why the students who completed remediation in
writing did well in their first (subsequent) college-level writing course but not as well in
their other college-level courses.
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NEW JERSEY INSTITUI e. OF TECHNOLOGY

Policy Administration

NJIT tested 100% of its full- and part-time students, a commendable achievement.
Further, 100% of the students needing reading and writing remediation were enrolled in
the necessary courses within two semesters. Thus, no identified students were present
in the fourth semester without having enrolled in the necessary remediation. Hence, in
1984 policy administration at NJIT was tight and effective.

Remedial Areas

Reading

Prior to 1984, English remediation at NJIT was handled in two parallel tracks, depending
on initial student need. Students who were identified for remediation in reading (and
writing) enrolled in a two-semester course sequence that combined reading and writing
instruction, successful completers of this sequence then went on to college level English
composition. On the other hand, students who needed only writing assistance were
placed into a separate (and distinct) one-semester remedial writing course. hence,
earlier reports followed students in each of the tracks separately.

In 1984, the two tracks were consolidated into a single two semester sequence: all
students identified for reading were placed into English 098, a course that included both
remedial reading and writing instruction, and then were required to enroll in and
complete the upper-level remedial writing course, English 099, while the students who
needed writing (but not reading) were placed into English 099.

Because reading instruction, therefore, was embedded in a sequence whose final level
for all identified students was a remedial writing course (see -Writing- below), outcomes
for the reading component could not be viewed in isolation.

Placement Criteria. Among the multiple criteria used .3 place students into remedial
English, the principal determinants of placement into the lower-level course (i.e., into
the reading component) were NJCBSPT-RC 165, which met the provisional standard and
was four points above it, and SAT-RC 40. These criteria resulted in the identification
of 60 full-time students (12% of test-takers) and zero (of 2 possible) part-time
students. Data for these students are included under "Writing."

Writing

Placement Criteria. Multiple criteria were used for placement. Students whose test
scores fell below all of the following criteria were identified for remediation:
NJCBSPT-Composition 165; Essay 7; SAT-V 400; TSWE 40. In 1984, 25% of the
full-time students and zero of 2 possible part-time students were required to complete
remedial writing.

Remedial Course Outcomes. Of the 124 full-time students who enrolled in the
final-level remedial writing course, 86% passed. The passing rate met the provisional
standard. No retest data for this group were reported; thus, the institution did not
fulfill the guidelines of the Basic Skills Council.
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Subsequent Academic Performance. Seventy-nine remediation-completed students were
followed into their subsequent college-level writing course, and 85% passed, compared
to 91% of the non-remedial students; the difference missed the provisional standard by
one percentage point. Sixty-nine percent of the remedial completers had GPA' s at or
above a "C" compared to 82% for the non-remedial students. This difference met the
provisional standard.

Seventy-two percent of the completers returned in the fourth semester, which was
identical to the rate for non-remedial students arid therefore met the provisional
standard. Retention rates for both groups were considerably improved (by 11 to 13
percentage points) oompared to outcomes reported for the 1983 cohort. Cumulative
SSR's were 50% for the completers and 59% for the non-remedial students; the nine
point difference did not meet the provisional standard.

Computation

Not offered (computation skills were required for admission to the institution).

Elementary Algebra

Because of the technical nature of its programs, few students deficient in elementary
algebra were admitted to NJIT. The institution offered a variety of developmental
pre-calculus courses. all but one of which was college-level and credit-bearing. The
bulk of reported data concerned two such developmental courses which dealt with
advanced algebra topics up through pre-calculus and trigonometry. Therefore, these
data are not reviewed here.

Overview

Strengths

NJIT is to be commended for testing 100% of its full- and part-time students. Further.
enrollment of students into needed remedial courses was thoroughly cionitored and
executed.

Remedial course passing rates were high.

Retention of writing-remediated students matched that of the non-remedial students,
and the rates for both groups were improved compared to the previous year.

The number and diversity of developmental math courses offered by NJIT suggests that
the mathematics preparation issue has been given considerable attention.

Areas of Concern

No retest data were reported for writing, making interpretation of the other indicators
difficult.

Completers of the remedial writing course did not pass the subsequent college-level
English composition course at a rate comparable to the non-remedial students. In
addition, the SSR for 4-' ' remediated group did not meet the provisional standard. These
outcomes should be eximnined by the institution.
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D. FOUR SEMESTER OVERVIEW, FALL 1984-SPRING 1986

Testing at the Colleges

For the fall semester of 1984, the 32 New Jersey public colleges reported that 38,675
students (29,209 full-time and 9,466 part-time students) were both admitted and required
to be tested. Ninety-seven percent (28,382) of the full-time new students were tested by
the colleges. Board of Higher Education policy since 1983 has required that colleges test
at least 90% of admitted freshmen and that colleges enroll in appropriate remedial
courses within two semesters at least 90% of the full-time students who :11 they identify
as needing remediation. In addition, the Basic Skills Council recommends that colleges
use appropriate, multiple criteria for determining student placement. Each of the sectors
of higher education met the testing mandate (see Table 1) for full-time students (county
colleges, 97%; (range: 90-100%) state colleges, 92.5% (range: 97-100%); Rutgers. 95%
(range 93-97%); NJIT, 100%.1 However, it has proven more difficult for institutions to
test at least 90% of their part-time students (see Table 1 for testing rates [1984-861).
For the fall of 1984, 85% of part-time students were tested statewia:.. County colleges
tested 86% of their part-time students (range: 57-100%), the state colleges 91% (range:
46-100%), and Rutgers University, 36% (range: 21-54%).

Administrative Efficiency: Placement and Course Enrollment

Since the NJCBSPT was first administered in 1978, the Basic Skills Council has used
the test score distributions to report to the Board of Higher Education on the aggregate
preparedness of the entering freshmen. At the same time, the Council has urged colleges
to use appropriate multiple criteria (i.e., several placement test scores, SAT scores, class
rank, in-house tests, etc.) in combination for placing individual students into appropriate
remedial or college level courses.

If colleges use placement criteria that are set too low, some skills-deficient students
will be placed erroneously into college-level courses. This practice is likely to lead
either to a high dropout/failure rate or to a subsequent lowering of college academic
standards as instructors reduce their requirements to meet the lower skills level of the
students they encounter. Over the past seven years, the Council has suggested minimum
proficiency standards in verbal skills, computation and elementary algebra as measured
by the NJCBSPT.

The proportion of freshmen judged to need remedial work varies widely across the
colleges. Within a college, the range of freshmen skills deficiencies within reading,
writing and mathematics can be wide enough to require more than one class level. V, has
been observed that students are best served in remedial courses if they are carefully
placed by skill level and given sufficient time for upgrading their skills. :ii keeping with
the Council' s previous recommendations, m( st New Jersey public colleges nov, have two

1Since the number of students in the NJIT cohort (582) is small relative to the other
sectors, NJIT's percentages are not listed henceforth in the overview. NJIT's data are,
however, listed in the various tables and graphs. See the NJIT profile for complete data
and discussion.
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or more levels of remedial courses and use the NJCBSPT as one indicator to differentiate
among placement levels in : eading, writing, and mathematics. The analysis in this report
focuses on the students who have ccmpleted their final level of remediation.

The placement criteria for each skill area that were used by public colleges for the
fall of 1984 were previously reported2 and are repeated in this report under each
college's profile. Of the all the students who enrolled in the fall of 1984, 38% (10,897) of
the full-time group and 10% (3,200) of the part-time group were identified for reading
remediation. Thirty-one percen' of the full-timers (8,839) and 30% of the part-timers
were identified for writing remediation. A third (33%) of the full-time students (9,412)
and 47% (3,805) of the part-time group were identified for computation remediation. The
colleges identified 36% of their full-time students (10,297) and 47% (3,809) of their
part-time students as needing remedial algebra . The percentages identified for algebra
remediation, unlike the other skill areas, are underestimates. Many colleges include
intended major or program as a criterion in the elementary algebra placement process.
Students electing a program without a mathematics component are exempted from
remediation even if they have a low placement score. This issue is discussed more fully
in the section of this report on elementary algebra.

After the identification or placement process, colleges should see to it that students
enroll in needed remedial courses in a timely fashion. The Board of 1igher Education s
expectation is that full-time, skills-deficient students will enroll in their remedial
courses within their first two semesters (and part-timers within four semesters).
Colleges report on their efficiency in enrolling students by the end of the second and
fourth semester via data tables sent to the Basic Skills Council (Lee samples in Appendix
A).

Of the full-time students identified for remediation in reading, 87% (9,468) were
enrolled across all public colleges within two semesters. Seventy percent (2,231) of the
part-time students were also enrolled within two semesters. By the fourth semester only
6% of the full-time students were present but never enrolled in needed remediation. The
figure for part-timers present but not enrolled in needed remediation at the fourth
semester was 11% (362 students). In the writing area, 95% .410) of full-time and 79%
(1,921) of part-time students were enrolled within two semesters. Only 3% (235) of
full-time, writing-deficient students were present but not yet enrolled by the fourth
semester. On thy; other hand, 12% of the part-time students (284) had avoided remedial
writing through the fourth semester. In computation, 87% (8,180) of both full- and
part-time (3,293) students were enrolled by the second semester. Six percent (532) of
full-time students were present but not enrolled in needed computation in the fourth
semester and 10% (392) of part-timers remained unenrolled.

In many institutions elementary algebra is taken both by students who are placed into
it directly and also by students who must first pass a computation course. A delayed
enrollment or a failure in a remedial computation course would mean that the student
could not be enrolled in a needed algebra course within two semesters. The percentage

2Report on the Character of Remedial Programs in New Jersey Public Colleges and
Universities, Fall 1984. Report to the Department of Higher Education, October 18, 1985.
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enrollment figures for elementary algebra reflect this sequential nature of the
mathematics courses. Of full-time students identified as needing algebra, only 65%
(6,645) had enrolled within two semesters (49% of part-time students [1,8821). By the
fourth semester 10% of full-time, algebra deficient students (1,067) were still present
without having 3nrolled in the course. An even higher percentage (16%) of part-timers
(597) was present but not enrolled in algebra in the fourth semester.

While some students may "stop-out," i.e., miss a semester or even two within this
four semester analysis, it is still clear fro:n the percentages of students present but
ur -moiled in the fourth semester that colleges can coo a more effective job in assuring
that students who need remedial work enroll in appropriate courses before they reach the
fourth semester. Tracking, proper academic. advisement and registration checks must be
enforced during and beyond the freshman year.

In the following sections, the students' academic performance is discussed for each
remedial skill area by college sector.

READING (see Table 1)

Across all the four remedial skill areas the open-admission county colleges identify
for and enroll in remediation a higher percentage of their student body than any other
colle?e sector. Forty-seven -,ercent (range: 22 -85%) of full-time county college stud °nts
(7,159) and 40% of their part-timers (2,646' 'sure identifi for reading remediation. At
the state colleges 38% (range: 27-63%) of full-time students were identified for reading.
At Rutgers University 17% (range: 9-24%) of the students were identified for
remediation. Enrollment in the prescribed reading courses was reported for 88% (range.
43-100%) of full-time county college students (6,330), 92% (range: 80-100%) of full-time
state college students (2,256) but only 58% (range: 53-97%) of Rutgers' full-time
students (522).

At the county colleges 5% (range: 0-20%) of full-time students (323) identified for
reading were present but not yet enrolled in remedial reading by the fourth semester.
For part-timers the figure was 12% (312). Across the state colleges 3% (range: 0-6%) of
full-time students (70) were present but not yet enrolled (87% and 44 for part-time). At
Rutgers, 34% (range: 2-39%) of the full-time students (304) identified for reading were
present but never enrolled in the fourth semester. Twenty-two percent (6) of Rutgers'
small part-time cohort also remained unenrolled. There was a clear disparity in
administrative effort between Rutgers and the other sectors in the treatment of reading
deficient students. In communications subsequent to the collection of this data, Rutgers
has indicated it has taken steps to remedy the situation.

Once enrolled in the final level remedial reading course, a statewide average of 79%
of full-time students passed. The passing rate varied across sectors with Rutgers
students passing at a 92% (range: 83-98%) rate, the state college students at 87% (range:
82-93%) and cou..ty college students at 75% (range 50-87%). Part-time students passed
at slightly lower rates across the sectors except at Rutgers, where only 64% of the
part-timers passed. The number of Rutgers part-time students, however, was small (11
passed), indicating that the passing rate for Rutgers part-time students could be highly
variable and consequently should not be compared to the other sectors.
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TABLE 1A

Policy Administration and Remedial Performance by Sector

Reading, 1984-1986

INDICATORS

COUNTY COLLEGES

% (Range)

STATE COLLEGES

# Z (Range)

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

% (Range)

STATEWIDE'

Tested Full-Time 15,340 97 (90-100) 7,261 99 (97-100) 5,276 95 (93-97) 28,382 97
Part-Time 6,649 86 (22-100) 1,270 91 (46-100) 105 36 (21-94) 8,026 85

Identified Full-Time 7,159 47 (43-85) 2,778 38 (27-63) 900 17 (9-24) 10,897 38
for Remediation Part-Time 2,646 40 (8-79) 527 41 (6-66) 27 26 (19-38) 3,200 40

Enrolled Full-Time 6,330 88 (43-100) 2,256 92 (80-100) 522 58 (53-97) 9,468 87
(any level) Part-Time 1,896 72 (26-100) 324 61 (41-100) 41 11 (18-64) 2,231 70

Present But

Not Enrolled by Full-Time 323 59 (0-20) 70 3 (0-6) 304 34 (2-39) 697 6
4th Semester Part-Time 312 12 (0-100) 44 8 (0-40) 6 22 (9-60) 362 11

Pass Final Full-Time 5,391 75 (50-87) 2,431 87 (82-93) 512 92 (83-98) 8,394 79
Level Part-Time 1,452 72 (53-89) 282 83 (70-100) 11 64 (43-100) 1,745 74

[Retesting]

Reaching Minimum (See Individual College Profiles)

1Includes NJIT.
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TABLE 1B

Student Performance Outcomes

Reading, 1984-1986

STUDENT OUTCOME

MEASURES

% Retained in

COUNTY COLLEGES

a2 b3 c4

STATE COLLEGES

a

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

a b c

STATEWIDE.'

a

4th Semester li 3,931 2,276 619 3,143 1,588 188 3,880 388 330 11,271 4,291 1,138

% 50 56 21 68 75 32 84 82 77 64 64 28

Range 8-58 33-69 4-48 42-76 68-88 5-51 68-86 68-95 13-81

% Pass Subsequent

College Course 80 77 92 91 92 90 87 83

Range 67-97 56-93 85-99 79-99 89-93 72-93

tl Credits Attempted 51 42 33 55 52 45 57 51 51 55 46 40

Range 42-59 27-59 12-54 50-64 42-62 26-52 53-58 47-52 32-51

tl Credits Earned 45 34 27 51 46 37 55 49 48 50 40 35

Range 39-52 27-42 5-47 46-56 33-52 8-43 51-56 41-50 24-50

Cumulative GPA 2.52 2.13 1.96 2.63 2.33 2.01 2.69 2.31 2.21 2.61 2.23 2.04

Range 2.39-2.80 1.80-2.38 1.02-2.57 2.49-2 80 2.10-2.50 0 37-2.40 2.60-2.70 2.20-2.50 1.50-2.70

% GPA Greater Than "C" 81 65 57 85 73 53 86 73 66 84 68 59

Range 69-97 33-93 0-100 79-92 55-81 43-62 83-87 66-87 0-100

% Successful Survival 41 36 12 57 54 17 72 59 50 54 43 17

Range 7-54 11-57 0-33 34-67 42-62 0-28 59-74 59-63 0-59

1lncludes NJIT.

2a= Students not needing remediation.

3b= Students completing remediation.

4c= Students not completing remediation.
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Upon completion of the remedial course or sequence of courses, the effectiveness of
the reading assistance can best be judged by comparing the completers with two other
students groups: those who never needed remediation and those who needed but did not
complete remediation. The comparison is made across several indicators. For individual
college programs, consistency across the indicators of subsequent academic performance
is the touchstone for judging effectiveness.

Another indicator of effectiveness is whether students remain at the college.
Statewide, the retention rate (64%) for reading remediation completers at four semesters
was equal to that of non-remedial students (64%) and much higlier than the rate (28 ° /o) for
non-completers. The pattern is consistently positive across the county colleges (56 °/o vs.
50%) and the state colleges (75% vs. 68%) for the completers versus the students not
heeding remediation, respectively. Students who do not complete their remedial reading
have only a 21% (range: 4-48%) retention rate at the county colleges and a 32 °/o (range:
5-51%) retention rate at four semesters in the state colleges. At Rutgers the retention
rate for completers (82%) was slightly below the non-reme6ial students (84%) bait high in
absolute terms. Unlike the other sectors, non-completers (330) at Rutgers had a high
(77%) (range 13-81%) retention rate.

Colleges must follow the three "study groups" of students and report on their
subsequent academic progress. If students' skills have been improved, remediation
completers should pass subsequent college -level courses requiring reading skills at rates
comparable to non-remedial students. Statewide, the completers pass their subsequent
English course at a rate within four percentage points (83% vs. 87%) of the non-remedial
students. At the county colleges the average passing rates were within three points (77%
vs. 80%); at the state colleges the difference was but one point (91% vs. 92 ° /o); at Rutgers
the difference in passing rates was only two percentage points (90% vs. 92 °/o). The
consistently small difference in passing rates in the subsequent English course is another
indication of a pattern of successful remediation across the state.

While success in the first subsequent college-level course that required the skills just
remediated is one valid indicator of the effectiveness of a remedial program, one would
hope that the students' skills and success would transfer to other college courses.
Consequently, subsequent indicators of academic progress must also be reviewed. A key
comparison here is whether students who have completed remediation pass their
subsequent college courses in similar proportions to non-remedial students. One would
not necessarily e\pect equality in Grade Point Averages (CPA's) since non-remedial
students are more likely to attain higher grade distributions as a group. In fact, the
statewide GPA for the non-remedial group after the fourth semester was 2.61 while the
students completing reading remediation posted a GPA of 2.23. The percentage of
students in each group who post "C" or better averages can be a more sensitive indicator
of academic health and survival. Statewide, 84% of non-remedial students had GPA s of
"C" or better, while 68% of the reading-remediated students posted at least a "C"
average. The 16 percentage point difference between the groups indicates that there is
room for improvement. In fact, the difference in percentage of students at or above a
"C" average improved in every sector compared with the 1983-85 cohort. The GPA
difference between remediation completers and non-remedial students narrowed from
21% to 16% at the county colleges, from :4% to 12% at the state colleges and from 25%
to 13% at Rutgers when the 1983-85 cohort was compared with that of 1984-86. This
positive finding suggests that on average the remedial programs may be improving over
time. Subsequent cohorts will have to be analyzed to discuss whether this improvement
represents a consistent trend.
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The successful survival rate (SSR) is a composite indicator which combines retention
and the percentage of students at or above a GPA of "C." Here again the comparison
between students not needing, those completing and those present but not completing
remediation is instructive. Across all colleges, 54% of the non-remedial students were
retained at the fourth semester with at least a "C" average. For completers of
remediation the figure was 43%. However, for students who needed but did not complete
reading remediation the SSR was only 17%.

In both the county college and state college sectors, comparison of the SSR of
students not needing versus students completing remediation indicates only small
differences in favor of the non-remedial students (41% vs. 36% at the county colleges;
57% vs. 54% at the state colleges). The improvement over the 1983-85 cohort that was
noted above for the percentage of CPA's at or above C also appeared in the SSR
measure. At the county colleges the 8% difference between the SSRs of the two student
groups in 1983-85 shrank to 5% in 1984-86. In the state colleges the difference of 7%
noted in 1983-85 fell to 3% for 1984-86.

At Rutgers the improvement in the SSR "gap" was also noted (25% in 1983-85 versus
13% in 1984-86). The size of the difference in SSR between the two student groups is
larger at Rutgers than at the other sectors. This appears to be due not to lesser
academic performance of remediated students at Rutgers compared to the other sectors
but to the relatively higher retention of non-remedial students at Rutgers compared to
the other sectors. An anomaly noted in the individual Rutgers campus profiles is the
relatively high SSR of Rutgers students who do not complete their reading remediation
(50%). This is three to four times greater than at the county and state colleges.

Since remedial courses carry no college credit toward graduation, students taking
remedial courses will understandably accumulate fewer credits at the four semester point
than non-remedial students. The extent to which remedial students are behind in total
credits earned is an indication of the college time "cost" to the student incurred in the
process of upgrading their skills. At the county colleges remediation completers
averaged eleven credits behind (34 vs. 45) their non-remedial peers; at the state colleges
the deficit was five credits (46 vs. 51) and, at Rutgers the difference was six credits (51

vs. 57). With the possible exception of the county college students, these deficits could
be made up, if a student desired by one summer of full-time course work.

Students who have completed remediation earn, on average, course credit totals in
their fourth semester that are similar to those of non-remedial students. The fourth
semester credits earned for reading remediated students in the county colleges was nine
credits compared to eleven for non-remedial students; at the state colleges the average
number of credits earned was identical (12) for the two groups and at Rutgers the
remediation completers (13 credits) earned one credit less than the non-remedial students

(14),In summary, of the 11,699 students across the state who enrolled in needed reading

non-remedial

remedial courses, 10,139 reached the final level of their college's remedial sequence and
7,922 passed. Students who passed were retained in the fourth semester at the same rate
(64%) as their non-remedial peers. This finding is encouraging, since many would expect
that underprepared readers would leave college in greater proportion than

retention rate in the fourth semester. In the subsequent English course, completers passed
students. In fact, students not completing needed remediation in reading had only a 28%
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at an average rate of 83% compared to 87% of the non-remedial students. Their gradepoint averages in the fourth semester were above a "C" but approximately four tenths ofa point less than the non-remedial students. In both their percentage of GPA s at orabove a "C" and in their rate of successful s-irvival in college, the remediationcompleters were behind the non-remedial group. However these discrepancies between
the two groups have been getting smaller compared with the data reported for 1983-85.

WRITING (see Table 2)

Thirty-seven percent (range: 14-92%) of the full-time students (5,700) andthirty-one percent of the part-time students (2,055) at the county colleges wereidentified for writing remediation. At the state colleges 31% (range: 15-55%) of
full-timers (2,226) and 29% of part-time students (367) were identified. Among the
Rutgers colleges, 15% (range: 16-27%) of the full-time students (789) and 13% ofpart-time students (14) were identified for writing remediation. At the county colleges95% (5,392) (range: 79-99%) of the full-time students identified for writing remediation
had enrolled within four semesters. However, only 78% of the part-time students (1,611)were enrolled by the fourth semester. The latter percentage is below the Board's
expectation of 90%. The state colleges enrolled an average of 98% (range: 95 %- 100 °/o) of
full-time students (2,173) who were identified as needing writing remediation but only
82% (300) of their part-time students who were identified for writing remediation. At
Rutgers, 91% (range: 75-93%) of full-time students needing writing assistance were'
enrolled but only 71% of the part-time students (10).

The rigor of the colleges' enforcement of policies on remediation can be seen in the
low percentages of students identified for remediation who were present at the colleges
but had not yet enrolled in their remedial writing course by the fourth semester. Forfull-time students these percentages were 3% (range: 0-23%) at the county colleges (178
students), 1% (range: 0-20/0) at the state colleges (15 students) and 5% (range: 5-5%) atRutgers (42 students). The percentages of part-timers present but not appropriately
enrolled were higher: 13% at the county colleges (271), 30/0 at the state colleges (11) and
14% at Rutgers (2).

Of the students enrolled statewide in the final level of remedial writing courses, 78%
of full-time students and 72% of part-timers passe,'. For the full-time group, the highest
passing rate was at Rutgers (96%) (range: 84-97%) followed by the state colleges (87%)
(range: 62-950/0) and the county colleges (71%) (range: 59-83%). The comparable rates for
part-time students were 80% at Rutgers, 79% at the state colleges and 70% at the countycolleges.

As in the reading skill area, students who completed their college's prescribed
writing remedial sequence were compared. on a series of subsequent academic outcome
measures, to non-remedial students and to students who were present in the fourth
semester but had not yet completed remedial work. In the first such measure of programeffectiveness, retention, students who completed remediation exceeded their
non-remedial peers by one percentage point (64% vs. 63%) statewide. The
non-completers, on the other hand, had retention rates averaging only 19%more than
three times lower than the non-remedial students. This pattern was found in every
college sector. The retention percentages for the three study groups (non-remedial,
remediation completed, and non-completed) in each sector were as follows: county
colleges: 50%. 55% and 17%; state colleges: 68%, 73% and 24%; Rutgers: 850/0, 86% and
39%. There is a clear, positive relationship between completing remedial writing and
staying in college.
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TABLE 2A

Policy Administration and Remedial Performance by Sector

Writing, 1984-1986

INDICATORS

COUNTY COLLEGES

(Rancid

STATE COLLEGES

% (Range)

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

% (Range)

STATEWIDE(

Tested Full-Time 15,340 97 (90-100)

__f__

7,261 99 (97-100) 5,276 95 (93-97)

__A__

28,382

_I

97

Part-Time 6,649 86 (82-100) 1,270 91 (46-100) 105 36 (21-94) 8,026 85

Identified Full-Time 5,700 37 (14-92) 2,226 31 (15-55) 789 15 (16-27) 8,839 31

for Remediation Part-Time 2,055 31 (9-77) 367 29 (6-47) 14 13 (14-37) 2,436 30

Enrolled Full-Time 5,392 95 (79-99) 2,173 98 (95-100) 421 91 (75-93) 8,410 95

(any level) Part-Time 1,611 78 (46-100) 300 82 (60-100) 10 71 (70-75) 1,921 79

Present But

Not Enrolled by Full-Time 178 3 (0-23) 15 1 (0-2) 42 5 (5-5) 235 3

4th Semester Part-Time 484 13 ,0-100) 11 3 (0-40) 2 14 (0-20) 284 12

Pass Final Full-Time 3,410 71 (50-83) 1,859 87 (62-95) 672 96 (84-97) 6,055 78

Level Part-Time 950 70 (41-86) 231 79 (60-100) 8 80 (71-100) 1,195 72

[Retesting]

Reaching Minimum (See Individual College Profiles)

(Includes NJIT.



TABLE 2B

Student Performance Outcomes

Writing, 1984-1986

STUDENT OUTCOME COUNTY COLLEGES STATE COLLEGES
MEASURES a2 b3 c4 a

% Retained in

4th Semester /I 4,169 1,917

% 50 55

Range 16-60 34-66

% Pass Subsequent

College Course 81 74

Range 70-100 39-92

Credits Attempted

Range

Credits Earned

Range

51 42

38-59 28-59

44 33

35-53 22-41

Cumulative GPA 2.54 2.12

Range 2.39-2.87 1.90-2.63

% GPA Greater Than "C" 81 62

Range 73-96 46-88

% Successful Survival

Range

41 34

11-51 24-53

lIncludes NJIT.
2
a= Students not needing remediation.

3b= Students completing remediation.

4c= Students not completing remediation.r
2 L-'1

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY STATEWIDE1
a b c a

373 3,504 1,325 95 3,409 597 37 11,358 3,916 509
17 68 73 24 85 86 39 63 64 19

2-34 48-74 65-77 3-64 67-86 75-87 17-42

93 84 93 92 87 80
87-100 76-98 89-93 92-92

30 55 50 40 58 52 46 55 46 33
13-48 50-64 41-62 32-45 55-58 50-52 37-47

24 51 44 33 56 49 41 50 40 27
3-39 46-57 33-53 8-41 54-56 48-49 34-42

1.85 2.63 2.26 1.88 2.70 2.30 2.01 2.62 2.20 1.87
0.66-2.40 2.45-2.80 2.10-2.46 0.37-2.10 2.70-2.80 2.30-2.30 2.00-2.10

52 85 67 36 86 69 46 84 65 50
0-83 79-90 53-77 0-53 86-el 68-80 46-50

9 57 49 6 73 59 18 53 42 9
0-20 41-65 40-57 0-15 61-74 59-60 8-19



Remedial writing courses most directly prepare students for their subsequent,
college-level English composition course. Statewide 80% of remediation-completed
students passed their subsequent English composition course compared to 87% of
non-remedial students. At the county colleges, the difference in passing rates was also 7
percentage points (81% vs. 74°/o); in the state colleges the difference was 9 percentage
points (93% vs. 84%), while at Rutgers the difference was only one point (93% vs. 92%).
These differences are somewhat larger than the passing rate differences observed in the
reading skill area and suggest that there is room for improvement at some institutions in
both the county and state sectors. Individual college profiles address this issue where
appropriate (see Section C).

After four semesters, students who completed writing remediation had earned, on
average statewide, forty credits compared to fifty credits for non-remedial students.
This ten point credit deficit varied by sector, however, with the difference averaging
eleven credits in the county colleges (33 vs. 44), and seven at both the state colleges (44
vs. 51) and at Rutgers (49 vs. 56). As noted in the reading section, a credit deficit of
seven can be made up within one summer by motivated students. In the fourth term,
students who completed their writing remediation attempted and earned credit totals
that were very close to those of non-remedial students. In the county colleges the
completers averaged nine credits earned versus eleven for non-remedial students. At the
state colleges, the completers averaged 11 credits versus 13 for their non-remedial
peers. At Rutgers, the writing completers earned 12 fourth-semester credits compared
to 14 for the non-remedial students.

The cumulative GPA' s of writing-remediated students statewide were slightly lower
than those of non-remedial students after the fourth semester (2.20 vs. 2.62). The
cumulative GPA of the 509 students who remained in the colleges without having
completed remediation, however, was only 1.87, indicating that many of these students
were in academic jeopardy. Across all sectors, 65% of remediation-completed students
had GPA's at ci above a "C," while 84% of non-remedial students posted "C" or better
averages. Across the college sectors the "percentage above C" difference between the
groups was: county colleges 19% (81% vs. 62%); state colleges 18% (85% vs. 67%); and
Rutgers 17% (86% vs. 69%). As was noted in the reading skill discussion, these
differences for the 1984-86 cohort are slightly smaller than reported for 1983-85. At the
county colleges difference improved from 21% in 1983-85 to 19% in 1984-86; the state
colleges were constant at 18% and the difference for the two Rutgers cohorts improved
from 20% to 17%.

The SSR of the non-remedial group statewide was 53% compared to 42% for the
completers and only 9% for the students who did not complete remediation. In the
individual sectors the SSR differences between the groups who did not need remediation
and those who completed it were: county colleges 7% (41% vs. 34%); state colleges 8%
(57% vs. 49%); and Rutgers 14% (73% vs. 59%). In each sector, these differences were
smaller than those obsen ea in the 1983-85 cohort. The difference at the county colleges
decreased from 8°/o to 71/4, at the state colleges from 10% to 8% and at Rutgers from 19%
to 14%. This improvement on a summathe measure like the SSR suggests that overall
the prog-ams are improving in helping writing-deficient students not only to stay in
college but to close somewhat the -CPA gap" that exists between them and their
non-remedial peers.
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In summary, of the 10,331 students statewide who were enrolled in remedial writing
courses, 9,424 reached the final level at their respective colleges and 7,251 passed.
Students who passed were retained at their colleges in the fourth semester at a slightlyhigher rate (64% vs. 63%) than non-remedial students. Students who did not completeneeded writing remediation, on the other hand, had only a 19% retention rate in thefourth semester. In the subsequent English composition courses, the passing rate of
students who had completed remediation was within seven percentage points of that of
the non-remedial students (80% vs. 87%). As with students completing reading
remediation, the grade point averages of the writing completers were above a 'C' (2.20)but fell four tenths of a point below that of their non-remedial peers (2.62). Thepercentage of writing remediation completers whose GPAs were at or above a 'C" was
19 percentage points below that of the non-remedial students. However, it was noted
that in every sector the difference between the two groups of students had narrowed
when the 1983-85 cohort was compared to 1984-86.

COMPUTATION (see Table 3)

Across the public colleges a third of the full-time students (9.412) and 47% of the
part-timers (3,805) were identified as needing remedial work in computation. The need
varied widely across sectors with 49% (range: 21-93%) of full-time students and 51%
(range: 12-83%) of part-time students being identified at the county colleges; 26% (range
17-51%) of full-time and 34% (range: 12-77%) of part-timers identified at the state
colleges; no need or program was reported at Rutgers.

Enrollment in the necessary computation course(s) was reported for 85 °/o (range:
21-95%) of full-time county college students (6,416), and 93% (range: 79-100%) of
full-time state college students (1.764).

At the county colleges 6% (range: 0-64%) of the full-timers (484) and 10% (range:
0-29%) of the part-timers (357) identified for remediation were present in the fourth
semester but not yet enrolled in the required remedial course. In the state colleges, 30/o
(range: 0-5%) of full-time students (48) were present but not yet enrolled (9 °/o and 38
students for part-timers).

Of the students in the colleges' final levels of computation, 71 °/o of both full and
part-timers passed. Within the county colleges. the average passing rate was 66% (range:
29-79%) for full-time students and 70% (range: 33-100%) for part-time students. Within
the state colleges, full-timers passed at an average rate of 85% (range: 66- 91 ° /o) while an
average of 76% (range: 61-100%) of the part-timers passed.

As in the other remedial skill areas, the effectiveness of the computation assistance
was judged by comparing the completers with the two other student groups: those who
never needed remediatiot and those who needed but did not complete remediation.
However, assessing the effectiveness of the computation programs has proven more
difficult than the other areas because of 1) the sequential nature of the computation and
algebra curricula at many institutions, 2) the varety of "subsequent" courses that
colleges have selected for the follow-up of completers, and 3) the fact that at some
institutions, some of the computation completers may also have taken elementary algebra
before their follow-up college courses, thus "mixing" the cohort in unknown xvays. Where
pertinent, these complications are discussed in individual college profiles.

2 Fl r'S
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TABLE 3A

Policy Administration and Remedial Performance by Sector

Computation, 1984-1986

INDICATORS

COUNTY COLLEGES

% (Range)

STATE COLLEGES

% (Range)

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

% (Rangel

STATEWIDE

_1

Tested Full-Time 15,340 97 (90-100) 7,261 99 (97-100) Not Offered 28,382 97

Part-Time 6,649 86 (22-100) 1,270 91 (46-100) 8,026 85

Identified Full-Time 7,518 49 (21-93) 1,894 26 (17-51) 9,412 33

for Remediation Part-Time 3,372 51 (17-83) 433 34 (12-77) 3,805 47

Enrolled Full-Time 6,416 85 (21-95) 1,764 93 (79-100) 8,180 87

(any level) Part-Time 3,018 90 (15-100) 275 64 (56-100) 3,293 87

Present But

Not Enrolled by Full-Time 484 6 (0-64) 48 3 (0-5) 532 6

4th Semester Part-Time 354 10 (0-100) 38 9 (0-29) 392 10

Pass Final Full-Time 3,826 66 (29-79) 1,499 85 (60-91) 5,368 71

Level Part-Time 1,106 70 (33-100) 203 76 (61-100) 1,512 71

[Retesting]

Reaching Minimum (See Individual College Profiles)

1 Includes NJIT.



TABLE 3B

Student Performance Outcomes

Computation, 1984-1986

STUDENT OUTCOME

MEASURES

% Retained in

a2

COUNTY COLLEGES

b3 c4 a

STATE COLLEGES

b c

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

a b

STATEWIDE'

c a b c

4th Semester # 3,823 2,298 681 3,094 1,083 109 Not Offered 6,917 3,381 790
% 51 56 20 70 71 27 58 60 21

Range

z Pass Subsequent

26-70 25-63 0-68 62-75 33-81 4-45

College Course 73 64 95 87 82 72
Range 54-92 21-100 77-99 59-99

# Credits Attempted 51 42 35 55 52 41 53 45 36
Range 35-60 30-59 9-59 49-63 42-62 32-50

M Credits Earned 45 34 27 51 46 35 48 38 28
Range 32-52 25-43 3-41 45-56 34-92 8-42

Cumulative GPA 2.52 2.17 1.88 2.61 2.32 2.07 2.56 2.22 1.91
Range 2.40-2.80 1.93-2.60 1.00-2.20 2.40-2.80 2.09-2.45 0.37-2.60

z GPA Greater Than "C" 82 65 52 84 70 59 83 66 53
Range 57-96 45-94 10-81 76-90 58-78 40-83

% Successful Survival 42 36 10 58 48 13 79 39 11
Range 23-54 19-49 0-39 50-65 21-54 0-24

lIncludes NJIT.
21- Students not needing remediation.

b- Students completing remediation.

4u, Students not completing remediation.
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With these caveats in mind, the first comparison, that of retention rates, indicates
that statewide 60% of the students who completed computation remediation were
retained in the fourth semester compared with 58% of the non-remedial students and 21%
of the students who did not complete remediation. The same pattern is evident, though
at different absolute values, at the county and state colleges. In the county colleges 56%
(range: 25-63%) of the completers were retained compared with an average of 51%
(range: 26-70%) of the non-remedial students and 20% (range: 0-68%) of the
non-completers. In the state colleges, 71% (range: 33-81%) of the completers were
retained compared with an average of 70% (range: 62-75%) of the non-remedial students
alid an average of 27% (range: 4-45%) of the students who did not complete remediation.
This pattern of retention rates is a positive one for the students completing remediation
and is similar to that observed in reading and in writing.

Whereas remedial course instructors in a writing program can target the skills taught
toward that college's subsequent English composition course, computation instructors
find that their students may go on into either remedial algebra or, in some colleges,
directly into quantitatively-oriented content courses in business, economics, psychology,
etc. Consequently the follow-up course passing rates reported by colleges are made up of
a diverse set of courses. Nevertheless, the statewide average difference between
computation completers and their non-remedial peers was 10%, i.e., 72% passing versus
82%, respectively. In the county colleges the average subsequent course passing rate for
the completers was 64% (range: 21-100%); for the non-remedial students it was 73%
(range: 54-92%). In the state colleges an average of 87% (range: 59-99',) of the
computation completers passed the subsequent course compared to 95% (range: 77-99%)
of the non-remedial students.

After four semes,ers, students who completed computation remediation averaged a
total of 38 credits earned versus 48 credits for non-remedial students. At the county
colleges the difference between the two student groups was 11 credits (34 vs. 45) and at
the state colleges the difference was only five credits (46 vs. 51). In the fourth term,
county college students who had completed remediation earned an average of nine credits
compared to 11 for non-remedial students. At the state colleges, the fourth term credits
earned averages were identical for the two groups (12).

Inspection of the statewide average of the fourth semester cumulative GPA's of the
non-remedial, remediation-completed and non-completed students reveals a pattern
similar to that found in the reading and writing skill areas. Remediation-completers are
maintaining averages above a "C" (2.22) but about a third of a point (.34) below the
CPA's of non-remedial students (2.56). However, the 790 students who remained at
public colleges statewide who had not yet completed required computation remediation
were posting average GPA's below "C,- (i.e., 1.91). While the standing of the three study
groups in terms of mean GPA relative to each other shows a pattern similar to the
reading and writing areas, a comparison with the 1983-85 computation cohort suggests
some slippage in terms of the percentage of remediaticn-completed students who
maintained GPA's at or above a "C." For the present (1984-86) cohort the difference in
GPA at or above "C between the two study groups at the county colleges was 17% (i.e.,
82% for non-remedial vs. 65% for the completers). In the 1983-85 cohort the difference
was only 12 percentage points (i.e., 79% vs. 65%). Thus the "GPA Gap" between
remediation completed and non-remedial students appears to have worsened. Most of the
widening in the gap, however, seems to have come from the better performance of the
county college non-remedial group in 1984-86. The difference between the two study
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groups at the state colleges was 14% (i.e., 84% of non-remedial students were at or above"C" vs. 70% for computation completers). The difference for the 1983-85 cohort was 13
percentage points (86% vs. 73% respectively), indicating a one percentage point
worsening in the relative position of the remediation-compl 'ed students compared with
the non-remedial students.

When the SSR's of the two study groups are compared ....ross cohorts, a similar
picture emerges. The difference in SSR's for 1984-86 was six percentage points at the
county colleges (42% vs. 36%) and ten percentage points at the state colleges (58% vs.
48%). For the 1983-85 cohort the county college difference was only four percentage
points (43% vs. 39%) and the state college difference only seven percentage points (590/o
vs. 52%)--both "gaps" were smaller for the previous cohort, suggesting a deterioration in
the relative position of the remediation-completed students.

In summary, of the 11,473 students wl-ao enrolled in needed computation remediation,
9,691 reached the final level of their college's computation offerings and 6,880 passed.
The passing percentages tend to be lower in computation than in reading or writing.
Students who passed were retained at a slightly higher rate (60%) in their fourth semester
than their non-remedial counterparts (58%). While encouraging as a pattern, the fact
that the retention rate for computation completers is four percentage points lower than
that of reading or writing completers suggests that more could be done to help such
students stay in college.

In a variety of subsequent college-level courses requiring some quantitative skill, the
students who completed computation remediation passed the courses at rates that
averaged within ten percentage points (72% vs. 82%) of non-remedial students in the
same courses.

Students completing computation maintain cumulative GPA's above a "C" (2.22) but
not as high as non-remedial students (2.56). It was noted that in the percentage of GPA s
at or above a "C" and in SSR the present cohort of students showed greater disparities
between themselves and their non-remeeial peers than were evident in the 1983-85
cohort.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA (see Table 4)

The identification of students for colleges' programs in remedial elementary algebra
is not accomplished with the same relative consistency as is the case statewide in
reading, writing and computation. While no colleges set their placement criteria on the
NJCBSPT below tliat suggested by the Council, many, in the Council's view,
underidentify the need for enrollment in elementary algebra courses by making the
requirement contingent upon a student's choice of major or program. Thus, in many
colleges, only students in math-related majors are required to remediate their ninth
grade algebra skills.

At the county colleges 40% (range: 4-89%) of the full-time students (6,089) and 43° /o
(range: 2-93%) of the part-time students (2,869) were identified for elementary algebra
remediation. In contrast, the state colleges, whose admission standards are more
selective, identified higher percentages of their freshmen classes for algebra
remediation. The reason for the disparity between sectors is that most of the state
colleges required elementary algebra of skills-deficient students, regardless of intended

2(1
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TABLE 4A

Policy Administration and Remedial Performance by Sector

Elementary Algebra, 1984-1986

INDICATORS

COUNTY COLLEGES

% (Range)

STATE COLLEGES

11110=1

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY

0 % (Range)

STATEWIDE

Tested Full-Time 15,340 97 (90-100) 7,261 99 (97-100) 5,276 95 (93-97) 28,382 97
part-Time 6,649 86 (22-100) 1,270 91 (46-100) 105 36 (21-94) 8,025 85

Identified Full-Time 6,089 40 (4-89) 3,309 46 (23-86) 899 17 (13-23) 10,297 36
for Remediation Part-Time 2,869 43 (2-93) 888 70 (12-96) 52 50 (33-88) 3,809 47

Enrolled Full-Time 3,575 59 (18-91) 2,544 77 (39-97) 526 59 (54-91) 6,645 65
(any level) Part-Time 1,401 49 (8-100) 448 50 (19 -88) 33 63 (43--10) 1,882 49

Present But

Not Enrolled by Full-Time 726 12 (0-36) 50 2 (0-3) 291 32 (7-37) 1,067 10
4th Semester Part-Time 529 18 (0-100) 61 7 (0-45) 7 13 (9-22) 597 16

Pass Final Full-Time 2,239 65 (25-83) 2,C43 83 (75-93) 394 77 (69-94) 6,418 73
Level Part-Time 912 69 (20-100) 349 80 (43-100) 15 75 (64-100) 1,777 72

[Retesting]

Reaching Minimum (See Individual College Profiles)

1 Includes NJIT.
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TABLE 48

Student Performance Outcomes

Elementary Algebra, 1984-1986

STUDENT OUTCOME COUNTY COLLEGES STATE COLLEGES
MEASURES a2 b3 c4 a

RUTGERS UNIVERSITY STATEWIDE1
a b c a

t detained in

4th Semester 0 3.232 1,408 1,031 2,287 1,581 225 3,876 341 360 8,395 3.330 1.616
% 52 64 27 68 77 35 85 86 72 68 72 33

Range 20-70 20-83 4-60 22-75 62-88 23-86 70-86 78-88 44-75

t Pass Subsequent

College Course 76 64 91 88 70 65 81 74
Range 60-96 33-96 81-99 60-99 64-76 56-92

II Credits Attempted

Range

U Credits Earned

Range

49 43 37 54 52 43 58 50 53 54 48 41
35-62 29-62 26-59 48-61 45-56 33-50 54-58 50-52 46-54

44 31 29 50 48 36 5.. 47 50 51 44 35
32-51 20-48 21-58 43-57 41-52 29-46 51-56 47-49 43-50

Cumulative GPA 2.48 2.37 2.05 2.61 2.47 1.98 2.68 2.42 2.40 2.61 2.43 2.13
Range 2.30-2.79 1.83-3.60 1.07-3.33 2.40-2.90 2.31-2.60 1.71-2.11 2.50-2.70 2.40-2.50 2.30 2.60

% GPA Greater Than "C" 77 74 60 82 79 55 85 77 76 82 76 64
Range 57-93 42-100 25-60 71-93 71-84 43-73 82-90 75-87 67 '/7

% Success u? Survival

Range

40 47 16 54 59 18 72 66 55 56 53 21
17-53 20-59 3-60 20-69 50-65 12-63 62-73 64-74 31 58

1Include;
2a- Students not needing remediation.

3b- Students completing remediation.

4ca Students not completing remediation.
e.
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major. In the state colleges, 46% (range: 23-86%) of the full-time students (3,309) were
identified for elementar algebra remediation, as were 70% (range: 12-96%) of the
part-time students (888). At Rutgers, which follows the "math-intensive major only"
policy for elementary algebra identification at the New Brunswick campus, only 17%
(range: 13-23%) of the full-time students (899) were identified for algebra. However,
50% (range: 33-88%) of the small cohort (52) of part-time students were required to take
algebra remediation at Rutgers.

In addition to the problem of the underidentification of students to be required to
take algebra remediation, the colleges also appear to have more difficulty in enforcing
the algebra enrollment requirement for those students who are identified. Percentages
required for algebra enrollment within four semesters are much lower than for reading,
writing and computation. The reasons for the lower enrollment percentages in
elementary algebra are not necessarily due to laxity in the colleges' registration
procedures. Rather they are rooted in the sequential nature of mathematics remediation
and the relatively low passing rates in remedial computation. Students with the weakest
mathematics skills must take and pass computation before they can go on to their algebra
course. Failures in and repetition of computation courses take time. When the stop-out
and drop out rates are factored in, it is not surprising that no sector of higher education
is enrolling an average of 90% of the algebra identified students within four semesters.

In fact, the county colleges enrolled an average of only 59% (range: 18-91%) of their
full-time algebra identified students (3,575) within four semesters and 49% (range:
8-100%) of their part-time students (1,401). The state colleges enrolled an average of
77% (range: 39-97%) of their full-time students (2,544) but only 50% (range: 19-38%) of
their part-time students (448) in needed algebra remediation. At the Rutgers campuses,
an average of only 59% (range: 54-91%) of the full-time, algebra- identified students
were enrolled withir four semesters while 63% (range: 43-78%) of the part-timers were
enrolled. The enrollment rates, particularly for the full-time students at Rutgers, are far
lower than those attained at the state colleges and should be improved.

Of the students who did enroll in remedial algebra, a statewide average of 73% of
the full-time students passed. Passing rates were highest in the state colleges, followed
by Rutgers and the county colleges. In the county colleges 65% (range: 25-83%) of the
full-time students (2,239) passed the final level of elementary algebra remediation, while
69% (range: 20-100%) of the part-time students (912) passed. The state colleges reported
a mean passing rate of 83% (range: 75-93%) for full-timers (2,043) and 80% (range:
43-100%) for part-timers. At Rutgers the full-time student passing rate was 77% (range:
69-94%) for the 394 students enrollee. on the final level and 75% (range: 64-100%) for the
small cohort (15) of part-timers at the University.

When the students who completed needed algebra remediation are compared to their
non-remedial peers with respect to retention rates at the fourth semester, the results are
encouraging. Statewide, the four semester retention rate for those completing algebra
remediation was 72% compared with 68% for non-remedial students and only 33% for
students needing but not completing remediation. The four percentage point advantage in
retention rates of the algebra completers over their nc,.-remedial peers is greater than
that observed in the other skill areas. The positive effect of algebra remediation ors
retention was present in all sectors but strongest in the county and state colleges. Across
the county colleges, an average of 64% (range: 20-83%) of the algebra-completers were
retained compared with 52% (range: 20-70%) of non-remedial students and only 27%
(range: 4-60%) of the students who did not complete remediation. At the state colleges,
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an average of 77% (range: 62-88%) of the algebra completers were retained at foursemesters. In contrast, non-remedial algebra students had a 68% (range: 22-75%)
retention rate and students not completing needed algebra remediation had only a 35%(range: 23-86%) retention rate. At Rutgers, the retention rates are higher and there is
little difference between non-remedial students and algebra completers. The foursemester retention rate for students completing remediation was 86% (range: 78-88%);
for non-remedial students the rate was 85% (range: 70-86%) and for students notcompleting remediation it was 72% (range: 44-75%).

Students completing algebra remediation requirements may, depending upon theircollege:.' general education configuration and major requirements, go on to take a college
level mathematics coursa. Colleges were required to report on the students who did
proceed to their first college credit mathematics course, compared with non-remedialstudents in the same course(s). The statewide comparison of such students indicated thatan average of 74% of the algebra remediation completers passed their subsequent math
course while 81% of the non-remedial students passed the same courses. The difference
in passing rates between the two student groups was greatest at the county colleges
where 64% (range: 33-96%) of the algebra completers passed in their subsequent math
course compared to 76% (range: 60-96%) of the non-remedial students. In the state
colleges, the difference between the two groups in subsequent math passing rates wassmaller. Algebra completers passed at a average rate of 88% (range: 60-99%) whilenon-remedial students averaged a 91% (range: 81-99%) rate of passing. At Rutgers,
students completing remediation had an average percent passing of 65% (range: 56-92%)
compared to 70% (range: 64-76%) for non-remedial students in the same mathematics
courses.

Of the four remedial areas, elementary algebra completers averaged the highest
total of credits earned (44) over the four semester study, just seven credits fewer thanthe non-remedial students (51). At the county colleges, algebra completers were sixcredits behind their non-remedial peers (38 vs. 44 credits). At the state colleges, thecredit total difference was only two credits (48 vs. 50) and at Rutgers the difference waseight credits (47 vs. 55). Reviewing the fourth serneseers alone, it can be seen that the
credits earned totals for the completers and the non-remedial students are very close,indicating that the two groups are proceeding at nearly the same pace through college. Inthe county colleges the fourth sem- -r difference was one credit (10 vs. 11) earned. In
the state colleges there was no din. e between the groups in the fourth semester
(i.e., 12 credits average for each). kt. :..utgers the difference in the fourth semester wastwo credits (12 vs. 14) earned.

Students completing algebra remediation posted the highest cumulative grade point
averages (2.43) of any of the remediation-completed groups. Their GPA 's were only .18
of a grade below their non-remedial peers (2.61). indicating relatively strong performance
across a variety of courses. Students not completing needed algebra remediation,
however, also posted cumulative CPA's above a "C" (2.13). One reason for the relatively
good CPA's of students in this category is that they do not elect to take math-related
courses where their lack of basic algebra skills would place them at a disadvantage. Such
math avoidance, however, does narrow the nut . tr of possible majors that such students
can choose from.

Paralleling the good results in the average CPA's of algebra completers, their group
average percentage of students with GPA's above a "C" was also the highest (76%) of all
of the remedial skill areas. Algebra completers came the closest of the remedial groups
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to matching the percentage of GPA's at or above "C" posted by the comparison,
non-remedial group (82%). Algebra completers were however, numerically the smallest
of the remedial groups. On average they also attempted (48) and earned (44) more credits
over the four semesters than the other groups. It should be noted. however, that the
discipline or skills groups represented in this study can and do contain students with
single, double or triple remedial needs. That is, a given student in a particular college
may appear in more than one remedial group. As such, the groups are overlapping and
cannot be compared as unique entities, one against another. The fact that the algebra
cc,inpleters have higher GPA's and credits earned may be due to a higher proportion of
students in this group with only one remedial need. This sub-group would be slightly more
able, spend less course time in remediation and consequently be able to register for r.iore
college credit bearing courses in their first four semesters than groups with higher
proportions of students with multiple remedial needs.

The pattern of algebra completers posting the highest percentage of GPA's at or
above "C" is consistent across all the college sectors. At the county colleges the
percentage at or above "C" for completers was 74% (range: 42-100%) compared to 77%
(range: 57-93%) for non-remedial students. In the state colleges, algebra completers
registered 79% (range: 71-84%) at or above "C" versus the 82% (range: 71-93%) posted
by the non- remedial students. At Rutgers the algebra completers averaged 77% (range:
75-87%) equal to or above a "C" compared to 85% (range: 82-90%) for non-remedial
students. The disparity between the two groups was greater at Rutgers (eight percentage
points) than at either the county (three percentage points) or the state colleges (three
percentage points).

Inspection of the successful survivor rates indicates that the algebra completers
were very close to the non-remedial students in terms of the statewide percentages (53%
successfully retained vs. 56%). In both county and state college sectors the algebra
completers, in fact, exceeded the rates for non-remedial students. At the county
colleges the SSR for algebra completers was 47% (range: 20-59%) compared to only 40%
(range: 17-53%) for non-remedial students. At the state colleges the SSR for algebra
completers was 59% (range: 50-65%) compared to 54% (range: 20-69%) for the
non-remedial group. At Rutgers the absolute values of the SSR's were higher, but the
SSR of 66% (range: 64-74%) for the algebra completers fell behind that of the
non-remedial group (72%, range: 62-73%) by six percentage points.

The pattern of higher GPA's for algebra-remediated students than in the other skill
areas, combined with SSR 's which in county and state college sectors exceed those of
non-remedial students was consistent with the findings for the 1983-85 cohort.

In summary. of the 8,527 students who enrolled in needed elementary algebra
remediation, 8,195 reached the final level of their colleges' course sequence and 5,964
passed. In every sector, the students who completed remediation were retained at the
fourth semester in college at a higher rate (72%) than students who never needed algebra
remediation (68%). The four point advantage lit retention rate was the highest recorded
among the four remedial areas.

In their first subsequent college level mathematics courses, algebra remediation
completers who were followed-up averaged a 74% passing rate statewide, compared to
81% for non-remedial students in the same courses. The seven percentage point
difference was the Lame as that noted for writing remediated students in subsequent
English composition courses but a wider gap than the four percentage point difference
observed in reading.
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Students completing algebra remediation posted the highest four semester
cumulative grade point averages (2.43) observed for any of the skill areas and closest to
that of the non-remedial comparison group (2.61). Similarly, the percentage of algebra
completers posting CPA's at or above a "C" was the highest of the skill areas (76%) and
came closest (within six percentage points) to the non-remedial group (82%).

At both the county and state colleges, the successful survival rate of algebra
completers exceeded that of the non-remedial students. The favorable combination of
higher retention rates and strong GPA's for the completers made algebra the only skill
area where this reversal occurred. The positive findings for algebra-remediated students,
especially the possible beneficial effect on subsequent GPA's, lend support to the Basic
Skills Council's recommendation that elementary algebra remediation be required of all
algebra deficient students, regardless of their intended major.
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E. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. This report lists "areas of concern" for each college's remedial programs. These
judgments were produced after thorough analysis and consensus by the Council's
Assessment Advisory Committee. It is recommended that the Department of Higher
Education (DHE) call on each of the colleges to respond in writing to the concerns
raised in the profiles, especially in light of any changes that may have been
implemented on the campuses since the data in this report were submitted.

2. The standards set for acceptable performance by remedial programs on each of the
outcome indicators referenced in this report were labeIdd "provisional" by the
Assessment Committee. The Basic Skills Council recommends that the DHE seek
further input from the colleges to aid in refining the standards. The Council invites
the colleges both to contribute more fully to definitions of program performance
standards and to interpret more productively the signifizance of their own program
statistics. The Council invites a statewide discussion of standards and methods of
assessment.

3. Improvement in the areas of concern identified in the college profiles will more
likely be forthcoming if faculty and remedial program directors can express their
initiative in-seeking funding targeted for program improvement. The DHE's grant
programs have succeeded in providing such a vehicle for course improvement,
equipment acquisition, pre-college articulation, and the like but have, to date,
specifically excluded remedial programs and courses. The Council recommends that
the Department identify grant funding sources for which remedial programs will be
eligible. These sources should be separately earmarked for reading/writing and for
mathematics.

4. The Council's guidelines for the preparation of institutional effectiveness reports
should be viewed as minimum evaluation requirements. The Council once again urges
colleges to conduct local -esearch efforts that focus on areas needing improvement,
that serve to advance the effectiveness of student learning in established programs,
and that evaluate patterns over time to reveal more about the strengths and
weaknesses of individual programs. Such local studies should be formally presented
to the institution's Board of Trustees. The Council would welcome the receipt of
such reports from institutions for the purpose of sharing information among colleges.

5. Local institutional research focusing on the impact of remedial programs should be a
funding priority for campus administrators. However, in the course of preparing
individual college profiles for this report it often became clear that there are
research questions which transcend the individual campus. Examples of such
questions might include investigations of the optimum match between student
placement test score distributions and the number of course levels of remediation
required; the match between student learning styles and faculty-chosen modes of
instruction; or, the relation between "concurrent enrollment" and chalice of
graduation. To study such issues on a large-scale basis, the Council recommends
that the DHE create a commissioned research fund on which the Basic Skills Council
could draw to hire consultants capable of conducting research of this type.

6. Faculty teaching basic reacting, writing and mathematics courses should have access
to the latest research on effective teaching methods. The Council recommends that
the Bona of Higher Education continue to foster statewide networks designed to
collect and exchange information on pedagogical methods.
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REVISED 3/86

GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF 195;5 INSTITUTIONAL REPORT ON
REMEDIAL PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

1.0 DEFINITION OF TERMS

For a meaningful interpretation of data reported in the effect-
iveness report, it is necessary that while analyzing the data, all
institutions should keep the following definitions in mind:

1.1 COHORT: The study group should be confined to the "Fall 1984"
cohort of students (i.e., students tested with the NJCBSPr in
Summer/Fall 1984)

1.2 COMPLETED REMEDIATION: Students identified as needing
remediation in the specific basic skill area who enrolled in the
appropriate course (or courses if more than one level of
remediation was required) and who successfully completed ALL
levels of remedial courses in the specific basic skill area.

1.3 FULL-TIME/PART-TIME: Based on students' enrollment status in
their entering Fall semester--i.e.4Fall 1984 as recorded at the
end of the institution's drop/add period (usually the tenth day
of classes).

1.4 GPA: Grade Point Average based on college-lev21 (non remedial)
courses. Include students who have 0.00 GPA in your
calculations. If students received incompletes or withdrew from
courses, do not include these courses in your GPA data, but do
include their information in the credit attempted variable.

1.5 OTHER METHODS: Students identified as completing remediation by
other methods refers to students who completed remediation by
means other than coursework. These may include 'testing out'
(e.g. challenge exams), individualized instruction, workshops,
etc.

1.6 REMEDIAL The term remedial in these guidelines includes both
"remedial" and "developmental" programs designed to help skills-
deficient students improve their basic skills in the areas of
reading, writing, computation, and elementary algebra,

1.7 REMEDIAL AREAS: Data should be analyzed and reported separately
for each of the four basic skills areas, viz.1 reading,
writings, computation, and elementary algebra'.

IThe distinction between the areas of reading and writing may be
ignored if the institution treats them as part of a single area of
verbal skills.

2The distinction between computation and elementary algebra may be
ignored if the institution treats them as part of a single area of
mathematics skills.

-195 -
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1.8 SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL RATE: Based on survival rate and grade point
average. For the four semester follow-up,the term and cumulative

successful survival rates represent the following: (1) term

successful survival rate represents the percentage of the Fall,
1984 students who were still enrolled at your institution in the
Spring, 1986 semester and who attained a term grade point
average of 2.0 or better in the Spring, 1986 semester; and (2)
cumulative successful survival rate represents the percentage of
the Fall, 1984 students who were still enrolled at your
instititon in the Spring, 1986 semester and who attained a

cumulative grade point average of 2.0 or better at the end of
Spring, 1986.

2.0 HISTORY OF PROGRAM

Important to an understanding of a program's effectiveness is a

perspective of that program--how did it start, how far has it
come, and where is it headed. Briefly summarize, in about two
pages, major developments in regard to placement policies,
remedial instruction, support services, supervision of program,
etc. Describe in a separate section significant changes in the
above areas since last year's report was written. Include
changes decided or planned for the 1986-87 academic year.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM

3.1 Placement Policies and Procedures

Describe current placement policies. Responses to the following
questions would help toward a better understanding of these
policies.

a. What rationale and/or data were used in setting the placement
policies?

b. How are students informed of their basic skills test results
and any need for remediation?

Io placement in remedial courses required or optional in each
of the skills areas? If required, how soon must students
enroll in remedial courses?

d. How much time are students allowe0 to meet college's minimum
proficiency requirements?

e. Does the college have a policy which prevents skills
deficient students from enrolling in college-level courses?
If yea, describe the policy.

f. How are placement policies rionitored and enfc.xed?

g. What changes occurred from 1984 to 1985 and from 1985 to 1986?

-,96- 2
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3.2 Placement and Exit Criteria

Describe the placement criteria used in each of the skills
areas of reading, writing, math computation and elementary
algebra. How are the criteria set and how are they validated--
i.e., how does the institution determine that the use of the
criteria is resulting in appropriate placement of students in
remedial versus college-level courses?

Are the exit criteria in each of the remedial courses or
sequences of courses the same as the college's definition of
minimum proficiency (or placement criteria)? If not, describe
the relationship between the two. Also, describe how it is
ensured that students passing a remedial course have attained at
least the minimum skill proficiency required in that area.

3.3 Remedial Courses

Describe the remedial courses in the four skill areas in
terms of objectives, topics covered, modes of instruction,
(e.g.lecture, computer assisted instruction, etc.),
out-of-classroom instructional requirements (e.g., tutorials,
skills labs, etc.). Describe the relationship among these
courses in terms of sequence, prerequisites, and articulation
with regular college-level courses.

3.4 Staffing of Remedial Courses

Describe whether or not your college provides or requires
any special training for those faculty members who teach
remedis: courses.

Describe the procedure which is used to ensure appropriate
interaction between remedial and non-remedial faculty on
curriculum matters.

3.5 Support Services

Describe what and how instructional and noninstructional

support services are provided to aid remedial students (e.g.
counseling, academic advisement, tutorials, mentors, etc.).
Briefly describe any efforts you have made to evaluate these
services.

4.0 RESULTS

4.1 Efficacy of Placement 'Policies and Remedial Programs

Institutions may choose to describe the efficacy of their
placement policies and remedial program in a variety of ways,
but the description should include, at the minimum, the
following data;

241
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For each of the four basic skills areas, and separately for
part-time and full-time students, supply the following sets of
tables. The data for the first two columns in Table A should be
identical to that reported in the 1984 Annual Basic Skills
Questionnaire filled out by the college. If changes are made

explain where and why.

4.11 Table A- Testing and Placement of Students

i.Number of students tested (take from Table 1, total of
lines #2 and #3 of the 1984 Annual Questionnaire).

ii.Number and percent of tested students identified for
remediation for each basic skills area (take from Table 2,
lines A-E of the 1984 Annual Questionnaire).

iii. Number and percent of all students identified as
needing remediation in column 2 and enrolled in remediation
in itta semester from Summer 1984 to Spring.1986. Each
student should be counted only once per skill area; numbers
should be unduplicated.

iv. Number and percent of students identified as needing
remediation in column 2 who are enrolled in Spring 1986 but
have never enrolled in a remedial course.

You may 4122 want to identify separately those students who
have not enrolled in all required remediation because of
the sequential nature of some courses. If you choose to
report these additional data, be specific. Do not include in

category iv. above students who may have been identified as
needing remediation but who later were changed to "not needlng
remediation" (e.g., passed a challenge exam or successfully appealed

a placement decision).

SEE SAMPLE TABLE A IN APPENDIX A FOR AN ILLUSTRATION OF

THIS TABLE

4.12 Table B- Enrollment in and Completion o: Courses

i Number of students enrolled in the final level of the
respective remedial courses in Summer 1984 through Spring 1986.
Each student should be counted only once per area, numbers
should be unduplicated

ii. Percent of enrolled students who passed, failed,
withdrew, or did not complete the remedial course for any
other reason.

2 40
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iii. Humber of enrolled students who completed remediation
by methods other than coursework. (Refer to definition of
"Other Methods" in Definition of Terms.)

SEE SAMPLE TABLE B IN APPENDIX A FOR AN ILLUSTRATION OF
THIS TABLE

4.13 Table C- Follow-up of Full-Time Students

Divide all tested students in your Fall, 1984 cohort into
the following three groups for each basic skill area.
(Refer to definition of full-time/part-time in
Definition of Terms.")

a. Students who did not need remediation in the spT1LEic
basic skill area.

b. Students who needed remediation in the specific basic
skill area and who completed it by the beginning of Spring
1986. (Refer to definition of "Completed Remediation" in
Definition of Terms.)

c. Students needing remediation in_the specific skill area
but who did not complete remediation by theleginning of
grin 1986. Include both students who enrolled in the
remedial developmental course but did not complete
remediation by the beginning of Spring, 1984,and students
who did not enroll in the specified remedial course by
Spring, 1986. Do not include in this category students
originally identified as needing remediation but whose
remedial status was changed subsequently.

Compare the above groups in terms of the following data:

i. Total number of students in each category

ii. Number and percent enrolled in Spring, 1986

iii. Term Data (for all students enrolled in Spring, 1986)

a. GPA based on college level courses taken in
Spr-ng 1986. Provide both Mean GPA and percentages
of students at or above (a) 2.00. Refer to GPA in
Definition of Terms.)

b. Mean credits attempted' and mean credits earned
for college 'eve' courses taken in Spring 1986 only.
List the number of credits attempted and the number
of credits earned. Exclude credits which are

1 As recorded at the end of your institution's drop/add period
(usually the tenth day of class).
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earned without enrolling in college level courses
(e.g., credits earned via credit by exam, transfer
credits and any credits given for

remedial/developmental courses).

c. Report Successful Survival Rate as a percentage of

the Fall 1984 cohort that was still enrolled in your

institution in Spring, 1986 and that attained a
grade Point average of 2.0D or better in the spring

semester.

iv. Cumulative Data (for all students enrolled in Spring, 1986)

a. GPA basA on ALL college-level courses taken up
to and including the Spring. 1986. Provide both mean
GPA and percentages of students at or above (9) 2.00. (Refer to
GPA in Definition of Terms.)

b. Mean credits attempted) and credits earned for
ALL college-level courses taken through the Spring, 1986.

c. Report Successful Survival Rate as a percentage
of the Fall, 1984 cohort still enrolled in
your institution in Spring, 1986 and who attained a
cumulative grade point average of 2.00 or better at
the end of Spring, 1986. (Refer to Successful
Survival Rate in Definition of Terms.)

SEE SAMPLE TABLE C IN APPENDIX A FOR AN ILLUSTRATION OF

THIS TABLE

4.14 Table D-Performance of Full-Time Students in First
College-Level Courses Taken through Spring, 1986 (Refer to

Definition of Terms for full -time /part - time).

For first college-level courses (non-remedial) in English
Composition and Mathematics, report the passing rates for
students in the two comparison groups (as listed below) who
took these courses in Fall 1984 through Spring 1986. If

more than one course in English Composition or Mathematics
is used, report accumulated data.

a. Students who did not need remediation in the
basic skill area related to that course.

b. Students who needed remediation in the specific
basic skill area and completed it before taking the

college level course.

SEE SAMPLE TABLE D APPENDIXA FOR AN ILLUSTRATION OF

THIS TABLE

rt:ATTeTOrrded at the end of your institution's drop/add period
(usually the tenth day of class).
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4.15 Table E Pre- and Post-Testing

Report cumulative data on pre- and post - testing using the
sample Table E as explained below.*

Present data listed below for only the :inal level of
remedial course offered in each skill area from Summer, 1984 through
Spring, 1986. Pre- and post-test data should be reported only for
students who were part of the 1984 cohort and who passed the final
level of the remedial course.

Supply the following data for each final basic skills course.

a. Nhme of course. Be specific.

b. Total number enrolled in course.

c. Name of test (and sections) used for pre- and post-
testing.

d. Minimum score needed to determine proficiency - e.g.,
the scaled/standard score on the NJCBSPT which will exempt
students from being placed in that final course.

e. Number and percent of students in (b) who took
the pre-test and the post-test and who passed the course.
Do not include students who took both tests but who did
not complete the course.

f. Pre-test mean and standard deviation.

g. Post-test mean and standard deviation.

h. Percent of students in (e) attaining the minimum level
on the post-test. Specify the percent of students whose
post-test scores were equal to or more than the score
specified in (d)

SEE SAMPLE TABLE E IN APPENDIX A FOR AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO PRESENT
THE RESULTS IN THIS SECTION.

*It is strongly recommended that a standardized test be used, and
that scaled scores be reported. The same test should be given
for pre- and post-testing.

24-
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SAMPLE TABLE A

Testing and Placement of Students
From Fall 1984- Through Spring 1986

Fall 1984 Cohort

Appendix A

BASIC
SKILL
AREA

Tested
Identified for
Remediation

All Students Enrolled in
Any Semester From Summer

'84 to Spring '86

Enrolled in Spring '86
But Had Never Enrolled
In Remedial Course

READING

FT PT Full-Time Part-iTime Full-Time Part-Time Full-Time Part-Time

i 1 % 1 % # % ______# % it % if %

WRITING

COMPUTATION

ELKMENTARY
ALGEBRA

246 r) A
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F-------
BASIC
SKILL
ARFA

SAMPLE TABLE B
ENROLLMENT IN AND COMPLETION OF FINAL LEVEL OF_REMEDIATION

FALL 1984 to SPRING 1986

All Students Enrolled In
Am 'Amster Frog Summer/
Fall '84 to Spring '86

FT PT

COURSE OUTCOMES1
Passed Failed Withdrew Other2
FT PT FT PT FT PT
% S

READING
Final Level

ONELM

S
FT PT

%

Appendix A

Complated Remediation
By Other Methods

# FT # PT

WRITING
Final Level

COMPUTATION
Final Level

ELEMENTARY
ALGEBRA
Final Level

1
Percentages are based on enrollment figures in the first two columns of this table.

2
Students who did not pass, fail or withdraw. Specify who is included in this group.

3
Specify by what other methods students completed remediation.



SAMPLE TABLE C
FOLLOW UP OF FULL-TIME STUDENTS

FALL 1984 COHOR"

BASED ON SPRING 1986 DATA

Appendix A

STUDY CTOUPS1 Total
Number

Returned
Sprinav6
S

TERM DATA CUMULATIVE DATA

Mean
CPA2
y.00

mean
Credits
Attempted

Mean
Credits
Raffled

SUCCESSFUL
SURVIVAL
RATE

CPA2
Maas % 2.00s

Mean
Credits
Attempted

Mean
credits
gamed

SUCCESSFUL
SURVIVAL

RATS

maDisc
A.Required no romediation in
READING

R.Seeded romediation in READING
.Ind completed it

C.F*Aed remediation in MOLDING
but did not complete it

WITTING
A.Required no amediation in
WRITING

S.Weedmi remediation in WRITING
and completed it

C.Resded remediation in WRITING
but did not complete it

COMPUTATION
A.Required no resediation in
COMPUTATION

B.Seeded remediation in
COMPUTATION
and completed it

C.Neoded remediation in
CCe*,,TaATION but did not
coaolete it

§1.31NNTARY ALGEBRA
A.Required no tvmediation in
ALGR3RA

S.Reftded remediztion in ALGEBRA
and completed it

C.Needed romediation in ALGEBRA
but did not complete it

1Refer to section 4.13 the Guidelines for breakdown on STUDY CROUPS.
211efer to Definition of Tema (Section 1.0 of Guidelines) for detailed description,
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Appenulx A

SAMPLE TABLE D

Performance of Full-time Students in First College-level Courses

in Either English Composition or Mathematics

Taken Through Spring 1986

(FALL 1984 COHORT)

READING REMEDIATION

A. Required no remediation in READING.

B. Needed remediation in READING and
completed it.

ENGLISH
COMPOSITION

First College-Level
Course Taken

No. X

7nrolled Pass

WRITING REMEDIATION

A. Required no remediation in WRITING.

B. Needed remediation in WRITING and
completed it.

COMPUTATION REMEDIATION

. Required no remediation in COMPUTATION.

. Needed remediation in COMPUTATION
and completed it.

MATH
First College-Level

Course Takel1

No. X

Enrolled Pass

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA RE,,,6DIATION

. Required no remediation in ALGEBRA.

. Needed remediation in ALGEBRA and
completed it.

1_:You_may_present_cumulative_data-from all first_collegemlevel_manhematics-coursesr-



Appendix A

SAMPLE TABLE E

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REIEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COaORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine ProfIciency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min,

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Mean Standard

Deviation

In Course

I

II

'Report dat.l. only for the final level of the remedial courses In each skill area.

2The scaled/standardized score which will exempt students from being placed In the remedial course.

'Number of students who took both pre-test and post-test and who passed the course.

4Percent of studonts whose post-test scores were equal to or more 1-han tho minimum score on the pre-test (see footnote 1).

2.52
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVEAESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tasted: FULL-TIME 463 PART-TIME 432

2. Students tested (and Z of
those counted in 11 above):

COLLEGE Atlantic
BASIC SliTTWEX-Readin
AREA NUMBER 1 11

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 r ZTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Atlantic
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION -EFFLJTVEWESTRETIIRr- BASIC 52TEL7211-liefting

(r11 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 2 of 3

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 463 PART-TIME 432

FULL-TIME PART-TIME 2. Students tested (and % of FULLTIME PART-TIME
% I % those counted in 01 above): I % I V419 90.4 303 70.1 419 90.4 303 70.1

unrl-rrM----rnieengreediaonrut-IME
(% of those tested):

205 46.9

PANT -11M.

I %
155 51.1

47..tudents enrolled In apprzpriate remedial courses in any semester IlIonSilisaer I84 to Spring
'86 (Z of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PAKI -TIME
f % I

165 80.4 83 53.5

5, Course enrollment iTiTiieTter from Sumner B4 to Spring Bo) and iiiffiesfor final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew iEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

165 84 10 6 83 71 14 14

Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in ALI area. flo data (but see attached).

ur -semes r 0 ow up o me s uden s on pr ng

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA

J. Students needing remediation
(V of those tested): 0 %

96 22.9

PART-104E-
1 S

70 23.1

T. Sfqdinii ermined in appropriiti remeatit courses in any fEmette. RTA0":Sirner 'STU Spring
'86 (V of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TN::
I Z I %

87 90.6 77 110.0

5. -nurse enThTTMent fart semettih^Teom Simmer IT4 EJ1Triiir8brand outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' (Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

83 11 6 77 73 14 13

/Enrolled

87

i Vie- arifiaTt=test resins rei=iiedia courses Tr-istril area: -Ho data (but see attached).

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring co data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat.

Not Needed
Remediat. Hemediat. ' Remedlat.
Completed Not Completed Not Needed

Remedlat.
Completed

Remediat.
Not Completed

Remedirt. Remediat.
Not Neued Completed

Remediat.
Not Completed

Remediat.

Not Needed
Remediat.
Completed

Remedlat.

Not Completed

TOTAL I 1 137 98 IOTAL I 305 72 20
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 83( 51.2) 63( 45.9) 34( 34.6)' 1 RETURNED SPR.'06 (%) 141( 46.2) 34( 4 A 5( 25.0) 'MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.6 12.5 9.9 ' 49.8 43.4 39.4 MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.5 11.6 12.0 ' 47.5 38.6 39.2MEAN CREDITS EARNED 9.2 10.0 7.8 ' 43.7 37.1 32.9 MEAN CREOITS EARNED 9.5 8.5 6.4 41.4 31.9 30.6KAN GPA 2.42 2.20 1.93

' 2.75 2.38 2.09 MEAN GPA 2.41 1.77 1.26 ' 2.61 2.09 1.86% GPA > 2.0 73 69 54 86 78 63 % GPA > 2.0 73 53 40 82 65 60V SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 37 32 19 44 36 22 % SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 34 25 10 38 31 lb

er ormance of
'86):

me s u en s n rs co ege- eve course n
Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Competed

.1 area (through Spring U. reilbeigia oT TulT-Iimo studiat TC-TTriteifiTige-Teierecurse In ATTT-irei hrougi pr
'861: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed,

I ENRILED1 92 40 f ENRC 'ED 291 54
% PASS 78 93 V PASS 86 72

)TOTES:

1Course Is Sociology 101.
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NEk ERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1. Students required to be tested:

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in #1 above):

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

FULL-TIME 463 PART-TIME 432

FULL-TIME
%

419 90.4

COLLEGE Atlantic
BASIC VTECTREA-Computation
AREA NUMBER 3 r 3

PART-TIME

0 %

303 70.1

3. Students needing remediation
(% of those tested):

FULL-TIME
%

222 52.9

PART-TIME
# %

185 61.0

u en s enro ea in appropria reme ial courses in any semester

'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):
FULL-TIME
# %

156 70.2

e rom ummer

PART-TIME
# %

953 515.1

pang

b. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and oT-cTTe for final evel of

remediation:
FULL-TIME

hEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew
PART-TIME

156 79 13 8 95 72 23 5

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No data (but see atcdchedT.

7. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL # 179 121 97

# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 85( 47.4) 68( 56.1) 27( 27.8)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.1 12.2 8.7 51.5 42.2 36.3

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 10.3 9.6 5.5 45.8 36.5 27.4

MEAN GPA 2.67 2.02 1.61 2.80 2.35 1.91

% GPA -.2> 2.0 81 56 58 91 74 55

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 38 31 16 43 42 15

B. Pertormance of tuii-time students in first :oilege-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

# ENROLLED 96 70

% PASS 31 77

MIES:

-209-2 5 6
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL CO.LEGE ATLANTIC
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (N JCBSPT finless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 166

Writing: SS 163

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: (No Algebra Course)

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: -
96 62

Writing: 34 75

Computation: 90 57

Elementary Algebra:

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring .6 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

Reading:

Computation:

Elementary Algebra:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

25.j
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ATLANTIC COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Adelnistgred

Section f

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

H3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attalding Min,

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Mean Standard

Deviation

In Course

Reading 289 Not P ovided 160 179 152.' 9.56 P3 Data Provided

il 152 , 11, -, 161 103 149.' 6.69 No Data Provided

411 of 207 P $ id d 165 122 155.' 5.02 No Data Provided



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECT1VEUESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TINE 1778

2. Students tested (and Z of
those counted in /1 above):

FULL-TIME

1757 98.8

PART-TIME 908

mien s m ng reme a ton
(t of those tested): 1 Z

785 44.6

COLLEGE Bergen

DEPARTMENT CF HIGHER EDUCATION
NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1904-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE 8er en

BASIC SKILL AREA Read Writ EFFECTIVENESS REPORT BASIC A Writing
AREA NUMBER 1 (Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 2 15.14

PART-TIME
I %

845 93.0

PART-Tilit

1
280 33.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above':

FULL-IIMEI
0

764 97.3

5. Course enrollment lgai semester frog -5-e-.EEi
remediation:

FULL-TIME
Itardlled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

F81 91.6 5.0 13.4

n any semester from Summer 84 to Spring

PART-TIMEI
I 1

245 87.5

84 to -r 1119 '86I and ouItas for final ITx7-er-oT

PAkT-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

134 88.8 3.7 7.5

6. Pre- and post-test resut,s for remedial courses n skill area. Jo post-test data.

1. For-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring $6 data):

TERM OATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Reoediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 972 547 238
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (1) 445( 45.7) 3091 56.4) 33( 13.8)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12 6 51 40 24
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 9 4 42 32 15
MEAN GPA 2.3D 1.9' 0.85 ' 2.54 2.18 1.33
Z GPA 2.0 71.5 58.3 18.2 82.7 64.7 33.3
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 34 33 3 37 37 5

b. Performance of full-time students in first college leva-course in ikilT area (through 3Prin9
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ENROLLED

% PASS
792

71.6

474

75.7

ROTES:

'Includes WR022 only. Students placed In WR021 must also take the next coarse in sequence,
WR022. Thus, reported percentages are sligh* depressed since not all those in tne sequence have
enrolled in the higher-level course.

[V091087]
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I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1178 PART-TIME 108

2. Students tested (and Z of
those counted in (11 above):

3:-Stiidints needing remedrition.
(t of thou: tect,d1:

FULL-TIME
I %

1757 98.8

RILL-TIME

248 14.1

PART -TIiE

I T.

845 93.0

PART -rimr----------
I %

92 10.8

47. Students enrolled in appropriate remediaT courses in any someSTW-ribid-iiiinmer 914 ia 3pn ng
'86 (Z of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

% 1 %
240 96.7 70 76.0

5:1Eburse enro meta tiny seoere; Tied Suomer
recediation:

FULL -TIME

flrolled %Pass 1Fai 1Withdrew

210 72.5 23.8 3.8

84 to Spring 85) and outcomes for final level of

PART-TINE

/Enrolled 1PaSs %Fall %Withdrew

70 55.7 30.0 4.3

6:-Pre- and post-test restart-for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

1. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring Bo data).

TOTAL I
RETURNED SPR.'86 (Z)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMP1ED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA

GPA '.2> 2.0

1 SUCCESSFUL SL' IVAL

TERN DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Recediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Hot Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Complete

689
3D7(

12

9

71.7 7

32

44.5)
168
102(

12
10

7

24.5

45

60.7)
Lo
17(

10
8

1.80
52.9
11

21.2)'
53
43

2.63
84.7
39

49
41

2.33
76.5
46

40
33

2.21

7

16
6.5

E. PerrOrsoili- er FUIT-lime students In Firs- coTTege-Tere: course In tiTT area TthrOUJNS071117-
'8611: Remediat. Remediat.

NA Needed Completed

I ENROLLO
Z PASS

411

83.
119

91.6

RTES:

'Course Is 2nd-level English Coop, since this is the course taken subsequent to completing
WR031 (final -level writing remediationl.

(v062287)
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HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Ber en
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION ---EFFECTIVEKSTIEREIT BASIC Computation

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1778 PART-TIME 908

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in 11 above): f

1757 98.8

4. Students needing remediation FULL-W-
(2 of those tested): I %

1100 62.6

PART-TIME

845 93.0

PART-TIME
/

500 59.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any. semester from Sumer 83 to Spring
'86 (% or those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S f S

1000 90.9 455 71.0

5. Course enrollment (any semester from _seer 84 to sriringanoucoThsc.Tinalleveom
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew : /Enrolled Wass IFail

1000 70.6 11.4 18.0

%Withdrew

355 71.3 11.3 17.5

b. ire- and post-test results tor receoial courses in skill area. No post -test data.

. tour -semester 3niiow up Of ruil-time students (based on Spring Bo data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Hot Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Recedfat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 657 688 412
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (2) 323( 49.1) 3891 56.5) 75( 18.2)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTEO 12 11 9 52 43 36
MEM CREDITS EARNED 9 9 6 42 35 26
MEAN GPA 2.27 2.07 1.43 2.31 1.76

GPA >. 2.0 68.1 65. 41.3 80.2 72.8 49.3
SUCCtSFUL SURVIVAL 33 37 8 39 41 9

er orAance o
'86)1:

U t re Stu

0 ENROLLED
S PASS

ents n firs college- eve course in -am area IthWgh Wing
Rem 'at. RemediA.

Hot Needed Completed

132 105
62.1 66.7

MSTEs.

Note that many of these students also have taken algebra,
of computation remediation.

2

thus not strictly testing effects

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Bi
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVERISS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)
BASIC VIII AREA Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1778 PART -TIME 908

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in 01 above): f S

1757 98.8

3776aFrrfr7deelWi-rel . FULL -rTAE
(2 of those tested): I 2

1572 89.4

PART-TIME
S

845 93.0

PART-TIME
r S

758 89.7

4 Students enrolled in appropriate remedi0 courses in 22 semesir from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above) l:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f S f S

820 52.1 263 34.6

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer 84 to Spring '86) androutcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled 'Wass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled 1Pwss Uall withdrew

820 6t5 15.1 19.4 263 72.6 9.5 11.9

6!--PfE=-U.3 post-test results Tor remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

T. our-semester follow up of Lull -time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. kemedfat. Rcsreiat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remedfat
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 185 488 1084 '

0 RETURNED SPR.'86 (6) 85( 9) 310( 63.5) 392( 36.1)
4 CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12 12 11 54 49 41
CREOITS EARNEO 10 10 8 46 41 31

MAN GPA 2.60 '2.22 1.87
' 2.76 2.52 2.12

S GPA 1-5. 2.0 81.2 70.3 55.4 ' 88.2 81.6 64
S SUCCEKSFUL SURVIVAL 37 45 20 41 52 23

8% 14gillimonce o run-time Students in first clIlege-level course 4 skin area (thrOugn Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLEO 12 206
S PASS 83.3 64.6

FIUTE%:

1Crepatation required for algebra competency; percentages do not include students In
computAtion but not yet in algebra.

(V062287]
CV062287]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE', BERCFA
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading:* RC & SS 161 Average

Writing: RC & SS 161-164 Average *

Computation: MC 168

Elementary Algebra: EA 184 and Curriculum Requiring Algebra

4a. Percent of students iden,,fied for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:* 87 46

Writing:

Computation: 88

Elementary Algebra: 45 26

4b. Students identified as needing remediation w',o were present in Spring 86 but Lad not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:* 14 1.7 25 8.9

Writing: 3 1.2 10 10.8

Computation: 19 1.7 44 8.8

Elementary Algebra: 225 14.3 152 20.0

*Reading & Writing

"Placement for students testing in the range 161-164 (inclusive); if below
161, placed into "reading."

0A;
oc

1.)

-214-



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Brookdale
BASIC SULFA _A Neadin
AREA NUMBER r o

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDIJCATICN

1984-86 INSTITUI1ONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT-
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students require, to be tested: FULL -TINE 1038 PART -TINE 846 1. Students rcquired to be tested: FUll-TINE 1038 PART -TIME. 846

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME &APT-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I % F %

1001 96.4 755 89.2

3. Students needing remediation FULT-41NE PART-TTRE-
(I of those tested): : Z %

416 41.5 288 38.1

:. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in above): if %

1001 96.4

3:-StJdents nee1TRTFiElidirtion . FULL -TIML
(t of those tested): I %

351 35.0

COLLEGE Rrookdale

BASIC MIL AREA gritin
AREA HUFFER 2 o

PART-TIME
I %

755 89.2

PART-IINE
I

225 29.8

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Summer 84 toWg 4. Studen... -.IFOTTOd-5 appropriate remedial courses in lat semester from Summer 114 to Spring
'85 (% of those identified in 13 above): '86 rt of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % 0 % ! % I %

394 94.7 177 61.4 338 96.2 133 59.'

E7C5urse enrol Irfir t (any semester from Summer '84 6-SOring 136) and outcomes for Foal level of
remediation:

FULL -TIME PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrey ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

394 73.6 24.9 1.5 177 65.5 30.5 4.0

b. rre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: Ho data

I. Four-temester to up of full-time students (based on Spring 85 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remedlat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedlat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 579 290 126 '

I RETURNEO SPR.'86 (0 286( 49.3) 154( 53.1) 25( 19.8)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.1 11.4 11.3 ' 50.7 42.0 41.5
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.82 7.88 6.44 ' 39.3 31.7 27.8
MEAN GPA I .

% GPA .:s. 2.0, .

S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL1

S. Course iii0iiieni Tiny semester c.oul Summer 84 to Spring 851 and outr. 'nmes for final lee-21-61-
remedlation:

FULL-TIM" ' PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass /- I %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Ilithdrew

338 74.5 23.4 2.1 ' 133 70.7 24.8 4.5

6. Pre- and post-test iesults r57-iemedial courses in skill area: No data

7:F5Trr-semester follow up of fulf-FAce students (based on Spring '86 data):

'ZRM DATA (SPRING '86) .

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Hot Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Ceem'ipted

TO1AL I 641 254 101 '

I RETURNED SPR.'85 (41 322( 5U.2) 134( 52.7) 10( 9.9)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.1 11.5 8.10 ' 50.7 40.3 33.4
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.92 7.52 3.20 ' 39.7 29.2 19.1
MEAN GPM
% GPA :2> 2.0, .

4 SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL'

B Performance of full -time students in first college-level course in 7IIT-are4 (through 1)1-3--711-19 8.15eiLrmance-51-1.01-Elme siudinli-iii-Firit--6TTige-ievel course Tn skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat. '86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Needed Completed

if ENROLLED

% PASS
461 217
82.1 81.1

!TOTES:

1Unique grading system (2.0-4.0) does not allow for comparable GPA and SSR indicators. 0 is
not considered a passing grade and is not awarded. Non-passing ;-ades are not reflected in
students' GPA.

(10d19871

26"i

I ENROLLED
% PASS

514

81.7
203

77.3

NOItS:

!Unique grading system (2.0-4.0) does not alto,/ for comparable GPA and SSR indicators. 0 Is
it considered a passing grade and is not awarded. Non - passing grades are not reflected in

students' GPA.

(V081987]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILt riOLLEGE Brookdale NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 198, 86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Brookdale
EFFECTIVENESS-REPORT BASIC Skill AREA Computation DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVEVEMENIFF- BASIC MU-AREA-Algebra(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 Z1-4 (Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 4 of 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1038 PART-TIME P.

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in fl above):

7.-laidents neaIng remedia.ion
(L of those tested):

FULL-TIME
1 %

1001 95.4

FULL-TIRE
I ;

461 46.0

PART-TIME
%

755 89.2

it I.

387 51.2

4. Students enrolTiCI in appropriate remedial courses in an emester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I T

357 77.4 161 41.6

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '861 and outcomes For final level or
recediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass 'OM %Withdrew

338 70.4 28.1 1.5

/Enrolled

149

PART-TIME

%Pass %Fail ;Withdrew

85.2 14.1 0.1

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. No post-test data.

ur-semes er ollow up o

10TAL I
f RETURNED SPR. '86 (%)
MEW( CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREQITS EARNED
MEAN GPAI

% CPA ZN 2.01

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL1

me s u.en se on pr ng a

TERM DATA (SPRING '861 CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remedia.. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Hot Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 1038 PART-TIME 846

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in II above):

FULL -TIME
I %

1001 96.4

PART-TIME

I %

755 89.2

mien s nee tng ieme la ion .
(1 of thc.o tested):

662 66.1

vART=TTME
%

489 64.7

473tudents en6TTedin appropriate redlidiar courses in 22x semester from Sumner 'aria Spring
'86 (% of those identified in I3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % i %

336 50.7 123 25.1

5:-Edurse enrollment Tany se:Mr:Ter-11'8M Summer 84 to Spring -76)-iiidorifecmes for final level of
remedlation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled TPass UFail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass ;Fail %Withdrew

336 64.0 31.5 3.3 123 62.6 31.7 4.1

57-P7e- and post-test resuTts for remedial course- in skill area: No post-test data.

7-7---11-"folot.our-semtupo full-time stuilarc,oased on Spring '86 data):

lERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' .emediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Complete

535 209 256 ' TOTAL I 273 215 449
274( 51.2) 122( 58.3) 72( 28.11' I RETURNED SPR. 'h (9) 144( 52.7) 161( 74.8) 140(31.1)'
12.3 I' 8 9.93 ' 51.9 43.3 37.2 MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.6 12.7 10.2 ' 53.6
9.17 7 i., 6.25 ' 40.6 32.3 26.0 MEAN CREQITS EARNL9 9.41 9.18 6.55 ' 42.4

MEAN GPA'
i GPA : 2.01
I SUCCESS78C. SURVIVAL'

H. Performance of full- Toe students in first college-level course in skill area (through pang
'86): Remed.at. Remediat.

Not Needed Colipted

I ENROLLED 161 28
% PASS 54.0 21.4

NOTES:

'Unique grading system (2.0 -4.0) does not allow for comparable GPA and SSR indicators. D is
not considered a passing grade and is not awarded. Non-passing grades are not reflected in
students' GPA.

2 6 NO81987]

49.4
38.(

40.0
28.4

8 Performance of TI411-time studenti in first cc:IWO:revel course -in SUIT ..-ea TEFrou§b Spring
'86). Remediat Remediat.

Not rieed, Completed

I ENROLLED
% PASS

77
64.9

109

39.8

ROTES:

1Unique grading system (2.0-4.0) does not allow for comparable GPA and SSR indicators. El is
not considered a passing grade and is not awarded. Non-passing grades are not reflected In
students' GPA.

[v081987]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

COLLEGE BROOKDALE

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(F211 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 164 anc dditional testing on first day of class with
Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

Writing: SS 162 and additional testing on first day of class with local
writing sample (holistically scored).

Computation: MC 166 and, where necessary, additional testing wish instruments
developed locally.

Elementary Algebra: EA 171 and, where necessary, additional testing with
instrk:ments developed locally.

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

Reading: 95 67

Writing: 96 59

Computation: 74 40

Elementary Algebra: 41 21

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had nut
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TiME
# %

Reading: 10 2.4 30 10.4

Writing; 4 1.1 23 10.2

Computation: 32 6.9 16 11.8

Elementary Algebra: 47 7.0 61 12.4



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS r9UNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUATION 1TTECTIVERESSIZEP6RT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TINE 776 PART-TINE 318

2. Students tested (and % or FULL-TINE
f

756 97.4

those counted in II ab X:

u n s nee ng remed a on
(S of those tested): I S

466 61.6

COLLEGE Burlington_
BASIC SUCE-XREK-REadin
AREA NUMBER I o

PART-TIME
I S

301 94.6

ART:Mr
/

162 5.1.8

47-Students eiaTgleo In appropfii.i-iiiidiST courses Eli a9 .emesier from 'Sumer '8I-I0 I6rTno
'86 (8 of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TINE
%

248 53.2

PART-TIME

%
60 37.0

Sumer 9:14-65--15OrTnj '13El and alt.666 TOT-HOIT'TeveT or
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass t'r'ail %Withdrew

210 81.9 14.3 3.8

PART-TINE
/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

49 79.6 14.3 4.1

b. Pre- and post-test results Tor re.,ed.al courses in skill area. Data nOI-available.

7:17OF;irmester tallow up of full -time students (based on Spring

TOTAL f
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (9)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
.

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Capatal Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

274

107(

169 297 '

39.0) ICI( 59.7) 103(34.6)'
REAM CREDITS ATTEMPTED .0.3 10.0 9.4 ' 54.2 40.1 43.4
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.4 7.6 7.1 ' 45.8 32.9 35.6
HEAR GPA 2.4 1.9 1.9 ' 2.5 1.9 2.1

S GPA 7.:s 2.0 81.3 58.4 55.3 ' 77.6 54.5 55,7,

S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 31.8 34.9 19.2 ' 30.3 32.5 19.1

a. Performance of lull-time students in first college-level course Tn-iETTT arra (through Spring
'86): Reveal' Remediat.

ROTES

2 '7 /:..

I ENROLLED
S PASS

Not Needed Completed

207 139
60.1 69.8

(v092887)

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EDUCATION -----IFFEO1VIWESSREPDR1----

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME _776 PART-TIME 318

2. Stud' Its tested (and S of FULL-TINE
those counted in /I above): f S

756 97.4

1.-StaihEriTeFaing remaiilion FULL-IIRL
(I. of those tested): f I

401 53.0

COLLEGE Burlington
BASIC SKILLAIIEVl_t_ingg
AREA NUMBER 2 o

PART-TIME
S

301 94.6

PART -TIME

1 S

141 46.8

4. Students enrolled in oprupriale remedial courses in !EL semester To Summer 17Ta Spring
(% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TINE

S f S
386 96.2 105 74.4

5. Course enrollment (ant semester ,um Summer `84-to Spring '136) and Outlmes Tor Tiiiil Teel. lir-

remediation:
FULL-TIME

.
PART-TINE

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

345 77.1 16.2 4.9 94 64.9 24.5 7.5

S Tyre a'nd poi( -test resuTts for remedial. at-OB-iisIirf area: Data not available.

Four-senesTEFT511-6-wup of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remedlat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed
Remediat.

Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DA1A
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

f 22 139 '

f RETURNED SPR..R6 (%) 171( 49.5) 138( 52.6) 16( 11.5)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 9.9 10.5 4.8 ' 49.9 45.2 20.8
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.3 7.8 2.1 42.7 36.4 11.7

MEAN GPA 2.5 1.8 0.8 ' 2.5 ..v 1.0

% CPA 2.0 75.4 51.5 25.0 ' 72.5 48.t, 25.0

S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 37.4 27.1 2.9 ' 35.9 25.6 2.9

8. Performance oT full-time students in firs! college-level Louise in slITT area ftl,.ough 5'014
'80: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ENROLLED 269 221

% PASS 71.0 71.5

NOTES:

[V09282):4 0



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
()PARTNERI OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 776 PART-TIME 318

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in fl above): I %

756 97.4

COLLEGE Burlin ton
BASIC SKILL AREACoaComputation
AR", NUMBER 3 of '1

PART-TIME
I %

301 94.6

J. Students needing remediation FULL -ilFiz

(% of those tested): i Z
455 60.1

PART-11Hz
I %

183 60.7

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedia. cou.ses in EL semester from Summer 84 to spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL -TIME PART-TI"E
I % f %

312 68.5 86 46.9

3. Course enroiment (any semester fr..m Summer 84 to Spring 861 and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

[Enrol led

312

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

72.4 13.8 6.7

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdraw

86 79.1 10.5 34.9

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skfil area: See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of tuh-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat, Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedial. Remediat.
Completed hot Completed

TOTAL I 298

:Not

222 233 '

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 141( 47.3) 131( 59.0) 56( 24.0)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 10.4 10.0 8.7 ' 52.8 43.5 37.9
MEAN CK:OITS EARNED 8.6 7.6 6.1 ' 45.3 35.6 28.6
MEAN GPA 2.4 2.0 1.8 ' 2.4 2.0 1.8
% GPA :.. 2.0 69.5 61.1 51.8 ' 73.0 52.0 48.2
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 32.9 3E 3 12.5 ' 34.6 30.6 11.6

8. Performance of full -time students Ili first colleo8=Teve1 course in skill area (Eh-trough Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENNUI: 184 99
% PASS 79.4 62.6

NEW JFRSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Burlingttn
DEPARIHENT OF HIGHER FOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS fErblr- BASIC sm. AREA ebra

(Fall 193i Cohort) AREA NUMBER 4 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 776 PART-TIME 318

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 11 above): f %

756 97.4

PART-TIME

I %

301 94.6

J. Students needing remediation . FULL-T1FIL
(1 of those tested): I %

453 59.9

PARE -Itte

f %
203 67.4

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in !Ex semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I %

196 43.2 63 31.0

5. Course enrollment (2 semester frori-Summer 84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail

193 72.0 15.5

%Withdrew

5.2

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

63 87.3 6.3 0.0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses In skill area: See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remedial. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 195

:Not

130 323
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 95( 48.7) 87( 66.9) 98( 30.3)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.1 10.5 8.7 ' 55.3 48.2 37.1
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 8.9 8.4 6.2 ' 47.1 41.3 28.6
MEAN GPA 2.3 2.1 1.8 ' 2.3 2.3 1.8
% GPA Za.2.0 65.3 66.6 53.1 ' 70.5 60.9 44.9
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 31.8 44.6 16.1 ' 34.4 40.8 13.6

8. Performance of tirEt college-leiff course in skill area
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLEO 120
% PASS 80.0

86

68.6

(through Spring---

(11092687]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE BURLINGTON
DEPARTKNT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 19.$4 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 167

Writing: SS 162

Computation: MC 169

Elementary Algebra: EA 168 with MC > 168

4a. Percent of students ;tient flied for remediation who had enrolled in uppropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semest. ,.,):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 87 59

Writing: 99 87

Computation: 82 58

Elementary Algebra: 41 41

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were ',resent in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART -
#

Reading: 91 19.5 32 19.7

Writing: 2 0.4 11 7.8

Computation: 16 3.5 1 0.5

Elementary Algebra: 68 1c.6 51 25.1

2""i u
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BURLINGTON COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN REAPING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEFENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIvr DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SF .1NG 1986

Name of Course Toial No.

Enroll*/

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Student%

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-tost4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Mean Standard

Deviation

in Course

English Skills

Writing)_ 327

NJCBSPT

Form-3GLP SS LEL

160

Da

Da..

a Not Ava

N. .

Table

.8 -

Data It available

i. 1.8 A . .8 '

ommunication
kills(Readind 211

NJCBSPT
Form-3GLP RC

Basic MPth

[

294 lie
_

3' 1/111

92 :59.0 6.58 176.0

100.

Elementary

Algebra 194

n

i9s6 P
d

179 4.15 34.8

._

Translated into a NJCBSPT score of approximately 25 base on linking inhouse exit scores to NJCBSPT.

27"i



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984 -86 INSTITUTION/1. PROFILE

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1081 PA-J-TIME 425

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in ft above): f %

1021 94.4

Wediation FULL-TIME
(% of those tested): f %

547 53.5

COLLEGE Camden
BASIC SKILL AREA Readin
AREA NUMBER 1 of 4

PART-TIME

I %
393 92.4

PART-TIME
I %

129* 32.8*

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Summer '84 to Spriag
'86 (% cf those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f Z r %

410 74.9 k18 168.9

r arse enrollment (and semester from pring level of
remediationi:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Aithdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

410 71 8 4 218 69 10 7

. Pre- (no post-test results for remedial courses in sk 11 area: See attached.

/. four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat: kemediat. ' Remed;st. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Emleted Not Corr ted

TOTAL 454 283 232
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 227( 50.0) 148( 52.2) 53( 22.81'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.0 11.2 8.4 47.? 76.0 32.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.7 10.6 7.6 46.2 34.6 31.0
MEAN GVA 2.62 2.33 1.85 ' 2.66 2.34 2.20
% GPA . 2.0 85 77 57 90 78 72
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 42.7 40.2 12.9 ' 44.9 40.6 16.4

h. Pertormance or fuel-time students in first college -level course A s area oiliTg-
'861z: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 392 200
% PASS 69.6 62.5

TIOTEST--

*Includes only an fnspecified fraction of PT students.
l:nly final attempts recorded for students who repeated the courses (explicit).
:Aly first attempts and *0" or above recorded here (explicit).

EV092887]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATiN EFFECTIIIRESS REPORT----

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 1081 PART-TIME 475

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in ft above):

J. Students needing remedtation
(4 of those tested):

FALL -TIME

I %

1021 94.4

FULL -ellit

I %

538 52.6

COLLEGE Camden
BASIC IWaitinggWritin
AREA NUMBER 2 of

PART-TIME
e %

394 92.4

PART-IIME
1 %

157* 39.9*

4. Students enrolled-firappropriate remedial courses -iiraox semester from summer '84 to Sumo
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % f %

426 79.1 232 147.7

S. Course enrollment Taff semeitiF-Ticelliimumer Spring 861 and outcomes for final level of
remediation,.

FULL-TIME PART-TIRE
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

76 70 9 4 232 72 9 6

6--Fre- and post-test results for remedial COUrSe, lc skill" area: See attached.

T. tour-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat Remedlat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 416 296 254
RETUithil SPit.'86 (%) 209( 50.2) 158( 56.7) 50( 19.6)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.4 10.7 8.6 48.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.0 10.2 7.8 47.2
MEAN GPA 2.60 2.38 1.84 ' 2.65
% GPA 2.0 85 78 58 89
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 42.5 44.3 11.4 ' 44.5

36.5 30.0
35.2 28.3
2.63 2.24
81 70
45.9 13.8

13. Pirformance 6T-FUTT-time iTudiill-t-T611Pst coffer: -lever course In sTIll area (through Sur ng
'86)2: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

NOTES:

f ENROLLED
% PASS

375 230
69.9 63.5

!Includes only an unspecified fraction of PT students.
'Only final attempts recorded for students who repeated the courses (explicit).
20nly first attempts and "D' or above recorded here (explicit).

EV092887] 2



REV JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE:

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1081 PART-TIME 425

2. Students tested (and S of FULL -TIME

those counted in /1 above): S

1021 94.4

COLLEGE Camden HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
BASIC SETDCWEA Computatior DEPARTMENT Of HIGHER EDUCATION
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4

PART-TIME
S

393 92.4

J. Students needing remediation FULL -ilmE

(% of those tested): S

468 45.8

PART -TIME

S

151* 38.4*

4. Students en.olied in appropriate remedial courses in Ara semester from S.Amer 114 to Spring
'86 (S of those identdied in /3 above):

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
S S

196 41.8 170 112.5

b. Course enropmen.-TEFTRiiter from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for tidal level of
remedlationl:

FULL-TIME ' /ART -TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

:
/Enrolled %Pass Stall %Withdrew

196 29 23 11 170 33 28 9

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in still area: See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring 86 dotal:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediatl Remediat. ' Remediat.
klot Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 49 256 240 '

I RETURNED SPO.'86 2461 51.3) 140( 54.6) 451 18.71'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.1 10.4 8.8 ' 47.5 34.0 30.5
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 1,1.7 9.9 7.9 ' 46.4 32.8 28.9
MEK1 GPA 2.60 2.26 1.88 ' 2.62 2.40 2.13
S GPA 2.0 85 74 58 ' 88 81 64
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 43.6 40.6 10.8 ' 45.3 44.5 12.0

m. Perlormance of full -time students in first college-level course In skill area (through Spring
'86)=: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Complete:,

/ ENROLLED 333 89
S PASS 62.:. 66.3

VOTES:

*Includes only an unspecified fraction of PT students.
!Only final attempts recorded for students who repeated the courses (explicit).
(Only first attempts and "D" or above recorded here (explicit).

[V092887)
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1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVE/1E5s REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 1081 PART-TIME 425

2. Students tested (and S of

those counted in /1 above):
FULL-TIME

S

1021 94.4

COLLEGE Camden
BASIC SKILT711EA Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 of

PART-TIME
S

393 92.4

S uden s nee ing reme loa F
S

789* 77.2*

(% of those tested): 1 S
157** 39.S**

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Ara semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in /3 above):

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
S S

505 64.0 303 192.9

S. Course enrollment (ate semester from Summer 84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final leveT of
remediationl:

FULL -TIME ' PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass 1Fa-1 %Withdrew

505 66 15 7 ' 303 66 16 8
'

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See att&rhed.

J. Four - semester follow up of full -time students Rased on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE
Remediat.
Completed

DATA

Remediat.

Not Co1ma^leted

TOTAL I
i RETURNED SPR.'86 10

181

103(
328

56.9) 2201

461 '

67.0) 110(23.8)'
MEAT! CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.7 11.5 9.0 ' 52.3 39.9 33.5
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.4 11.1 8.2 51.3 38.8 32.1
MEAN GPA 2.71 2.51 1.9: ' 2.78 2.50 2.21
% GPA 2.s. 2.0 89 82 6! ' 93 84 73
1 SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 50.8 55.2 14.5 : 53.0 56.4 17,3

a. Perfermance of full-time students in first college-level course in stITT area TENT.ough Spri.g
86)=: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

/ ENROLLED 154 230
S PASS 63.0 66.1

ROTES:

*Students who test in at computation level are required ,o take algebra.
* *Includes only an unspecified fraction of PT students.
!Only final attempts recorded for students who repeated the courses (explicit).
20n'y first attempts and "D" or above recorded here (explicit).

[V092887)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE CAMDEN
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (N JCBSPT unless otherwise
specifiec):

Reading: RC 166

Writing: C 166

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: EA 176

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e.. within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 90 91

Writing: 95 89

Computation: 91 89

Elementary Algebra: 90 90

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring *86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the shill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 105 20.3 129 37.1

Writing: 24 22.5 157 40.3

Computation: 300 60.4 151 47.0

Elementary Algebra: 284 35.9 157 34.1

224



CAMDEN COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN REMING. WRITING. MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEGRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRiNC, 1986

i

Name of Course Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

1

PRE-TEST POST-TEST I Percent Students

Attaining Mln.

Level or. Post -test

Moan Standard

Deviation

Meat; Standard

Deviation

In Course

II

28

29

609

1015

1

117.1

21.2,

6.9

4.4

26.1

25.7

7.0

3.2

66

53

Readin II 927 NJCPSPT Reading

! ritina II

'Ho on

1921) kOCBSE Mriting,

2450 NJCBSPT nputation 19 1221 10.9 4.0 23.7 3.3 50

a 20 1569 9.0 4.4 22.0 2.6 51em-i . , 3104 MCBSPT Elem. Algeb

284
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NEW JEk'EY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Cumberland
OEPARTMENT Of HIGHER EDUCATION --EFFECTIVENESS ITEPORr- BASIC SETEL-AREAPTadln

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA RIMIER 1 o

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 255 PART-TIME 135

2. students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted 1n II above): I %

255 100.0

en s nee ng remed a on Cu -1 m
f %

147 57.6

(% of those tested):

PART-TIME

%
135 100.0

MIME
f

84 62.2

4. Students enrolled In appropriate remedial courses in Ira semester (74 Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I %

125 85.0 46 54.7

t.ose enrollment Tam semester felm Sumner '134 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final 1 vel
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
(Enrolled %Piss %Fail %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

73 79 0 8 24 75 4 12

7.-Iii- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached l.

I. aur-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 8 data):

TERM 3ATA (SPRING '86)
Remedlat. Remedlat. Remedlat ' Remedlat
mot Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedlat. Remediat.
tNepleted Not Completed

TOTAL I 113 82 21 '

0 RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 58( 51.3) 50( 60.9) 10( 47.6).
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14 12 14 ' 55 47 S4
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12 9 12 ' 52 39 47
MEAN GPA 2.82 1.69 2.39 ' 2.77 2.02 2.18
% GPA a 2.0 86 48 70 88 52 70
Z SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 44 29 33 ' 45 32 33

B. arlormance of full-time students in first college `eve) course fn Skill area (tnrough Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed completed

KITES:

I ENROLLED
% PASS

106

82
79
Al

liable E. percent attaining minimum post-test level includes "A-D-s. bLt 'U's must repeat
the course.

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required t' be tested: FULL-TIME 255 PART-TIME 135

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in fl above):

T. Students needing rem< iation
(1 of those tested):

FULL -TIME

%
255 100.0

FULL-11lir
I %

110 43.1

COLLEGE Cumberland
BASIC SKILL AREA Writin
AREA NUMBER 2 o

PART -TIME

%
135 100.0

PAR1=TIHE
I %

66 48.8

4. Students enrolled in appropriate-remedial Cotirsei In semester Thiti-Ssulite17114- tc Siirlirg-
(% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I %

105 95.4 54 81.8

5: COUrse enrallient (any semester 'from Simmer '84 to ?pang- 'WI and otIrcomei TiirllicarreTdflit
remedfation:

FULL-TIME
.

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

75 79 0 4 43 81 0 7

5.7Pre- via-post:tat result) -T4r ,iiTaTiT courses in skill area: See attached.

7. TliFir-t-mil-Fre follow up 61611"4.re students (based on Spring 86 data).

TERM OW (SPRING '86) '

R'mediat. Remedlat. Remedlat. ' Remedlat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Hot Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedlat. Remedlat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 171 68 21

I RETURNED SPR.'86 70( 46.6) 45( 66.1) 5( 23.8) '

MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED .1 13 13 53 48 48
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12 9 9 51 38 39
MEAN GPA 2.80 1.58 1.89 2.76 1.91 1.97
S GPA 2.0 86 44 60 87 49 40
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 41 29 9 ' 41 32 9

8. PerfermseCE oraill-tice auirenTs rn-firsi college -TeveT course rn iIITT7leiiTtErbligh Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 132 67
% PASS 80 73

It

liable E; percent attaining minimum post-test level includes "A-D's, but 'Irs must repeat
the course.

(V081287) (V081287]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTICMAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TINE 255 PART-TIME 135

2. Students tested (and S at
those counted in 01 above):

FULL-TIRE
I T

255.. _100.0

u ents nee ng remc

(% of those tested):
to ion n

I

117 45.8

COLLEGE Cumberland
BASIC SKILL-AREX-Computation
AREA RIMER 3 of 4

PART-TIME
I T

135 100.0

FAX1-1 RE
I %

72 53.3

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in ant semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TINE
I % I T

106 90.5 43 59.7

b. Course enrollment semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

68 71 3 4

PART-TIME

'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

28 75 4 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedia* Remediat.

Comple*, ' Not Completed

TOTAL f 143 48 31

I RETURNED SPR.'88 (%) 73( 51.0) 23( 47.9) 21( 67.7)'

MEAN CREDITS ATT
NEAR CREDITS EARNED

EMPTED 14

12

12

8

12
10

55

51

42

35

51

41

HEM GPA 2.51 1.70 2.20 ' 2.61 2.02 2.06
% 2.0 77 52 67 84 52 57

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 39 25 45 43 25 39

Performance of full-time students in first college-Tivei course In WIT area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 97 24

% PASS 72 42

NOTES:

2 8

(V081287]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TINE 255 PART-TINE 135

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 11 above): f %

255 100.0

COLLEGE Cumberland
BASIC SKILL AREA Al ebra

AREA NUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
I %

135 100.0

J. Students needing remediation
(t of those tested):

kULL-flit

I %
178* 69.8*

PANT -TIME

I %
125* 92.5*

4. Students-ErWri-65-in appropriate remaTiT courses ;n ant semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'es (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I %

160* 89.8* 73* 58.4*

5. Course enrollment 1221 semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TINE
'Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

127 61 4 14 58 70 0 7

b. Pre- :nd post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

I. Four-semester follow up of tull-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) ' CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Hot Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 165 54 53 '

I RETURNED SPR.'85 (%) 95( 57.5) 19( 35.1) 4( 7.5) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13 13 16 ' 51 53 59
HEAR CREDITS EARNED 11 11 14 ' 45 48 56
MEAN GPA 2.27 2.31 2.76 ' 2.36 2.44 3.01

% GPA > 2.0 69 68 100 ' 72 68 100
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 40 24 7 41 24 7

8: Performance of TUTT-ITme iTud6613: Tn TIrsT COTTegi46-61- -STITT area 'through SpringcourseTii
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 103 17

% PASS 66 53

NOTES:

*Includes students carted over from Computation, since students identified as needing
remediation in computation are required to take algebr?.

1Table E: percent attaining minimum post-test level includes 'A -D's, but 'D's must repeat
the course.

(081287]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE CUMBERLAND
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

I Reading: RC 165

I
Ir

Writing: SS 165

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra. EA 168 with MC > 165

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 86 66

Writing: 94 88

Computation: 90 45

Elementary Algebra: 82 45

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

Reading: 6

Writing: 0

Computation: 2

Elementary Algebra: 2

2(-*t, J228

4.0 7 8.3

0.0 1 1.5

1.7 2 2.7

3.2 2 3.7



CUMBERLAND COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH CCAPOTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

alne Proficiency2

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Sudants

Attalninj Min.

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Mean Standard

Deviation
In Course

Reading 100 97 NJCBSPT Reading 164 101 151 10.18 i64 11.72 59.4'.

1.1m1At 100 118 II Scni.Sensc 164 112 154 16.34 i64 7.85 58.01.

Math 100 129 ., Algebra 167 105 150 26.65 168 7.53 51.41

Includes students receiving grades of D in courses who are required to repeat the course.

291
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1964-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 805 PART-TIME 380

2. Students tested (and Z of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): 0 %

783 97.2

3. Students needing remediation FULL -TINE
(% of those tested): I %

646 82.5

COLLEGE Essex

BASIC SKILL AREA Reading
AREA NUMBER 1 of

PART-TIME
I %

254 66.8

PAH1,11HE

200 78.7

4. Students enrollee in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I %

474 73.3 82 41.0

6. Course enrollment (any semester from Sumner 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL -TIME PART -TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

180 72.2 14.4 12.2 26 76.9 7.6 11.5

E7-1767--17 post-test resurtsesnedial courses in skill area. See attache `.1

7:767-esnester follow up of fell-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TOTAL I

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (1)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remedial'. Remedlat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed
Remediat.

Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

137

11( 8.0)
130

48(

516

36.9) 158(30.6)'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 10.5 10.0 10.2 ' 46.5 30.6 32.6
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.36 8.3 8.8 44.2 27.9 30.8
MEAN GPA 2.46 1.92 2.1 2.8 2.2 2.3
% GPA > 2.0 63.6 60.4 71.5 ' 90.9 64.6 75.9
1 SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 5 22 21 7 23 23

8. Performance of fuTT-time students in first college-level course in sill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

0 ENROLLEO 42 36
Z PASS 66.6 83.3

'Post -test data are from Fall 1984 semester only.

(V0622871

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 805 PART -TIME 380

2. Students tested (and % of FULL -TIME'

those counted in 01 above): I %

783 97.2

COLLEGE Essex
BASIC SRI[[ AREA Uriting
AREA NUMBER 2 of 4

PART -TIME'

I Z
254 66.8

3. Students needing remediation
(T of those tested):

471 60.1
I Z

146 57.4

4. Students enrolleo in appropriate remedial courses in anz semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (1 of those identified in 03 above):

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
I % 1 %

437 92.7 99 67.8

S. Course enrollment (Am semester from 84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled

348 69.2 21.2 8.3 79

6. Pre- and post-test rw:ults for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

73.4 15.1 10.1

1. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERN DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remedlat. Remedlat. ' Remediat. Remedlat. Remedlat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 264 241 230 '

0 RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 41( 15.5) 108( 44.8) 57( 24.7)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 10.5 10.4 9.2 ' 37.5 29.3 34.5
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.63 8.7 8.29 ' 35.0 27.0 33.3
MEAN GPA 2.2 1.95 2.2 ' 2.4 2.2 2.4
% GPA .:1 2.0 70.7 62.0 77.2 ' 73.2 70.4 82.5
Z SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 10 27 19 ' 11 31 20

8. Performance of full -tint
'86):

AMES:

I ENROLLED
% PASS

sTuoents in first college-level course16Tkiii area (through Spring
Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed

128 71

70.3 49.2

'However, data missing for 48 FT d 7 PT students.
2Post-test data are from Fall 1984 semester only.

(V062287]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 80S PART-TIME 380

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 01 above): t '4

COLLEGE Essex

BASIC SIZIMAREA Computation
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4-

PART-TIME
%

783 97.2 254 66.8

n s nee ng remedia on FU L-1 m
(% of those tested): I %

657 83.9 20S 80.7

4. s u ents enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in anx semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % %

606 92.2 139 67.8

S. Lourse enrollment fla semester from Summer '84 to Spring '861 and outcomes For Final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

464 47.8 35.5 14.0 94 56.3 26.5 19.1

PART-TIME

B. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat: Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :lot Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 1 126 222 435 '

I RETURNEO SPR. 1,5 (%) 33( 26.1) 82( 36.9) 102( 23.4)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.0 10.3 9.5 45.6 30.9 30.3
MEM CREDITS EARNED 11.2 8.7 7.9 ' 45.4 28.6 27.9
MEAN GPA 2.49 2.2 1.95 ' 2.7 2.4 2.2
% GPA > 2.0 72.7 74.0 62.7 ' 00.: 78.0 65.7
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 19 27 14 ' 23 28 15

er ormance o ul line s uden s in firs co ege- eve course n sE 11 area (through Spring
Remediat. Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed

436):

ENROLLED
% PASS

20

80.0
41

63.4

1Post-test data are from Fail 1984 semester only.
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NEW JERSr BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Essex
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFEETIVITESTEMir- BASIC SKILL-1MIA Al ebra

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 4 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 805 PART-TIME 380

2. Students tested 'and % of FULL-TIME
those counted In .1 above): I %

783 97.2

I. Students needing remediation FULL -TYNE'
(I of those tested): S

676* 86.3*

PART-TIMS
%

254 66.8

PART-TINE
%

223* 87.7*

SITidents enrolled In appropriate remedial courselfriarlx semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f % f

234 34.6* 54 24.2*

S. Course enrollment semester from Summer 'W4 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %lithdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

234 56.4 30.3 10.6 54 62.9 20.3 12.9

6. pre- and post-test results for remedial courses In skill area: See attached.'

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 8b data):

TERM DATA (SPRING ':16) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Hot Completed

TOTAL f

MEAN
RETURNEO

CREOITS
SPR

ATTEMPTEO
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
9 GPA > 2.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

107 132 544 '

21( 19.6) 78( 59.0) 105( 19.3)
11.8 11.1 8.97 '

10.8 9.44 7.48 .

2.6 2.06 2.07 '

76.2 64.1 70.5 '

14 37 13 '

46.7
46.3
2.79
90.5
17

33.0
30.8

2.3
73.1

43

28.5
26.2
2.2
69.5
13

6. '46-7)
mane- -fUTT=EW students in lTrst Ziiliiii=revt1 course in skill area tthrough Spring

Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed

0 ENROLLEO
% PASS

11 43

90.9 41.8

ROTES:

*Students identified as needing remediation in computation are required to complete
remedfation in algebra (numbers are included here).

lPost-test data are from Fall 1984 semester only.

(V052287) [V062287)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE ESSEX
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PRO "ILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCSSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 168

Writing: Essay 9

Computation: MC 169

Elementary Algebra: EA 168 with MC > 168

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

Reading: 72 40

Writing: 93 67

Computation: 91 64

Elementary Algebra: 68 56

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
#

Reading: 40 6. '1 105

Writing: 0 0.0 10 6.8

Computation: 9 1.3 8 3.9

Elementary Algebra: 0 0.0 3 1.3

29;
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ESSEX COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER NA* THROUGH SPRING 1986

Nome of Course'

English 096

Total No.

Enrolled

Nome of Test

Administered

Desc. Test

Section

of Test

Administered

Sentonce

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

20

H3

176

IPRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attainini *41n.

Level on Post-tmst4

80.7

Mean

18.7

Standard

Deviation

5.54

Meari

,23.72

Standard

Deviation

4.842

In Course

182
097 Structure

Moth 092.3

Departmental

Elementary

27 ^lg. Test

Elementary
kAlgebra

30 items

70% (21) 25 14.3 9.95 24.9 3.88 83.3

Mth 082-3 67
DepartmentalList_
TAKE

retro n

Computation

30 items 70% (21) 33 13.1 3.12 23.8 3.47 85.7

Rd g 099 8'3 Tntill 524 70 1413.-- 234. IAA 1 7 1

DATA ARE FROM FALL 1984 Semester

29 29 .j



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
OEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION

(Fall 19841984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 542 PART-TIME 260

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): S %

541 99.8

COLLEGE Gloucester
BASIC SUMMA-Riad:1g
AREA NUMBER 1 TT-(

PART-TIME
f %

246 94.6

u: those tested):
needing remediation

(t n
FUEL-TIME

139 25.6

PART-TIME
I %

35 14.2

4. Studen s enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in am semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
% I %

138 99.2 9 25.7

S. Course enrollment (El semester from Summer 84 to Spring '861 and outcomes for final. level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail Withdrew

115 64.4 33.0 1.7

PART-TIME
'Enrolled ''Pass %Fail %Withdrew

9 88.9 11.1

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in still area See attached.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Hot Completed 'Not Heeded

CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 5 402 82 57 '

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 195( 48.5) 55( 67.0) 5( 8.7) :

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.6 13.3 12.4 56.1 37.6 23.0
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.4 10.3 8.4 ' 48.8 30.8 16.6
MEAN CPA 2.28 2.01 1.43 ' 2.40 2.06 1.53
% GPA > 2.0 70.3 65.4 40.0 ' 74.4 56.4 40.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 34.1 44.0 3.5 ' 36.1 37.8 3.5

b. Performance of Full -time
'86):

S ENROLLED
% PASS

NOME-

students in first college-level course in skill area (through Sprl-
Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

338 71

79.3 88.7

!institutional policy permits faculty to add 4 points to each p-test score to allow for
standard error of measurement. Thus, institution argues that actual percent rtudents attaining
minimum level is slightly higher than that shown.

(V062387]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
OEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECINERESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 542 PART-TIME 260

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 11 above): I Z

541 99.8

COLLEGE Gloucester
BASIC SKILL AREA Writing
AREA NUMBER 2 of 4

PART-TIME

%
246 94.6

J. Students needing remediation . FULL -TIM!
(t of those tested): 5 %

300 55.4

PANT -LIME

I %
72 29.2

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in a from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f % f %

295 98.3 33 45.8

5:-GT:ise enrollment Tiny semester from Summer 84 to 'ring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %PM %Fail Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail Withdrew

273 72.2 25.3 1.8 33 84.9 9.1 6.1

67ire- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

Trour-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERN DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Hot Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 241 202 sa
I RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 126( 52.2) 119( 58.9) 10( 10.2)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.5 13.7 11.4 ' 56.4 48.0 29.9
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.3 11.1 8.2 49.9 40.2 21.0
MEAN GPA 2.35 2.11 1.64 ' 2.52 2.13 1.78
% GPA 2.0 72.2 66.4 50.0 ' 77.0 64.7 40.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 37.8 39.1 5.1 40.2 38.1 4.1

8. Performance 61-TOT-timn stti-deiffi Tr-I- First co1T-e=1-eveT-course-Tn iUTT area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ENROLLED 221 185
% PASS 81.0 81.1

NOTES:

llostitutIonal policy permits faculty to add 4 points to each p-test score to allow for
standard error of measurement. Thus, institution argues that actual percent students attaining
minimum level is slightly higher than that shown.

(V062387] 301



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTINTICNAL PROFILE COLLEGE Gloucester NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Gloucester
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFLCITVLNESS REPORT BASIC SAME-ANIA-CiMputation DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT BASIC SKILL AREA Al ebra

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 of 4 (Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 4 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIRE 542 PART -TIME 260

2. Students tested (and % of FULL -TOME
those counted in 01 above): 0 %

541 99.8

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART-TIME

PART-TIME 2. Students tested (and I. of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f % those counted in 01 above): f % S %

246 94.6

. Students needing remediation OLL-TIME
0 %

293 54.1

(% of those tested):
PART-TIKE 37-students needing remediation. FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % (Z of those tested): S % 0 %

110 44.7

en s enro n appropr a e reme al courses in any semester ram Simmer 84 to
'86 (Z of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f % I %

269 91.8 50 45.4

pring 4. Students enrolled- in appropilite-rezTaiTT courses in arix seam r Tiemi Simmer 84 to Spring
'86 it of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIP: PART-TIME
I % I S

5. Course enrollment (ET semester from Summer 84 to Spring 8o) and outcomes for final level or- 5. Course enrollmenT (any semester from Simmer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remedlatton: remediation:

1 FULL-TIME
.

PART-TIME FULL-TIME
.

PART -TIDE
tv /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

.

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail Withdrew /Enrolled :Pass %Fail Withdrew '

.

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

4.La.ri 269 68.4 26.4 3.0 ' 50 78.0 14.0 8.0
1

.

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached. 6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data): 7. Four-semester follow up .1 full-time students (based on Spring '8o data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) ' CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedlat. Remediat. Remedlat. ' Remedlat. Remedlat. Remediat.
Hot Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Complete.

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remedlat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remedlat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedlat. Remedlat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL! 248 190 103 '

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 1241 50.0) 120( 63.1) 11( 10.6)'
KEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.6 13.6 11.4 ' 58.0 45.9 37.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.7 10.8 7.27 ' 52.0 37.9 26.3
NEAR GPA 2.33 .1..13 1.77 ' 2.54 2.11 1.78
S EPA > 2.0 71.0 67.5 54.5 ' 82.3 59.2 45.4
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 35.5 42.6 5.8 ' 41.1 37.4 4.8

TOTAL I

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) ( )

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA > 2.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

O. Pertormance of toil -time students an first college-)eve' course in skill area (through Spring 13. Trirr6rmanceiii- MI.:time sta .ents 1-6-11iSE en3Tigi=166-1 course an WITT area (through Spring
'86): Remedlat. Remelliat. '86): . Remedlat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 197 131 I ENROLLED
% PASS 74.6 63.4 % PASS

NOTES:

)Institutional policy permits faculty to add 4 points to each p-test score to 4110W for
standard error of measurement. Thus, institution argues that actual percent students attaining
iniftm level Is slightly higher than that shown.

302,

NOTES:

'Courses are off,red in elementary and intermediate algebra, however, institution unable to
provide algebra data. Algebra placement at option of student or upon recommendation of 100-level
math instructors. Use of NJCBSPT for placement is under review.

[V062287] (V062287]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

COLLEGE GLOUCESTER

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (N JCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 161

Writing: EC (composite) 165

Computation: MC 165, ACT/SAT scores

Elementary Algebra: Diagnostic test & curriculum requiring algebra

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the shill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 99 17

Writing: 97 38

Computation: 91 31

Elementary Algebra:*

4b Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
w %

PART-TIME
w %

Reading: 0 0.0 4 11.5

Writing: 1 0.3 9 12.5

Computation: 5 1.7 18 16.3

Elementary Algebra:*

`See footnote on profile.
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GLOUCESTER COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH OMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMHER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course
li

Total No. I

Enrolled

Name of Test

ALAInIstered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-test

N Mean Standard

Deviation

Meat; Standard

Deviation
In Course

Preparatior
for College
Rpadina TT

115 NJCBSPT
Reading
Compre-
Itenaion

161 73
145
.19 8.57 160 7.51 50.7

Basic
Comp II 273 W CBSPT

MJCBSPT

Total
Com os
Math
omputa

165

165

197

189

156
.13

156.
.69

6.16

5.10

167
.24

171
,06

5.67

4.50

67.0

93.6

Intro.
ColleqeMatl

269

.0j 3



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 559 PART-TIME 290

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in /1 above):

COLLEGE Hudson
BASIC SKILL 4REA Reading
AREA NUMBER 1 of 4

FULL -TIME PART -TIME

f i f S
559 100.0 290 100.0

uden s nee mg reme
(I of those tested):

a ion FULL-I M
f

310 55.4 160

1-11Mf
6
55.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in at semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL -TINE PART -TIME

I % I %
310 100.0 149 93.1

5. Curse enrollment (any semester from Sommer '84 to Spring '86) and ourames for final level of
remediation:

FULL -TIME

(Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

143 54 33 12

PART -TIME

/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

83 67 28 5

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE
Remediat.

Completed

DATA
Remediat.

Not Completed

TOTAL I 188 51 224
.

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 76( 40.4) 35( 68.6) 42( 18.7)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.4 12.0 9.72 ' 55.7 29.5 22.6
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.1 8.31 6.51 ' 49.4 21.7 16.3
MEM GPA 2.38 1.81 1.53 ' 2.52 1.92 1.58
% GPA > 2.0 70 51 38 ' 79 51 38
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 28 35 7 ' 32 35 7

B. Performance of full-time students in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 161 42
% PASS 74 78

307

HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCF.TION EFFECTIVENESS

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 559 PART-TIME 290

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in 01 above): 1 %

559 100.0

. Students needing remediaion Fult-iimE
(6 of those tested): I '6

309 55.2

COLLEGE Hudson
BASIC SKTEE-AREA Writin
AREA NUMBER 2 o

PART-TIME

f S
290 100.0

f

157 54.1

4: Students enrol iedli appropriate remedial courses In ant semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in 0S above):

FULL -TIME PART -TIME
S I S

305 98.7 139 88.5

571Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL -TIME PART -TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

131 51 39 10 64 67 28 5

6. re- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attacnea.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. RemediF'. Remediat. ' Remedlat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 161 59 243
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 62( 38.5) 34( 57.6) 57( 23.4)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.8 12.0 10.3 ' 55.5 28.4 32.7
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.6 8.59 7.01 ' 48.8 22.0 25.8
MEAN GPA 2.39 1.83 1.74 ' 2.51 1.90 1.86
% GPA Z> 2.0 71 50 46 79 53 47
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 27 29 11 30 31 11

B. Performance of full-time students in first college-level course In Skill area (through spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 138 50
S PASS 72 70

MIES:

[V062287] (V0622871
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Hudson
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION -EFFECTIVENESS REPORT- BASIC SKILL AREA Computation

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 of 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIRE 559 PART-TIME 290

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I %

559 100.0

17-uensnee ng remean F. M
I %

383 68.5

It of those tested):

PART-TIME
I S

290 100.0

E

S
181 62.4

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in lax semester from Sumner '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I S

330 86.1 127 70.1

b. Course enrollment (an semester from summer 04 to Spring WO and outcomes tor final level- of-
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled

132 55 36 9 27

%Pass %Fail

52 37

6. Pre- and post-test results for emedial courses in S ill area: See attached.

%Withdrew

11

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students abased on Spring 'BO data):

TOTAL 1
RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
HEM GPA
S GPA , 2.0
S SUCCE3SFUL SURVIVAL

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remedlat. ' Remedlat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

75 83 300 '

26( 34.6) 48( 57.8) 79( 26.31'
13.1 11.2 12.5 '

11.7 7.53 9.61 '

73
2.54 1.82 1

5.3

99
54

'

25 31 14 '

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

52.3 32.1 43.4
47.1 25.4 36.1
2.61 2.04 2.05
65 60 54
29 35 14

Performance of tull-time students in first college -level course in skill area (through
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ENROLLED 45 40
% PASS 75 70

ROTES:

303 (V062287]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 559 PART-TIME 290

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in II above): I. S

5591 100.01

3. Students needing remediation FULL -TIME
(A of those tested): I S

105 18.71

C(ILLEGE Hudson

BASIC MILARTA Al ebra
AREA HUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
O.

100.012901

PART -TINE

I S
48 16.51

71.-Sludents enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in am semester from Sumner 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I S

55 52.32 26 54.12

5:76..rse enrollment (Ex semester from Sumner '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final itver-X-
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

74 64 27 9

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

23 61 26 13

6;--10-Ft- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
' CUMULATIVE DATA

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Hot Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL i 21 17 70 '

l RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 10( 47.6) 12( 70.5) 18( 25.7)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 9.50 10.8 13.8 ' 42.7 29.1 39.6
MEAN CREDITS EARNEO 8.80 7.08 11.3 ' 38.6 2D.3 34.8
MEAN GPA 2.75 1.51 2.01 ' 2.75 1.83 2.11
% GPA ::a 2.0 90 42 44 ' 90 42 55
% SUCCUSFUI SURVIVAL 43 29 11 ' 43 29 14

W. Performance of full-t.me students in first college -level course in skill area ithrougn Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED

% PASS
12 7

83 71

NOTES:

'Only 253 FT & 151 PT students took algebra portion
of test: algebra testing not required for

students who have not taken an algebra course.
(Course required only in certain programs.

(V062287]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE HUDSON
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984 -86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCI3SPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 166

Writing: SS 164

Computation: MC 169

Elementary Algebra: EA 168 and curriculum requiring algebra

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 100 93

Writing: 99 89

Computation: 86 70

Elementary Algebra: 52 54

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present isi Spring .86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-1 I ME

Reading: 0 0.0 3 1.8

Writing: 0 0.0 5 3.1

Computation: 47 12.2 4 2.2

Elementary Algebra: 10 9.5 3 6.2

:3

240



hVOSON COUNTY COM4UY1TY COLLEGE

Full- and Part-Time
Pre-Test and Post-Test Results for Remedial Courses (Final Level Only)

In Reading, Writing, Meth Coopution and Elementary Algebra
(Fall 1984 COhort)

CLMULATIVE DATA FOR SLR 1984 THRCVGH SPRING 1986

Neme of Coursel Total htmber
Enrolled Neme of Test

Administered

Section
Of Test

Administered

hdnimun Score Needed
to Determine
Proficiency2 N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST

2 pf

Students
Attaining
?dn. Level

on the
Post -Test4Neon

Standard
Deviation Neon

Standard
Deviation

rliCTurse

College Reading II 200 NJCBSPT
Reading
Cor rehension 1655 92 141.8) 8.21 160.40 8.14 49

Basic English II 184
------tence

NJCBSPT Sense 163 83 146.84 7.22 160.96 6.84 53

Basic high II 173 NJCBSPT Computation I 168 61 152.9) 6.aa 164.97 8.13 49

Basic Algebra 67 NJCBSPT Computation II 167 25 155.72 4.78 171.72 6.94 88

IFinel level of the remedial courses in each skill area.

?The scaled/standard score which will exempt students from being placed in the remedial course.

314.1mber of students who took both pre-test and the post-test, and who passed the course.

4Percentege of students whose post-test scores were equal to or more than the niinimum score on the pre-test.

5The score for 1985 students has been changed to 167.



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Mercer
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION ETTECTIVINESSMTRT 8ASTC SKILL AREA Readin

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 1 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1361 PART-TIME 716

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME

those counted in #1 above): I %

1361 100.0

PART-TIME

I %
716 lc^ 0

3. Students needing remediation
(t of those tested):

FULL-T."1.

0

618 45.4

PART-TIME
I T

320 44.6

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in am secret from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (I of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

0 1 i %
594 96.1 241 75.3

b. Course enrollment (22 semester from Sumer '84 to Spring '861 and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

I
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass trail %Withdrew

Iv
-P 430 76* 17 7 125 74* 15 11

Iv
1 6TPre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

i. four-serester follow up of full -tine students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA1

Remeliat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 743 413 205 '

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 395( 53.1) 234( 56.6) 19( 9.2).
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTEII 11.0 10.4 7.1 ' 44 33 21

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 9.8 8.6 5.4 ' 39 30 18

MEAN GPA 2.42 1.94 1.42 ' 2.39 2.03 1.51

% GPA > 2.0 73 56 32 ' 72 54 21

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 39 31 3 : 38 31 2

B. Performance of full-time
'86):

ROTES:

0 ENROLLED
% PASS

students in First college -level course in SUIT area IYEilbegITOrTng
Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

118 214

88 68

*According to institution, understates the true percentage of students who successfully
completed remediation (cf. 80% FT and 841 PT respectively).

For comparable '83 cohort data, see tables included in 8/10/87 correspondence.

3 4

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1361 PART-TIME 716

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 51 above): 0 6

1361 100.0

COLLEGE Mercer
BASIC szTErwrA Writin

AREA NIliSER 2 o

PART-TIME

I %
716 100.0

uaen s needing remedia ion m
(t of those tested): I %

518 38.0
0 %

279 38.9

T. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any. semester from bummer 254 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME
I %

491 94.1

PART-TIME
I %

203 72.7

b. Course enrolment -Tiny semester Ti-bm Sumner 'ti4 to Spring 'ti i and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
.

PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass Wail %Withdrew
.

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

386 74* 19 7 ' 128 75* 16 9

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

7. Four-semester follow up of full -tine students (based on Spring bb data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) '

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA1

Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 843 358 160
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (6) 434( 51.4) 195( 54.4) 19( 11.8)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.1 10.1 7.3 ' 44 31 24

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 9.9 8.2 6.1 ' 39 28 20

MEAN GPA 2.43 1.82 1.60 ' 2.41 1.91 1.66
/ GPA > 2.0 74 51 42 ' 73 46 36

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 38 28 5 ' 38 24 4

(I. PerF6rmance a- Tull-time studafi ill first cuiiiiijiveT course in arrr area ithrough spring-
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ROTES:

I ENROLLED
/ PASS

103
80

304
71

*According to institution, understates the true percentage of students who successfully
completed rcemelirri:n.(c . 7 FT a

comparable "83rcottgf.tFdatlau: PtTableessTiCtnienn 8/10/87 correspondence.

(V092987) [V092987]



NEB JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1361 PART-TIME 716

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted In #1 above):

FULL-TIME
f %

1361 100.0

COLLEGE Mercer NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
BASIC SKTEL-Ria Cceputation DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EDUCATION
AREA NUMBER 3

PART-TIME
f %

716 100.0

en s nee ng mediation F L- M
%

625 45.9

(% of those tested):
PART- t

S S
370 51.6

4. Students enrolled in appropriate reeedfai courses in .211 semester from Sumner '84 so Spring
'86 (Z of those Identified In #3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f % f S

594 95.0 288 77.8

6. Course enrollment (ant semester from sucicer

mediation:
FULL-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

544 70* 26 5

84 to Spring do) and outcomes for final level of

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

225 80* 13 7

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

7. Four- semester follow up of full -tice students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA1
Remediat. Recediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Recediat. Recediat.
Not Needed Ccupleted Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL # 736 429 196
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 388( 52.7) 240( 55.9) 20( 10.2)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.1 10.3 6.3 44 34 22
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 10.0 8.5 4.1 40 30 16

MEAN GPA 2.46 1.92 0.99 2.41 2.04 1.39
% GPA > 2.0
% SUCCUSFUL SURVIVAL

74

39

56

31

40

2

72

38

56
30

1

1

0

8. Performance full-tied students in first college - levve course In ATTI area (througn spring
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED lai 107
% PASS 73 59

WITEs:

*According to Institution, understates the true percentage of students who successfully
complW Ic'emegri (cf. 7 FT and PT respectively).

in 8/10/87 correspondence.

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1361 PART-TIME 716

2. Students tested (and % of FULL -TIME
those counted In 11 abova): f S

1361 100.0

COLLEGE Mercer
BASIC SKILL AREA Algebra
AREA 111.14BER 4 o

PART-TIME
%

716 100.0

J. Students needing remediation FULL -IINL

(% of those tested): f S

821 60.3

PAMI-FINE

f S

531 74.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in ail semester from Sumner '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those Identified In 53 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f S f S

640 77.9 303 57.0

S. Course enrollment (2 semester from Simmer '64 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME ' PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew .

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

64* 29 7 ' 241 70* 23 7

/Enrol led

587

. re- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

Tom- semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '8b data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Recediat. Remediat. ' Recediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA1
Reemdiat. Resediat.
Completed Not Complete(

TOTAL 1 540 431 390
.

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 311( 57.5) 273( 63.3) 64( 16.4)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.3 10.7 7.6 ' 45 36 26
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 10.2 9.1 5.4 ' 40 33 22
MEAN GPA 2.46 2.13 1.39 ' 2.41 2.19 1.66
% GPA .:6 2.0 74 63 41 ' 72 61 37
% SUCCUSFUL SURVIVAL 42 40 7 ' 42 39 6

8. Performance of full -time ifTldents in First aTTEgi=Tivei course in still area ithrougn spring
'86): Recediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 49 228

% PASS 80 66

DIES:

*According to Institution, understates the true percentage of students who successfully
completed remediation (cf. 67% FT and 76% PT respectively).

For comparable '83 cohort data, see tables Included In 8/10/87 correspondence.

[V0929873 (V0929873
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE MERCER
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONA!. PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 163

Writing: SS 165; for students with SS 156-164 inclusive, Essay of 8
was used as cut ^cf

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: EA 167

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 98 72

Writing: 96 72

Computation: 95 75

Elementary Algebra: 77 53

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area.

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 12 1.9 12 3.7

Writing: 8 1.5 12 4.3

Computation: 3 0.4 8 2.1

Elementary Algebra: 27 3.2 40 7.5

3 LS
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MERCER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY,

IN READING. WRITING, MATH COMPUTATIO4 AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course) Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proflclency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post -testa

Mean Standard

Deviation

Mean Standard

Deviation
In Course

ES 210

(Reading) 814 RAT form B 40 561 r5.8 6.2 47.0 5.7 100
ES-100

Writin 896

Sentence

Skill Lo al
_

40 460 7.9 6.0 46.8 4.2 iii

MS 100 1339 NJCBSPT °nictitation 165 610 5.8 2 : , ,

MS 110 1325 NJCBSPT EA 167 695 55 r 13.4 181.2 , is



Cr

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCAT:011 EFFECTIVLNESS-REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1906 PART-TIME 738

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
S

1881 98.6

those counted in /1 above):

COLLEGE Middlesex
BASIC SKILL AREA meadin
AREA NUMBER 1 o

PART-TIME

f S
543 73.5

ents nee ng reme a ion FUL M
I

833 44.2

(1 of those tested): I S

152 27.9

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remiliTai courses in ara semester FFiTarS4MXier 114ri Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME
f S

818 98.1

PART-TIME

I S
115 75.6

b. Course enrollment is nx semester from _.inner 84 to Spring 136) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

815 77.9 9.1 12.9 112 86.6 6.3 7.1

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

ur-seines er o ow up 0 me s uaen s oasea on pr ng as a

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 1048 69 194
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 560( 53.4) 360( 56.3) 14( 7.21'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.9 12.5 5.21 ' 59.4 59.0 34.9
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.3 10.7 4.86 ' 47.2 38.0 5.07
MEAN GPA 2.46 2.10 0.97 ' 2.58 2.15 1.02
S GPA > 2.0 78.2 63.1 35.7 ' 81.8 62.5 21.4
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 41.5 34.6 2.6 43.7 35.2 1.5

. Performance of full-tfkie students n first college-level course in skill area :through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

NOTES:

I ENROLLED
S PASS

800 415
77.3 74.2

32i
(V062287)

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1906 PART-TIME 738

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in /I above): f S

1881 98.6

COLLEGE Middlesex
BASIC SKILL AREA Writin
AREA NUMBER 2 o

PART-TIME
I S

543 73.5

3. Students needing remediation FULL -ilmE

(1 of those tested): f S
637 33.8

PART-TIME
I S

126 23.2

4. SiFidiiti-e-TFoTrTed in appropriaTiemedfal couriFf-iii.ex semester from Sumner '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f S S

629 98.7 95 75.3

S. Course enrollment (am semester from Simmer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew 'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

72.2 15.0626 12.8 93 86.0 8.6 5.4

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

I. Four-semester follow up of tuil-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
.

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Complete.

TOTAL I 1244 457 180 '

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 643( 51.6) 276( 60.3) 15( 8.3)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTEO 12.9 12.5 4.73 ' 59.4 59.0 33.9
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.4 10.5 3.00 ' 46.8 36.4 5.47
MEAN GPA 2.45 2.06 0.71 ' 2.54 2.14 0.82
S GPA > 2.0 77.3 62.0 14.3 79.8 62.3 6.7
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 39.5 36.8 1.1 41.2 37.6 0.6

K-Performance of students in Est college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

# ENROLLED 977 393
PASS 75.8 73.8

NOTES:

[V062287]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT--

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1906 PART-TIME 738

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in fl above): f %

1881 98.6

COLLEGE Middlesex
BASIC SRILL AREA Computation
AREA NUMBER 3 of I,

PART-TIME

I %
543 73.5

n s nee ng reme
(I of those tested): 1 2 1 2

868 46.1 220 40.5

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in aja semester from Summer 'BT Spring
'86 (% of those identified In f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % f %

805 92.7 158 71.8

. ourse enrollment i semester from Sumner 84 to Spring '861 and outcomes final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

763 70.4 18.0 11.7

re- and post-test results tor

PART-TIME
f,nrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

150 83.3 8.0 8.7

remedial courses in skill area: See cached.

/. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (basea on Spring 'b6 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 1013 610 258 '

# RETURNED SPR.'86 (I) 556( 54.8) 354( 58.0) 24( 9.3).
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTEO 13.1 12.3 5.75 ' 59.5 59.2 38.5
MEAN CREDITS EARNEO 11.5 10.6 4.00 ' 47.8 38.0 8.08
MEAN GPA 2.51 2.08 0.92 ' 2.59 2.17 1.14
Z GPA > 2.0 78.6 64.1 30.4 ' 81.8 63.8 20.8
Z SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 42.3 36.9 2.7 ' 44.9 37.0 1.9

b. Pertormance of full-time students In first college -levee coursTTn salll area (through-SW-1W
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 521 127

% PASS 73.1 66.9

NOTES:
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

OEPAllTm' 3F HIGHER EOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Studen, quired to be tested: FULL-TIME 1906 PART-TIME 738

2. Students tested (and I of
those counted in PI above):

FULL-TIME
%

1881 98.6

COLLEGE Middlesex
BASIC SKTIDREA71 ebra

AREA NUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
%

543 73.5

uaants nee ng reme

(I of those tested):
188 9.91

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Am semester from Summer 84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME

% f %

172 91.4

S. Course enrolimen1 [lax semester From Sumner '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of

remediation:
FULL-TIME PART-TIME

'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew (Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

112 80.4 10.7 8.9

6. Pre- and post-test results tor remedial courses in skill area: See attached

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed
Remediat.
Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complete'

TOTAL i 262 96 92 '

f RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 154( 58.7) 66( 63.7) 20( 21.7)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.8 12.1 9.85 ' 62.0 61.8 52.5

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.9 10.5 7.10 ' 48.1 38.6 20.6

MEAN GPA 2.62 2.23 1.52 ' 2.59 2.31 1.71

% GPA > 2.0 81.5 68.2 40.0 ' 80.5 66.7 40.0

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 46.9 46.9 8.7 ' 47.3 45.8 8.7

13-11-rnrriT.eromaxeourtime itueftl-Tirrirli college-level course in skill area (through Spring

Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 188 59

I PASS 76.1 69.5

WEST

1Students are identified as needing remediation only in certain programs.

2Part-time data not applicable, since PT students do not enroll in programs requiring algebra

[V062287) (V062287)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

COLLEGE MIDDLESEX

1984-16 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1989 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NICBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 162

Writing: SS 162 and review of Essay scores

Computation: MC 166

Elementary Algebra: EA 167 and curriculum requiring Math

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 98 67

Writing: 99 83

Computation: 97 69

Elementary Algebra: 91

4b. Students identified _is needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 0 0.0 6 3.9

Writing: 0 0.0 4 3.1

Computation: 1 0.1 9 4.0

Elementary Algebra: 2 1.0

248



MIDDLESEX COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING. WRITING, MATH CORDUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING I986

Name of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Teat

Administered

141nImum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficlency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Mtn.

Level on PostTtest4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Naafi Standard

Deviation

In Course

007 NJCBSE1
Reading

Riggienstn

sentence
Sense

161

161

1

162

105

325

370

382 3.34

7.17

7.42

151 2 10.33 19.0

011 NJCBSFT

NJCBSFT

1616

162.0

8.48

7.42

57.8

54.9F.NG010

.T010 NJCBSFT
I
3ceputation 166 217 5.20 166.4 6.72 55.3

1 .

T018 NJCBSFT
Slementary
Algebra 168 49 159. 5.27 174.5 5.34 93.9



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL fNIFILE
LFFECTIIIRESS REPEKT----
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Morris
BASIC SKILL AREA Readin
AREA NUMBER 1 o

NEN JERSEY BASIC SKILLS '°.i IL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER 9)(1...4110N EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Norris
BASIC SKILL AREA Writin
AREA RIMER 2 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1985 PART -TIME 474 1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1985 PART-TIME 474

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME 2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in fl above): f % f % those counted in 11 above): f % f %

1806 90.9 458 96.6 1806 90.9 458 96.6

i. Students needing remeiritiTn-----fULL-TIME PART-TIME 3. Students needing remediation FULL -TIME PART -TIME

(% of those tested): f I I I IT of those tested): f %
406 22.4 36 7.8 471 26.0 42 9.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in as semester from Summer '84 to Spring 4. Studenli-enroiied in appropriate remedial courses in as semester-iliii-suomer '84 to Spring
'86 (I of those identified in f3 above): '86 (I of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-T1ME FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f I f I f % f %

398 98.0 22 61.1 459 97.4 24 57.1

5. Course enrollment (Agy. seo.ster from Summer 54 to Spring 88) and outcomes for final level of S. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation: remediation:

FULL-TIME
. PART-TIME FULL-TIME PART-TIME

1 (Enrolled %Pass %Fail (Withdrew : 'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew 'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew
:

fEn;olled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew
1.3

to 398 66 22 3 22 68 23 0 459 62 24 4 24 58 25 0
CD

1 6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: Ho post-test data. b. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

/. Four - semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 1277 262 144 '

0 RETURNED SPR.'86 (I) 741( 58.0) 165( 62.9) 37( 25.6)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12 13 7 ' 48 43 28

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11 12 6 ' 45 38 22

MEAN GPA 2.6 2.3 1.6 ' 2.4 2.1 1.5.

I GPA > 2.01 76.9 63.6 29.7

I SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL' ' 44.6 40.1 7.6

S. Performance of full -time students in first college-level course fn skill area Ithroug6 Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat. '86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 1054 228 f ENROLLED 1034 248
I PASS 86 87 rPASS 86 87

ROLES: ROTES:

/. Four - semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 1210 286 185 '

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 720( 59.5) 17C( 61.5) 47( 25.4)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12 12 8 ' 49 42 31

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11 11 7 ' 45 36 24
MEAN GPA 2.8 2.2 1.9 ' 2.5 2.0 1.6
% GPA > 2.01 ' 78.5 58.0 40.4
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL'

:

46.7 35.7 10.3

8. Performance of full -time students in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring

'Term data not available.

(V)01687]

'Term data not available.
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Morris NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL rROFILE
BASIC Vitt AREA Computation DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION atrECUYENE5S REPORT
AREA NUMBER 3 of (Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Morris
BASIC SKIIUA1TEA Algebra
AREA NUMBER 4 014

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1985 PART-TIME 474 1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 1985 PART-TIME 474

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME 2. Students tested (and % of FULL -TIME PART-TIMEthose counted in fl above): i % f % those counted in 11 above): 0 % 1 %1806 90.9 458 96.6 1806 90.9 458 96.6

J. Students needing remediation FULL-TIME T-IIME J. Students needing remediation . FULL-TINE PART-TIME
(% of those tested): f % 0 % (% of those tested): I % f %

382 21.1 36 12.2 182 10.0 23 5.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in an semester from summer -84 to Spring
4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in arly. semester from Summer 84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in 13 above): '86 (% of thcse identified in f3 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME FULL -TIME PART-TIME
f % 0 % i % 0 %

360 94.2 32 57.1 128 70.3 5 21.7

5. Course enrollment late semester from Summer 64 to Spring 85) and outcomes for tinai level of 5. Course enrollment (22 seine- Summer 84 to Spring 85) and outcomes for final level otremediation: re-mediation:
FULL-TIME PART-TIME FULL-TIME ' PART-TIME'Enrolled %Pass %Fail Tilithdnew /Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

3E0 64 3 2 32 63 0 3 128 (7 17 8 ' 5 20 0 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skin area: No post-test data. 5. Pre- ana post-test results for remedial courses Th-sk)ll area: No post-test data.

i. Four-semester follow up ot full-time students (based on Spring '8o data).
7. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '88 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Reinediet. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 1295 229 153 '

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 750( 57.9) 143( 62.4) 50( 32.6).
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12 12 10 ' 49 41 34
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11 11 8 ' 45 35 27
MEAN GPA 2.6 2.2 2.0 ' 2.4 2.0 1.7

CPA> 2.01 78.3 55.9 38.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL] ' 45.3 34.9 12.4

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Nnt Completed 'Not Needed
D1 ttRemediat.
Completed

DATR:mediat.Remediat.
Not Completed

TOTAL f 1403 86 96 '

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 850( 60.5) 53( 61.6) 40( 41.6)'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 12 12 12 ' 47 48 36
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 11 11 10 ' 43 44 31
MEAN GPA 2.7 2.5 2.4 ' 2.4 2.3 2.0
% GP' > 2.01

' 73.2 81.1 52.5
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL]

' 44.3 50.0 21.)

M. Performance ot full-time stuaents in tirst college -level course in skill area [through Spring 5-; Perf8rmance of NMI-We students in tirst college-level course in skill area ithrongh Spring'86): Remediat. Remediat. '86): Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Needed Completed

0 ENROLLED 69 4 f ENROLLED 67 2
"a PASS 72 25 % PASS 78 50

MOUES:
ROLES:

liens data not available.
liens data not available.

333
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NEW JERFN BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE MORRIS
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed :nto remediation (N JCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 165 with Essay 7

Writing: C 165 plus either SAT-V 350 or high school grade of "C"

Computation: MC 165 plus either SAT-M 350 or high school grade of "C"

Elementary Algebra: EA 172 plus either SAT-M 400 or grade of "C" in
high school algebra or geometry

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 97 41

Writing: 98 61

Computation: 95 39

Elementary Algebra. 93 40

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 8 1.9 8 22.2

Writing: 12 2.5 9 21.4

Computation: 22 5.7 15 26.7

Elementary Algebra: 35 19.2 9 39.1

3 3
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NEW JERSEY 8ASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Ocean
DEPARTMENT OF HIGKiR EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT- BASIC SRILL AREA Readiii

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 1 o

1. Students required to be Looted: FULL-TIME 962 PART -TIME 396

2. Students tested (and % of FUL!-TIME
those counted in 01 above): f

935 97.1

PART -TIME)

226 57.0

4. Students needing remediation
(1 of those tested):

euLL-iIME
1

427 45.6

PART -FINE

%

120 53.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial course. in any semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL -TIME PART -TIME

% # %
373 87.3 71 59.1

3. Course enrollment cm semester from summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation 4:

FULL -TIME PART -TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

373 7/.5 14.5 8.0 71 74.6 11.3 14.1

. rre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. ho post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data)':

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 508 296 131
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 282( 55.5) 131( 61.1) 20( 15.2)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.6 13.2 10.6 ' 55.4 50.2 41.4
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.5 10.6 6.5 ' 49.4 41.7 28.8
MEAN GPA 2.50 2.24 1.59 ' 2.67 2.26 1.96
% GPA > 2.0 86.0 84.5 60.0 ' 97.2 92.8 75.0
% SUCCaSFUL SURVIVAL 48.8 51.7 9.2 ' 53.9 56.8 11.5

8. Performance of full -time studerts in first college -level course in skill area Ilnrough spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENRO1LE0 231 221
% PASS" 82.3 78.3

ROTES.

lIncludes degree-seeking students only.
2Passing defined as a grade of "C" or better, or "pass.'

%Second study group ("completed") defined as grade of "C" or better, or 'pass."
"Considered passing if college credits granted.

(V030387)
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HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 962 PART-TIHE 396

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in fl above): f %

935 97.1

COLLEGE Ocean
BASIC grECWEA With
AREA HUMBER 2 o

PART-TIMEI

%

226 57.0

3. Students needing remediation. rULL-TINE
(% of those tested): f %

185 19.7

PART -TIME

f %
67 29.6

en s enro in appropr a e reme courses
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME

181 97.8

a2r semes er rom wrier

PART -TIME

%
49 73.1

pr ng

5. Course enrokiment (any semester -from Simmer '84 to Spring 851 and outcomes for final level of
remediation 4:

FULL -TIME

fEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' fEnrolled

181 76.2 11.0 12.7 49

PART -TIME

%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

67.3 18.4 14.3

b. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 8o data)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed

'

' Remediat.
Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complete

TOTAL 1 750 141 44
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 394( 52.5) 85( 60.2) 4( 9.0) '

'),:AN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.5 13.0 3.8 ' 54.3 47.9 23.0
HAN CREOITS EARNED 11.3 9.6 1.0 ' 47.8 37.7 9.8
MEAN GPA 2.47 1.93 1.63 ' 2.58 2.10 1.35
% GPA > 2.0 87.8 76.5 50.0 ' 96.4 88.2 50.0
% SUCCf3SFUL SURVIVAL 46.1 46.1 4.5 ' 50.7 53.2 9.1

87.- Performance of fUil-time
'86):

# ENROLLED
PASS

students in first college -level course in skill area
Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed

448 121

78.8 71.9

(through sprDi9-

llncludes degree-seeking students only.

&Passing defined as a grade of "C" or better, or "pass."

'Second study group ("completed') defined as grade of 'C" or better, or "pass."

(V030387J
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HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Ocean
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS-AtPORT BASIC SKILL AREA Computation

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 irtrir-

1. Students re.Nired to be tested: FULL-TIME 962 PART-TIME 396

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIMEI

those counted in fl above): I % I %

935 97.1 226 57.0

u.ents nee ng reme a on

(I of those tested): I %

298 31.8 103 45.5

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Ocean
BASIC SKILL AREA Algebra*
AREA NUMBER 4 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART-TIME

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIMF PART-TIME
those counted in fl above): f % I %

uen s nee ing reme la on FI L -I1M

(I of those tested): I %

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in 22L semester from Summer '84 to Spring I.-SlUderitT-6W6TTed in appropriate remedial courses in 221 semester from Summer '84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in /3 above): '86 (% of those identified in f3 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I % 7 % I %

263 88.2 63 61.1

b. Lourse iwoilment ( 12x semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes-riF ITnaT level or-

remediationd:

I FULL-TIME PART-TIME
ts.) (Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew (Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew
In
4--

1
263 73.4 14.1 12.5 63 81.0 9.5 9.5

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

30.)

Course enrollment any semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data) s: 7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 &Mr--

TERM OATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE OATA TERM OATA (SPRING '86)
.

CUMULATIVE OATA

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed Not Completed Not Heeled Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Hot Completed 'Hot Needed Completed Not Complete,

TOTAL I 637 203 95
.

TOTAL I
1 RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 357( 56.0) 105( 51.7) 21( 22.1)' I RETURNED SPR.'136 (%)

MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 13.7 13.0 9.7 ' 55.3 48.0 37.4 MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTEO
MEAN CREOITS EARREO 11.5 9.3 7.1 ' 48.6 39.0 29.9 MEAN CREOITS EARNEO

MEAN GPA 2.50 2.03 1.79 ' 2.59 2.24 1.91 MEAN GPA
% GPA > 2.0 88.5 78.1 71.4 ' 95.5 94.3 81.0 % GPA > 2.0

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 49.6 40.4 15.8 : 53.5 48.8 17.9 % SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

5--"--Feit-TaTT--ito.ueroneane students in first college-level course in skiff area (through Sp Ong UPerlififince a-Fun-tux students Th-TWE:01-eje=7ieWT course in skill area trough sprig
'86): Remediat. Remediat. '86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 204 52 I ENROLLEO

% PASS 78.4 53.8 % PASS

NOTES:

'Includes degree - seeking students only.
&Passing defined as a grade of "C' or better, or "pass.'

3Second study group ("completed") defined as grade of "C" or better, or "pass."

(v030387)

NOTES:

*Algebra data not available (no explanation).
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE OCEAN
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 161 and in-house test

Writing: Essay 9 and S2 145; Essay 7-8 and SS 150; Essay 6

Computation: MC 161; in-house test

Elementary Algebra: EA 161

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 85 50

Writing: 97 68

Computation: 86 55

Elementary Algebra: 50 45

4b. Students identified as needing re.nediation who were present in Spring but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART -TIME
# %

Reading: 11 2.5 10 8.3

Writing: 0 0.0 3 4.4

Computation: 11 3.6 5 4.8

Elementary Algebra;

3 7

255



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1584-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFEETIVERESTREEDM

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 385 PART-TIME 353

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in II above): f Y

351 91.1

J. Students needing remediation
(% of those tested):

FULL -TIME
I %

298 84.9

COLLEGE Passaic
BASIC SKILL AREA Readin
AREA NUMBER 1 1)

PART-TIME
%

226 64.0

PART -TIME

f %

165 73.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in la semeirerliWer
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

% f Z

275 92.2 120 72.7

S. Course enrollment (amsemitster from Summer 84 to *tug 86) and outcomes 81-

remediation:
FULL -TIME PART-TIME

fEnrolled %Pass' %Fail %Withdrew fEnrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew

160 50 44 4 61 52.5 39 3

I B. Ire- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill areir-See attached.
N3

/. Four- semester follow up or full -time students (based on Spring rib data):
rn

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA

Remediat. Remediat; Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Csneeted Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 53 80 218 '

RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 29( 54.7) 46( 57.5) 8( 3.6) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 11.9 7.9 6.6 ' 43.3 28.3 11.8

MEAN CREOITS EARNEO 9.6 7.1 4.8 ' 39.8 24.4 9.9

MEAN GPA 2.06 1.56 1.37 ' 2.50 2.01 1.68

GPA r 2.0 58.6 64.3 40.0 ' 69.0 58.7 62.5

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 32.1 37.0 1.50 ' 37.7 33.8 2.3

b. Per ornance of full -lime

'86):

OILS:

ENCOLLE0
% PASS

studeati in first college-levet course in sETTT area IthFriUh-Sprtng
Remediat. Remediat,

Not Needed Completed

47 62

81 56

'Passing defined as a grade of "C" or better.

33'
[V082187]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFRETIVENESS REPENT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

CCLLEGE Passaic
BASIC =CM= Writin
AREA NUMBER 2 o14

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 385 PART-TIM: 353

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME

those counted in fl above): i % 1 %

351 91.1 226 64.0

uden s nee g rene a ion FUL =T ME
%

324 92.3
(1 of those tested):

175 77.4

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses In Au seceit-EFT1iLm Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

f % f %
314 96.9 139 79.4

STraurse enro4Tment and semester from Sumner 84 to Spring 8b) and outcomes for final level of

remediation:
FULL -TIME

fEnrolled %Pass! %Fail %Withdrew

211 50 41 7

fEnrolled

86

PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

41 52

re- post-test results tor remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

/. tour-Semester follow up or tuli -time students (based on spring db data..

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Hot Needed Completed Not Completer

TOTAL I 24 106 221 '

1 RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 14( 58.3) 56( 52.8) 13( 5.8)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.8 8.8 6.1 47.9 33.0 13.9

MEAN CREDITS EARNEO 12.1 7.3 4.7 ' 44.8 28.7 8.5

MEAN GPA 2.79 1.88 1.66 ' 2.87 2.14 1.56

% GPA > 2.0 71.4 59.3 42.9 ' 78.6 62.: 46.2

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 41,7 31.3 2.5 ' 45.8 33.0 2.7

8: Performance itude6ii cotlege-TeveT course in skill area Tthrough Spring

'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ENROLLEO 19 97

% PASS 100 39

NOTES:

'Passing defined as a grade of "C" or better.

(V0821873

33L



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE PIS52IC
BASIC SrltrATEXCemputatfon
AREA MEMBER 3 of 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 385 PART-TIME 353

2. Students tested (and I of FULL-TIME
those counted in II above): I I

351 91.1

375EZEITErgdengremlde awn -11--711LTITHE

(% of those tested): I %
326 92.8

PART-TIME

%
226 64.0

%

181 82.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate refta(ii courses Iiiam semester TC.om SuEner -ST To Si)ring
'86 (% of those identified In /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
% I %

295 90.4 114 60.9

S. Course enrollment 1 semester Tram 1-41767-1Tilillirtng '861 and oult-arlisTo-FTTiial Tivil
*mediation:

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
%Pass' IFall IWIthdrew /Enrolled %Pass IFafl %Withdrew/Enrolled

165 62 36 1 60 63 28

b. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area; SiF attached.

our -seems er o tow up o

3

u me s uden s based on pring data) c:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedfat. Remedlat. Remedfat. ' Remedfat. Remedfat. Remedlat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Gcmpleted Not Completed

TOTAL 10 102 224 '

RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 7: 10.0) 61( 59.8) 10( 4.4)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 9.6 9.4 1.0 ' 34.9 31.5 22.6
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.4 7.1 5.1 ' 32.3 28.6 11.1
MEAN GPA 1.93 1.91 1.43 ' 2.43 2.12 1.61
GPA :> 2.0 57.1 62.3 31.5 ' 57.1 62.3 40.0

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 40.0 37.3 1.7 ' 40.0 37.3 1.8

F7elimisnce or lull -time

'86):

1215TEIT--

ENROLLED
/ PASS

students in tirirtillTi§b:Tevercourse In fUTT area IthrougnIpang
Remedfat. Remedfat.
Not Needed Completed

10
60

16
69

'Pasting defined as a grad! of 'C' or better.

2Study group "A' ("not neede61 Includes students not requiring algebra remediation.

340

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUGATION -17TECTIYENE55 REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 385 PART-TIME 353

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I %

351 91.1

COLLEGE Passaic
BASIC siatrilut Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
I %

226 64.0

17-Students needing remediation FULL -TIRE PARE -TIRE

(I of those tested): I % I %
15 4.2 5 2.2

4. Itudinli-inFaTed in appropriiii-TinaTaT courses in au seine-air c=roer --BTU WiT-.ng---
'86 (I of those identified In /3 above):

FULL -TINE PART-TIME
I % I %

12 80.0 4 80.0

5. Course-iiiiTTiMMI rat semester tromTuuler 'ET to 1-Wifij-'136) and outcomes Ter r-Final leveT or
remedfation:

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass, %Fail IWithdrew /Enrolled sPass %Fail IWithdrew

12 83 8 8 4 100 0

b. Pre- and post-test results for remiatai courses In still a No post-test data.

our...4ms er toilow up

TOTAL
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (I)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA i 2.0
/ SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

0 ui Des en s

0

ase on , j '86 dotal:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remedlat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remedfat. Remedfat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Cooplete.

10 10

7( 70.0) 2( 20.0)
9.6 12.0

8.4 12.0

1.93 3.13

57.1 100

40.0 20.0

3( 60.0)
11.3

11.3

3.19
100
60.0

'

' 34.9 43.5 57.7
' 32.3 43.5 57.7
' 2.43 3.24 3.33
' 51.1 100 100
' 40.0 20.0 60.0

S. TrerreriiincTorTiiTTLITme StuaeTs Tn TTrsi toTTiii:TiieT Arse TE skill area Tibrou-glpir
'86): Remedfat. Remedfa..

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 10 3

% PASS 60 33.3

HMO.

IPasAng defined as a grade of "C' or better.

EV082187) EV082187)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNC.L COLLEGE PASSAIC
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

198446 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 165

Writing: SS 165, Essay 9

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: EA 176 with MC > 165

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters!.

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 92 73

Writing: 97 79

Computation: 90 61

Elementary Algebra: 60 40

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 2 0.6 2 1.2

Writing: 0 0.0 2 1.1

Computation: 0 0.0 1 0.5

Elementary Algebra: 2 13.3 0 0.0

Q 7,

258



PASSAIC COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH CCCIPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 19b4 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Noma of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Tost

Administered

Minimum Score

Noodnd to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

W3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Studant
Attafnlnl win.

Lnywl on Post-tns0

Moon Standard

Deviation

Moon Standard

Deviation

In Course

EN004
Dev. Writing 106

Holistic
Essay 8 32 6. 1.56 7.85 0.97

.

65.6%
RD004

Dev. Reading 80

Stanford A

Diagnostic

NJCBSPT
80/81

Read. Comp

utation

38

or 10.1 Gr Env 21 34.7f 5.19 37.76 6.59 52.4%
MA 004 Applic
Basic Math

J

102 SS 170 24 19.5 3.96 23.38 4.21 75.0%

it

et 0raj 4,1



CTO

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REIsplIT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Raritan %alley
BASIC SKILL AREA--R-eea-dingy

AREA NUMBER 1 o

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 675 PART-TIME 320

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): f %

673 99.7

375-Mints needing remediation
(% of those tested):

PART-TIME
0

309 96.5

FULL -IIML

0 %
250 37.1

PART -LIME

0 %
118 38.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remealai courses In any semester from summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
0 % I %

237 94.8 103 87.2

S. Course enrolment (ant semester from Summer '84 to-Spring 88I and outcomes 111-17-Tinal-leva
recedlation:

FULL-TIME

!Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

237 87 8 3

PART-TIME
!Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

103 60 IS 10

b. Pre- and post-test results for remeoial courses in skill area: see attacneO.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 'u& eau).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE

Remediat.

Completed

DATA
Remediat.

Not Completed

TOTAL / 424 206 43
.

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 1677 39.3) 74( 35.9) 6( 13.9) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.8 11.8 7.8 ' 42.2 34.9 17.3
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.2 11.1 6.8 ' 41.2 33.3 13.9
MEAN GPA 2.74 2.25 1.47 ' 2.71 2.26 1.59
% CPA > 2.0 86 72 17 ' 90 84 0
% SUCCESSFUL f.0 34 26 2 ' 36 30 0

. Performance of fu.. -tine students in first-Eallege-levei course in sElIT area ftnnugn Spring
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

80ICo.

I ENROLLED

% PASS

209
97

102
92

7, .-
0'1 _A

(Y030387]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 675 PART -TIME 320

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in /I above):

3. udents needing remeduition
(4 of those tested):

FULL-TIME
1 %

6,3 99.7

FULL-fOrc
0 S

227 33.7

COLLEGE Raritan Valley
BASIC SKILL AREA Writing
AREA OMEER 2 of 4

PART-TIME

I

309 96.5

I %
91 29.4

Students enroTTed-in appropriate remedial courses in any semester Froci Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
0 % I %

217 95.5 81 39.0

5.-1Course enro Trent Tony semester from Slimier .984' -taTprIng '86) and 616s ror 17T41-1EiErlir-
remediatfon:

/Enrolled

FULL -TIME

%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

217 81 IS 4

PART-TIME

!Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

81 :91 14 7

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attacne .

7. Fm: semester follow up of full-time stuaents (based on Spring lb eau).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Renediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complete.

TOTAL 0 446 176 SI
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 173( 30.7) 60( 34.0) 1( 1.9) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.8 11.3 6.0 ' 41.3 34.8 13.0
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.2 10.9 6.0 ' 40.1 33.8 6.0
MEAN GPA 2.70 2.37 1.50 ' 2.66 2.37 0.69
% CPA > 2.0 84 82 0 ' 86 78 0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL' 32 28 0 ' 33 21 0

O. Performance of Till-timc studenTs in First coTT6ge=IvT arrO-Ti Still &FUT Itnr61igh-sprIng-
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

0 ENROLLED
% PASS

246
96

67
87

(V030387]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984 86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Raritan Valley
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT BASIC SRTII1MEA Computation

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 or 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 675 PART-TIME 320

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in /1 above):

37STUWEE-FiRing reoe ration
(% of thoJe tested):

FULL-TIME
I S

673 99./

FUEL-IIHE
I T

23i 34.3

PART-TIME
0 S

3C6 96.5

PARf-TIR
I T

170 55.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in lax semester /Tom Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I S

195 84.4 106 62.3

S. i.ourse enrollment (any semester from Summer "84 to Spring Be) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME .

PART-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew (Enrolled SPass %Fail SWithdrew

:95 63 26 7 106 57 )7 6

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attacned.

7. Four-semester follow up c. fiiiiLice students (based on Spring 86 data):

TOTAL f
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remcliat. Remedidt. Remediat.
Not heeded Completed Not Completed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed

478
154(

123 72

32.2) 51( 41.4) 0( 0.0)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.8 10.8 42.0 30.4
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.2 9.9 41.0 28.7
MEAN GPA 2.68 2.07 2.68 2.13
% GPA 85 63 86 61

% SUCCESS/, SURVIVAL 27 26 29 25

8. Performance of full-time students in first college -level course in wit arca (througn Spring
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 202 22

S PASS 85 95

347 fv030387]

NEN JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-8a INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Raritan Valley
BASIC SRILL AREA Algebra
AREA NUMBER 4 of 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 675. PART -TIME 320

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART -TIME

those counted in /1 above): I T I S

673 99.7 309 96.5

J. Students needing reMMIBTion FULL -tInE

ft of those tested): I T
154 22.8

PANT-ilMT
I S

85 27.5

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from summer '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I S

138 89.6 83 97.6

ST.CiThii.. enrollment any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for ham level of
remeiation:

FULL-TIME
.

PART-TINE
/Enrolled SPass %Fail SWithdrew ' /Enrolled SPass (Fail %Withdrew

138 62 14 8 ' 83 70 16 8

6. Pre, and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

I. Four-semester foliow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. vemediaL. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Coa feted Not Needed

CUMULATIVE

Remediat.
Completed

DATA
Remediat.

Not Complete.

TOTAL I 519 86 68 '

I RETURNED SPR.'85 (%) 122( 23.5) 71( 82.5) 3( 4.4) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.2 11.1 10.5 ' 43.8 31.5 28.7
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.6 10.1 9.7 ' 42.5 29.6 27.1
MEAN GPA 2.71 2.22 2.48 ' 2.70 2.31 2.50
S GPA > 2.0 85 69 67 ' 88 81 67
% SUCCESSFUL SUPV1VAL 24 57 3 ' 23 59 3

IX. llerraMince of tuli-TiMe YTudents in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 146 28

t CASS 86 96

ROILS.

[V030387]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE RARITAN VALLEY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed hitorernediaticm(NICBSPTunless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 162

Writing: SS 162

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: EA 167 with MC > 165

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 95 85

Writing: 91 67

Computation: 84 62

Elementary Algebra: 90 96

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '136 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 0 0.0 0 0.0

Writing: 0 0.0 0 0.0

Computation: 0 0.0 0 0.0

Elementary Algebra: 0 0.0 0 0.0

34,j
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RARITAN VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Courses Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Adqin!stercd

Section

of Test

Administered

minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

lozsi Standard

Deviation

in Course

Effective
Reading 161 NJCBSPT

Reading

Comnre-
IP' II

Standard

Score 162 134 44. 5.8 163.0 9.7 69%

ri ica

Reading 179 NJCBSPT
Keating
Comp

Standard

Score 162 158 2.6 167.3 6.6 85%
:asic Com-
position 298 NJCBSPT

entence
Sense

Standard

Score 162 178 48. 9.84 161.3 8.69 51%
Seminar

:asic

Arithmetic 301 NJCBSPT Comsutation
Stan ard
Score 165 146 56. 5.39 171.4 5.96 86%

ementary
Algebra 239 NJCBSPT Algebra

tandard

Score 165 145 157.1 5.79 172.7 6.70 84%

350
351



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Salem

BASIC SETEE-MEA Readin
AREA NUKaER 1 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 230 PART-TIME 130

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in Il above): A 2

730 100.0

3:-Iludents needing remediation FULL-1114
(% of those tested): %

106 46.0

PART-TIME

I %
122 93.8

PANI-TIML

I %
31 25.4

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses n anj Water from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f 2 f %

92 86.7 15 48.3

. Course enrollment Imr semester froaucl-r-net -INT to Spring '861 an for final TeWT-oT-
reeedlatfon:

FULL-TIME
fEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled

92 65 24 11 15

PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

67 20 13

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data):

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION LlIkCTIVERESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

CDLLEGE Salem
BASIC SKILL AREA Writin
AREA Nn4BER 2 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-T1HE 230 PART-TIME 130

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME

those counted in Il above): f % / %

230 100.0 122 93.8

. Students needing remediation

(t of those tested):

pULL-1 RE
I %

108 46.9

PART-Tint
I %

37 30.3

4". Students enrolled Tn appropriate remedial courses In am some from Summer '84 %6 Spring

'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME

% I %

102 94.4 20 54.0

5. Course erwollment and se1661-EF-Prilm-Sumer 04 to Spring HO) and outcomes for final level of

remediation:

/Enrolled

80

FULL-TIME

%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

65 25 16

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

13 69 8 8

B. Pre- and post -test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

T7ToWeitTri."61iow up of full -time stuaents (based on Spring 0-aital.

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed
Remediat.
Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA

Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 124 60 46 ' TOTAL I 122 53 56 '

I RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 55( 44.3) 29( 48.3) 4( 8.6) ' I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 58( 47.5) 301 56.6) 2( 3.S) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14 12 14 ' 58 44 49 MEAN CREL,TS ATTEMPTEO 14 13 3 ' 59 45 15
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11 9 11 ' 51 35 44 MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12 8.7 0 ' 53 32 3
MEAN GPA 2.45 1.83 2.75 ' 2.68 2.06 2.57 MEAN GPA 2.57 1.75 0.0 ' 2.74 1.93 0.66
% GPA > 2.0 76 52 100 ' 84 52 100 % GPA > 2.0 83 47 0 ' 90 47 0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 34 25 9 ' 37 25 % SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 39 26 0 ' 43 26 0

8. Perfpnmance or full -time students in first college-level course-Tn IETTI-area ITERT.4183TFing
'8611: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

8% Per o u TTme Atudents in tirst-etilTbje=Tevil course in skill area ,through Spring

'86)'. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 104 39 / ENROLLED 107 44
% PASS 78 82 % PASS 77 75

ROTES.

1Note that 5% of students transferred in credits for English 101.

[V081287]

NOTES:

1Note that S% of students transferred in credits for English 101.

[V081287]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF NICHE 3UCATIOM krtEGTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Salem
BASIC SKTITIREA Computation
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 230 P' tliE 130

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in 11 above): I % I %

230 100.0 122 93.8

371-ezeralTriii LL-TTH PART-TINE
(% of those tested): i % I %

90 39.1 31 25.4

4. Students enrolled in appropriate-ITie-MT courses Tn and semester Tiom Summer 'RI to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I %

82 91.1 18 58.0

h. Course enrolment firm semester Tram TiiiiFFITIT-crIOrtng 'BST anaTauTaiaii For na. TeieT oT
resedfation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
lEnrolled Wass %Fall %Withdrew ' lEnrolled %Pass :Fail %Withdrew

82 61 25 13 18 83 6 11

8% Pre- and post-test results for resedraT courses in skirl area. irci poir-teit

/. Four - semester tinier up fuTi -Use students (based on Spr-Trig- 'US &UT:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE OATA
Remedfat. Resedfat. Remedfat. ' Remedfat. Remedlat. Remedfat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 140 48 42 '

0 RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 67( 47.d) 20( 41.6) 1( 2.3) '

MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 14 12 0 ' 57 43 9

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11 8.7 0 ' 49 32 3

MEAN GPA 2.40 1.85 0 ' 2.65 1.93 1.CC
S CPA > 2.0 75 55 0 ' 84 45 0
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 38 23 0 ' 40 19 0

B. Performance of 4u1T-tleellulerfli Th-Ttrittitiegi:Tevel course in Skill area I'-rough Spring
'86): Resedfat. Remedfat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 25 18

S PASS 84 67

Oita.

3-

(V081287]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EOU'.ATION EFFECTIMESS WORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Salem
BASIC VILTWEA Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 230 PART-TIME 130

2. Students tested (end S of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I S I S

230 100.0 122 93.8

u ns.s nee ng rem on
(% of those tested): I % I S

123e 53.4* 81 66.3'

4. Students enrolled In appropriate reiediaT -Courses in eilL iiieiTiF 'UT ti TOW-
'86 ft of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
C S I S

74 60.1 34 41.9"

5%-roali-lifebTrisenT Tau semester Tibea Sre-air -ITT TO 3iir1ri§-716T Wid iftaliees ToTTInIT ThrerEr
remedlat Ion:

FULL-TIME
lEnrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew

74 66 22 12

PART-TIME
lEnrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew

34 65 21 15

87-Fie- and post-test results for remedial courses in Skill area: No post-test MM.

.tour-seines upou-Tiele students (based on Spring 'eo data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedial. Remediat. Remedfat. ' Remedfat. Resedist. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Net Completed 'Not Needed 4.211ed Not Completer

TOTAL I 156 49 25
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 61( 39.1) 25( 51.0) 4( 16.0) '

MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 14 12 11 ' 57 44 39
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 12 10 6 ' 49 39.8 22
MEAN GPA 2.35 2.21 1.42 ' 2.55 2.57 1.07
S CPA > 2.0 72 72 25 ' 77 72 ea
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 28 37 4 ' 30 37

8. Peraiiince aT TuTi lime stud-fat Tn-Tirst CeliTgi=levet course 1-n gur area (through Spring
'86): Remedfat. Resedfat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED
S PASS

51
96

36

86

ROTES

'Includes Students requiring algebra but first required to take computation (34 FT d 21 PT),
and students not ,equired by program to take algebra (46 FT .1 32 PT).

"Corresponding enrollment breakouts (see above footnote): 13 FT .1 8 PT, and 18 Fl .1 5 PT.

(VC31287)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE SALE1
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a Criteric below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 163

Writing: SS 163

Computativa: MC 161, in-house test

Elementary Algebra: EA 168, in-house test

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring 85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIMF PART-TIME

Reading: 86 42

Writing: 97 54

Computation: 91 61

Elementary Algebra: 100 68

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an approprilte remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIP"
# A

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 5 4.7 4 12.9

Writing: 0 0.0 1 9,7

Computation: 1 1.1 3 9.6

Elementary Algebra: 5 4.0 8 9.8

t)t.' j
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS CV1i 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILF COLLEGE Sussex
DEPARTMENT OF HIGIER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS RtPORT BASIC SKTMAREA Read 6 Writ

(Fall 1984 Lohort) AREA RLH3ER 1 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TINE PART-TIME !65

2. Students tested (ands of FULL-TINE PART-TINE
those counted in fl above): 1 % 1 %

165 100.0

J. Students needing remediation HILL-TIME A l-fIgt.

(% or those tested): %
35 21.2

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in and semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TINE PART-TINE
I %

35 100.0

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION trEECTillEktSS ROOM-

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Sussex
BASIC SKILL AREA Computation*
AREA NUMBER 2 of-3

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TINE PART-TINE 165

2. Students tested (ands of nu-TIME PART-TINE
those counted in /1 above): %

165 100.0

. Students needing remediation
(t of those tested):

ULL-flMt PART-lift

73 44.2

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Simmer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TINE PART-TINE
f %

48 65.7

3. Lourse enrollment (12. semester from Simmer '84 to Spring 861 and outcomes for final level of S. Course enrol-went-fa* semester from SliMmer '84 to Spring '86) atO -a8te8Dies for final level Of
remediation: remediation:

FULL-TIME PART -TINE FULL-TINE ' PART-TINE
/Enrolled %Pass 'Wail Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass Wail %Withdrew }Enrolled %Pass 1Fail %Withdrew ' 'Enrolled 1Pass Wail Withdrew

35 88 0 11 48 88 0.04 0.08

I b. rre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. See attached. ti -Fee- and post -test results for remedial courses in ;mill area: see attached.
N,
a% 7. Four-semester tallow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data) f: 7. Four -sem. er follow up of toll-time students (baseu on Spring '86 data).1

1 TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA TERM DATA (SPRING '86) ' CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Reoediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not keeded Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 0
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) ( ) ( ) ( ) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
DEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA > 2.0
% succEsFuL SURVIVAL

TOTAL f
1 RETURNE) SFR.'86 (%) ( ) ( ) ( ) '

NEAR CPENTS ATTEMPTED
NEAR CREDITS EARNED

NEAR G'A
GPA > 2.0
SUCCUSFUL SURVIVAL

B. Performance of full time students in first coliege-ieveT course in wit area ithroughlWfiig 8. Performance of full-tTie students in rist college=RWT course In SUP area Ithrougn Spring
86)1: Remediat. Remediat. '86)': Remediat. Remediat.

Nct Needed COpleted Not Needed Completed

/ ENROLLED
% PASS

k ENROLLED
% PASS

Throughout, oT represents students tested by Sussex--FT data not available since students
presuowd to be reported by other institutions.

'Not applicable.

[V092887]

3 5 7

ROTES.

*Course includes some algebra content.
Throughout. PT represents students tested by SussexFT "'ata not available since students

presuoed to be reported by other institutions.
'Not applicable.

(V0928.373
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MEW JERSEY BASIS SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

C LEGE Sussex
ISAAC SKILL AREA Algebra
AREA NUMBER 3 of 3

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART-TIME 165

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in #1 above): # % # %

165 100.0

3. Students needing remediation FULL-TIN PART-TIME
(% of those tested): # # %

57 34.5

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 abcve):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
# %

36 63.1

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) ,d outcomes for final level ot
remediation:

RILL -TIME PART-TIME
Fnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

36 78 0.05

b. pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

77Four-semesfe-fonow up ot full-time students (based on Spring '86 data) t:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Cempluted Not Completed

TOTAL #
i RETURNED SPR.'85 (%) ( ) ( ) ( )

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA 2.0

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

8. Perfprmancz 'f full-time students in first co.tege-level course in skin area (ttrouPh Spring
'86)1: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Need& Completed

# ENROLLED
t PASS

NOTES:

Throuphout, PT represents students tested by Sussex--FT data not available since students
presuqied to be reported by other institutions.

1Not applicable.

EV092887]
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:4EW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE SUSSEX
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading:* RC 165 and Essay 7

Writing: (No separate writing course)

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: EA 167 and MC > 165

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate r ,dial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

Reading:*

Writing:

Computation:

Elementary Algebra:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

37

55

54

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were ?resent in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skiP a:

FULL -TIDE PART-TIME
# % # %

Reading:* 0 0.0

Writing:

Computation: 12 16.4

Elementary Algebra: 20 35.0

*Reading and Writing.

3 .0 .1269



SUSSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE C MISSION

PEE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING. WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Mln.

level on Post -test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Maori Standard

Deviation

In Course

ENG 010 7 NJCBSPT 165 153 7.01 170 9.53 98

ENG 010 4 33 NJCBSPT
SS & RC

165 143 6.54 167 1.92 100

10 4 NJCBSPT 165
33

149 13.40 174 2.69 100

ENG 010 9 NjCBSrm 165 152 11.55 165 1.25 98

ENS 010 9/ NJCBSPT 165 151 8.16 165 1.25 98

MA 010
MA 010

26

18
44

NJCBSPT
MJCBSPT

MC & EA
167 (EA) 44

155

149 7.16
173

176 5.76 96 (EA)

MA 020 14 NJCBSPT 167 153 8.56 168 1.78 98

MA 020 6
:56 NJCBSPT 167 36 153 10.40 170 5.63 100

MA 020 14 NUCBSei 167 1151 5.06 174 8.01 100

361



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984 -86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATIOU EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 960 PART-TIME 413

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 01 above): 0 %

913 95.1

. Students needing remediation --FULL-UNE
(% of those testeJ): 0 %

537 58.8

COLLEGE Union
BASIC SKILL AREA Readin
AREA NUMBER 1 o

PART-TIME

0 %
303 73.3

PART-ME-
I 4

155 51.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial cwtr ses in ooz semester from Sidi 84 to Sprin.
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FALL -LIME PART -TIME

0 % 0 %
505 94.0 97 62.5

S. Course enrolment (ET semester from Summer 84 1-6 Spring 86) and 154Uomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL -TIME

/Enrolled %Pas: %Fail %Withdrew

505 71.8 .5.9 8.5

'Enrolled

97

PART -TIME

%Pass %Fail

63.9 22.7

6. Pre- and post -test resultS Tor remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

%Withdrew

8.7

1-rour-semester foiloic up of full -time students (based on Spring 86 data):

".TAL 0

rETURNE0 SPR.'86 (%)

TERM OATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Hot Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMbLATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

376

214(

362
56.9) 221(

175

61.0) 46( 26.2)'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED*. 13.3 12.5 11.9 46.6 31.6 26.0
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 10.6 8.06 7.04 ' 44.1 28.1 23.4
MEAN GPA 2.31 1.60 1.44 ' 2.46 2.01 1.80
% GPA > 2.0 67.1 29.8 37.0 ' 77.6 54.8 50.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 38.2 18.2 9.7 44.2 7",5 13.1

. Performance of full -time students in first college - level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 193 180
% PASS 94.3 91.1

3 E 3

NEW JEI.EY BASIC WILS COUNCIL
OEPARTMINT OF HIGHER Ebu'ATIOH

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFtCTIVENESS Ramer--
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: Ft -TIME 060 PART -TIME 413

2. Students tested (and % of FULL -IIME

those counted in fl abc e):

913 95.1

. Students needing remediation. FULL-ONE
(% of those tested): f %

406 44.4

COLLEGE Union
BASIC SKILL AREA Writin
AREA NUMBER 2 of

PART -TINE

0 %
303 73.3

TANI-UNE-
/ %

112 36.9

4. StuJihts enroned In appiopriate remedial courses in ooL semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in 03 above):

FULL -TIME PACT -TIME

0 % 0 %
380 93.5 58 51.7

S. Course enn...mmat tom semester from Sumner Lw to Spring '861 and outcomes for final levl of
remediation:

FULL -TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail Withdrew

380 71.8 17.1 7.9

PART -TIME

' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail 'Withdrew

58 56.9 27.6 5.2

STPTe=and post-test results for r dial courses in skill area: See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of tuil -time students (eased on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA
Remediat. Reme&at.

Not Needed Completed

rSPRING '86)

Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIC DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Complete'

TOTAL 0 507 ,/3 133 .

0 RETURNED Silt.'86 (%) 284( 56.0) 157( 57.5) Art 33.8).

MEAN CREDITS 1TTEMPTE0 13.2 12.3 1. 3 ' 44.5 29.7 22.8
MEAN CREOITE :ARMED 10.3 7.97 6.09 ' 41.8 26.4 20.1
MEAN GPA 2.20 1.60 1.22 ' 2.39 1.98 1.73
% GPA > 2.0 62.1 34.9 23.3 ' 76.4 51.0 42 2
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 34.8 20.1 7.9 ' 42.8 29.3 14-)

b. Performance of full -time students In first college-level course in skill area Ethiough Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

1 ENROLLED 263 123

% PASS 94.7 P9.6

ROlES:

(1/030387] (V030387]



NEW JERSEY bASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

DEPAR1MENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 960 PART-TIME 413

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in #1 above): I %

913 95.1

COL; GE Union
BASIC SKILL AREA Computation
AREA NUMBER 3 Fr-4---

PART-TIME
I %

303 73.3

3. Students needing remediattor. FULL -TIME

(1 of those tested): I 'I

514 65.2

PART-TIME
I %

168 55.4

17-Students enrolled in appropriate retied:11 courses in ad., semester from Sumo- B4 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME

% f %
484 94.1 104 61.9

S. Course enrollment im semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of

remediation:
FULL-TIME PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled ;Pass %Fail %Withdrew

464 69.6 16.3 13.9 104 68.3 20.2 11.5

6. Pre- and post-test results to- remedial courses in still area: See attached.

/. four-semester follow up of full -time stuaents (based on Spring '86 data).

TERM DATA (SPRIdG '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Rem'liat. ' Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 399 337 177 '

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 219( 54.8) 200( 59.3) 63( 35.5)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.3 12.6 12.9 ' 45.7 31.7 29.4

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 10.4 8.36 6.71 ' 43.2 28.7 25.6

MEAN GPA 2.24 1.70 1.39 ' 2.43 2.07 1.75

% CPA > 2.0 63.9 38.3 36.7 ' 77.2 54.0 54.0

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 35.1 22.7 13.1 ' 42.4 32.0 19.2

B. Performance of FUTTMEE-1-Eum nts in tirst college-level course in skill area (through Sorra--
'86): Remediat. 2emediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 96 45

% PASS 91.7 73.3

NO R'S:

36, [V030387]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1981-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Union

BASIC SKILL AREA Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 960 PART-TIME 413

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 11 above): I %

913 95.1

17-Students needing remedietion.
(% of those testedI: I 'I

104 11.3

PART-TIME
f

303 73.3

%

47 15.5

4. Students enroTTed in appreitiTite remedTa courie-S-Titam serae-SterTr-oro Summer-'84 1trSk ng
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % 0 %

93 89.4 28 59.5

57-Course enrollment (-any semester Trom Summer '84 to Spring '86) anL outcomes 16-i final level of
remediation:

%Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

93 64.5 23.7 11.8 28 60.7 17.9 21.4

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See aEfiChed.

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail

PART-TIME

I. pour-semester follow up of tuii-time students lu.411-diP Jpring BO data):

TOTAL f

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Neeoed Completed Not Complete

295 6u 44

I RETUNED SPR.'86 (%) 174( 58.9) 30( 50.0) 18( 40.9)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.6 12.6 11.5 ' 47.7 42.3 30.8
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.0 9.50 6.72 ' 45.7 39.3 23.8
MEAN GPA 2.34 2.01 1.98 ' 2.52 2.34 1.66
% GPA > 2.0 69.8 46.7 22.2 ' 81.6 80.0 33.3
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 41.2 23.4 16.7 ' 48.1 40.0 13.6

B7Performanti or T611-time studtai Ti TTrst course-Th-filil-area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

0 ENROLLED 79 10

% PASS 93.7 90.0

NOTES:

[V0303873



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE UNION
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students w ire placed into remediation (N fCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 164

Writing: SS 166

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: FA 167 and curriculum requiring math

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in ti skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 93 62

Writing: 90 50

Computation: 94 60

Elementary Algebra: 86 53

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not

enrolled in an appropricle remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 18 3.3 17 10.9

Writing: 24 5.9 14 12.5

Computation: 14 2.7 25 14.8

Elementary Algebra: 7 6.7 12 25.5

3 6
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UNION COUNTY COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH CuMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING IS

Name of Course' Total Ho.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

1 PRE-TEST MST-TEST P.m.* t Students

Attaining Viln.

Level on Post-te,,t4

',....m3 Standard

Deviation

Heat; Standard

Deviation

In Course

Intro to Coll-ge

Reading 225 NJCBSPT Essay 5 144

,_-___

6.58 1.63 5.60 2.02 70.1%

Intro to Coll
inn F. il

.

' . I IN'MIMI .

2.12

6 ..

Computation
if ono 1114

.._.5

q f -.. 1 6'.

Algebra
002 022 .. I 55 1 9.3MK .L2,81___100.0%.7

1

0 J



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKIM COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1434 Cohort)

COLLEGE Warren HEW JERSEY BASIC `:ILLS COUNCIL
BASIC MIIWA Read d Writ OEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
AREA HLHBER

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 98 1 PART-TIME 75

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I % f It

r3 100.0 59 78.6

J. Students needing remediation rULL-TinE
(C of those tested): 1 %

23 23.4

PART-TIME
%

21 35.5

4. StudeiT enroltea in appropriate remota: courses in !EL semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/ % / %

10 43.4 8 38.0

b. Course enrollment (Am semester from Summer 44 to Spring 461 and outcomes fol71iirTF4ToT
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail

10 80 0

%Withdrew

10

PART-TIT
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

8 75 12.5 12.5

b. Pee- and post-test results tor remedial co ,es in skill area: Data not available.

1. Four- semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data).

TOTAL /
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed

Remediat.
Not Peeded

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

75 9

3( 33.3)

14

2( 14.2)

.

'

HEM CREDITS ATTEMPTED 10.3 7 27.3 30
MEM CREDITS EARNEb 9.3 7 ' 22.3 28.5
MEAN GPA 1.9 2.0 ' 1.8 2.1
% GPA 2.0 33 100 ' 33 100
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 11 1.

.

II' 14

b. performance of full-time students in first corege -Ievel course TN Skill area-PM:v:4n spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

1T5TES.

f ENROLLED
% PASS

e,-. 'ed Completed

3
67

lIncludes In-county and out-of-state students only (out-of-county,

reported by each respective Institution).

3

in-state attendees are

[V082187)

1. Students required to be tested:

2. Students tested (and t of
those counted in fl above):

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Warren
BASIC Ma PEA Compotaron
AREA HUMBER 2 of

FULL-TIME AL! PART -TIME

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
U % %

98 100.0 59 78.6

J. Students needing remediatlon,
(1 of those tested):

1-1.11.-1181--PAT=TIRE
0 % %

28 28.5 20 33.8

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in aim semester from Sumter 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
% r %

6 21.4 3 15.0

b. Course enrollment 1:197E semester from Sunnier '84 to Spring '86) and ote:ooes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

6 50 33 0 3 100 0 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: uata not available".

7. Four-semester fellow up of full-time studeb-d1127:-

TOTAL i

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remedfat. ' Remedial.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Hot Heeded

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remedial.

Completed Not Complete,

70 4 24

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 1( 25.0) 4( 16.6) '

MEA1i CREDITS ATTEMPTED 9 8.25 . 46 28.8
MEAN 'EDITS EARNED 9 7.5 13 24.8
MEN. ?A 3.0 1.8 2.6 1.68
% (PA 5 2.0 100 50 ' 100 50

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 25 8 ' 25 8

ET.--Peffermance of Tull-time students iii-rfritZ?alege-ieve. course In skiii area itheOugh 4r)rj
'86):

ToTE)!.-

I ENROLLED
% PASS

Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed COmpleted

1

100

.Includes in-county and out-of-state students only (out -of- county, in -state At, ndees are
r,ported by each respective institution).



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFiLE
DEPPUMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION -----arEcrumss REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Warren
BASIC SKILL AREA Algebra
AREA NUMBER 3 of 3

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 98 1 PART-TIME 75

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted 41 #1 above): # % # %

98 100.0 59 78.i

Student:: needing rr-ediation FULL-TIME PART-TIME
(% of those tested,. # b # %

67 68.3 37 62.7

4. Students enro:iea in appropriate remedial courses in any semester trom Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIkE
# % # %

12 17.9 3 8.1

o. Course enrolimelirrany semester from Summer 84 to Spring '86) and outcomes tor tinal level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
#Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

12 25 42 33 3 33 67 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial ccdrses in skill area: Data not available.

7. Four-11Pmester follow up of full-due students (based on Spring ., data):

TOTAL #
# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) 1

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat,
Completed Not Completed

31 3

1( 33.3)
64

12( 18.7)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 3 8.6 33 35.6
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 3 7.3 30 29.2
MEAN GPA 3.O 2.22 3.6 2.25
% GPA Z> 2.0 100 75 100 75
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 33 14 33 14

8. Perfonnance 7:fir-fun-time students in first college-level coarse in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

# ENROUED
% PASS

NOTES:

0
0

lIncludes in-county and out-of-state students only (out-of-county, in-state attendees are
reported by each respective institution).

(V0821871
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE WARREN
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATI '

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROEI.E
EFFPrIIVEUESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students ve:e placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading:* TE 161, Essay 7

Writing: (no s'parate writing course)

Computation: MC 165

Elementary Algebra: EA 166

4a. Percent of students identified fo. remediatitt who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
C.Alt 'e in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:* 100 100

Writing:

Computation: 100 100

Elementary Algebra:

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not

enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:' 1 4.3 2 9.5

Writing: -

Computation: 2 7.1 2 10.0

Elementary Algebra: 10 14.9 9 24.3

*Reading and Writing.

-277- ti f
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTME0 OF HIGHER EDUCATION EttkCIIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Glassboro
BASIC SIUDE7KREA-ifeadin
AREA HUMBER 1 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1040 PART -TIht 59

2. Students tested (and 2 of FULL-TIME
those counted in fl above): I %

1038 99.8

3'Stildents needing rPmediation
('2 of those tested):

PART -TIME

I %
57 96.6

475 45.7

PART -TIME

f %
19 33.3

4. Students enrolled fn appropriate remedir-ESE,7377-liT1IL semester from summer '84 to Spring
'86 (Z of those identified in 13 above):

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
f Z I 2

463 97.4 15 78.9

3-Taurse enrolment (an semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and out.omes for fhl level Or-
reszdiation:

FULL-TIME PART. TIME
fEnrAled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

463 84 10 1 15 73 13 7

MITT and post-test results for remedial courses in skill arts: See attached.

Four-semesto milow up of FJii-time students (cased on spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Rewediat. Remediat. R'mediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not ,..ipleted Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 563 387 88
RETUCNE0 S?R.'06 381( 67.6) 277( 71.5) 45( 51.1)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.6 14.5 13.8 ' 59.1 55.2 t)
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.0 12.3 10.9 ' 53.7 "8.7
MEAN GPA 2.65 2.35 1.93 ' 2.71 .43 2.11
% GPA > 2.0 82.9 75.4 60.0 ' 87.1 r7.2 55.5
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 56 54 31 59 55 28

b. Performance of tun-time students in first college -level course M. skill area (through Spring
'86): Remedlat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLEO 344 233
2 PASS 92 90

NEW JERSEY BASIC SU S COUACIL 1984-86 INSTIT4TIOHAL PROFILE COLLEGE Glassboro
DEPARTMENT OF H(GriER EDUCATION -EFFFETTENESI REPORT BASIC Skill AREA Writiny

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 2 BT4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1040 PART-TIME 59

2. Students tested (and 2 of
those counted in 11 above):

3. Students needing remedtatton
(2 of those te, led):

FULL -TIME

/ 2
1038 99.8

FULL -tift
%

287 27.6

HART-TIME

f %
57 96.6

PART -HEE
I 2

17 29.8

students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Iny. semester trom Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (Z of those identified in 13 above:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I %

277 96.5 14 82.3

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Siring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' ;Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew/Enrolled

277 84 11 1 14 71 29 9

a. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

I. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Sprig 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remedlat.

Not Needed Completed Not Comnleteo 'Not Heeded

CUMULATIVE DU,I
Remediat. Pemediat.
Completed No. Complete,

TOTAL I 751 226 61 '

I RETURNEO SPR.'86 (Z) 517( 68.8) 169( 74.7) 17( 27.8)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.7 14.5 11.3 ' 58.7 53.5 41.5
MEAN CREDITS EARNE0 12.9 12.1 6.9 ' 53.1 46.5 30.9
MEAN GPA 2.61 2.18 1.63 ' 2.66 'I 11 2.07
% GPA > 2.0 82.9 68. 47.

.
84.9 7k.7 52.9

% SUCCESSFUL SJRVIVAL 57 51 13 ' 58 54 15

FI'Perforownce crruTT-iibe Stu en s n rs college-level course n s TT1 area (through Spring
'86): Remediat.

Alt Needed
Remediat.

Completed

I ENROLLED
2 PASS

475 132
94 79

NOBS:
ROILS:

3r.1 `..k

(Y030387)
0 1.1
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TINE 1040 PART -TINE 59

2. Students tested (and % of FULL -TINE

those counted in 11 above): f %

1038 99.8

COLLEGE Glassboro

BASIC SKILL AREA Com utation
AREA NUMBER 3 of

PART -TINE
I %

57 96.6

T.-Sludents needing remediation FULL-TINE
(I of those tested): / T

340 32.1

1

23 40.3

4. tudents enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from _Ammer E4 tc. Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL -TINE PART -TINE

% %
328 96.4 18 78.2

37W-se enrollment (omit semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final .evel of
remediation:

FULL -TINE PART-TIME
lEnr. 'led %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

328 8) 9 2 13 72 22 6

b. Pre- and post-test resu

I.
is or reme a courses n s area. e attac,e .

tour-semester toilow up of tun-time students Ttmica on Spring '86 data).

TERN DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remedial. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Complete_ Not e.mpleted

TOTAL 0 698 273 67
.

i RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 487( 69.7) 188( 68.8) 28( 41.7)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.7 14.4 13.2 ' 58.5 54.4 49.4
MEAN CREO,i6 LURED 12.9 12.2 10.2 ' 52.8 48.1 39.2
MEAN GPA 2.55 35 _06 ' 2.62 2.45 2.1E
% GPA > 2.0 61.5 1,..4 53.5

. 83.7 78.1 57.1
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 57 51 22 58 54 24

1T7.-Performance of full-time students in first college-level course in ail' area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Complel.d

f ENROLLED 206 ED
% PASS 95 80

NEW 1ER:EY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1904-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPAR:WNT OF HIGHER EDUCATIOI -ETTECTITERESTREN3R1-

(Fall 19.:4 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TINE 1040 PART -TINE 59

2. Students tested (and % of FULL -TINE
those counted in 51 above): I %

1038 99.8

COLLEGE G.assboro
BASIC surr-nrrAlgebra
AREA NUvael. 4 0

PART -TINE

f %
57 96.6

J. Students needing remedtation FULL -TIME
(I of those tested): f T

611 58.8

PART -TIME

1 %
33 57.8

4. Students enrolled i' Tpprcprlate remedial courses in any semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified fa 03 above):

FULL -TINE PART -TINE
% %

571 93.4 22 66.6

S. Course enrOlriTlat-firr-ysvester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
rent. liation:

FULL -TINE PART-TIME
fEnrilled %Pass %Fail Itlithdrew ' iEnrolled %Pass %Fail TWithdrew

571 84 11 2 22 86 14 0

S: Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of Lull -time students (based on Spring '86 data),'

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediai. lerediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not C nplete

TOTAL 0 427 43C 173
0 RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 312( 73.0) 390i, 75.3) 61( 35.2)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.8 14.6 13.1 ' 59.8 55.8 50.1
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.1 12.3 9.2 54.3 50.0 39.6
MEAN GPA 2.61 2.49 1.77 ' 2.69 2.52 2.11
% GPA > 2.0 82.3 80.0 50.8 ' 85.8 82.1 52.4
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 60 60 18 63 62 18

DF..Piiiiirmance-iirf011-time students in first college level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remedial. cemedfat

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 103 I88
% PASS 97 87

ROTES. MOTES:

a :1t) S J
(V030387) (9030387)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC '{KILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE GLASSBORO
DEPARTMENT OF HICHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (INIJCI3SPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 168

Writing: TE 165 w/ Essay greater th'n or equal to 7:
TE 168 w/ Essay 6; Essay 6

Computation: MC 170 w/ combined MC & EA 335

Elementary Algebra: EA 174

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 97 53

Writing: 96 41

Computation: 96 61

Elementary Algebra: 87 45

4b. Studurts ident:cied as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in cm appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART -TIME
# %

Reading: 3 0.6 1 5.2

Writing: 3 1.0 2 11.7

Computation: 8 2.3 1 4.3

Elementa-, Algebra: 11 1.8 2 6.0

0 ri cs
6 (1

280



GLASSBORO STATE COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)
IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

ame of Course

Total No.
Enrolled

Name of
Test

Adminis-
tared

Section
of Test
Adminic-
tared

Minimum
Score
Needed

to
Dater-
mine
Pro-
ficiency

N PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students
Attaining Min.In Course

Mean Standard
Deviation

Mean

----------

Standard
Deviation

Level on Post-Test

1

eading/Study Skills
Improvement

463 NJCBSPT Reading
Compre-
hension

66 375 62.9 3.34 69.8 4.38 87

&proving Persons'
riting Skills 277 In -House

Essay
Essay 7 212 6.0 2.8 7.5 1.24 86

mputation B
313 NJCBSPT Math Cots-

putation
70 208 61.5 5.15 74.2 4.22 83

Algebra B

512

NJCBSPT Elemlntary
A era 74 374 65.7 4.94 81.1 4.51 96

0 3:1



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1)84-86 IWTITUTIONAL PROFILE all. -GE Jersey City
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REM' 8AS., SKILL AREA Rreadin

(Fell 1984 Cohort) AREA ''MPER 1 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 651 PART-TIME 189

2. Students tested (and % of FUL-TIME
those counted in fl above): 1 S

647 99.3

37-Sru7Fiirs-nR111111--emeaTitliiir }ULL=T1ME
(t of those tested): I 2

408' 63.0

PART-TIME

I

185 97.8

PART :Mr
/

123' 66.4

47-students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in au semester iii,er 'SS to FTug
'86 (% or those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S i %

327 80.1' 51 41.4.

3. Course enrollment (12 semester from Sanmer '84 to Spring *de.T an3 outcomes-6i-TrilitleveT ol
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART -TIME
(Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

267 85 11 4 ' 30 87 10 3

b. rre- and post-test results for remedial courses 'ii. .,17riivi. 4ve iiiiMedl.

/. tour-semester follow up of-FUT-time students (based on Sprog '86 WW1

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. lemediat.
Not Net led Completed '.. Completed

Remediat.
Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 239 228 180
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 141( 58.9) 155( 67.9) 42( 23.3)*
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPT'''. 12.2 12.0 12.3 ' 52.1 50.2 48.8
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.1 11.9 11.9 49.3 46.0 42.4
MEAN GPA 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.7 2.5 2.1
GPA > 2.0 69 47 88 81 55

% SUCCESSFUL SURV. 47 11 52 55 13

g:IreFraTmanoe of full -t.

'86):

110165:

end in first college-.5iet-course in -SIM area (through Spring
Remediat. Remediat.

Hot Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 219 62"
% PASS 85 79

'College has two "levels" of reading, only one of which (Reading For College) was required in
1984 (both required 1985 - -). These figures and follow up based on both courses.
*While these 62 students did complete remediatl,n prior to enrolliiirin subsequent .Jurse,

college policy did not require it.
;These data only for the required course.

NEN JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT Of HIGHER EDUCATION

1. Students required to br tested:

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in /I above):

IT Students needfig7TYRTN11117T--
(T of those tested):

d.Staentie-iii-olTed-TnapproprraTe
*86 (% of those identified in ;3

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohcrti

chill -.IME 551 PART-1IME 189

FULL-TIME
f

647 99.3

1.1117-Mr-
0 S

COLLEGE Jersey City
BASIC gat AREA Writing_
AREA HUMBER 2 of 4

PART-TIME

%
185 97.8

1 %

8 30.6 76 41.0

remedial courses In ala semester Fro Summer 'BT to Spring
above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME
1 % I

195 98.4 65 85.5

-Course enr-ali--nent semes S-usine -IflitiTprinrlIET an ot-iterairi TcW-TI-nST liar or
remediation:

FULL-TIME
!Enrolled %Pass %Fall

195 62 36

%Withdrew

2

(Enrolled
PART -TIME

%Pass %Fail %Withdrew

65 60 38

8:-Pre- and Oil:test results tor remedial courses in skill ff-FM See attacned.

7T Four -semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 (Fetal:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Complete.

TOTAL I 449 120 78

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 259( 57.6) 78( 65.0) 5( 6.4) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.4 12.2 11.0 50.1 41) 3 45.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.3 12.0 10.2 '

41 1 44.10 39.1
MEAN GPA 2.5 2 2 2.0 ' 2.6 2.3 2.1

GPA > 2.0 74 o6 20
.

85 68 40
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 43 43 1 49 44 3

8. Prtiiriffre or TUTT-time students On First college -Tevel course in still area itnrouo Sprang
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

t ENROLLED
% PASS

448
A;

111
76

ROTES:

[V062188] EV030387]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 651 PART-TIME 189

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME

those counted in fl above): f %
647 99.3

COLLEGE Jersey City
BASIC SKILL AREA Computation
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4

PART-TIME
f %

185 97.8

J. Students needing remediation FULL-IIHE
(t of those tested): 1 I.

333 51.4

PAR) -TIME

I Z
143 77.2

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any steer from Summer 84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):
FULL-TIME PANT-TIME
f % 1 %

294 88.2 95 66.4

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Simmer -84 15-3iiring dbl arid outt:iMes fe-fiThit-TeveT -61-

remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

'Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew (Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

294 80 15 5 95 61 36 3

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. See attached.

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students Ibased on Spring 86-data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Pemediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

-.mpleted Not Completed

TOTAL f 314 234 99

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 194( 61.7) 142( 60.6) 10( 10.1)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.3 12.2 11.6 ' 52.4 51.3 44.6

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.2 17.1 11.1 ' 48.9 46.9 37.8

MEM GPA 2.3 2.1 1.9 2.5 2.3 2.0

% GPA > 2.0 74 67 20 85 73 40

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 46 41 2 52 44 4

b. Performance of fun -time students in first college-left, course in sun area (through ,pf144
'86): Remedlat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED
% PASS

90 17

77 59

(nits.

[V030387]

NEW JERSEY BASIc S.iLLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION -EITECTIVENE55 REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 651 PART-TIME 189

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in ill above): I %

647 99.3

COLLEGE Jerse Cit
BASIC SMIL E Algebra
AREA /TIMBER 4 of 4

PART-TIME
f %

185 97.8

3. Students needing remediation.
(t of those tested):

t011-1114c

I Z
555 85.7

PANE -IIML

%
178 96.2

f. Sligent-s-enioTfed in approp.,Ste-reMatit courses ii any semester from Summer 84 to prriig

'86 (% of those identified in t3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
1 % f

217 39.0 34** 19.1

5. Course enroltmerTE any semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for tinal level of
remediation:

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

FULL-TIME
/ Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

217* 93 6 1 34 85 12 3

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data)**:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remedlat. ' Remedlat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not complete

TOTAL I 92 201 21

f RETURNED SPR.'86 (5) 61( 66.3) 125( 62.1) 8( 38.0) '

MEAN CPEDITS ATTEMPTED 13.4 12.6 11.8 ' 5. 4 52.3 49.1

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.2 12.1 11.1 ' 50.2 49.6 46.2
MEAN GPA 2.7 2.3 1.8 2.8 2.6 2.0
% GPA > 2.0 82 70 25 69 84 50
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 54 44 10 59 52 19

8. Fer-Idiniance of-MT-lime studentt Tn first '.111-e-ie=TevercoursT-Tn ikITTarea Ithrough spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED 58 37
% PASS 90 62

EMT-
Students identified for computation were also required to complete algebra remediation.

Includes only students who did not first need to satisfy a computation requirement (college
will report on all students from now on).

[V067388]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE JERSEY CITY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSFITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 161 and in-house test

Writing: Ii -house evaluation of Essay end 1 hour in-hou5e writin7, sample

Computation: MC 168 and in-house test

Elementary Algebra: EA 177 with MC 168-180 and curriculum requiring algebra

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 79 39

Writing: 98 83

Computation: 82 50

Elementary Algebra: 95 91

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 20 4.9 13 10.5

Writing: 0 0.0 0 0.0

Computation: 8 2.4 10 6.9

Elementary Algebra: 1 0.4 0 0.0

-284-



JERSEY CITY STATE COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1964 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

PRE -TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post -test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Ksan Standard

Deviation

In Course

Reading for
College

151
Departmenta
Assessment

Reading
omprehensi

7.2 133 7.32 1.35 7.56 0.71 64%

College

Urilinz
260

Departmental
Assessment
Departmental

Essay

Computatio

8

26

160

293

4.93 1.32

3.92

8.94

31.9

0.82

1.95

100%

100%Arithmetic 389
'Assessment

082



NEW JERSEY BASIC SK:LLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1018 PART-TIME 285

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in 01 above):

FULL -TIME

%

985 96.7

uen s nee ng.reme
(% of those tested):

on

269 27.3

COLLEGE Kean
BASIC SKILL-AREA Reading
AREA NUMBER 1 of 3

PART-TIME

%

228 80.0

TAT -TIME

I %
92 40.3

4 Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in 22x semester from summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I Z I %

256 95.1 85 92.3

b. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediationi:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

i47 85.4 10.9 3.7 72 90.3 6.9 2.8

37-1 re- and post-test results for remedial co..rses in skill area. See attachedr.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (basea on Spring 80 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) '

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL/ 716 212 57
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 465( 64.9) 156( 73.5) 17( 29.8).
MEAN CREDITS ATTEOTED 12.8 12.0 10.2 ' 51.3 45.6 38.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.7 10.5 6.8 ' 48.8 42.3 29.7
MEAN GPA 2.48 2.09 1.50 ' 2.56 2.26 1.70
% WA :.> 2.0 76.1 60.9 52.9 ' 80.4 65.4 47.1
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 49.4 44.8 15.8 : 52.2 48.1 14.0

8. Performance of full -time students In first ollege-level course Tri-sk1TT -4FEW itnrougn
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ENRKLE0
% PASS

601

86.5
177

84.7

NOTES:

1Reflects final course attempts (explicit).

2Reported post-test data not restricted to Fall '84 cohort (reason for large course
enrollments).

Tossing defined as grade of 'C' or better.

[V092887]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Kean
EFFECTIVLNESS7REPORT---- BASIC Skill AREA Writin
(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 2 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1018 PART-TIME 285

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /I above): / %

985 96.7

J. Students needing remediation. FULL -TIRE
(t of those tested):

339 34.4

PART-TIME
I %

228 80.0

PART-TIHE------
%

87 38.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in 22x semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I %

333 98.2 83 95.4

b. Course enrollment jaysemester from mer-rluinEr5)id-outcomes for final level of
remediation':

FULL-TIME .

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew ' ?Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

327 87.5 9.5 3.0 ' 81 84.0 12.3 3.7

6:-Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skiff area: see attached 2.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 0 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complete,

TOTAL 0 646 286 53
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 413( 63.9) 216( 75.5) 9( 16.9) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.9 12.0 9.1 ' 52.2 45.2 32.0
MEAN CREDI-S EARNED 12.0 10.2 2.7 ' 50.3 41.2 16.9
MEAN GPA 2.61 1.96 0.58 ' 2.65 2.17 1.04
% GM 2.0 79.7 58.8 22.2 ' 83.8 63.9 0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 50.9 44.4 0.7 ' 53.6 48.3 0

8:-Pir ormance of full lime studia-is Tri-Urst college-level course in skit( area Itnrougn -Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed

NOTES:

ENROLLED
% PASS

547
88.8

259
76.4

1Reflects final course attempts (explicit).

2Reported post-test data not restricted to Fall '84 cohort (reason for arge :nurse
enrollments).

Passing defined as grade of 'C' or better.

[V092887]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

C0'..EGE Kean

BASIC SKILL AREA Algebral
AREA NUMBER 3 of 3

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1018 PART-TIME 285

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME

those counted in #1 above): # % # %
985 96.7 228 80.0

3. Students needing remediation FULL -TIME PART-TIME

(% of those tested): # % # %
377 38.2 153 67.1

4. Students enrolled In appropriate remedial courses In any semester trom Summer 84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME

# %
356 94.4 134 87.5

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation4:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

#Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

356 79.2 16.6 4.2 134 73.1 23.1 3.8

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses rn skill area: see attached".

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring db data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL # 608 281 96

# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 409( 67.2) 203( 72.2) 26( 27.0)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.1 11.8 10.1 53.3 45.3 38.9

MEN!! CREDITS EARNED 12.1 10.2 7.2 50.0 41.9 33.3

MEAN GPA 2.53 2.15 1.45 2.57 2.31 1.89

% GPA > 2.0 76.5 66.5 38.5 80.2 70.9 46.2

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 51.5 48.0 10.4 54.0 51.3 12.5

8. Performance of full-time students in first college -level course In sicliT area (Through Spring

'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

# ENROLLED 320 92

% PASS 4 81.3 59.8

NOTES:

llntermediate Algebra is offered; however, data shown here are for Elementary Algebra only.

2Reflects final course attempts (explicit).
3Reported post-test data not restricted to Fall '84 cohort (reason for large course

enrollments)'.
4Passing defined as grade of 'C' or better.

[V092887]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

COLLEGE KEAN

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: Nelson-Denny 12.5

Writing: Essay 8 or Essay 7 and SS 166

Computation: (no computation course)

Elementary Algebra: For math-related majors: EA 164. However, if EA 12-19
raw (or below 175), then required in addition to take
Intermediate Algebra. For non-math majors: EA 15 (raw)
(or 168)

4a. Pe-7,ent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 96 93

Writing: 99 94

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 95 87

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate temedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 5 1.8 0 0.0

Writing: 0 0.0 0 0.0

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 8 2.1 5 3.2
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KEAN COLLEGE OF NJ

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REIEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL OttLYI

IN READING, WRITING, MAU COPPUTAT,ON AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

PALI 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Doter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Heari Standard

Deviation
In Course

Eng 0109 721 holistic
'assay

7

8
380 6.8 1.8 8.0 1.3

87.9 (for 7)
66.6 (for 8)

Ma 0150 1056 Local 35 371 17.1 8.8 40.5 6.1 84.4

CS 0411 488 Nelson Denny Comprehensi 12.0
(Grade

n E uiv.) 187 10.( 1.1 13.6 1.5 97.3

I



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION tFFECTIUNESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 1428 PART -TIME 479

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME

those counted in /1 above): I %

1428 100.0

3. Students needing remediation FULL -TIME

(t of those tested): i T

497 34.8

COLLEGE Montclair
BASIC SKILL AREFIleadin
AREA RIMER 1 o

PART-TIME

%

479 100.0

PART -TIRE
I T

227 47.3

.. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in .221 semester From Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME
I %

456 91.7

PART -TINE

I %
125 55.0

b. Course enrollment lam semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME ' PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fall %Withdrew

456 89.0 7.6 2.01 125 77.5 17.1 2.3

dneS in still area: No post-test data.

7. Four - semester r ifow up or ruil-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '36)
.

Remediat. Remediit. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Hot Completed :Hot Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA

Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 937 404 87 '

i RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 685( 73.1) 305( 75.4) 21( 24.1)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 15.0 14.0 11.7 ' 59.6 53.8 47.4
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.5 11.8 10.2 ' 55.2 47.5 41.8
MEAN GPA 2.8 2.3 2.3 ' 2.8 2.4 2.4
% GPA > 2.0 82.3 62.6 42.9 ' 92.1 77.4 61.9
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 60.2 47.3 10.3 : 67.3 58.4 14.9

b. Perfqrmance of full-time students in first college-Ittel course TB Wit IBBT-Itnrough Spring
'8614: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 624 298
% PASS 99.4 99.0

NOTES:

!FT percent withdrew includes incompletes.
(Course Is "Intro to Literature."

t7 '2

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
tPFECTIVENtSS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 1428 PART-TIME 479

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I %

1428 100.0

J. Students nending remediation' PULL-TIME
(t of those tested): I

21D 14.7

COLLEGE Montclair
BASIC SRILFAREA-17rritingg
AREA NUMBER 2 o

PART-TIME

I %
479 100.0

PART-TIME
I %

111 23.1

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses In 221 semeaer from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
% I %

204 97.1 81 72.9

b. Course enrollment (El semester from Simr
remediation:

FULL-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

204 94.6 4.9 0.5

84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level-6T

PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail !Withdrew

81 86.4 13.6 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '66 data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed

Remediat.

Not Heeded

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complet.

TOTAL I 1219 190 19
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 883( 72.4) 125( 65.7) 3( 15.7) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.8 13.5 8.3 ' 58.6 51.3 40.0
MEAN CREDITS EARNEO 13.3 10.8 7.3

.

53.8 44.3 32.0
MEAN GPA 2.7 2.1 1.7 ' 2.8 2.2 1.9
% GPA > 2.0 79.4 49.6 33.3 ' 90.2 66.4 33.3
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 57.5 32.6 5.3 ' 65.3 43.7 5.3

8. qgformance of full-time students T-Firit college-level course in skill itnrougn spring
1. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

ft ENROLLED 816 120

% PASS 99.5 97.5

1101Es:

[V092987] [V092987]
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HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
OEPAAIMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATIOH EFFECTIVENESS-REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1428 PART-TINE 479

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in ft above): I %

1428 100.0

COLLEGE Montclair
BASIC aflEMMIXTOmputation
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4

PART-TIME
I S

479 100.0

J. Stuaents needing reoediation FULL-lint
(1 of those tested): t S

245 ;7.;

PARE -INIE

S

191 39.8

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in 12z. semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I

228 93.0 110 57.5

b. Lourse enrollment (21.1 semester from Summer '84 to Spring 8b) and outcomes for final Ty0-b-r-
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew ' 'Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

228 90.9 7.4 0 110 85.1 11,4 0

b. ere- and post-test results for remedial courses Ti still area. No post-test data.

I. Four - semester totiow up of tuii-time students (based on Spring 8o data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remedfat. Remediat. Remedfat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed

Remedlat.
Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedfat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 1185 210 33 '

f RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 850( 71.7) 155( 73.8) 6( 18.1) '
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.8 13.6 13.2 ' 58.7 51.8 49.8
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 13.3 11.1 11.2 ' 54.0 45.1 41.5
HEM GPA 2.7 2.2 2.2 ' 2.8 2.3 2.2
S GPA s 2.0 79.5 54.2 66.7 ' 90.1 70.3 83.3
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 57.1 40.0 12.1 ' 64.6 51.9 15.2

6. Performance
'86):

NUTEs.

of tint-time students In first college -level course in skill area (through-5ring
Remedfat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED

S PASS
784 151

99.4 99.3

33v

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EntsJIVIiitss REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1428 PART-TIME 479

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I S

1428 100.0

COLLEGE Montclair
BASIC gra-WARI ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
I S

479 100.0

. Students needing remeasation FULL -TIN'

(1 of those tested): I S

819 57.3

PART-TIME
I S

420 87.6

b. Stbdints enrol la-Tn appropriate remediai courses in Ex semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

PAL-TIME PART-TIME
0 % I S

519 63.3 181 43.0

5:Course enrolim6tt fany semester from user
reeediaticn:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail SWithdrew

519 85.4 11.4 0

to pring and ou comes for Ina level o

PART-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

181 83.9 9.9 0

6. Fre- and post-test results for remedial courses in still area: No post-test data.

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 'Fib data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remedfat. Remedfat. Remedfat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE OATA
Remedfat.
Completed Hot Complete

TOTAL f 61 465 127 '

f RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 456( 74.2) 371( 79.7) 29( 22.8)'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 15.1 14.2 12.2 ' 60.7 54.7 48.5
MEM CREOITS EARNED 13.8 12.2 9.0 ' 55.7 48.7 39.6

MEM GPA 2.8 2.5 1.7 ' 2.9 2.6 2.1

S GFA > 2.0 82.9 70.6 24.1 ' 92.5 81.9 62.1

S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 61.6 56.3 5.5 ' 68.7 65.4 14.2

B Performance driVIT-Trii students college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed.

f ENROLLED 423 360
S PASS 99.4 99.2

NOTES:

Intermediate Algebra (which the institution does not consider a remedial course) is offered;
however, data shown here are for Elemental" Algebra only.

(V092987] U092987]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE MONTCLAIR
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 19&4 Cohort)

3a. CriteriL below which students were placed into ramediaticn (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Readirg: RC 166

Writing: TE 160

Computation: MC 161 (math-related majors) or MC 165 (otherwise)

Elementary Algebra: EA 172 (math-related m. ors) or EA 176 (otherwise)

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 99 50

Writing: 93 39

Computation: 94 65

Elementary Algebra: 83 43

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 7 1.4 20 8.8

Writing: 2 0.9 1 0.9

Computation: 3 1.2 13 6.8

Elementary Algebra: 6 0.7 32 7.6
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HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS CCiRICIL

DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION
1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Rama o
BASIC SKILL AREAReea__diin
AREA HUMBER 1 off 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 377 PART-TIME 106

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in it above): f % / 1

377 100.0 49 46.2

u en s fleeing remedia
(t of those tested):

ion Fi -T
I

202 53.5

PAR 11

I

23* 46.9

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in la semester from bummer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME
f

172 85.1

PART-TIME
1 %

18 78.2

b. Course enrollment (am semester from Sumner 84 to Spring '66) and outcomes tor final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME ' PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass sFail %Withdrew

116 81.9 15.c 0.86 ' 10 70 20 10

6. Pre- and post-test results or remedial courses In skill area. See attacneJ.

/. Four - semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring 8b data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Recediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I 231 106 41

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 97( 41.9) 93( 87.7) 18( 43.91'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 12.4 11.9 10.9 ' 51.6 45.7 42.7
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 12.1 11.2 9.33 50.1 43.7 38.3
MEAN GPA 2.45 2.17 1.86 ' 2.54 2.25 2.0
1 GPA > 2.0 80 62 55 81 71 61
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 33.6 54.4 24.1 ' 34.0 62.3 26.8

.-Performance of fun-time students in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed

f ENROLLEO 97 64
% PASS 96 90.6

WES:

'Remedial and developmental programs combined; developmental program, although a basic skills
program, is not considered by institution to be remedial.

[V092887)

HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Rama o
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT-- BASIC A WWr-ri-tingy

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NJI8ER 2 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 377 PART-TIME 106

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in fl above): I

377 100.0

PART-TIME
0 %

49 46.2

. Students needing remediation, FULL -TIME
(1 of those tested): I

188 49.8

PARE -TIME

f %
23* 46.9

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Int semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I s f %

179 95.2 14 60.8

S. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME ' PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

149 77.2 19.5 2.0 ' 9 77.7 22.2 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remedlat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Hot Heeded Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Caplet.

TOTAL f 218 125 35
I RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 105( 48.1) 94( 75.2) 10( 28.5)'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 12.6 11.5 10.2 ' 52.4 44.3 38.7
MEAN CREOITS EARNEO 12.6 10.5 9.4 ' 51.1 41.8 32.6
MEAN GPA 2.51 2.09 1.74 ' 2.54 2.22 1.77
1 GPA : 2.0 83 59 40 84 68 40
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 38.3 44.4 11.4 ' 40.5 51.1 11.4

Per ormance o u me s udents in first college- eve course
'85): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed

I ENROLLED 97

PASS 95.8

70

91.4

n sk area (through Spring

NOTES:

'Remedial and devekomental programs combined; developmental program, although a basic skill
program, is not considered by institution to be remedial.

(V092887)
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 377 PART-TIME 106

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in ft above):

377 100.0

COLLEGE Rama

BASIC SA Computation
AREA NU49IR 3 of 4

PART-TIME
f I

49 46.2

3. Students needing remediation FULL-ME
(% of those tested): I %

75 19.8

PANT -TIME

I I
16 32.6

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in awn, semester from Summer '84 to spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I I I S

59 78.6 9 56.2

5. Course enrollment (am semester from Summer '84 to Sprfng Bb) and ThThcoi-i-esfo77Tiarlevel of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew (Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew/Enrol led

59 65.8 27.4 5.5 2 100

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

/. Four - semester tallow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Hot Heeded Completed Hot Completed 'Not Heeded

CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Hot Completed

TOTAL I 269 73 36
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (N) 173( 64.3) 24( 32.8) 7( 19.4) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.2 11.5 8.85 ' 49.3 42.4 41.7
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.5 10.8 8 ' 47.4 39.7 35.3
MEAN GPA 2.31 2.11 1.43 ' 2.4 2.09 1.96
% GPA 2.0 72 63 43 ' 77 63 57
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 46.3 20.7 8.4 ' 49.5 20.7 11.1

B. Performance of full -time students in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'861: Remediat. Remediat.

Hot Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 130 7

% PASS 91.5 71.4

NOiks:

401
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HEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER ErUCATION EFFEClIVERESS-REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 377 PART-TIME 106

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME

I I
377 100.0

those counted in ft above):

COLLEGE Rama
BASIC A Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4

PART-TIME
f %

49 46.2

uaen s nee mg remedia on' r -II

I %
215 57.0

(1 of those tested):
PART-TIME
I %

23 46.9

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in an semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I I 0 I

202 93.9 19 82.6

S. Course enrollment (an t semester from Summer '84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final levet of
remedlation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

119 74.8 20.2 2.5 7 42.9 28.6 28.6

b. pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

/ . Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remedial. Remediat.
Not Needed Coe.,leted Hot Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Complet!

TOTAL I 218 125 35

0 RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 48( 22.0) 110( 88.0) 30( 85.7)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 12.9 13.1 8.8 52.4 49.3 39.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.3 12.5 8.33 ' 51.0 47.6 35.2
MEAN GPA 2.48 2.40 1.94 ' 2.63 2.36 2.09
% GPA > 2.0 77 71 66 90 71 73
I SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 17.0 50 56.6 19.8 50 62.6

M.Ferformance of TUTT=ITMe students in first eaMge-level course In skill area (through Spring
'861: Remediat. Remediat.

0 ENROLLED
% PASS

Hot Heeded Completed

48 82
95.8 89

WES:

EV092887]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

COLLEGE RAMAPO

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 168

Writing: Essay 8

Computation: MC 169

Elementary Algebra: EA 178

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 87 70

Writing: 82 63

Computation: 78 66

Elementary Algebra: 57 38

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not

enrolled is an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 2 0.9 2 8.6

Writing: 4 2.1 1 4.3

Computation: 3 4.0 1 6.2

Elementary Algebra: 4 1.8 1 4.3

4 0
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RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NJ

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEYEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine ProfIcloncy2

H3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-test4

Moon Standard

Deviation

Meal; Standard

Deviation
In Course

College

Reading 147 NJCBSPT Rdg.EJP 167 106

158

84 8.57
In.

7.55 73%

Comp. Math 122 NJCBSPT Comp. 24 54 22. 3.26 27.21 1.99 100%

Elem. Alg. NJCBSPT Alg. 24 61 14.21 5.11 26.54 1.92 100%
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NEW JERSEY , :C SKILLS COUNCIL 1984.86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION -ITFECTIVEYESMPUT-

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required To be tested:

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in Al above):

en s nee ng rose
IT of those tested):

a on

FULL-TIME 721 PART-TIME 17

FULL'TIME
f

720 99.8

I

300 41.6

COLLEGE Stockton
BASIC SKIECAREA7Readln
AREA NUMBER 1 o

PART-TIME
I S

17 100.0

-TARTarRr
I S

2 11.7

r-stnaFFrise-ropr.ere.edur courses In au semestei Lon Sumer 'Si To Spring
'86 (S of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

f I

300 100.0 2 100.0

b. Lourse enrolls-Fa Titilera-eire7 Tam Iii-eme7-13T To Tpr in5 '861 and out-Comes To-F Tinil level 6T
remedfation:

FULL-TIME
'Enrolled %Pass' %Fail' %Withdrew

300 93.3 6.3 0.33

PART-TIME ,
'Enrolled %Pass' %Fail, %Withdrew

2 100 0 0

b. Yre. and post-test results for reseal' courses ITCAM areal Sii-alliCFF

1, our - semester c ow up o lull -time ITUFKIs (basedonTifT6o

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Rerediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed
Remediat.

Not Completed

TOTAL I 420 280 20
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 2891 68.8) 217( 77.5) 1( 5.0)
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 14.7 14.4 8.0 63.7 61.9 32.0
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.1 11.9 0

' 56.2 52.3 8.0
MEAN GPA 2.84 2.36 0 ' 2.73 2.33 0.37
% CPA > 2.0 83.7 71.4 0 ' 85.8 73.7 0
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 57.6 55.4 0 ' 59.0 57.1 0

8715iFf6FaanZT-6rTi7TT:tr-
'861:

Time sIbBEIT TETTrit alTiii4.vel course In STITT area (throw SOrIng
Rerediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed,

133
95

I ENROLLED
% PASS

177

92

Bask 1102: 'Study Skills ano Critical Thinking.'
Pass /Fail: Includes students who failed first semester and passed/failed second semester

tutorial-exit test.

[V082087]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984.86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Stockton
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION -ITTECTIVERESS-1117DIT BASIC SR1CL-XREA- Wrrlting

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 2 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 721 PART-TIME 17

2, Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in Al above): I

720 99.8

373tudents needing remedIation FULL -TIWL
(I of those tested):

399 55.4

PART-TIME
I S

17 100.0

PARTT1HE
I

7 41.1

4. Students enrolled In appropriate remedial courses In int Semester Tice Temper 'tato 56rTiro-
'86 (S of those identified in A3 above):

fULL -TIME PART -TIME

I S I S
399 100.0 7 100.0

5: toUrie irTroTTment fel semester Trout Si e7 IT to Spring ITO an -1561e6Trts TOT. TinaT TFierel
remedlation:

FULL-TIME
'Enrolled %Pass' %loll, %Withdrew 'Enrolled

399 92.7 6 1.25 7

PPT-TIME.
%Pass' %Fail' %Withdrew

100 0

5:11-r-i-InIpost.fat results for remedial courses In skill area: See attached.

"rour -semester follow up of lull-time students-lbased on Spring lib data):

0

TERM DATA (SPRING '85) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedlat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Reoedlat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Complet.

TOTAL I 321 370 29
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 233( 72.5) 273( 73.7) 1( 3.4) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 15.1 14.2 8.0 ' 64.0 62.0 32.0
MEAN CREOITS EARNED 13.7 11.7 56.6 52.7 8.0
MEAN GPA 2.78 2.51 2.68 2.46 0.37
% GPA > 2.0 85.4 72.5 85.4 76.6 0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 62.0 53.5 61.9 56.5

6. FerronwnCe oT TuTl.time
'86):

I ENROLLED
% PASS

student's In Tfrst coTT4e-Tevel cdurii In Rill iria 1148411'51Biliq-
Remedlat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed

183 128
93 92

' Its.

1% Pass/Fail: includes students who failed first semester and passed/failed second semester
tutorial-exit test.

(V082087]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Stockton
BASIC SKILL AREA Computation*
AREA NUMBER 3 of 3

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 721 PART-TIME 17

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in #1 above): # % # %

72n 99.8 17 100.0

3. Students needing remediation FULL-TIME PART-TIME
(% of those tested): # % # %

265 36.8 4 23.5

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester trom Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
# %

265 100.0 4 100.0

5. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FRI-TIME PPART -TIME

#Enrolled %Pass' %Fail' %Withdrew ' #Enrolled %Pass' %Fail' %Withdrew

265 89.8 9.4 0.75 4 100 0 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: See attached.

7. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL # 455 238 27

# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 323( 70.9) 183( 76.8) 1( 3.7)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.9 14.1 8.0 63.3 62.4 32.0
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.2 11.4 0 56.0 52.0 8.0
MEAN GPA 2.78 2.39 0 2.67 2.36 0.37
% GPA > 2.0 83.6 69.4 0 86.7 70.0 0
% SUCC!SFUL SURVIVAL 59.3 53.4 0 61.5 53.8 0

8. Performance of full -time students in tlrst college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86)4: Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

# ENROLLED 138 56

% PASS 96 89

NOTES:

*Bask 1103: "Quantitative Reasoning."

1% Pass/Fail: includes students who fai'ad first semester and passed/failed second semester
tutoKial-exit test.

Course used was "Info. Systems & Programming."

[V082087]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE STOCKTON
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NICBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading:* Sum of 64 on RC and SS (out of 85 possible)

Writing: Essay 7; Essay.7 with the sum of 64 or greater on RC and SS
(students with < 64 go into writing-intensive section of reading
course)

Computation:* MC 22 raw (equal to approximately 169 scaled score)

Elementary Algebra: (no algebra course)

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:' 100 100

Writing: 100 100

Computation:' 100 100

Elementary Algebra:

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading:* 0 0

Writing: 0 0

Computation:* 0 0

Elementary Algebra:

*See footnotes to profiles.

-299-
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RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE

PRE-TEST AND POST -TESTOIESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Coursel Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Doter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min,

Level on Post-test4

Mean. Standard

Deviation

Mean Standard

Deviation

In Course

BASK 1101 406
Stockton
Essay Test -- 340 6.69 1.68 7.40 1.65 --

BASK 1102 302

Nelson
Denny Vocabulary 255 24.43 9.71 28.67 10.80 --

BASK 1102 302 11 Comprehension -- 255 32.23 8.28 35.49 9.04 --

BASK 1102 302 11 TOTAL -- 255 56.62 15.37 63.97 18.37

BASK 1103 269

alifornia
Ichievement Computation -- 201 '9.62 5.20 38.36 5.69 --

BASK 1103 269 11

Concepts &
Problems -- 201 '6.29 5.90 32.84 5.97

BASK 1103 269 11 TOTAL

BASK 1103

BASK 1103

269

269

NJCBSPT Computation 22 (raw)*

NJCBSPT Algebra

201 '5.93 9.45 71.20

203 16.9 3.58 22.06

203 12.03 4.99 13.07

10.44

4.50 63.5%

4.46
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NEM JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EDUCATION EFFLCTIIIMESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Thccas Edison
BASIC SICIIT71XWan
AREA NUMBER 1 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART -TIME 77

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in 01 abode): f % 0 %

69 89.6

3. Students needing remediation FULL-TIME
(1 of those tested): I T

PART-TIME
f %

10 14.4

4. Students enrolled In appropriate remedial courses in NIL semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL -TIME PART-TIME
I % f %

7 70.0

B. Course enrollment fiat semester from Summer 84 to Spring 8111 and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
;Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

PART-TIME
!Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

7 100 6 0 4 100 0 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: Not applicable.

/. Four- Semester follow up Of full-time students (based on Spring 66 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediatv Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Complete

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART-TIME 77

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in 91 above): f S

COLLEGE Thomas Edison
BASIC SICILLRIErriErn
REA NUMBER 2 o

PART-TIME
0 S

69 39.6

J. Students needing remediation
(% of those tested):

FULL -TIME

f
PART -TIME

S
6 8.6

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Ex semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME
0 S S

4 66.6

6. Course enrollment (any semester from summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remedlation:

FULL-TIME PART -TIME
!Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. Not applicable.

1. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Heeded Completed Not Completed

TOTAL I
RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA ;> 2.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

B. Performance of cull-time students in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

f ENROLLED
% PASS

RUES:

Edison reports students as part-time only.

Host follow-up data not applicable, since courses are taught elsewhere.

Edison's cohort includes students enrolled from January 1, 1984 through December 31, 1984.

[V111987]

4 .1417

TOTAL 0
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA ; 2.0
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

UPerionmance of full -time students in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

0 ENROLLED
S PASS

NOTES:

Edison reports students as part-time only

Most follow-up data not applicable, since courses are taught elsewhere.

Edison's cohort includes students enrolled from January 1, 1984 through December 31, 1984.

(Y111987)



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Thomas Edison NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-85 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Thomas Edison
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION UFtGTIVOIESS-REPORT BASIC SETIEXREVC5iPtation DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS-REPORT BASIC SKILL AREA_Algebra

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA UMBER 3 of 4 (Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 4 5T-4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART-TIME 77 1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME PART-TIME 77

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART -TIME 2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in al above): f % I % those counted in 11 above): % I %

69 89.6 69 89.6

uen s nee ing reme
(t of those tested):

ARf-
/

14 20.2

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in la semester from Summer 84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):
FULL-TIME

%

PART-TIME
I

10 71.4

. Students needing remediation.
(t of those tested):

FULL -11ML

I 2
PART -iimE

I %

38 55.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remaiOrcourses In any semester from Summer 84 to Spring

'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):
FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I

21 55.2

. Course enrollment (any semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and ,liZia-es for final level of 5, Course er,Tlise-ar 1-2-yL semester frac Jumser 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for tinal level of
remediation: remediatixi:

FULL-TIME
.

PART-TIME FULL-TIME
.

PART -TIME
I /Enrolled %Pass tFail %Withdrew

.

IEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew fEnrolle! %Pass %Fail %Withdrew ' IEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew
(.0 .

0 10 100 0 0
.

No 21 100 0 0

I

.

5. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: Not applicable.57-157=1-d post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. Not applicable.

I. Four-semester follow up of full-time stuaents (based on Spring 86 data):

TOTAL I
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
HEM GPA
% GRA > 2.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

/. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Complete

TOTAL
RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA > 2.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

ti. Performance Of full -tome students in tirst college level course l'ilITT- area (through Spring El. Pfifonitance of full -time "SET: eili rl-FITra tineje-level course in Skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat. '86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Heeded Completed Not Heeded Completed

I ENROLLED
% PASS

Mums:

f ENROLLED
% PASS

Edison reports students as part-time only.

Past follow-up data not applicable, since courses are taught elsewhere.

Edison's cohort includes students enrolled from January 1, 1984 through December 31, 1984.

NOTES:

Edison reports students as part-time only.

Most follow-up data not applicable, since courses are taught elsewhere.

Edison's cohort includes students enrolled from January 1, 1984 through December 31, 1984.

(V1119873 [V111987]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE THOMAS EDISON
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL. PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 165

Writing: SS 164, Essay 7

Computation: MC 166

Elementary Algebra: EA 176

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill ar 3 by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:

Writing:

Computation:

Elementary Algebra :

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 3 30.0

Writing: 2 33.3

Computation: 4 28.5

Elementary Algebra: 17 44.7

4 1. t:,*
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION ETTEMVIIESSREIYURT--

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1020 PART-TIME 82

2. Students tested (and I of FULL-TIME
those counted in Al above): f I

1020 100.0

J. Students needing remediation FULL -TIME

(% of those tested): %
306 30.0

COLLEGE Trenton
BASIC SIZE: MEW Readln
AREA NUMBER 1 o

PART-TIME
I

82 100.0

rAlff -TIRE

%
5 6.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Ex semez,,r trom Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I I

292 95.4 3 60.0

S. ourse enro men any_ tames er rom ummer
remediation:

FULL-TIME
lEnrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

292 93 2

r ng an outcomes for final level me

/Enrolled

3

PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail Withdrew

100 0 0

6. Fre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area. See attached.

ur-semes er 00110w up of me s u n ease' on pr ng aa a

TOTAL
I RETURNED SPR.86 (I)

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed

Remediat.

Not Needed

CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

796
602(

273
75.6) 213(

38
78.0) 9( 23.6)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 15.4 15.0 14.4 50.5 49.0 26.1
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.9 13.4 11.4 49.7 48.7 22.8
MEAN GPA 2.76 2.42 1.74 2.49 2.28 1.35
% GPA > 2.0 92 83 44 * *
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 70 65 10 *

W JERSEY CASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
1RTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fail 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1020 PART-TIME 82

2. Students tested (and I of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): I

1020 100.0

COLLEGE Trenton
BASIC REAWrritingWritin
AREA HUMBER 2 of

PART-TIME
I

82 100.0

tuden s nee mg reale a on
(t of those tested): I I

260 25.4

l /1

5 6.0

U-aridEnti entEM appropecae a courses ll.l semester from bummer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I I f I

254 97.6 3 60.0

b. Course enrollment ant semester from Summer 84 'to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-7111E PART -TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fall Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fall Withdrew

254 95 2 2 3 lC 0 0

e- an pos es resu s for reme courses n s ill area: zee a ac

7. Four-semester Follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data,:

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) '

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed, Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complete

TOTAL 1 842 204 61

f RETURNEO SPR.'86 (I) 627( 74.4) 158( 77.4) 39( 63.9)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 15.4 14.9 14.7 ' 50.1 48.0 41.6
MEAN CREOIIS EARNEO 14.0 13.1 13.1 ' 49.3 47.6 40.9
MEAN GPA 2.67 2.38 2.41 ' 2.45 2.25 2.0/
% GPA > 2.0 91 82 77

I SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 68 64 49

b. Performance or full -time students in first college -le,*1 course in skill area (through Spr ng B. Performance of 111,Trtlizre students IT -Ma college-revel course in skill area [through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

'86): Remediat. Remediat.

ADM:

ENROLLEO
I PASS

Not Needed Completed

744 245

96 95

WEST

f ENROLLEO
I PASS

Not Needed Competed

797 185

95 97

Submitted data were calculated incorrectly and neither are reflective of the program nor 'Submitted data were calculated incorrectly and neither are reflective of the program nor
are comparable to data from other colleges.are comparable to data from other colleges.

417 (V111987]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-84 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS Ri.!OR1

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Trenton NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
BASIC SIZTErVEK Computation DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1020 PART-TIME 82

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in Al above): I t

1020 100.0

J. STEZents needing remediation
(t of those tested):

PART-TIME
f t

82 100.0

FULL -TIME

0 %
331 32.4

PART:TIRE
s

10 12.1

anzen s enro n appropr a e reme a courses
'86 (% of those identified in A3 above):

FULL-TIME
I %

321 96.9

sews er ram ummer 0 pr

PART-TIME
I S

8 80.0

S. Course ram
remediation:

FUEL-TIME .

fEnrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew . anrolled

321 81 13 1
. 8

an ou comes or nal fete o

PART-TIME
SPass %Fail %Withdrew

75 25 0

t. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in still area. See attaches.

7. Pour-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 0 766 266 75
.

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (t) 575( 75.0) 215( 80.8) 34( 45.31'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 15.3 15.2 14.7 ' 50.4 50.7 32.7
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 13.9 13.7 11.3 ' 49.4 51.2 29.5
MEAN CPA 2.68 2.51 1.96 ' 2.49 2.34 1.68
S GPA > 2.0 91 87 68
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 68 70 31 '

'

er onmance o u i me s u en s in rs college-sere course in Sk area roug pr ng
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

I ENROLLED
% PASS

Not Needed Completed

239 119
92 85

ROILS:

Submitted data were calculated incorrectly and neither are reflective of the program nor
are comparable to data from other colleges.

419

1984.86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVINLSS RLPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1020 PART-TIME 82

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in AI above): I %

COLLEGE Trenton
BASIC surrAux Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
I S

1020 100.0 82 100.0

u en s nee Ins reaedia ton
(% of those tested): I % S

494 48.4 10 12.1

4. Students corolla-TO approOFT/EFie-m-leraT coursei-WitE semester from Sumer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I % I S

481 97.3 8 80.0

S. Course enrollment ram semeilii 'from -Sommer to Spring '86) and outcomes for final (Frei of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

481 79 15

PART-TIME
lEnrilled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

75 25 0

S. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses .4 skill area: See attatneo.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 Gate):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Coepleti

TOTAL A

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (S)

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
S GPA > 2.0
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

603
453(

15.4
14.1

2.70
92

69

75.1)

387

321(

15.1

13.6

2.53
87
72

82.9)

117

50(

15.1

12.2

2.19
74

32

'

42.7)'

'

'

'

s

s

51.0
50.1

2.54

51.5

51.8

2.39

33.3

29.3
1.71

Tr71Perfermance of iolTaTrae ituTair Thrilist college level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed,

I ENROLLED 177 172
S PASS 94 87

ROUST

Submitted data were calculated incorrectly and neither are reflectir of the program nor
are comparable to data from other colleges.

(Y111987)
EV111987]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE TRENTON
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (N JCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 166

Writing: Essay 7

Computation: MC 171

Elementary Algebra: EA 176

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 94 64

Writing: 95 97

Computation: 97 77

Elementary Algebra: 98 78

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# w.

Reading: 14 4.5 2 40.0

Writing: 6 2.3 2 40.0

Computation: 10 3.0 2 20.0

Elementary Algebra: 13 2.6 2 20.0

4;)
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TRENTON STATE COLLEGE

PRE -TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Courses Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered
I

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

MA:Jen Standard

Deviation
In Course

RDG 098 273 NJCB3FT Reading 166 212 158 7.23 168 6.27 67

ENG 098 204 NJCB3FT Essay 7

-

147 5.87 .61 7.35 .91i 67

MAT 091 266 NJCBSFT Computatiol 171 190 164 5.55 175 4.13 85

MAT 092 387 NJCBSFT Algebra 176 304 167 5.88 180 5.59 83

4 rs'
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MEN JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1041 PART-TIME 104

2. Students tested (and S of FULL -TIME
those counted in /1 above): S

1046 100.4

COLLEGE Wm. Paterson
BASIC SKILL AREA RReerfinqq

AREA NUMBER 1 o

PART-TIME
I S

104 100.0

3. Students needing recediatlon
IT of those tested):

FULL-TIME
I %

321* 30.6

PART-TIME
I %

26* 25.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in ariL semester tray summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I S

290** 90.3 18" 69.2

b. Course enrollment list semester troy Summer '84 to Spring '8o1 and outcomes for final Ted Tf-
remedietion:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
!Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

290 81.7 13.4 4.8

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

18 82.3 16.6 1.1

B. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: see attacnea.

7. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring 86 data).

TERN DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed
Remediat.
Not Needed

CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL / 725 236 85 '

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 483( 66.6) 172( 72.8) 35( 41.1)'
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 10.3 9.2 8.7 ' 50.4 41.7 37.8
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 9.2 7.8 6.7 ' 46.2 33.3 30.3
MEAN GPA 2.4 2.0 1.8 ' 2.5 2.1 1.9
% CPA > 2.0 74.7 65.1 53.3 ' 78.7 55.2 42.9
% SUCCUSFUL SURVIVAL 49.8 47.4 21.9 ' 52.4 40.3 17.6

D. Performance of full-time students in first college-level course In skill area itnrOugh Spring
'86): Remediat. Recediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 661 213
S PASS 86.8 83.1

NOTES:

*11 students subsequently exempted from reading requirement.

"12 students with original requirement left college before first year.

(V082187]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Wa. Paterson
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT BASIC SZTLIKRIETIIFTEin
(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 2 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 104i PART-TIME 104

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in 11 above): I S

1046 100.4

PART-TIME
f S

104 100.0

. Students needing remediation FULL-TIME
ft of those tested): a t

34t* 32.9

PART -LIME

I %

35* 33.6

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester troy Summer 84 to Spring
'85 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME
I S

332** 96.2

S. Course enrollment any seceses1-7-Tioc Summer
remediation:

FULL-TIME
%Pass %Fail %Withdrew/Enrolled

332 88.3 8.7 3.0

PART-TIME
I %

29** 82.8

84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for tinal level of

/Enrolled

29

PART-TIME
%Pass %Fail Withdrew

77.6 13.7 8.7

an post- est resu is or reme al courses ski area: See a e

7. Four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring '86 data).

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Complete

TOTAL I 701 293 52
I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 467( 66.6) 212( 72.3) 11( 21.1)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 10.2 9.6 8.8 50.7 41.4 33.5
MEAN CREOITS EARNEO 9.1 8.1 5.6 46.6 33.4 24.9
MEAN GPA 2.4 2.1 1.5 2.5 2.1 1.7
% GPA >. 2.0 76.4 61.2 37.5 ' 79.2 54.7 36.4
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 50.9 44.3 7.9 52.8 39.6 7.7

8. Performance of TUT:IT--
'86):

me students !Mira-college-level course In SUIT area Tthrougn Spring
Remediat. Remedlat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 656 263
S PASS 87.8 77.2

NOTES:

*5 students subsequently exempted and completed college-level writing course.

**13 students with original requirement left college before first year.

(V082187]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
traCTIVENt6S REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1041 PART-TIME 104

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in 01 above): I %

1146 100.4

37- tu en S nee ng remediation
(1 of those tested): 0 %

305 29.1

COLLEGE Wm. Paterson
BASIC SKTIEMEX-C611Yutation
AREA NUMBER 3 of 4"

PART-TIME
0 S

104 100.0

I.
I S

32* 30.7

47-Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in ant semester From Simmer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
0 % I S

269 88.1 21** 65.6

S. Course enrollment Iiiez semester from Summer '84 to Spring 861 and outcomes For final level of
retediation:

FULL-TIME .

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew : /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

269 87.0 9.7 3.3 ' 20 85.0 10.0 5.0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in still area. See attacnea.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on tpring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL f 741 234 71

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 492( 66.3) 176( 75.2) 23( 32.3)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 9.9 10.2 8.4 ' 50.1 41.5 40.9
HEM CREDITS EARNED 8.8 8.7 7.9 ' 45.4 33.9 35.9
MEAN GPA 2.3 2.1 2.6 ' 2.5 2.2 2.6
S GPA > 2.0 73.9 62.7 83.3 75.8 58.3 65.2
SUCCMFUL SURVIVAL 49.1 47.2 27.0 50.3 43.6 21.1

8. Performance of full -tire
'861:

I ENROLLED

% PASS

students in first college-ievei course in Skill area througn SprIug
Remedlat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

134 58

88.8 75.9

NOTES:

28 students subsequently exempted and completed cail:ye-level math course.

"30 students with original requirement left college oefore first year.

4 '1.7)

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF NIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 1041 PART-TIME 104

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in il above): I %

1046 100.4

3. Students needing remediation FULL -TINE
(% of those tested): I %

238' 22.7

COLLEGE Wm. Paterson
BASIC SKILL AREA Al ebra
AREA NUMBER 4 o

PART-TIME
0 S

104 100.0

PART -TINE
I S

33 3(.7

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in arm semester from Summer 84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I

198 83.1 29 87.8

S. Course enrollment fam semester from Summer
remediation:

FULL-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

198 81.3 14.1 4.5

84 to Spring 'US) and outcomes for final level of

PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

29 72.5 17.2 10.3

b. rre- ana post-test resdTts tor remedial courses in Skill area: See attached.

7. tour-semester follow up of ruil-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

.

TERM DATA CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedial. Rellat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Complet.

TOTAL I 808 160 78
.

I RETURNEO SPR.'86 (%) 548( 67.8) 121( 7E.6) 21( 26.9)'

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 10.1 9.3 9.8 ' 47.9 47.0 43.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 8.9 8.5 7.5 ' 42.6 41.1 37.3
MEAN GPA 2.3 2.2 1.8 ' 2.4 2.4 2.0
% GPA > 2.0 73.2 67.9 47.4 ' 71.0 76.0 42.9
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 49.6 51.3 12.8 ' 48.1 57.5 11.5

8. Performance of tu`17-fiiri-elludenTs in first college-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Cordeleted

f ENROLLED 168 82
% PASS 83.9 80.5

WIlES:

52 students subsequently exempted or changed to non-algebra majors.

"33 students with original requirement left college before first year.

[V082187]
[V082187]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE WILLIAM PATERSON
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 166; SATV 400 with RC 166-168; Nelson Denny 4th Stanine

Writing: Essay 7; SS 168 with Essay - 7

Computation: MC 167

Elementary Algebra: EA 175 and math-related major

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

Reading: 93 69

Writing: 97 71

Computation: 90 66

Elementary Algebra: 92 75

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
# % # %

Reading: 19 5.9 3 11.5

Writing: 0 0.0 3 8.5

Computation: 16 5.2 7 21.3

Elementary Algebra: 7 2.9 2 6.0

4 r"..1./ C..)
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WILLIAM PATERSON COLLEGE OF NJ

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLY)

IN READING, WRITING, MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Name of Course Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Proficiency

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post-test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Moen Standard

Deviation
In Course

MATH 101 269 NJCBSPT Computation 167 192 158.6 5.66 172.5 3.60 97.4

*T11_105 198 NUCBSPT Algebra 176 148 165.4 4.74 1179.8 4.59 84.5

ENG 108
332

NJCBSPT Es 7 228 5.9 1.10 8.4 1.14 97.4

RLA 107 290 NJCBSPT Reading Comp. 165* 185 154.7 8.25 162.3 7.50 91.9

*On Nelson-Denny Test greater than stanine 3.



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 323 PART-TIME 50

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME

tnose counted in /1 above): I %

312 96.5

COLLEGE Rutgers- Camden

BASIC SKILL AREA HIaliiq
AREA NUM8ER 1 of

PART -TIME

I %
27 54.0

J. students needing remediation
(4 of those tested):

LULL -ilmc

I %

74 23.7

VAN/ -TIME

I %

5 18.5

4. Students enroliet in appropriate remedial courses in am semester from summer 84 to spring
'86 (% of those identified in 03 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

I % I %
58 78.3 2 40.0

Course enrollment ( semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final Tiiirir
remediation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail

58

.tr-Tri.7arlapos est results

98.3 1.7

%Withdrew

0

PART-TIME

/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

2

for reme cc:wises n s fl area: pos est ca.

100 0 0

7. Four-semester follow uo of full-time students (based on Spring L. data)':

Tali DATA

Remediat. Remediat.
Not Needed Emitted

(SPRING '86) CumuLATIVEr TA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL t 238 57 17

RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 161( 67.6) 391 68.4) 10( 58.8)'

MEN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.4 13.0 12.8 ' 54.4 SD.6 50.4

MEN CREDITS EARNEO 12.6 12.7 12.4 ' 52.7 49.5 49.8
MEN GPA 2.6 2.6 2.5 ' 2.7 2.5 2.7
% GPA > 2.0 79 74 90 87 87 100
i SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 53 51 53 59 60 59

B. Performance of full -time stuoents in first college -level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 204 57
% PASS 89 86

1Criterion for completion (second & third study groups) Is enrollment In English 101, even
though a student may not have enrolled in remediation.

431
[V082487]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE Rut

OEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT BASIC SKUTWDCITITig
(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUN8ER 2 o

1. Students required to be tested: FULL -TIME 323 PART-TIME 50

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in 01 above): I %

312 96.5

PART -TIME

I %
27 54.0

I. Students needing remediatiom FULL-TIME

(4 of those tested): I %

85 27.2

PART -TIME

%

10 37.0

4. StlidediTerifi appropriate remedial cberses in EL semester from -S'-uttine. "114-to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIMF
% e s

64 75.2 7 70.0

5..-aUrse EnilillienE (LE semeiliiTTrom Summer '84 to 'Wring 86Tiadot-TRIToes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

64 84.4 12.5 3.1 7 71.4 14.3 14.3

6. Pre- and 'test results for remedial courses in mil area: No post-test data.

/. Four - semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data)):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
.

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed

CUMULATIVE OATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Couplet,

TOTAL 227 73 12 '

RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 153( 67.4) 55( 75.3) 2( 16.6) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.5 12.7 7.0 ' 54.8 50.3 37.0

MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.9 11.9 7.0 53.7 48.1 33.5

MEAN GPA 2.7 2.3 2.6 2.8 2.3 2.1

% GPA > 2.0 82 71 50 91 80 50

% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 55 53 8 61 60 8

KFerformance of full-tide
'86):

I ENROLLEO
% PASS

students in first college -level tours tE-TiSTiiT-iiii ITfirough Spring

Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

214 67

39 92

ROTES.

1Criterion for completion (second & third study groups) is enrollment in English 101, even
though a student may not FM-enrolled in remediation.

[V082487]



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 323 PART-TIME 50

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in #1 above): # %

312 96.5

COLLEGE Rutgers-Camden
BASIC SKILL AREA Algebra
AREA NUMBER 3 of 3

PART-TIME
# %

27 54.0

u en s needing remedia ion
(% of those tested):

72 23.0 9 33.3

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester trom summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME

49 68.0

PART-TIME
# %

7 77.7

5. Course enrollment any semester from Summer '84 to Spring '8b) and outcomes for tinal level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME
#Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

PART-TIME

39 69.2 20.5 10.3 3 100 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

our-semes er ollow up o me s uden s ase on pring 86 as

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL # 24G 27 45
# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 167( 69.5) 23( 85.i) 20( 44.4)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.6 13.4 10.5 54.9 50.1 45.7
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.9 13.1 9.6 53.7 48.0 42.8
MEAN GPA 2.6 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.3
% GPA > 2.0 78 78 80 90 87 70
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 55 67 36 62 74 31

8. Pertormance of tuii- ime studen s in irs

'86): Remediat.
Not Needed

# ENROLLED 37

% PASS 76

ege -level course in skill area (through Spring
Remediat.
Completed

12

75

Melts:

-313-
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

COLLEGE RUTGERS-CAMDEN

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NICI3SPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reavillg: RC 171, McGraw Hill Reading Test 50th percentile

Writing: SS or RC 168, plus in-house essay in some cases

Computation: (no course in computation)

Elementary Algebra: EA 168 or MC 165

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 65 100

Writing: 57 53

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 75 75

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present In Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 7 9.4 3 60.0

Writing: 4 4.7 2 20.0

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 9 12.5 2 22.2

c

314



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT 07 HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
15cf-tC1111E-NE-5-5-REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL fiME 740 PART-TIME 104

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): f S

685 92.5

COLLEGE Rutgers-Newark NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984 -86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
BASIC RILL AREA Read b Writ* DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
AREA NU4BER 1 of 2 (Fall 104 Cohort)

PART-TIME
S

49 47.1

J. Students needing remeolarton
(S of those tested):

PULL -TIME

I S
59 8.6

PART -TIME

I %
11 22.4

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in EL semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
f S f S

57 96.6 7 63.6

b. Course enrollment st semester from Summer 84 to Spring 86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME ' ?ART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pa:s %Fail %Withdrew

47 83.0 12.8 2.1 7 42.9 57.1 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four - semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring 66 data) .

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.
Hot Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Heeded Completed Not Completed

TOTAL 626 43 16 '

I RETURNED SPR.'85 (%) 508( 81.1) 41( 95.3) 2( 12.5) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.1 12.3 7.5 ' 53.3 46.7 31.6
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 12.1 10.3 6.5 ' 51.2 41.2 23.8
MEAN GPA 2.5 2.0 1.4 ' 2.6 2.2 1.5
% GPA > 2.0 78 63 0 ' 83 66 0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 63 61 0 C7 63 0

f. Performance of lull-time students in first college-level course in skill area (through spring-
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 531 43

% PASS 89 72

NOTES:

**English."

'Criterion for completion (second A third groups) is enrollment in English 101, whetner or
not a student enrolled in remedIation.

[V082187]

435

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 740 PART-TIME 104

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME
those counted in /1 above): S

685 92.5

COLLEGE Rutgees-Newark

AREA NUMBER 2
BASIC SKILL AntA Al ebra

PART-TIME
# %

39 3/.5

u n s nee ng remeoi ion'

(% of those tested): S

90 13.1

f

22 56.4

4 a,e.A8T1.oeon appropriate remediai courses in lat semester from Summer 784 to Spring
'86 (S of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TIME
I S

82 91.1

PART-TIME
f S

17 77.2

5. Course enrolImeit (2a semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew /Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

78 93.6 2.6 3.8 11 63.6 27.3 0

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: ho post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)

Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed :Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.

Completed Not Complete

TOTAL I 54 73 17
'

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 484( 81.7) 57( 78.0) 9( 52.9) '

MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 13.2 12.2 12.6 ' 53.5 52.3 53.9
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 11.9 11.2 12.1 ' 50.6 48.6 49.7
MEAN GPA 2.4 2.5 2.7 ' 2.5 2.5 2.6
% GPA > 2.0 76 77 89 ' 82 83 67
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 62 60 47 ' 67 64 35

8. Performance of full -time students In first college-level course In skill area (through spring
86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 94 72

S PASS 64 92

NOTES:

[V082187]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE RUTGERS-NEWARK
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into rel ?diation (N)CBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading:* Essay 8; SS 24 (raw); TSWE 49; SATV 400 with SS 166 and high
school rank top 50%

Writing: (no separate writing course)

Computation: (no computation course)

Elementary Algebra: EA 167 with MC 168

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 98 75

Writing:

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 92 48

4b. Students identified as needing remediation whc were present in Spring *86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading:" 1 1.6 1 9.0

Writing:

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 6 6.6 2 9.0

'Reading and Writing ("English").

-316-
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTICNAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall ;984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested:

2. Students tested (and % of
those counted in /1 above):

FULL-TIME 4485 PART-TIME 138

FULL-TIME
I S

4279 95.3

COLLEGE Rutgers -N.Brunswick

BASIC SKILL AREA Beadin
AREA AMER 01 3

PART-TIME
S

29 21.0

. Students needing remediation FULL-TIllt

(Z of those tested): S

767 17.9

PART-HMC-
O S

11 37.9

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in Ez. semester from summer '84 to 4pr ng
'86 (% of those identified in /3 above):

FULL-TINE PART-TIME
I S S

4D7* 53.0 2* 18.1

b. Course enrollment (Mt semester trim Summer 84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remedfation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

407* 92 4 1

PART-TIME
#Enrolled SPass %Fail %Withdrew

2* 100 0 0

6. Pre- and post-test results or remedial courses in skill area. No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based on Spring '86 data)':

TERN DATA (SPRING '86)
Remedfat. Remedfat. Remedfat. ' Remedfat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedfat. Remedfat.

Completed Not Completed

TOTAL
RETURNED SPR.'86 1%)

3744
3211(

374
8S.7) 308(

393 '

82.3) 318(80.9)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPT.' 14.7 13.7 13.2 ' 58.3 52.1 51.2
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 14.0 12.8 12.2 ' 56.2 49.4 48.4
MEAN GPA 2.7 2.3 2.2 ' 2.7 2.3 2.2
% GPA > 2.0 84 68 65

.

86 72 65
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 72 56 53 ' 74 59 52

lreT7Fax 1-time students in first college-level course in Skill area (through Spring
'86): Remedfat. Remedfat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLEO 2487 336
% PASS 93 93

NOTES:

*Summer '84 enrollments not included (data not available).

1Criterion for coopletion (second d third groups) is enrollment in English 101, whether or
not a student enrolled In remedfation.

(V082187]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS CCUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1. Students required to be tested:

2. Students tested (and S of
those counted it /1 above):

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

FULL-TIME 4486 PART-TIME 138

FULL-TIME
S

4279 95.3

COLLEGE Rutgers -N.Bruaswfck

BASIC SKILL AREA Writin
IREA RIMER 2

PART-TIME
I S

29 21.0

uoen s nee ng reme a on
(S of those tested): S

704 16.4
S

4 13.7

4. Students enrolled In appropriate rumedlal courses in EL semester ornaserro133-111-SFiTil
'86 (% of those Identified in 13 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
I S I S

657 93.3 3 75.0

5. Course enrollment ( semester froo Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remedfatfon:

PART-TIME
SPass %Fail SWithdrew

100 0 0

/Enrolled

636

FULL-TIME

SPass %Fail

97 2

%Withdrew

1

(Enrolled

3

E. Pre- and post-test results for remedial Courses In skill wed: ho post-,es; data.

I. Four-semester follow up of full -tine students (based on Spring 86 data) 1:

TOTAL i
I RETURNED S*R.'86 (%)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEIN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA > 2.0
% SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

TERN DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remedfat. Remedfat. Remedfat. ' Remediat. Remedfat. Remedfat.
Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Complete

3802
3256(
14.7
14.0

2.7
83
71

85.6)
621

5421

13.5
12.5

2.2
67

58

87.2)
83
35(

12.8

11.4
2.0
60

25

.

42.1)'
'

'

'

.

'

58.3
56.2
2.7
86
74

51.7
48.8

2.3
68
59

46..,

41.6
2.0
46
19

S. Performance of full-time students in first college-level course In still hrea (through SliFIg-
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED
S PASS

2647 621

93 92

NOTES:

1Criterion for completion (second d third groups) is enrollment in English 101, whether or
not a student enrolled in remedfatfon.

(V082181)



NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITI TIONAL PROFILE

EFFECTIVEMESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE Rutgers-N.Brunswick
BASIC SKILL AREA Algebra
AREA NUMBER 3 of 3

I. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 4486 PART-TIME 138

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in #1 above): # % # %

4279 95.3 24 17.3

3. Students needing remediation FULL-TIME PART-TIME
(% of those tested): # % # %

737 17.2 21 87.5

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
# % #

395 53.5 9 42.8

TTourse enrollment any semester trom Summer 84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
raiediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
#Enrulled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

395 75 20 5 6 83 0 17

6. Pre- and post-test insults for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test data.

7. Four-semester follow up of full-time students (based 9n Spring '86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86)
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. ' Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Completed

TOTAL # 3751 298 439
# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%) 3225( 85.9) 261( 87.5) 331(75.3)'
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED 14.7 13.2 13.7 58.3 49.6 53.0
MEAN CREDITS EARNED 14.0 12.7 i2.6 56.2 47.0 50.4
MEAN GPA 2.7 2.4 2.4 2.7 2.4 2.4
% GPA > 2.0 82 72 73 85 75 77

% SHCCIMFUL SURVIVAL 71 63 55 73 66 58

F-Performance of full-÷ime students in first all ge-level course in skill area (through Spring
'86): lediai Remediat.

Noe Needtm Completed

# ENROLLED 642 220

% PASS 70 56

NOTES:

Throughout: Elementary & Intermediate Algebra combined.

CV082187]
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE RUTGERS-NEW BRUNSWICK
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
specified):

Reading: RC 167 with SATV 460; or RC 170 with SATV 410

Writing: Combined total of RC and SS raw scores plus first digit SATV 89 (85
at Livingston College); SATV 410 and SATM 430 (unless RC > 172 or
SS > 174); SATV 390 (unless RC > 176 or SS > 177)

Computation: (no computation course)

Elementary Algebra: EA 161 with MC 167; or EA 171 with in-house test 12

4a. Percent of students identified for remediation who had enrolled in appropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 55 52

Writing: 92 81

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 62 41

4b. Students identified as needing remediation v ho were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course 'n the skill area:

FULL-TIME
# %

PART-TIME
# %

Reading: 296 38.5 2 18.1

Writing: 38 5.3 0 0.0

Computation:

Elementary Algebra: 276 37.4 3 14.2

4
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EOUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 50S PART-TIME 2

2. Students tested (and S of FULL-TIME

those counted in fl above): I S
505 100.0

u en s nee ng reme la ion
(I of those tested): 2

60 11.8

COLLEGE NJIT
BASIC VTIMAEA Reading*
AREA NUMBER 1 of 3

PART-TIME

I S
2 100.0

P (-I

I %
0 0.0

4. Stu en s enrolled in appropriate remedial courses Al 22x semester from Summer '84 to-Spring
'86 (% of those identified in f3 above):

FULL-TIME PART -TIME

f S I S

60 100.0 0.0

5. Course enrollment (lax semester from Summer '84 to Spring '86) and outcomes for final level of
remediation:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME
(Enrolled %Pass %Fail tWithdrew IZnrolled SPass SFail tWithdrew

6. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area.

7. Four-semester tollow up of full-time students (based on Siring '85 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE D4TA
Remediat. Remediat. Remedlat. ' Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed Not Needed Completed Not Completed

B.

TOTAL P
f RETURNED SPR.'86 (I)
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
I GPA > 2.0
S SUCCESSFUL SURVIVAL

Performance of full -time students in first coilege-Im.mi course in skill
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

RUM'S=

I ENROLLED
S PASS

area (through

*All these students were required to take writing. Remedial reading Instruction was embedded
in a sequence whose final level was remedial writing. Thus, outcomes for the reading component
cannot be isolated (and therefore remedial course and follow-up data as submitted were not used in
this study (refer to institutional profile).

(V082788]

NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT
(Fall 1984 Cohort)

COLLEGE NJIT

AREA NUMBER 2 'a'

BASIC SKTEFAREA Writin

1. Student:: required to be tested: FULL -TINE 505 PART-TIME 2

2. Students tested (and S of FULL -TIME
those counted in fl above): I S

505 100.0

37-Students needing re.ediation
It of those tested):

PART-TIME

I S
2 100.0

Ida-TIME
I

124 24.5

PART-TIME
I S

0 0.0

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in lax seme.tii from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% .1 those identified in 93 above):

FULL-TIME
I S

124 100.0

3. Course en-oliment ifiseriEit-&-176M.-Siimmer
reridiation:

FULL-TIME
/Enrolled %Pass %Fall SWithdrew

124 86.3 1.6 0

PART-TIME
I S

0.0

pr ng an ou comes or final leve o

PART-TIME
(Enrolled %Pass %Fail .Withdrew

b. Pre- and post-test results for remedial courses in skill area: No post-test dea.

/. four-semester follow up of full -time students (based on Spring 85 data):

TOTAL I

I RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)

TERM OATA (SPRING '86)
Remedlat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed
'

'Not

'

Remediat.
Needed

CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat.
Completed Not Couplet.

381

276(

107 17

72.4) 77( 71.9) 4( 23.5)
MEAN CREOITS ATTEMPTED 15.7 15.4 16.0 64.6 53.8 63.1
MEAN CREDITS (ARNO 12.7 11.4 15.0 ' 55.9 45.4 56.1
MEN GPA 2.53 2.26 3.55 ' 2.57 2.29 3.10
S GPA > 2.0 80.7 72.2 100 81.9 68.8 100
S NCCESSFUL SURVIVAL 58 52 24 59 50 24

8. Performance of 701=1TWe students TfiTiiitcolege-leva course in skill area (Through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

I ENROLLED 199 79
S PASS 90.5 84.8

ROILS.
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL 1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE COLLEGE NJIT
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION EFFECTIVENESS REPORT BASIC SKILL AREA Algebra*

(Fall 1984 Cohort) AREA NUMBER 3 of

1. Students required to be tested: FULL-TIME 505 PART-TIME 2

2. Students tested (and % of FULL-TIME PART-TIME
those counted in #1 above): # % # %

505 100.0 2 100.0

3. Students needing remediation FULL-TIME PART-TIME
(% of those tested): # % # %

4. Students enrolled in appropriate remedial courses in any semester from Summer '84 to Spring
'86 (% of those identified in #3 above):

FULL-TIME1 PART-TIME

# %

5. Course enrollment (any semester trom summer 84 to Spring 8b) an' ou comes or ina level o
remediation:

FULL-TIME
#Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew #Enrolled %Pass %Fail %Withdrew

PART-TIME

6. Pre- and post-test result for remedial courses in skill area:

/. Four-semester follow up of tull-time students (based on Spring 86 data):

TERM DATA (SPRING '86) CUMULATIVE DATA
Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed Not Completed 'Not Needed Completed Not Completed

TOTAL #
# RETURNED SPR.'86 (%)
MEAN CREDITS ATTEMPTED
MEAN CREDITS EARNED
MEAN GPA
% GPA :* 2.0
% SUCCMFLL SURVIVAL

8. Performance of full-time students in first college-level course in sk.:1 area (through Spring
'86): Remediat. Remediat.

Not Needed Completed

# ENROLLED
% PASS

NOTES

*The bulk of data submitted pertain to courses which included advanced algebra up through
pre - calculus; thus these data were not reviewed and do not appear here. Only approximately 6
students took a remedial course that treated some lower-level algebra topics.

4 4 4
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NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS COUNCIL COLLEGE NI IT
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION

1984-86 INSTITUTIONAL PROFILE
EFFECTIVENESS REPORT

(Fall 1984 Cohort)

3a. Criteria below which students were placed into remediation (NJCBSPT unless otherwise
spec i f ied):

Reading: RC 165, SATRC 40

Writing: RC greater 165, Essay 7, C 165. SATV 400, SATRC > 40, TSWE 40

Computation: (no computation course offered)

Elementary Algebra: (not applicable)

4a. Percent of students identified for remed. .son who had enrolled in apnropriate remedial
course in the skill area by Spring '85 (i.e., within two semesters):

Reading:

Writing:

Computation:

Elementary Algebra:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

100 .0.0)

100 (n.0)

4b. Students identified as needing remediation who were present in Spring '86 but had not
enrolled in an appropriate remedial course in the skill area:

FULL-TIME PART-TIME

Reading: 0 0.0

Writing: 0 0.0

Computation:

Elementary Algebra:

4 3
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NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

/ME -TEST AM) POST-TEST RESULTS FOR REMEDIAL COURSES (FINAL LEVEL ONLYI

IN READING. WRITING. MATH COMPUTATION AND ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

FALL 1984 COHORT

CUMULATIVE DATA FOR SUMER 1984 THROUGH SPRING 1986

Ness of Course' Total No.

Enrolled

Name of Test

Administered

Section

of Test

Administered

Minimum Score

Needed to Deter-

mine Profeciency2

N3

PRE-TEST POST-TEST Percent Students

Attaining Min.

Level on Post -test4

Mean Standard

Deviation

Mem; Standard

Deviation
In Course

En.. 098-099 60

Standard

Task Test Form A 40 33 '7.6 16.2 37.2 17.6 54.5



ADDITIONAL NJCBSPT PUBLICATIONS AND RELATED REPORTS*

FUTURES: Making High School Count. New Jersey Basic Skills Council, 1987.

Student Information Bulletin 1989.

Interpreting Scores on the New Jersey 'ollege Basic Skills Placement Test.

Interpreting Mathematics Scores on the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement rest.

Scoring the Essays.

Teaching Reading & Writing. Observations derived from results of the New Jersey College

Basic Skills Placement Test. New Jersey P3SiC Skills Council, 1984.

Report on the Character of Remedial Programs in New Jersey Public Colleges and
Universities, Fall 1984. New Jersey Basic Skills Council, 1985.

Report on the Effectiveness of Remedial Programs in New Jersey Public Colleges and
Universities, Fall 1983 - Spring 1985. New Jersey Basic Skills Council, 1986.

Report on the Results of the New Jersey College Basic Skills Placement Testing, Fall 1988

Entering Freshmen. New Jersey Basic Skills Council, 1989.

'Publications and reps
jersey Department of h
08625.

available from the Basic Skills Assessment Progrum, New
Education, 20 West State Street, CN 542, Trenton, N
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